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Materials that are used in everyday life have an immense impact on the development of the human society. During the Stone Age and Iron Age epochs, humans widely used stone or iron to make tools. In the present age, there is no question that polymers and plastics dominate our rapidly developing daily needs and show enormous potential for the development of new technologies. Constructive materials, for instance, are preferentially made of standard polymeric materials such as polyolefins, polyesters or polyamides. It is therefore obvious that the future of polymer chemistry will be influenced by the elaboration of new functional polymers. At the beginning of the application of synthetic materials, naturally occurring polymers as cellulose or polyisoprene were simply modified, for example by esterification or cross-linking to obtain the desired properties. Hermann Staudinger, for instance, chemically modified starch to prove the existence of high molecular weight substances. Nowadays, the development of various functional polymers is becoming increasingly important in specific areas of application.

In terms of technical applications, functional polymers are important, for example in the fields of optics, electronics or catalysis. They are also widely used for analytical devices, (e.g. columns for chromatography), for membranes and in the solid phase synthesis of peptides and oligonucleotides.

Focusing on the constantly developing medical field, only specifically elaborated functional polymer materials can fulfill the specific challenges required of them for use as, for example, surgical sutures, dental fillings, wound dressings, bone cements or hollow fibers for dialysis. Typical examples of such materials include hydrogels and stimulus-responsive polymers which are also the basis of ophthalmic surgery.

Thus, our aim in this Thematic Series is to bring together a broad spectrum of reports in the field of functionalized polymers to update the “state of the art” of knowledge in this field. It is therefore a great pleasure to serve as an editor for this series of articles.
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Synthesis of bis(3-{[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl}-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)(phenyl)phosphine oxide – a tailor-made photoinitiator for dental adhesives

Norbert Moszner¹, Iris Lamparth¹, Jörg Angermann¹, Urs Karl Fischer¹, Frank Zeuner¹, Thorsten Bock¹, Robert Liska² and Volker Rheinberger¹

Abstract
Because of the poor solubility of the commercially available bisacylphosphine oxides in dental acidic aqueous primer formulations, bis(3-{[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl}-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)(phenyl)phosphine oxide (WBAPO) was synthesized starting from 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid by the dichlorophosphine route. The substituent was introduced by etherification with 2-(allyloxy)ethanol. In the second step, 3-{[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl}-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid was chlorinated. The formed acid chloride showed an unexpected low thermal stability. Its thermal rearrangement at 180 °C resulted in a fast formation of 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid 2-(allyloxy)ethyl ester. In the third step, the acid chloride was reacted with phenylphosphine dilithium with the formation of bis(3-{[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl}-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)(phenyl)phosphine, which was oxidized to WBAPO. The structure of WBAPO was confirmed by ¹H NMR, ¹³C NMR, ³¹P NMR, and IR spectroscopy, as well as elemental analysis. WBAPO, a yellow liquid, possesses improved solubility in polar solvents and shows UV–vis absorption, and a high photoreactivity comparable with the commercially available bisacylphosphine oxides. A sufficient storage stability was found in dental acidic aqueous primer formulations.

Introduction
Self-etching enamel-dentin adhesives (SEAs) are used in restorative dentistry to achieve a strong bond between the filling composites and dental hard tissues. The main components of currently used SEAs include strongly acidic adhesive monomers, such as polymerizable phosphonic or phosphoric acids and crosslinking dimethacrylates, such as 2,2-bis[(4-(2-hydroxy-3-methacryloxypropoxy)phenyl)propane (Bis-GMA) or triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) [1]. In
SEAs, water is primarily used as the solvent or co-solvent. Thus, especially in the case of one-bottle adhesives, the methacrylates may undergo hydrolysis of the methacrylate ester groups in the presence of the strongly acidic adhesive monomers. Therefore, we have synthesized new crosslinkers [2], such as \(N,N\text{-diethyl}-1,3\text{-bis(acrylamido)propane} \) (DEBAMP), or new strongly acidic monomers, such as \(2,4,6\text{-trimethylphenyl 2-[(4-(di-hydroxyphosphoryl)-2-oxa-buty]l]acrylate} \) [3] or \(1,3\text{bis(methacrylamido)propane-2-y1 dihydrogen phosphate} \) (BMAMHP) [4], which show improved hydrolytic stability under acidic aqueous conditions. The visible-light (VL) photoinitiators (PIs) in current SEAs are based on mixtures of camphorquinone (CQ) and tertiary amines (A) [5]. The CQ-A PIs belong to bimolecular hydrogen abstraction PI systems: CQ shows a broad absorption spectrum between 400 and 500 nm \( (\lambda_{\text{max}} = 468 \text{ nm}) \). The VL-excited CQ forms an excited state complex with the amine co-initiator, which generates a ketyl and an \( \alpha \)-aminoalkyl radical by electron and subsequent proton transfer. The aminoalkyl radical may initiate the polymerization of the monomers present, while the ketyl radical is mainly deactivated by dimerization or disproportionation [6]. However, in SEAs, the acid-base reaction of acidic monomers with the basic amine co-initiators of the PI system may significantly impair the formation of initiating radicals. Moreover, especially in the aqueous medium, the polar radicals are well solvated by the surrounding medium, thus inhibiting the proton transfer. If proton transfer occurs, both non-ionic and therefore rather hydrophobic species are kept in the solvent cage, which reduces the photoinitiating activity [7]. Therefore, in order to improve the performance of SEAs, amine-free PIs were developed. In this context, we were able to show that benzoyletrimethylgermane [8] and dibenzoylethylgermane (DBDEG) [9,10] can be used as VL PIs for the photopolymerization of dimethacrylate resins, dental adhesives or composites and undergo an \( \alpha \)-cleavage with the formation of benzoyl and germyl radicals, which may initiate the free-radical polymerization of the monomers present. In addition, bisacylphosphine oxides, such as commercially available bis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phenylphosphine oxide (BAPO), seem to be a suitable alternative because their absorption tails out into the visible range of the spectrum [7]. BAPO undergoes a monomolecular \( \alpha \)-cleavage with the formation of two initiating radicals and shows a high photoinitiating reactivity with a good storage stability. Recently, a simple straightforward synthesis of BAPO was published [11]. However, the solubility of BAPO in polar solvents and aqueous formulations is insufficiently low, which limits the use of BAPO in water-based SEAs. In this context, we were able to synthesize a number of new substituted bisacylphosphine oxides, which show improved solubility in aqueous compositions [12].

In this paper, we report the detailed synthesis of bis(3\[-(2\text{-allyloxy}ethoxy)methyl\]-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)(phenyl)phosphine oxide WBAPO (Scheme 1) and its use as a tailor-made PI in SEAs.

**Results and Discussion**

**Synthesis and characterization of WBAPO**

The synthesis of bisacylphosphines and their oxides often start either from \(P,P\text{-dichlorophenylphosphine} \) (PhPCl\(_2\)) [13] or free phenylphosphine [14]. We chose to use the PhPCl\(_2\)-route since primary phosphines have an unpleasant smell, a high toxicity and are very air-sensitive. Furthermore, phenylphosphine is difficult to access commercially and is very expensive. The synthesis of WBAPO started from 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid, which was synthesized by chloromethylation of 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid with a mixture of paraformaldehyde and hydrochloric acid, followed by treatment of the formed hydroxymethyl compound with concentrated hydrochloric acid in a one-pot reaction [15]. In the first step of the WBAPO synthesis (Scheme 2), 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid was coupled with 2-(allyloxy)ethanol using potassium hydroxide in excess of 2-(allyloxy)ethanol as solvent at 70 °C to afford 3-[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl]-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid \(1\) as an off-white powder in 62% yield. The main problem of this step was the separation of the large amount of residual 2-(allyloxy)ethanol. This was successfully accomplished by washing its toluene solution with water followed by recrystallization of the crude product from cyclohexane.

In the second step, 1 was chlorinated with thionyl chloride in toluene as solvent by a procedure analogous to that described in the literature [16]. After distillation of the dark crude product, 3-[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl]-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl chloride \(2\) was obtained as a colorless liquid in 76% yield. However, 2 showed unexpected limited thermal stability. It was found that 2 decomposed with the formation of 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid 2-(allyloxy)ethyl ester 4 slowly on storage at room temperature over a few days or rapidly on heating at 180 °C for 4 h. Obviously, this reaction is a thermal...
Scheme 2: Etherification of 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid and chlorination of 1.

rearrangement because an exchange of chlorine with the 2-(allyloxy)ethoxy group took place as a result of heating (Scheme 3). In this context, it should be noted that we also found the exchange of chlorine in the cases of both the 2-(ethoxy)- and 2-(propoxy)ethoxy derivatives. For the successful purification of 2 by distillation both a short distillation time and a relatively low bottom temperature are crucial. Furthermore, it was found to be advantageous if the crude product was purged with nitrogen gas prior to distillation. The identity of compound 4 was established by an independent synthesis of the compound from 2-(allyloxy)ethanol and 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl chloride 3, prepared by chlorination of 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid with thionyl chloride.

In the third step, the bisacylphosphine oxide WBAPO was prepared by the reaction of 2 with \(P,P\)-dichlorophenylphosphine (Scheme 4). Thus, \(P,P\)-dichlorophenylphosphine dissolved in THF was first lithiated with metallic lithium in a dry argon atmosphere in the presence of a small amount of naphthalene. The resulting dark green phenylphosphine dilithium solution was then added to a THF solution of 2. THF was evaporated from the intermediate bis(3-(2-(allyloxy)ethoxy)methyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)(phenyl)phosphine solution, the residue dissolved in toluene and oxidized with a 30 wt% hydrogen peroxide solution at 70 °C. After column chromatography, WBAPO was obtained as a yellow oil in 67% yield with a HPLC purity of 94–95%. The characterization of WBAPO was carried out by \(^1\)H NMR, \(^{13}\)C NMR, \(^{31}\)P NMR and IR spectroscopy, as well as by elemental analysis. The spectral data are in agreement with the expected structure. For example, the presence of the [2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl substituent was supported by the presence of new signals compared to the spectrum of BAPO: a singlet for the benzyl protons at \(\delta = 4.49\) ppm and two multiplets for the vinyl protons at \(\delta = 5.13–5.27\) and \(5.83–5.93\) ppm were evident in the \(^1\)H NMR spectrum (Figure 1). The \(^{13}\)C NMR spectrum of WBAPO showed a doublet arising from the carbonyl carbon atom at \(\delta = 216.2\) ppm compared to 216.1 ppm in the case of BAPO, and the \(^{31}\)P NMR spectrum featured only one signal at \(\delta = 6.58\) ppm (BAPO: 6.98 ppm).

The yield of the WBAPO synthesis was significantly lower compared to the high yield (>90%) in the case of the less substituted bisacylphosphine oxide BAPO. Therefore, a number of model reactions were carried out to elucidate possible reasons for this. We therefore investigated the formation of BAPO by the reaction of 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl chloride with \(P,P\)-dichlorophenylphosphine under analogous conditions. The lithiation step was carried out in the presence of different model compounds for the reactive sites of the [2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl substituent, such as benzyl methyl ether, allyl ethyl ether or diethylene glycol dimethyl ether. In the case of benzyl methyl ether and allyl ethyl ether, BAPO was formed in a lower yield showing that benzyl and allyl groups had a negative effect on the yield of BAPO. Probably, these groups initiate side reac-
Figure 1: H NMR spectra (400 MHz, CDCl₃) of BAPO and WBAPO.

Scheme 4: Synthesis of WBAPO starting from P,P'-dichlorophenyolphosphine and 2.

It proved very difficult to separate the residual phosphine from the corresponding phosphine oxide. Accordingly, we used temperatures of 45, 50 or 56 °C and determined the area ratios of the WBAPO peak to the peak of the corresponding phosphine. These were found to be 3:5, 4:1 or 8:1 by HPLC. Only temperatures higher than 60 °C ensure a fast and complete oxidation of the bisacylphosphine.

Finally, different batches of WBAPO were investigated by LC-MS during the scale-up of the synthesis. The results show that a side-chain extended WBAPO with a molecular weight of 867 g/mol (Scheme 5) was formed in all cases as the main impurity in amounts of 0.5–5%. The structure of this compound was also clearly confirmed by the ¹³C and ¹H NMR spectroscopic measurements of a WBAPO sample that specifically contained about 70% of this side product. The ¹³C NMR spectrum of this sample showed three carbonyl signals: a singlet at δ = 170.4 ppm and two doublets at δ = 215.9 and 216.5 ppm.

The singlet arises from the carbonyl group of the ester, whereas the two doublets can be assigned to the carbonyl groups of the differently substituted and therefore non-equivalent benzoyl moieties. Moreover, in the ¹H NMR spectrum the signal inten-
acetonitrile shows UV–vis absorption, which tails out into the visible range of the spectrum. WBAPO showed almost the same long wavelength absorption maximum ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$) of 368 nm and extinction coefficient ($\varepsilon$) of 8850 dm$^2$/mol compared to BAPO ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 369$ nm, $\varepsilon_{369} = 8820$ dm$^2$/mol). The long wavelength bis(benzoyl)phosphine oxide absorption between ~360 and 400 nm can be generally assigned to symmetry forbidden n-$\pi^*$ transitions, which are responsible for $\alpha$-cleavage and formation of free radicals [17]. After excitation with light in the near UV–vis, the excited triplet state undergoes cleavage of the carbon-phosphorus bond, thereby producing two highly efficient initiating radicals: a benzoyl and a phosphinoyl radical. CQ absorbs light in the region of 400–500 nm with a low absorption coefficient due to the n-$\pi^*$ transitions of the dicarbonyl group.

**Properties of WBAPO, photopolymerization and adhesives**

WBAPO is a liquid that exhibits improved solubility in polar solvents compared to the solid BAPO. For example, the solubility of WBAPO in ethanol is about 50% and in acetone >50% compared to the solubility of BAPO of 3% in ethanol or 13% in acetone. As demonstrated in Figure 2, WBAPO dissolved in acetonitrile shows UV–vis absorption, which tails out into the visible range of the spectrum. WBAPO showed almost the same long wavelength absorption maximum ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$) of 368 nm and extinction coefficient ($\varepsilon$) of 8850 dm$^2$/mol compared to BAPO ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 369$ nm, $\varepsilon_{369} = 8820$ dm$^2$/mol). The long wavelength bis(benzoyl)phosphine oxide absorption between ~360 and 400 nm can be generally assigned to symmetry forbidden n-$\pi^*$ transitions, which are responsible for $\alpha$-cleavage and formation of free radicals [17]. After excitation with light in the near UV–vis, the excited triplet state undergoes cleavage of the carbon-phosphorus bond, thereby producing two highly efficient initiating radicals: a benzoyl and a phosphinoyl radical. CQ absorbs light in the region of 400–500 nm with a low absorption coefficient due to the n-$\pi^*$ transitions of the dicarbonyl group.

**Figure 2**: UV–vis absorption spectra of WBAPO and CQ dissolved in acetonitrile ($10^{-3}$ mol/L).
Photo-DSC is a unique method for comparing the performance of different PIs. Therefore, the photopolymerization of a common dental dimethacrylate resin based on mixtures of Bis-GMA (42 wt %), UDMA (37 wt %), TEGDMA (21 wt %) and the PI WBAPO or BAPO (2.38 mmol/100 g resin) was studied by photo-DSC using a blue LED (emission spectrum: 380–515 nm, $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 460$ nm) as irradiation source. The Photo-DSC plots (Figure 3) confirmed the same photoinitiating activity of the two PIs taking into consideration the experimental accuracy of the DSC method.

Because of the excellent performance of the synthesized WBAPO, it has been used as part of the PI system in our current SEA AdheSE® One F. This self-etching enamel-dentin adhesive is mainly based on an aqueous mixture of the hydrolytically stable cross-linker DEBAMP and the strongly acidic adhesive monomer BMAMHP. For the investigation of the adhesive properties, the shear bond strength of corresponding compositions containing different PIs was measured as a function of storage time of the adhesive at 42 °C. The results (Table 1) showed that the efficiency of the CQ-A based adhesive decreased very rapidly. In contrast, the bonding properties of the adhesives based on the bisacylphosphine oxide WBAPO or DBDEG were not influenced by the stress test.

**Conclusion**

WBAPO was synthesized via the dichlorophosphine route in a satisfactory yield. Benzyl and allyl groups of the introduced [2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl substituent probably initiate side reactions during the lithiation step and have a negative effect on the yield of the synthesis. WBAPO, a yellow liquid, showed the expected improved solubility in polar solvents and the same photochemical properties as the commercially available bisacylphosphine oxides. Given its sufficient storage stability, WBAPO can be used as efficient PI in dental acidic aqueous primer formulations.

**Experimental**

2,4,6-Trimethylbenzoic acid (Jiangsu Panoxi Chemical Co., Ltd., China) and 2-(allyloxy)ethanol (Kowa Europe GmbH, Germany) were used without further purification. All other substances were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Switzerland). 3-(Chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid was prepared from 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid by chloromethylation according to the literature [15]. DBDEG was synthesized as described previously [18].

DL-camphorquinone (CQ, Rahn, Switzerland), ethyl $p$-dimethylaminobenzoate (EMBO, Fluka Chemie AG, Switzerland) and Irgacure® 819 (BAPO, Ciba Specialty Chemical, Switzerland) were used without purification. Bis-GMA and

![Figure 3: DSC-plot of a mixture of Bis-GMA (42 wt %), UDMA (37 wt %), TEGDMA (21 wt %) and the PI WBAPO or BAPO.](image-url)
TEGDMA (Esschem, USA) and 1,6-bis(2-methacryloyloxyethylcarbonylamo)-2,2,4,4-trimethylhexane (UDMA, Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Liechtenstein) were purchased from the suppliers noted above.

**Synthesis of 1**

A suspension of 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid (84.0 g, 0.395 mol) in 2-(allyloxy)ethanol (200.0 g, 1.96 mol) was added to a solution of potassium hydroxide (88.6 g, 1.58 mol) in 2-(allyloxy)ethanol (606.7 g, 5.94 mol) and heated to 70 °C for 1 h. The mixture was poured into ice-water (600.0 g) and acidified with concentrated hydrochloric acid (pH < 1). After extraction with toluene (2 × 200 mL), the combined organic layers were washed with water (5 × 200 mL), dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate, and the solvent evaporated (50 °C, 80 mbar). Recrystallization of the crude product from cyclohexane yielded 1 as an off-white powder (68.5 g, 62%, mp: 80–81 °C) which was used without further purification.

**Synthesis of 2**

1H NMR (CDCl₃, 400 MHz): δ (ppm): 2.34, 2.38, and 2.43 (3 s, 3H each, CH₃), 3.61–3.68 (m, 4H, O(CH₂)₂), 4.02 (dt, J = 5.3 Hz, 1.4 Hz, 2H, OCH₂ allyl), 4.60 (s, 2H, OCH₂ benzyl), 5.15–5.30, and 5.86–5.96 (2 m, 2H, 1H, HC=CH₃), 6.90 (s, 1H, =CH aromatic), 11.0 (br. s, 1H, OH). 13C NMR (CDCl₃, 100 MHz): δ (ppm): 16.7, 19.7 and 19.8 (CH₃ each, CH₃), 67.1, 69.4, 69.7, and 72.2 (OCH₂), 117.1 (=CH₂), 129.9 (=CH allyl), 132.0, 134.5, 135.0, and 139.6 (=C aromatic), 134.6 (=C aromatic), 175.4 (C=O). IR (diamond ATR): ν = 3080 (w, =CH), 2980–2861 (m, CH₃, CH₂), 1786 (vs, C=O), 1647 (w, C=C allyl), 1599 (w, C=C aromatic), 1449 (m, CH₂, CH₃), 1348 (m, CH₃), 1095 (vs, COC), 993, and 924 (=CH allyl), 785 cm⁻¹ (vs, CCl). Anal. calcd. for C₁₀H₁₂O₃: C, 69.75; H, 6.94; Cl, 12.42. Found: C, 69.7; H, 7.13; Cl, 11.95. Found: C, 64.47; H, 7.15; Cl, 12.42.

**Synthesis of WBAPO**

1. Phenylphosphine dilithium

A solution of P,P-dichlorophenylphosphine (6.59 g, 36.8 mmol) in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF, 10 mL) was added to a stirred mixture of lithium (1.53 g, 221 mmol), naphthalene (0.064 g, 0.50 mmol) and anhydrous THF (40 mL) in a flame dried flask under an argon atmosphere at room temperature. After 22 h, the dark green solution was transferred into another flame dried flask flushed with dry argon via double ended needle. This solution was directly used for the acylation step.

2. Bis(3-[[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl]-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)(phenyl)phosphine

(21.98 g, 74.1 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (25 mL). This solution was added dropwise to the above prepared phenylphosphine dilithium solution while the temperature was kept between 30–35 °C in the dark, and subsequently stirred at ambient temperature. After 4 h, THF was removed at 40 °C under reduced pressure and the residue was used in the subsequent oxidation step.

3. Bis(3-[[2-(allyloxy)ethoxy]methyl]-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)(phenyl)phosphine oxide

For this stage all manipulations were carried out in brown glass apparatus or under yellow light. The residue from the latter step was dissolved in toluene (40 mL). Hydrogen peroxide solution (30%, 4.17 g, 36.8 mmol) was added dropwise upon vigorous stirring while the temperature was kept at about 70 °C. After the solution was stirred at room temperature for 30 min, it was diluted with ethyl acetate (30 mL). The two layers were separated and the organic layer was washed with 0.5 N sodium hydroxide solution (5 × 20 mL) and once with brine (20 mL). After drying with anhydrous sodium sulfate, the solvent was evaporated and the crude product purified by column chromatography (silica gel 60, n-heptane:ethyl acetate = 2:1) to give WBAPO as a yellow oil (15.9 g, 67%).
17.0 (\text{=CH}_2), 125.8 (d, J_{C,p} = 74 \text{ Hz}, \text{=CP}), 128.5 (d, J_{C,p} = 11 \text{ Hz}, \text{=CH}), 130.7 (\text{=CH allyl}), 132.1 (d, J_{C,p} = 8 \text{ Hz}, \text{=CH}), 132.6, 134.8, 135.5 and 141.2 (\text{=C aromat}), 132.9 (d, J_{C,p} = 3 \text{ Hz}, \text{=CH}), 134.7 (\text{=CH aromat}), 136.7 (d, J_{C,p} = 41 \text{ Hz}, \text{=C-C}=O), 216.2 (d, J_{C,p} = 58 \text{ Hz}, \text{=O}). \text{^{31}P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl}_3): \delta \text{(ppm): 6.58. IR (diamond ATR): v = 3070 (w, =CH), 2930 and 2860 (m, CH}_2, \text{CH}_3), 1735 (m, \text{C}=O), 1679 (m, \text{C=C allyl}), 1656 and 1596 (m, \text{C=C aromat}), 1437 (m, \text{CH}_2, \text{CH}_3), 1373 (m, \text{CH}_3), 1204 (s, \text{P}=O), 1096 (vs, \text{OC}), 995 and 925 cm\(^{-1}\) (s, \text{=CH allyl}). Anal. calcd. for C\text{_{38}}H\text{_{42}}O\text{_{3}}P: C, 70.57; H, 7.32; O, 17.32. Found: C, 70.23; H, 7.28; O, 18.06.

**Synthesis of 3**

Compound 3 was prepared from 3-(chloromethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid (21.27 g, 0.10 mol) and thionyl chloride (14.0 g, 61%, mp: 201–202 °C, decomp.).

1\text{H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl}_3): \delta \text{(ppm): 2.36, 2.42 and 2.46 (3 s, 3H each, \text{CH}_3), 4.62 (s, 2H, CICH}_2\text{H}), 6.95 (s, 1H, \text{=CH}). \text{^{13}C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl}_3): \delta \text{(ppm): 16.2, 19.2 and 19.4 (CH}_3\text{), 40.1 (CICH}_2\text{H}), 130.4 (=CH), 132.1, 132.4, 133.0, 138.2 and 140.0 (=C), 170.3 (=O). IR (diamond ATR): v = 3070 (w, =CH), 2980, 2910 and 2870 (w, \text{CH}_2, \text{CH}_3), 1791 (vs, \text{C}=O), 1596 and 1566 (m, \text{C}=C aromat), 1423 (m, \text{CH}_2, \text{CH}_3), 1381 (s, \text{CH}_3), 772 cm\(^{-1}\) (vs, \text{C-C}). Anal. calcd. for C\text{_{11}}H\text{_{12}}Cl\text{_{2}}O: C, 57.17; H, 5.23; Cl, 30.68. Found: C, 57.56; H, 5.46; Cl, 29.82.

**Synthesis of 4**

To a solution of 2-(allyloxy)ethanol (5.11 g, 50.0 mmol) and triethylamine (5.06 g, 50.0 mmol) in anhydrous methylene chloride (30 mL), 3 (11.56 g, 50.0 mmol) in anhydrous methylene chloride (20 mL) was added at 0 °C. After 2 h the white precipitate was filtered off and the filtrate was washed with water (3 × 50 mL), dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate and the solvent removed under vacuum to give 4 as a colorless liquid (11.3 g, 76%). Compound 4 was also obtained by heating 2 at 180 °C for 4 h and was the main component of its distillation residue.

1\text{H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl}_3): \delta \text{(ppm): 2.27, 2.36 and 2.38 (3 s, 3H each, \text{CH}_3), 3.72–3.75 (m, 2\text{H, OCH}_2\text{CH}_2), 4.01–4.03 (m, 2\text{H, OCH}_2\text{CH}_2)}, 4.48–4.50 (m, 2\text{H, OCH}_2\text{CH}_2), 4.62 (s, 2H, CICH}_2\text{H}), 5.16–5.30 and 5.84–5.94 (2 m, 2\text{H, 1H, HC}=CH\text{CH}_2), 6.90 (s, 1H, \text{=CH aromat}). \text{^{13}C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl}_3): \delta \text{(ppm): 16.2, 19.3 and 19.5 (CH}_3\text{), 40.7 (CICH}_2\text{H}), 63.9, 67.8, and 72.02 (OCH}_2\text{H}), 117.3 (=CH}_2\text{), 130.0 (=CH allyl), 131.9, 133.2, 134.3, 135.2 and 138.7 (=C aromat), 134.4 (=CH aromat), 170.0 (\text{C}=O). IR (diamond ATR): v = 3090 (w, =CH), 2949, 2919 and 2862 (m, \text{CH}_2, \text{CH}_3), 1722 (vs, \text{C}=O), 1647 (w, C=C allyl), 1603 (m, C=C aromat), 1447 (s, \text{CH}_2, \text{CH}_3), 1379 (m, \text{CH}_2), 1044 (vs, \text{OC}), 992, and 924 cm\(^{-1}\) (s, \text{=CH allyl}). Anal. calcd. for C\text{_{15}}H\text{_{16}}Cl\text{_{2}}O\text{_{2}}: C, 64.75; H, 7.13; Cl, 11.95. Found: C, 64.83; H, 7.12; Cl, 11.86.

**Measurements**

NMR spectroscopic measurements were recorded on a DPX-400 spectrometer (Bruker Biospin, \text{^{1}H: 400 MHz, ^{13}C: 100 MHz, ^{31}P: 162 MHz} in CDC13 or dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 as the solvent using tetramethylsilane (TMS) as standard. A FT-IR spectrometer 1600 (Perkin-Elmer) was used to record IR spectra. Melting points were measured with a Melting Point B-540 (Büchi). Elemental analyses were performed with an elemental analyzer CHNS-O Typ EA 1108 (Fisons Instruments). UV–vis spectra were recorded with a UV–vis spectrometer Lambda 2 (Perkin Elmer) in acetonitrile.

The photopolymerization of a dimethacrylate resin (Bis-GMA: 42 wt %, UDMA: 37 wt % and TEGDMA 21 wt %) was studied by photo-DSC (Perkin Elmer DSC 7) using a blue LED Bluephase (1200 mW·cm\(^{-2}\), Ivoclar Vivadent AG) and an irradiation time of 180 s at 37 °C.

For the measurement of the shear bond strength of the corresponding dentin adhesives, freshly extracted bovine lower incisors were embedded in unsaturated polyester resin (Castolite, Buehler, USA) in cylindrical molds. Flat dentinal surfaces were ground with water-cooled P240-grit SiC followed by sandblasting with 150-μm aluminum oxide particles and etching with 37% phosphoric acid for 30 s followed by rinsing with water and air drying. The dentin surfaces were treated for 10 s with 37% phosphoric acid and the etched dentin surfaces were covered with a thin layer of hydroxyapatite. The composite resin was placed on the bonded surface and filled into the prepared holes (3.00 mm in diameter and 4 mm in height, Guillotine Instruments). UV–vis spectra were recorded with a UV–vis spectrometer Lambda 2 (Perkin Elmer) in acetonitrile.
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Ring opening metathesis polymerization-derived block copolymers bearing chelating ligands: synthesis, metal immobilization and use in hydroformylation under micellar conditions
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Abstract

Norborn-5-ene-(N,N-dipyrid-2-yl)carbamide (M1) was copolymerized with exo,exo-[2-(3-ethoxycarbonyl-7-oxabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-en-2-carbonyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium iodide (M2) using the Schrock catalyst Mo(N-2,6-Me₂-C₆H₃)CHCM₂₂Ph(OCF₃)₂₂[Mo] to yield poly(M1-b-M2). In water, poly(M1-b-M2) forms micelles with a critical micelle-forming concentration (cmc) of 2.8 × 10⁻⁶ mol L⁻¹. Reaction of poly(M1-b-M2) with [Rh(COD)Cl]₂ (COD = cycloocta-1,5-diene) yields the Rh(I)-loaded block copolymer poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh containing 18 mg of Rh(I)/g of block copolymer with a cmc of 2.2 × 10⁻⁶ mol L⁻¹. The Rh-loaded polymer was used for the hydroformylation of 1-octene under micellar conditions. The data obtained were compared to those obtained with a monomeric analogue, i.e. CH₃CON(Py)₂RhCl(COD) (C1, Py = 2-pyridyl). Using the polymer-supported catalyst under micellar conditions, a significant increase in selectivity, i.e. an increase in the n/iso ratio was accomplished, which could be further enhanced by the addition of excess ligand, e.g., triphenylphosphite. Special features of the micellar catalytic set up are discussed.
Introduction

Catalysts bound to amphiphilic block copolymers find increasing use in micellar catalysis since they combine the advantages of both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis in one system. Thus, with catalysts permanently linked to the block copolymer, metal leaching is substantially reduced and allows for the separation/reuse of the catalyst [1-7]. In cases where reactions are run in polar media, the catalyst is best located inside the hydrophobic micellar core, where, upon micelle formation of the functionalized block copolymer, the monomer will also accumulate. This leads to high educt concentrations at the polymer-bound catalyst, often resulting in high reaction rates in water [8]. We recently reported on the synthesis of RhІ and IrІ complexes of N,N-dipyridd-2-yacetamide and their use in hydroformylation reactions [9]. Here, we report on the immobilization of a Rh-N,N-dipyridd-2-yacetamide-based catalyst on a soluble, amphiphilic, ring-opening metathesis polymerization- (ROMP) derived block copolymer and its use in hydroformylation reactions [10] under micellar conditions [3,5,11]. This medium activity and selectivity dipyridd-2-ylamide-based Rh(I)-catalyst was chosen in order to identify the potential advantages of a micellar setup.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis of monomers

The synthesis of norborn-5-ene-(N,N-dipyridd-2-yl)carbamide (M1) was accomplished via reaction of norborn-5-ene-2-ylcarboxylic acid chloride with dipyridd-2-yalnine in the presence of triethylamine as described elsewhere [9]. exo,exo-[2-(3-Ethoxycarbonyl-7-oxabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2-carbonyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium iodide (M2) was prepared in a four-step procedure (Scheme 1). It entailed the reaction of 7-oxanorborn-5-ene-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride with triethylamine as described elsewhere [9]. The cmc of poly(M1-co-M2) was determined by fluorescence spectroscopy [23]. For measurements in water, 6-p-toluidene-2-naphthylsulfonic acid (10^{-6} mol/L) was used as the fluorescence probe. A cmc_{water} for poly(M1-b-M2) of 2.8 × 10^{-6} mol L^{-1} was determined (Figure S3, Supporting Information File 1). Next, poly(M1-b-M2) was loaded with Rh(I) via reaction of poly(M1-b-M2) with [RhCl(COD)]2 (COD = cycloocta-1,5-diene) to yield poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh (Scheme 2).

Synthesis of homo- and block copolymers via ROMP [12,13]

ROMP has already been used for the synthesis of micelle-forming block copolymers [14], however, the one used in this study, i.e. poly(M1-b-M2), required special attention. Though M1 contains a chelating ligand and can be polymerized by both Schrock and Grubbs-type initiators [15-18]. M2 is particularly problematic since it contains a quaternary ammonium moiety and has the ability to alkylate the phosphane or pyridine ligands of 1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-generation Grubbs-type initiators. We therefore chose one of the most active Schrock-type initiator [19-21] for polymerization, i.e. Mo(N-2,6-Me₂-C₆H₃)[CHC(CH₃)₂Ph][OCMe(CF₃)₂]₂ ([Mo]) [22].

Both the homopolymerization of M1 and M2 by the action of [Mo] proceeded smoothly at room temperature. Conversion of monomer M1 reached 100% after 10 min (Figure S1, Supporting Information File 1). The corresponding block copolymer poly(M1-b-M2) (Mₙ = 44100 g mol⁻¹, PDI = 1.38, Scheme 2) was prepared in 76% isolated yield by starting the polymerization with M1 and adding M2 after 20 min. The GPC-traces of the first and second block are shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information File 1) and indicate that the diblock copolymer formed quantitatively. From GPC analysis, degrees of polymerization of 63 and 61 were found for the poly(M1) and the poly(M2) block, respectively.

Critical micelle forming concentrations, metal loading of poly(M1-co-M2)

The cmc of poly(M1-co-M2) was determined by fluorescence spectroscopy [23]. For measurements in water, 6-p-toluidene-2-naphthylsulfonic acid (10^{-6} mol/L) was used as the fluorescence probe. A cmc_{water} for poly(M1-b-M2) of 2.8 × 10^{-6} mol L^{-1} was determined (Figure S3, Supporting Information File 1). Next, poly(M1-b-M2) was loaded with Rh(I) via reaction of poly(M1-b-M2) with [RhCl(COD)]2 (COD = cycloocta-1,5-diene) to yield poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh (Scheme 2).
Scheme 2: Synthesis of poly(M1-b-M2) and of the micellar catalyst poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh.

A metal loading of 18 mg Rh/g polymer was achieved, which corresponds to 12% of the theoretical loading (assuming the formation of a mono-dipyridyl-Rh(I) complex as observed for M1) [9]. Consequently, almost 90% of the dipyrid-2-ylamide ligands were not involved in complex formation, which is of importance for the catalytic behavior of the supported catalyst and for metal leaching. Poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh was again subject to cmc measurements. A value of 2.2 × 10^{-6} mol L^{-1} was found, indicating that the loading with Rh(I) hardly changes the cmc value (Figure S4, Supporting Information File 1).

Hydroformylation under micellar conditions

Generally, micellar catalysis [3,5,24-28] and in particular micellar set-ups, where catalysts covalently bound to amphiphilic polymers are used [2,4,29-33], have been reported to present suitable catalysts for numerous catalytic reactions. The hydroformylation under micellar conditions using catalysts bound to amphiphilic block copolymers was first reported by Nuyken et al. [34]. Using a poly(2-oxazoline)-based amphiphilic copolymer and a RhBr(1,3-dialkylimidazol-2-ylidene-based catalyst, selectivities (n:iso) of ~3 at 40% conversion and an activity (TOF_0) of 1630 h^{-1} in the hydroformylation of 1-octene was observed [35]. Here, we used poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh for the hydroformylation of 1-octene in water. For purposes of comparison, the results obtained were compared to those previously obtained with the homogeneous analogue CH_3CON(Py)_2RhCl(COD) (C1) [9].

As already described [9], the dipyridylamide-based Rh-catalyst C1 is a very fast isomerization catalyst. Consequently, considerable amounts of iso-octanes and a low n:iso ratio of 0.9 was reported for this catalyst (Table 1, entry 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>TON^a</th>
<th>TOF_0</th>
<th>n:iso</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>toluene</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>toluene</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a catalyst:substrate ratio = 1:5000, t = 4 h, T = 70 °C.
^b triphenylphosphite:substrate = 10:5000.
^c based on the aldehydes formed.

When poly(M1-co-M2)-Rh was used in water, a turn-over number (TON) of 4700 and an initial turn-over frequency (TOF_0) of 1200 h^{-1} was observed. The n:iso ratio, however, was higher than the one obtained with C1 in toluene, i.e. 1.5 vs. 0.9 for C1 (Table 1, entry 1, Figure S5, Supporting Information File 1). At 40% conversion, an n:iso ratio of 1.6 (Figure S6, Supporting Information File 1) was found. A representative product distribution obtained with poly(M1-co-M2)-Rh is shown in Figure 1. This enhanced selectivity is attributed to the presence of a comparably large percentage (88%) of free...
dipyrid-2-ylamide ligands as well as to the high concentration of educts within the micelle. Both apparently suppress β-elimination in the alkyl-metal species. Consequently, a further addition of free ligand (e.g., triphenylphosphite), which is known to favor the formation of n-aldehydes in homogenous catalysis [10,36], the n:iso value could be further increased to 2.3 (Table 1, entry 2, Figure 2) and to 2.5 at 40% conversion, respectively (Figure S6, Supporting Information File 1). As a matter of fact, neither ethylheptanal or propylhexanal nor the parent 3- and 4-octenes was observed in this experiment.

By contrast, the n:iso value increased only to 1.6 with C1 in toluene upon addition of excess ligand (Figure S7, Supporting Information File 1), clearly demonstrating the effect of the micelle, where both the reactants and the additional ligand (i.e. triphenylphosphite) accumulate. Finally and importantly, the leaching of Rh from poly(M1-co-M2)-Rh into the products was very low, resulting in metal contaminations of around 9 ppm. Again, the large excess of free dipyrid-2-ylamine ligand is thought to be responsible for this finding. Moreover, the polymer-bound catalyst can be recycled by extracting the products with diethyl ether and reused with only a minor change in activity. Thus, the TONs obtained were 4300 and 3900 for the first and second run.

Conclusion

An amphiphilic block copolymer bearing a chelating N,N-dipyrid-2-ylamide-based ligand was prepared via ROMP using a Mo-based Schrock initiator. Loading with Rh(I) yielded a polymer-bound catalyst that was used for the hydroformylation

---

**Figure 1:** Conversion (%) of 1-octene, product formation, product distribution, as well as time dependent n:iso ratio in the hydroformylation of 1-octene in water in the presence of poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh.

**Figure 2:** Conversion of 1-octene, product formation and product distribution in the hydroformylation in water in the presence of poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh and triphenylphosphite.
of 1-octene. From the hydroformylation data obtained with the polymer-bound catalyst as well as with the model catalyst, it becomes clear that the use of a micellar catalyst favors the formation of the α-aldehyde by suppressing the isomerization propensity of a catalyst. Apparently, the higher concentration of the starting alkene inside the micelle effectively prevents β-elimination, an effect that can be further enhanced by adding free ligand that again accumulates inside the micelle. Further advantages in favor of a micellar setup are the low metal contamination of the products as well as the possibility of reuse.

**Experimental**

All manipulations were performed under a N$_2$ atmosphere in a glove box (LabMaster 130, MBraun, Garching, Germany) or by standard Schlenk techniques unless stated otherwise. Purchased starting materials were used without any further purification. Pentane, diethyl ether, toluene, CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were dried using a solvent purification system (SPS, MBraun). Benzene, $n$-hexane and dimethoxyethane (DME) were dried and distilled from sodium/benzophenone ketyl under argon. NMR spectra were recorded at room temperature on a Bruker AM 400 (400 MHz for proton and 100.6 MHz for carbon) and on a Bruker Avance 600 (600.25 MHz for proton and 150.93 MHz for carbon) spectrometer, respectively, unless specified otherwise. Proton and carbon spectra were referenced to the internal solvent resonance and are reported in ppm. Molecular weights and polydispersity indices (PDIs) of the polymers were determined by GPC at 40 °C on Waters columns (Styragel HR 4 DMF, 4.6 × 300 mm) in DMF vs. poly(styrene) using a Waters 717 plus autosampler and a Waters 2414 refractive index detector. For calibration, poly(styrene) samples (PDI < 1.02) with molecular weights within the range 162 < Mn ≤ 5,500,000 g/mol were used. The flow rate was 1.0 mL/min. Fluorescence testing was performed using a Perkin-Elmer luminescence spectrometer LS50B. IR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Vector 22 using ATR technology. Elemental analysis was carried out on Elementar Vario El (Analytik Jena). GC-MS investigations were carried out on a Shimadzu GCMS-QP5050 with an AOC-20i Autosampler using a SPB fused silica (Rxi-5MS) column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 μm film thickness, 60.6 kPa, temperature program: 70 °C – 300 °C, 25 min). The Schrock initiator Mo(N=2,6-Me$_2$C$_6$H$_3$)(CHCH$_2$)$_2$Ph][OCMe(CF$_3$)$_2$_2] (Mo) [22], N,N-diptyridyl-endono-bor-n=5-ene-2-carbamide (M1) [9,37] and N-acetyl-N,N-diptyrid-2-yl (cyclooctadiene) rhodium chloride (Cl) [9] were synthesized according to the literature.

**exo,exo-7-Oxabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid 2-(dimethylaminoethyl) ester (2):** 1 (1.0 g, 3.9 mmol) was dissolved in 20 mL of EtOH (c = 0.2 M). SOC$_2$ (0.4 mL, 5.9 mmol, 1.5 equiv) was added dropwise at room temperature and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 8 h. The solvent was removed in vacuo, the green residue dissolved in 25 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and washed with 10 mL of sat. NaHCO$_3$ solution. The aqueous phase was extracted with CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (3 × 10 mL) and the combined organic layers were dried over MgSO$_4$. Finally, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure to afford a yellow oil; yield: 695 mg (60%).

1H NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 1.29 (t, 3H, $J = 7.2$ Hz), 2.30 (s, 6H), 2.59 (t, 2H, $J = 5.8$ Hz), 2.81 (d, 1H, $J = 9.0$ Hz), 4.28 (d, 1H, $J = 9.0$ Hz), 4.16–4.21 (m, 3H), 4.23–4.28 (m, 1H), 5.28 (s br, 2H), 6.37 (dd, 1H, $J = 5.7$ Hz, $J = 1.6$ Hz), 6.47 (dd, 1H, $J = 5.7$ Hz, $J = 1.6$ Hz).

**exo,exo-7-Oxabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid 2-(dimethylaminoethyl) ester (2):** 1 (1.0 g, 3.9 mmol) was dissolved in 20 mL of EtOH (c = 0.2 M). SOC$_2$ (0.4 mL, 5.9 mmol, 1.5 equiv) was added dropwise at room temperature and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 8 h. The solvent was removed in vacuo, the green residue dissolved in 25 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and washed with 10 mL of sat. NaHCO$_3$ solution. The aqueous phase was extracted with CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (3 × 10 mL) and the combined organic layers were dried over MgSO$_4$. Finally, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure to afford a yellow oil; yield: 695 mg (60%).

1H NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 1.29 (t, 3H, $J = 7.2$ Hz), 2.30 (s, 6H), 2.59 (t, 2H, $J = 5.8$ Hz), 2.81 (d, 1H, $J = 9.0$ Hz), 4.28 (d, 1H, $J = 9.0$ Hz), 4.16–4.21 (m, 3H), 4.23–4.28 (m, 1H), 5.28 (s, 1H), 5.29 (s, 1H), 6.47 (s, 2H).

**exo,exo-2-(3-Ethoxycarbonyl-7-oxabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2-carbonyloxy)ethyl|trimethylammonium iodide (M2):** 1 (1.0 g, 3.9 mmol) was dissolved in 20 mL of EtOH (c = 0.2 M). SOC$_2$ (0.4 mL, 5.9 mmol, 1.5 equiv) was added dropwise at room temperature and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 8 h. The solvent was removed in vacuo, the green residue dissolved in 25 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and washed with 10 mL of sat. NaHCO$_3$ solution. The aqueous phase was extracted with CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (3 × 10 mL) and the combined organic layers were dried over MgSO$_4$. Finally, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure to afford a yellow oil; yield: 695 mg (60%).

1H NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 1.29 (t, 3H, $J = 7.2$ Hz), 2.30 (s, 6H), 2.59 (t, 2H, $J = 5.8$ Hz), 2.81 (d, 1H, $J = 9.0$ Hz), 4.28 (d, 1H, $J = 9.0$ Hz), 4.16–4.21 (m, 3H), 4.23–4.28 (m, 1H), 5.28 (s, 1H), 5.29 (s, 1H), 6.47 (s, 2H).
Homopolymerization of M1: M1 (100 mg, 0.339 mmol) was dissolved in 5 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and treated with a solution of [Mo] (2.4 mg, 0.0034 mmol) in 1 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$. The yellow reaction mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. A solution of ferrocene carboxaldehyde (10-fold excess based on initiator) in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ was added and the mixture was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. The polymer was precipitated by addition of pentane, filtered off, thoroughly washed with pentane and dried; yield: 85 mg (85%). Poly(M1): $M_n$ (calc) = 29400 g mol$^{-1}$, $M_n$ (found) = 37900 g mol$^{-1}$; PDI = 1.21. $^1$H NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 8.39 (broad d, 2H Py), 7.72 (broad d, 2H Py), 7.34 (broad d, 2H Py), 7.14 (broad d, 2H Py), 5.72–5.43 (broad t, 2H -CH=CH-), 3.12 (broad s, 1H NE), 2.89–2.23 (broad d, 2H NBE), 2.20–1.20 (broad d, 4H NBE). $^{13}$C NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 175.0 (C=O), 154.8, 148.9, 137.8, 134.6 and 130.2 (all Py), 122.6 and 121.9 (-CH=CH-), 53.3, 47.6, 41.9 and 37.3 (all NBE). FT-IR (ATR mode): v (cm$^{-1}$) = 2995 (w), 1672 (s), 1577 (s), 1426 (m), 1239 (w), 1048 (m), 739 (m).

Homopolymerization of M2: M2 (100 mg, 0.235 mmol) was dissolved in 5 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and treated with a solution of [Mo] (3.0 mg, 0.0042 mmol) in 1 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$. The yellow reaction mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. A solution of ferrocene carboxaldehyde (10-fold excess based on initiator) in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ was added and the mixture was then stirred for 1 h at room temperature. The polymer was filtered off, thoroughly washed with pentane and dried; yield: 90 mg (90%). Poly(M2): $M_n$ (calc) = 23600 g mol$^{-1}$, $M_n$ (found) = 24500 g mol$^{-1}$; PDI = 1.36. $^1$H NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 5.83 (broad s, 2H -CH=CH-), 3.17 (broad s, 1H NE), 4.70 (broad s, 2H CH$_2$), 4.21 (broad d, 4H CH$_2$), 3.51 (broad s, 13 H NBE + NCH$_3$), 1.26 (broad s, 3H CH$_3$). $^{13}$C NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 171.3 and 170.4 (C=O), 132.7 (-CH=CH-), 77.2 (NBE), 64.6, 61.8, 59.4 (CH$_2$), 55.1, 53.8 and 52.9 (NC$_3$H$_2$), 14.1 (CH$_3$). FT-IR (ATR mode): v (cm$^{-1}$) = 2937 (w), 1727 (s), 1672 (s), 1577 (s), 1426 (m), 1239 (w), 1048 (m), 739 (m).

Synthesis of poly(M1-b-M2): A solution of [Mo] (2.4 mg, 0.0034 mmol) in 1 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ was added to one of M1 (30.0 mg, 0.102 mmol) in 1 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$. The reaction mixture was stirred for 20 min and a small amount was withdrawn for GPC measurements. M2 (100 mg, 0.235 mmol) was dissolved in 2 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and this solution was added to the reaction mixture. The resulting white cloudy reaction mixture was stirred for another 90 min. The polymerization was terminated with ferrocene carboxaldehyde (10-fold excess based on initiator) and the reaction was stirred for a further hour. The polymer was filtered off, thoroughly washed with pentane and dried; yield: 100 mg (76%). $M_n$ = 44100 g mol$^{-1}$, $M_d$ = 61100 g mol$^{-1}$; PDI = 1.38. $^1$H NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 8.40, 7.92, 7.43, 7.33 (broad s, Py), 5.79 (broad s, -CH=CH-), 5.17 (broad s, CH$_2$), 4.70 (broad s, CH$_2$), 4.21 (broad d, CH$_2$), 3.51 (broad s, NBE + NCH$_3$), 1.87 (broad, NBE), 1.27 (CH$_3$). $^{13}$C NMR (CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ 175.6 (C=O), 171.3 and 170.4 (C=O), 154.8, 148.9, 137.8, 134.6 and 130.2 (all Py), 122.8 and 122.2 (-CH=CH-), 77.0 (NBE), 64.6, 61.6, 59.3 (CH$_2$), 52.8 (NCH$_3$), 22.3, 14.1 (CH$_3$). FT-IR (ATR mode): v (cm$^{-1}$) = 3404 (w), 2937 (w), 1727 (s), 1679 (m), 1586 (m), 1432 (w), 1375 (m), 1238 (w), 1184 (s), 1097 (w), 1018 (m), 954 (m), 749 (m).

Synthesis of poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh: A solution of [Rh(COD)Cl$_2$] (8 mg) was dissolved in CH$_2$Cl$_2$. This solution was added dropwise to a suspension of poly(M1-b-M2) (100 mg) in 5 mL of CH$_2$Cl$_2$. The mixture was stirred for 10 h at room temperature; then the polymer was filtered off, thoroughly washed with pentane and dried; yield: 100 mg (92%). The Rh-content was determined by ICP-OES: 18 mg Rh/g copolymer (12% of the theoretical loading).

cmc determination of poly(M1-b-M2) and poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh: The cmc in water were determined by fluorescence spectroscopy [23] using 6-p-toluidine-2-naphthylsulfonic acid (10$^{-6}$ M) as the fluorescence probe. Polymer solutions were prepared in a concentration range from 1 $\times$ 10$^{-4}$–1 $\times$ 10$^{-13}$ mol L$^{-1}$. cmc of poly(M1-b-M2) = 2.8 $\times$ 10$^{-6}$ mol L$^{-1}$; cmc of poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh = 2.2 $\times$ 10$^{-6}$ mol L$^{-1}$.

Quantification of Rh: The amount of Rh bound to the block copolymers or leached into the products was determined by dissolving a 2.0 mg amount of the polymer or the product mixture in aqua regia (25 mL). Rh was quantified by ICP-OES at $\lambda$ = 343.489 nm, measuring the background at $\lambda_1$ = 343.410 and $\lambda_2$ = 343.600 nm, respectively. A 1000 ppm Rh standard (1N HNO$_3$, Merck, Germany) was used to prepare standards of 0, 1.00, 1.00 and 10.00 ppm.

General procedure for hydroformylation: The reaction was carried out in a 300 mL Parr high-pressure reactor. The reactor was evacuated, flushed with argon and filled with the catalyst, water or toluene (30 mL), and 1-octene (1.0 g, 0.0090 mol), leading to a substrate to catalyst ratio of 5000:1. tert-Butylbenzene (1.00 mL) was added as internal standard. To purge the reactants, the mixture was pressurized with a 1:1 mixture of CO and H$_2$ up to a pressure of 30 bar and then the pressure was released. Finally, the pressure was adjusted to 50 bar with the aid of a back pressure regulator. The autoclave was heated to 70 °C and kept at this temperature. Samples were taken every 30 min. The isomeric 1-octenes and aldehydes were identified and quantified by their MS spectra as well as by their retention times using commercially available compounds as reference material.
Supporting Information

Supporting Information contains polymerization kinetics of M1 by the action of Mo(N-2,6-Me2C6H4)Cp(CH2ME2)2(CPMe3)(SPh)2, GPC-traces (DMF) of poly(M1-b-M2) and poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh; cmc measurements for poly(M1-b-M2) and poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh; triphenylphosphite; n:iso selectivities for catalysts poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh and poly(M1-b-M2)-Rh with triphenylphosphite as a function of conversion.
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Graphical representations of measurements.
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Abstract
The UV-curable telechelic polysulfones with (meth)acrylate functionalities were synthesized by condensation polymerization and subsequent esterification. The final polymers and intermediates at various stages were characterized by ¹H NMR, FT-ATR, and GPC. The oligomeric films prepared from the appropriate solutions containing these telechelics and 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) as the photoinitiator undergo rapid polymerization upon irradiation forming insoluble networks. The photo-curing behavior was investigated by photo-DSC and the effects of the molecular weight of the polysulfone precursor and type of functionality on the rate of polymerization and conversion were evaluated. Thermal properties of the photochemically cured films were studied by differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) and thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA).

Introduction
Polysulfones (PSU) show useful properties such as high strength and stiffness even at elevated temperatures, high continuous use and heat deflection temperatures, excellent resistance to hydrolysis by acids and bases, and good dimensional stability even in complex geometric shapes [1]. Despite these exceptional properties, there is need to modify the PSU structure to obtain several desired features. In general polymer modification is the one of main routes to achieve such characteristics [2,3]. There are two ways to functionalize PSUs. The first is postpolymerization modification in which the polymer is modified after polymerization. The second involves direct copolymerization of functionalized monomers [4-6]. An increasing topic of interest concerns cooperation of PSUs with epoxy resins via end group functionalization or blending. Engineering thermoplastics based on PSU have been widely used to overcome the problems associated with the brittleness of epoxy resins [7-11]. Telechelic oligomers are defined as the prepolymeres carrying one or more functional end groups. They take part in further
polymerization or other reactions through their functional end groups [12]. The functionality of the end groups itself is important. When such groups are bifunctional (e.g. vinyl groups) they can participate in polymerization reactions, yielding graft copolymers or networks; such telechelic polymers are called macromolecular monomers, macromonomers. Their synthesis and modification have been studied in detail and covered by several review articles [13-15].

Photopolymerization is a frequently used process for the conversion of the multifunctional monomers into insoluble networks which are effective in various industrial fields such as, films, inks, coatings; photoresists, etc. [14]. The process is based upon the irradiation of the organic materials with light to initiate the reaction [15]. Compared to thermal polymerization, the corresponding photochemical processes have several advantages including increasing manufacturing capacity, low energy requirements, decreasing working area, production-line adjustability, low temperature processing, non-polluting and solvent-free formulations, and uncomplicated designed system. Organic materials (monomers, oligomers, polymers) with photoinitiators can be used in UV-curing systems. There are several photoinitiators acting in the UV and visible range capable of inducing rapid polymerization to form insoluble networks [16]. Because of their high reactivity leading to fast polymerization [17], multifunctional (meth)acrylates are the most commonly used monomers for many applications [18-22]. The activity of the (meth)acrylates depends on their structural properties such as the type and flexibility of incorporated molecule, number of functional groups, the presence of heteroatoms, chain length, and hydrogen bonding etc. [23-26].

In the present work, we report the preparation and characterization of UV curable (meth)acrylate telechelics with polysulfone backbones. The curing behavior of these telechelics was studied by photo-DSC with 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) as the photoinitiator. As shown below, the rigid aromatic polysulfones with different molecular weights were deliberately used so as to demonstrate the structural and molecular weight effects on the curing behavior. Finally, the durability of the cross-linking material was investigated by TGA.

Scheme 1: Synthesis of polysulfone macromonomers.
Results and Discussion

UV-Curable PSU telechelics were synthesized by condensation polymerization and subsequent esterification. First of all, PSU-2000 and PSU-4000 were synthesized by condensation polymerization according to the procedure described in the literature [27]. Monomer concentrations were adjusted to yield oligomers possessing phenolic groups at both ends. Polysulfone macromonomers were then synthesized by esterification of the oligomers obtained with acryloyl chloride and methacryloyl chloride in the presence of Et$_3$N as the base. The overall procedure is presented in Scheme 1.

The characterization of the synthesized oligomers was carried out by using FTIR-ATR, $^1$H NMR, GPC, DSC, photo-DSC and TGA. FTIR-ATR data shows the characteristic bands for the polyether sulfone backbone. The new broad but weak peak around 3435 cm$^{-1}$ indicates the presence of phenolic end groups. Attachment of polymerizable acrylate and methacrylate functional groups through the esterification process was evidenced by the disappearance of this peak and the formation of the new ester carbonyl peak at around 1735 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 1).

Figure 1: FT-IR spectra of PSU-2000, PSU-DA-2000 and PSU-DM-2000.

Figure 2: $^1$H NMR spectra of PSU-2000 (a), PSU-DA-2000 (b) and PSU-DM-2000 (c) in CDCl$_3$.

The structures of the macromonomers were further confirmed by $^1$H NMR analysis. As can be seen from Figure 2, where the $^1$H NMR spectra of the precursor polymer and telechelics are presented, the methyl group belonging to bisphenol A appears in all the spectra at 1.69 ppm. The shifts between 6.70 and 7.86 ppm correspond to the aromatic protons of the poly(ether sulfone) backbone. The phenolic protons were not observed, probably due to the relatively high molecular weight of the precursor polymers. Distinctively, the aromatic protons of the terminal benzene ring appeared at 6.77 and 7.07 ppm as relatively weak signals. Successful macromonomer formation was confirmed by the appearance of the new peaks at around 6.15 (d), 6.50 (t) and 6.75 (d) ppm for the acrylate and 6.15 (s) and 6.45 (s) ppm for methacrylate groups, respectively. Notably, in both cases, the aromatic protons were down field shifted. End chain aromatic protons overlap with the other aromatic protons. The signal at 2.02 (s) ppm was assigned to the methyl group of the methacrylate functionality.

The molecular weight characteristics of the polymers with respect to the synthesis conditions are presented in Table 1. As

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Bisphenol A / Chorosulfone (mol/mol)</th>
<th>Yield$^b$</th>
<th>$M_n^{c}$ (GPC) (g/mol)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>$M_n^{d}$ (NMR) (g/mol)</th>
<th>Acrylates</th>
<th>Methacrylates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSU-2000</td>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>2198</td>
<td>2396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSU-4000</td>
<td>6/5</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>4605</td>
<td>4228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Reaction temperature: 170 °C, time: 6 h.

$^b$Determined gravimetrically.

$^c$Number average molecular weight determined from GPC measurements based on polystyrene standards.

$^d$Calculated by using $^1$H NMR spectra.

Table 1: Synthesis$^a$ and molecular weight characteristics of polysulfones.
the functionalized PSUs were intended to be used in the ultimate photocuring step, the conditions of polycondensations were chosen so as to obtain relatively low molecular weight polymers with phenolic end group functionality combined with a satisfactory conversion. The efficiency of functionalization was confirmed by $^1$H NMR spectrum by using the integration ratio of the protons corresponding to the (meth)acrylic groups to that of the methyl protons of the repeating unit. Almost quantitative functionalization was attained in both cases. Notably, the molecular weights calculated by $^1$H NMR in general agree well with the measured values. Moreover, general agreement between the molecular weight of the final telechelic polymers and that of the precursor PSU obtained by GPC also confirms efficient esterification. The observed increase in the molecular weight is due to the additional acrylate and methacrylate moieties incorporated.

Kinetic studies concerning photopolymerization of the macromonomers were performed by photo-DSC. The results are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The rate of photopolymerization vs. time plots for both PSU-DA-2000 and PSU-DM-4000 exhibit no plateau region indicating the absence of the rapid auto acceleration at the very beginning of the reaction. This behavior may be due to factors related to the cross-linking nature of the samples and solid-state measurements. Since the obtained telechelics exhibit high melting points and are solid at room temperature, free standing films can easily be prepared. The photopolymerization under these conditions leads to a suppressed center of coil diffusion resulting in rapid auto acceleration [28]. The results also indicate that conversions are lower than 50%. Although the oligomers possess long flexible chains, due to their vitreous nature dense cross-linked network formation occurs which decreases the amount of reacted double bonds significantly [29]. Figure 3 also shows that the conversion and polymerization rate of the acrylate derivative is considerably higher than that of the methacrylate macromonomer. This difference may be due to the α-methyl group present in the monomer which stabilizes the propagating radical. These results
are consistent with the literature data for the thermal initiated polymerization that gives a difference by a factor of approximately 5 in the polymerization rates at room temperature [30].

The cross-linking capability of the oligomers increased with the molecular weight of the macromonomer as a result of the increased flexibility of the longer chains. Therefore, PSU-DA-4000 displays a slightly higher conversion and a faster rate of polymerization (Figure 4) [31].

TGA thermograms of photochemically cured and precursor oligomers are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, the initial oligomers show a small weight loss up to 200 °C. This degradation can be attributed to the elimination of water. Similar weight losses have been observed for other hydroxyl-containing polymers [32]. Major degradation of the oligomers began at around 400 °C. The overall thermal stability of the polymers is similar.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the glass transition temperature \( T_g \) of the acrylate macromonomer is more than 20 °C higher than that of its precursor polymer because of the structural compatibility between the end groups and the inner backbone. Interestingly, the corresponding UV-cured macromonomer exhibits a much higher \( T_g \) (188 °C) which is almost the same \( T_g \) as commercially available high molecular weight PSUs such as UDEL-PSU \( (M_n = 30000) \). This behavior indicates that the properties of the high molecular weight PSUs can be attained even with oligomeric macromonomers as a result of extended chain length by UV induced cross-linking.

In conclusion, we have synthesized two types of PSU macromonomers by step-growth polymerization and subsequent esterification processes, and investigated their photocuring behavior. The effects of the molecular weight of the PSU precursor and type of functionality on the rate of polymerization and conversion were evaluated. The thermal stability of the photochemically cross-linked polymers indicates that these oligomers may be important components of UV curable formulations for obtaining networks that could have application in coatings and membranes.

**Experimental**

**Materials**

Bisphenol A and bis(p-chlorophenyl) sulfone (Hallochem Pharma Co. Ltd, China), methanol (Merck), dimethylacetamide (DMA, 99%, Merck) were used without any purification. Dichloromethane (99%, Aldrich), chloroform (+99%, Aldrich), acryloyl chloride (+97%, Merck), methacryloyl chloride (+97%, Merck) were used as received. 2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA, 99%, Across) was also used without any additional treatment.

**Characterization**

\(^1H\) NMR spectra of 5–10% (w/w) solutions of the intermediates and final polymers in CDCl\(_3\) with Si(CH\(_3\))\(_4\) as an internal standard were recorded at room temperature at 250 MHz on a Bruker DPX 250 spectrometer. Fourier transform infrared-Attenuated Total Reflectance (FTIR-ATR) spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR Spectrum One B spectrometer with a Universal ATR accessory equipped with a single reflection diamond crystal. Solid oligomers were placed over the ATR crystal and maximum pressure was applied using the slip-clutch mechanism. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a Perkin-Elmer Diamond DSC. Molecular weights and polydispersities of the linear oligomers were measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) employing an
Agilent 1100 instrument equipped with a differential refractometer with tetrahydrofuran as the eluent at a flow rate of 0.3 mL min⁻¹ at 30 °C. Molecular weights were determined using polystyrene standards. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on Perkin–Elmer Diamond TA/TGA with a heating rate of 10 °C min under nitrogen flow.

Preparation of the oligomers
General procedure for the synthesis of polysulfone oligomer
Bisphenol A (40 g, 175 mmol), bis(p-chlorophenyl) sulfone (25.16 g, 87.6 mmol) and dried potassium carbonate (25.39 g, 183.6 mmol) were added to 400 mL DMA (dimethyl acetamide) and 50 mL toluene in a 2000 mL, 2 necked round bottom flask, fitted with a condenser, nitrogen inlet, a Dean and Stark trap and an overhead mechanical stirrer. The reaction mixture was heated under reflux at 150 °C for 4 h with water removal. The reaction was stopped after about 2 h and cooled to room temperature. The solution was filtered to remove most of the salts and poured into a mixture of methanol and water (4:1). The precipitated polymer was filtered, and washed several times with water in order to remove the remaining salts and impurities. Finally, the polymer was washed with methanol and dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for about 12 h to give PSU-2000 oligomer (42.2 g).

IR (ATR, cm⁻¹): 3435 (-OH), 3200–3000 (Ar), 2975 (-CH₃ asym-), 2945 (-CH₃ asym-), 1322 and 1293 (O=S=O asym-), 1240 (C-O-C), 1175 and 1151 (O=S=O sym-) and 1014 (Ar).

¹H NMR (CDCl₃, ppm): δ = 7.78 (16H), 7.26 (16H), 7.07 (4H), 6.94 (16H), 6.86 (16H), 6.84 (4H), 6.53–6.51 (2H) and 6.24–6.22 (2H) (=CH₂), 5.94–5.92 (2H) (=CH-), 1.62 CMe₂ (30H).

A similar procedure using appropriate ratios of the monomers was used for the synthesis of PSU-4000.

Synthesis of polysulfone diacrylate (PSU-DA)
PSU-2000 (5 g, 2.86 mmol) was added to 20 mL CH₂Cl₂ in a 50 mL, two necked round bottomed flask fitted with a condenser and argon inlet. The flask was placed in an ice bath and the contents stirred for about 5 min. Excess triethylamine (Et₃N) 2.0 mL was added followed by excess acryloyl chloride (1.15 mL, 14.3 mmol) dissolved in 5 mL CH₂Cl₂ which was added slowly to the reaction flask over a 10 min period. The reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h then filtered to remove the salts formed and poured into methanol to precipitate the acrylate oligomer. The precipitated oligomer was filtered and washed several times with water to remove the remaining salts and impurities. Finally, the polymer was washed with methanol and dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature for about 12 h to give PSU-DA-2000 macromonomer (5 g).

IR (ATR, cm⁻¹): 3200–3000 (Ar), 2968 (-CH₃ sym-), 2875 (-CH₃ asym-), 1739 (C=O), 1322 and 1293 (O=S=O asym-), 1238 (C-O-C), 1175 and 1151 (O=S=O sym-) and 1014 (Ar).

¹H NMR (CDCl₃, ppm): δ = 7.76 (16H), 7.16 (16H), 7.02 (4H), 6.94 (16H), 6.86 (16H), 6.84 (4H), 6.53–6.51 (2H) and 6.24–6.22 (2H) (CH₂=), 5.94–5.92 (2H) (=CH-), 1.62 CMe₂ (30H).

The same procedure was applied for the synthesis of PSU-DA-4000.

Synthesis of polysulfone dimethacrylate (PSU-DM)
For the preparation of PSU-DM-2000, a similar procedure as described for the synthesis of acrylate functional macromonomers was followed with methacryloyl chloride.

IR (ATR, cm⁻¹): 3200–3000 (Ar), 2969 (-CH₃ sym-), 2875 (-CH₃ asym-), 1735 (C=O), 1323 and 1295 (O=S=O asym-), 1243 (C-O-C), 1175 and 1151 (O=S=O sym-) and 1014 (Ar).

¹H NMR (CDCl₃, ppm): δ = 7.78 (16H), 7.17 (16H), 6.94 (16H), 6.87 (16H), 6.26 (2H) and 5.76 (2H), 1.98 (C=-Me) (6H), 1.63 CMe₂ (30H).

Preparation of Photo-curable formulations
Formulations containing macromonomers (0.003 g) and DMPA (2 mol %) in 250 µL chloroform were prepared from appropriate stock solutions. The mixture was then dropped onto an aluminum pan and the solvent allowed to evaporate completely. The film samples were placed into the sample cell of photo-DSC instrument.

Photocalorimetry (Photo-DSC)
The photo-differential scanning calorimetry (Photo-DSC) measurements were carried out by means of a modified Perkin-Elmer Diamond DSC equipped with a high pressure mercury arc lamp (320–500 nm). A uniform UV light intensity was delivered across the DSC cell to the sample and reference pans. The intensity of the light was measured as 53 mW cm⁻² by a UV radiometer capable of broad UV range coverage. The mass of the sample was 3 mg, and the measurements were carried out in an isothermal mode at 30 °C under a nitrogen flow of 20 mL min⁻¹. The heat liberated in the polymerization was directly proportional to the number of acrylate groups reacted in the system. By integrating the area under the exothermic peak, the conversion of the acrylate groups (C) or the extent of the reaction was determined according to Equation 1:

\[ C = \Delta H / \Delta H^\text{theory} \] (1)
where $\Delta H$ is the reaction heat evolved at time $t$ and $\Delta H_{\text{theory}}$ is the theoretical heat for complete conversion. $\Delta H_{\text{theory}} = 86 \text{kJ mol}^{-1}$ for an acrylic double bond [33]. The rate of polymerization ($R_p$) is directly related to the heat flow ($dH/dt$) by Equation 2:

$$R_p = \frac{dC}{dt} = \frac{(dH/dt)}{\Delta H_{\text{theory}}}$$

(2)
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Abstract
One important access to monodisperse (functionalized) oligoPPEs is based on the orthogonality of the alkyne protecting groups triisopropylsilyl and hydroxymethyl (HOM) and on the polar tagging with the hydroxymethyl moiety for an easy chromatographic separation of the products. This paper provides an update of this synthetic route. For the deprotection of HOM protected alkynes, γ-MnO₂ proved to be better than (highly) activated MnO₂. The use of HOM as an alkyne protecting group is accompanied by carbometalation as a side reaction in the alkynyl–aryl coupling. The extent of carbometalation can be distinctly reduced through substitution of HOM for 1-hydroxyethyl. The strategy of polar tagging is extended by embedding ether linkages within the solubilising side chains. With building blocks such as 1,4-diiodo-2,5-bis(6-methoxyhexyl) less steps are needed to assemble oligoPPEs with functional end groups and the isolation of pure compounds becomes simple. For the preparation of 1,4-dialkyl-2,5-diiodobenzene a better procedure is presented together with the finding that 1,4-dialkyl-2,3-diiodobenzene, a constitutional isomer of 1,4-dialkyl-2,5-diiodobenzene, is one of the byproducts.

Introduction
Oligo(p-phenyleneethynylene)s (oligoPPEs) have been frequently used as structural units for nanoscopic molecules because of their geometry and their electronic and photophysical properties [1-19]. For their preparation three widely used synthetic routes have emerged:

1. The repeating unit by repeating unit approach (Scheme 1a) with desilylation and coupling of the (functionalized) arylethyne with 1-iodo-4-(2-trimethylsilyl-ethynyl)benzene as the two repeating steps [6,9,20-24]. The oligomer grows slowly repeating unit by repeating...
2. The divergent-convergent Moore–Tour-route (Scheme 2a) [26-29] which employs the diethyltriazenyl group to mask an iodo substituent [30,31]. 1-(Diethyltriazenyl)-4-(2-trimethylsilylthetyl)benzene is the parent compound. Desilylation and exchange of the triazenyl substituent for an iodo substituent are the two divergent steps followed by the alkynyl–aryl coupling, the convergent step. The dialkyltriazenyl group decomposes during chromatography on silica gel [28].

3. The divergent-convergent route which makes use of the orthogonality of the two alkyne protecting groups triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) and hydroxymethyl (HOM) (Scheme 2b) [32]. The reaction sequence starts with the HOM and TIPS protected 1,4-diethynylbenzene 1a, from which the monoprotected 1,4-diethynylbenzenes 2a and 3a are derived by the removal of either the HOM or the TIPS group. The HOM protected 1,4-diethynylbenzene 3a is coupled with 1,4-diiodobenzene to obtain aryl iodide 4a. This is coupled with the TIPS protected 1,4-diethynylbenzene 2a in the convergent step. It has been shown that HOM can be exchanged for 1-hydroxy-1-methylethyl (2-hydroxyprop-2-yl, HOP) [33-38].

A rather rarely utilized third divergent-convergent approach (Scheme 2c) [39-41] relies on the bromo iodo selectivity of the alkynyl–aryl coupling and bromo iodo exchange via halogen metal exchange.

The principles underlying these methods have been applied to building blocks with additional substituents including func-
We applied this method to the synthesis of oligoPPEs, powdered KOH does not contain any details about the type of MnO used for alkyne deprotection.

Results and Discussion

The divergent-convergent route that employs the two orthogonal alkyne protecting groups TIPS and HOM (Scheme 2b) does not only allow the fast growth of oligomers – only four steps for doubling the number of repeating units with two of the four steps being experimentally extremely simple – but is especially satisfying because of a trouble-free separation of the desired alkylnyl–aryl coupling product and the accompanying oxidative alkyne dimerization product (Glaser coupling product). In our experience, under the standard coupling conditions – i.e. Pd(PPh₃)₄Cl₂, CuI, piperidine, THF, room temperature – Glaser coupling is much faster than the alkylnyl–aryl coupling. Therefore, even traces of oxygen in the reaction vessel will lead to alkyne dimerization. Furthermore, most experimentalists prefer to work up the reaction mixtures under standard conditions which means exposing the reaction mixture to air. Opening the flask will immediately cause any unreacted terminal alkyne to undergo Glaser coupling. This is of no concern provided the alkyne dimer and the alkylnyl–aryl coupling product can be easily separated, and this is what the HOM and related HOP group guarantee since they act as polar tags for the chromatographic separation. Polar tagging with HOM [47-49] or HOP [34,42,45,50-57] has been the key to the successful syntheses of a variety of arylenethynylene building blocks and oligomers [42,45,47-52] and of oligoeneynes [53] including the natural marine compound callyberyne [54].

Since we disclosed this strategy several years have elapsed during which time we have gained more experience with it, became aware of some problems concerning it and improved it. Because the strategy has been adopted in whole or in part by other groups [33,34,47,49,58,59] and oligoPPEs are still a topic of great interest [1-19], we would like to share our results and present an update and an extension of our route in this paper. There are four issues that we want to address: (1) The type of MnO₂ used for the removal of the HOM group, (2) carbometalation, a side reaction when using hydroxymethyl as an alkyne protecting group, (3) purity of 1,4-dihexyl-2,5-diodobenzene, and (4) polar tags in the side chains of building blocks to reduce the number of steps in oligomer synthesis.

Results and Discussion

Type of MnO₂ used for alkyne deprotection

The original paper on the oxidation-decarbonylation of HOM-protected alkynes [60,61] through treatment with MnO₂ and powdered KOH does not contain any details about the type of MnO₂. We applied this method to the synthesis of oligoPPEs, only exchanging benzene for diethyl ether, and obtained satisfactory results with commercially available active MnO₂ (Aldrich) [32]. However, the deprotection of the HOM-protected arylalkynes 1ₐ took several hours, especially when the reaction was run on larger scale, i.e. with 500 mg or more of starting material [62]. Even more annoying was that the required reaction time varied drastically from one experiment to another. The best procedure was to add portions of a mixture of MnO₂ and KOH in intervals of 15 to 60 minutes until the reaction was complete. The reaction can be easily monitored by thin layer chromatography.

To improve the procedure, we tested the activated MnO₂ (purchased; Aldrich), highly activated MnO₂ (self-made) [63-65], BaMnO₄ (purchased) [66-68], and γ-MnO₂ (self-made) [63,64] on 3-(4-bromophenyl)prop-2-ynol in the presence of powdered KOH in diethyl ether at room temperature. The reaction with γ-MnO₂ was the fastest. Even more important, γ-MnO₂ when applied to the oligomers 1ₐ proved to be highly reliable in its oxidizing power making it the reagent of choice for the removal of HOM groups. Some experimental results hint at a reduced activity of γ-MnO₂ after it was stored for more than half a year in a closed jar under ambient conditions.

Carbometalation

When we published the synthesis of oligoPPEs via the divergent-convergent route which is based on the orthogonality of the alkyne protecting groups TIPS and HOM, we reported the carbometalation product 5a (Scheme 3) which formed as a side product in the coupling of iodo monomer 4ₐ with TIPSEthyne [32]. In the original procedure a reaction temperature of 50 °C was employed. Much later we found that the reaction goes to completion even at room temperature. Lowering the temperature reduced the amount of the carbometalation product 5a from 2–16% to 1–5%. Nevertheless, large scale preparative chromatographic separation on silica gel is tedious. Carbometalation product 5a and monomer 1ₐ have very similar Rₗ-values and, unfortunately, the byproduct is eluted first.

Luckily, contamination of monomer 1ₐ with carbometalation product 5a is of no concern if this material is used to prepare the TIPS protected 1,4-diethynylbenzene 2₁ (Scheme 3). Under standard reaction conditions – γ-MnO₂, powdered KOH, Et₂O, room temperature – the alcohol groups of both compounds 1ₐ and 5a are oxidized. Whereas the oxidation product of 1ₐ, aldehyde 8ₐ, reacts with KOH to give the ethynyl anion and formic acid which immediately exchange a proton providing deprotected alkyne 2₁, the oxidation product of 5a, aldehyde 6ₐ, is inert under the reaction conditions [69,70]. This finding is attributed to the higher energy content and therefore lower nucleofugicity of a vinyl anion as compared to an ethynyl...
Scheme 3: Synthesis of the building blocks 1, 2, and 3. The depicted alkene configuration of 5 was chosen assuming a carbometalation process for the formation of 5 and thus a syn addition of the alkyne onto the hydroxypropyne moiety.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Me</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The case is quite different when monomer 1a is used as the precursor for the HOM protected 1,4-diethynylbenzene 3a. Treatment of a mixture of 1a and 5a with n-Bu4NF will not only remove the TIPS group of 1a but also the two TIPS groups of 5a (Scheme 3). The two products are as difficult to separate as the starting compounds. Furthermore, the ethynyl groups of both products are expected to have the same reactivity which can make the isolation of pure compounds of subsequent coupling reactions even more challenging. Finally, we found that carbometalation not only occurs during the preparation of monomer 1a and its trimethylsilyl (TMS)-analogue but also, even though extremely rarely, at later stages of the oligoPPE synthesis. For example, on one occasion we isolated compound 9a (2%, isolated yield) from the reaction between alkyne 2 and iodo monomer 4a which gave dimer 1a as the major product (79%, isolated yield) (Scheme 4).
In other reactions of this type, the carbometalation product may have remained undetected due to the limited sensitivity of $^1$H NMR spectroscopy, which we use as a routine method to assess the composition of the crude product and the chromatographic fractions, although the characteristic triplet at 6.38 ppm (J = 7 Hz) [71] arising from the vinyl proton of the carbometalation products is easily observed. If the $^1$H NMR spectrum displays the carbon satellites of an aromatic proton signal from the major product, the threshold for detection the carbometalation product is as low as 0.5%.

While compiling records on carbometalation of hydroxymethyl protected arylalkynes we never found any evidence for carbometalation of TMS or TIPS protected arylalkynes, even when conducting the aryl-alkyne coupling at 50 °C [72-75]. Possibly, the OH-group of the HOM group coordinates to the alkyne loaded Pd(II)-complex and thus acts as a directing and rate increasing group. It may as well be that the bulky trialkylsilyl substituents simply act as steric shields for the arylalkyne. If the latter is true, then the use of 1-hydroxyethyl (HOE) or HOP instead of HOM as polar protecting groups for alkynes could prevent carbometalation. Although HOP is a sterically more demanding group, we decided in favor of HOE because the removal of HOP requires refluxing in toluene for several hours in the presence of sodium hydride or potassium hydroxide [34,36-38,42,50-52,76] whereas we expected that HOE could be detached through treatment with $\gamma$-MnO$_2$ and powdered KOH in diethyl ether at room temperature.

For a comparison of the influence of HOM and HOE on the carbometalation, the iodo monomers $4a$ and $4b$ were coupled with TIPSethyne in THF and piperidine using Pd(PPh$_3$)$_2$Cl$_2$ and Cul as the catalysts. A reaction temperature of 40 °C was chosen in order to boost carbometalation. These two experiments were carried out at the same time, thus providing the best basis for a comparison. After an aqueous workup, the reaction products were analyzed by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy. In both cases the conversion of $4a$ was complete and the main component of the crude product was the coupling product $1_a$. The spectra gave no indication of the presence of carbometalation product $5b$ whereas carbometalation product $5a$ (ca. 3%) had formed. However, when another member of our group performed the coupling of TIPSethyne with HOE protected iodo monomer $4b$, he found a trace of carbometalation product $5b$ (1%; as determined by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy; the characteristic signal is the doublet at 6.15 ppm with J = 9 Hz in CDCl$_3$ which is assigned to the vinyl proton) in his crude product, although the reaction had been performed at room temperature. The same co-worker generally obtains a comparatively large amount of carbometalation product. Thus, the extent to which carbometalation occurs varies with the operator. So far we have no clue what the relevant factor is. The conclusion is that the alkyne protecting group HOE reduces the amount of accompanying carbometalation product when compared with HOM, however it does not inhibit it completely.

As expected, the HOE group is as smoothly removed as the HOM group through treatment of the protected alkynes $1b_a$ with $\gamma$-MnO$_2$ and powdered KOH in diethyl ether at room temperature. This is illustrated for the conversion of hexamer $1b_a$ and heptamer $1b_7$ into the alkyne $2_b$ (98% isolated yield) and $2_7$ (90% isolated yield), respectively.

**Iodination of 1,4-dihexylbenzene**

The preparation of 1,4-dihexyl-2,5-diiodobenzene ($10a$) by the iodination of 1,4-dihexylbenzene with a mixture of iodine and potassium iodate in HOAc, H$_2$SO$_4$, and water at 70 °C [32,77,78] gave variable yields and on occasions failed. We obtained $10a$ much more reliably via iodination with iodine and periodic acid in HOAc, H$_2$SO$_4$, water, and dichloromethane at 70 °C [79,80]. Dichloromethane probably acts as a phase compatibiliser. Nevertheless, the reaction never went to completion: In all cases monoiiodination product $11a$ was found (Scheme 5). Additionally, irrespective of which procedure was followed, the crude product always contained 1,4-dihexyl-2,3-diiodobenzene ($12a$) (ca. 3%), a constitutional isomer of $10a$. The structure elucidation of these byproducts based on $^1$H NMR spectra is outlined in Supporting Information File 1.

At least twofold recrystallization is needed to obtain material which contains less than 0.5% of these byproducts (as determined by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy). The $^{13}$C-satellites of the signal of the aromatic protons of $10a$ were used as the reference). Whereas monoiiodination product $11a$ is of minor concern because it is monofunctional, the constitutional isomer $12a$ is a severe threat to the structural purity of oligoPPEs and especially polyPPEs. To illustrate this point let us assume that $10a$ and thereof derived 1,4-diethynyl-2,5-dihexylbenzene, both contaminated with only 0.1% of the respective constitutional isomers, are polymerized to give a polymer batch with an average polymerisation degree of 1000. The consequence is that on average each of the polymer chains in this sample will have a kink, i.e. a severe structural defect.
Polar tags in the side chain

In spite of its efficiency, the divergent-convergent synthesis of oligoPPEs involves considerable effort, especially as a result of the chromatography which is required after each alkynyl–aryl coupling. In the case of the synthesis of oligoPPEs with terminal functional groups, it is tempting to reduce the number of steps through the coupling of a diodo compound with oligoPPEs which carry one functional group and have about half of the number of repeating units of the target compound. To give one concrete example (Scheme 6): Starting from 1a3

Scheme 6: Different routes to compound 14, a representative of the large group of functionalized oligoPPEs.
the synthesis of 14a through the coupling of 13 with diodobenzene 10b (Scheme 6, route A) requires only two alkynyl–aryl couplings (four steps overall), whereas the alternative (Scheme 6, route B) via heptamer 1a7 would take three or four cross coupling reactions (seven or eight steps overall) [81,82].

However, all of these routes will be plagued by the difficulty in separating 14a from the accompanying alkyne dimer (Glaser coupling product). These two products differ only in the number of repeating units. In our experience with functionalized oligoPPEs their chromatographic properties on silica gel are very weakly influenced by the number of the non polar repeating unit, 2,5-dihexyl-1,4-phenyleneethynylene, but dominated by the polar functional groups. Therefore, if the two products differ in the number of polar groups, chromatographic separation can become easy. This idea was put to the test for the shortest route, route A, by employing methoxyhexyl substituted diiodobenzene 10b instead of hexyl substituted diiodobenzene 10a. The two methoxy groups influence the chromatographic behaviour distinctly ($R_f$14b) = 0.29, $R_f$(15) = 0.71; silica gel, CH$_2$Cl$_2$/n-pentane 6:4). The oxygen atoms are intentionally inserted remote from the polyconjugated backbone in order not to change the optical properties of the oligomers.

Polar tagging with e.g. the rather inert ether moiety within the side chains at a site distant from the backbone appears to us a generally useful concept for the synthesis of mesoscopic molecules which very often have unbranched or slightly branched alkyl substituents present for solubility reasons.

Supporting Information
Supporting information features the syntheses of compounds used for the discussed experiments, the detailed experimental procedures, and the structure elucidation of the products from the iodination of 1,4-dihexylbenzene.
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[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/supplementary/1860-5397-6-57-S1.pdf]
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Another stepwise approach consisting of coupling with 4-iodobenzaldehyde and conversion of the aldehyde group into an ethyne moiety via the Corey-Fuchs reaction.
The use of the triflate group for the alkynyl–aryl coupling and its masking as the precursory OH group offers an alternative that was applied to the synthesis of phenyleneethynylene dendrimers [31], however, not (yet) to the synthesis of oligoPPEs.


Hsing, R. P.; Chidsey, C. E. D.; Sita, L. R. Organometallics 2009, 28, 2459–2469. doi:10.1021/o900347be


Silicon based alkyne protecting groups with a cyano group as the polar tag [54,56,57].


The suggestion to use the HOM group as a protecting group that can be removed via oxidation–decarbonylation was made much earlier here.

The largely different reaction times given in the experimental part of [48] probably indicate that the experimenters of that reference experienced the same difficulties.


For the preparation of highly activated MnO2 we followed the procedure given in [63]. In this procedure less MnO2 < 4 H2O (200 g vs. 220 g) but the same amount of KMnO4 (160 g) and of solvent was used in comparison to the procedure given in [64].

As purchased; 80% technical grade.


Experimental proof: Carbometalation product 5a was treated with γ-MnO2 and powdered KOH in diethylether at room temperature. The 1H NMR spectrum of the crude product shows unambiguously the signals of the expected aldehyde 6a. There are no signals that fit to the characteristic signals of the unsymmetrically 1,1-disubstituted alkene 7, the product in case 6a had lost the formyl group.

The two sets of 1H NMR signals in an intensity ratio of 22:1 for the aryl protons, the aldehyde proton, and the vinyl proton indicate a mixture of E- and Z-alkene. Alkene isomerization upon oxidation with MnO2 has been reported [70]. The alkene isomerization can also be explained by a reversible addition of hydroxide to the electron acceptor substituted alkene of aldehyde 6a. Characteristic signals of the major isomer: δ = 9.38 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1 H, CHO), 7.32 and 7.00 (2 s, 1 H each, ArH), 6.47 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1 H, C=CH); Characteristic signals of the minor isomer: δ = 10.28 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1 H, CHO), 7.30 and 7.09 (2 s, 1 H each, ArH), 6.31 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1 H, C=CH).

71. Characteristic $^1$H NMR signals of the carbometalation product 9a in CDCl$_3$: $\delta =$ 7.37, 7.31, 7.29, 7.22, 7.17, 6.98 (6 s, 1 H each, ArH), 6.38 (t, $J =$ 7 Hz, 1 H, C=CHCH$_2$OH), 4.06 (t-shaped signal, slightly broadened, $J =$ 6 Hz, 2 H, CH$_2$OH).

72. We know of only two publications that report on carbometalation of 1-aryl-2-trialkylsilylethynes [73,74]. The carbometalation reported in [73] is possibly induced by the hydroxy group of the hydroxymethyl substituent in ortho-position to the 2-(trimethylsilyl)ethynyl group. Note also the related Pd-catalyzed addition of TMSethyne onto Z-(2-(trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)-3-trimethylsilylprop-2-enol in [75].


79. The use of CCl$_4$ instead of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ as described in [80] for iodination of 1,4-dialkoxybenzene resulted in an even higher conversion. However, the aromatic substitution reaction was no longer the only occurring reaction as especially the signals around 6 ppm in the $^1$H NMR spectrum of the crude product reveal.


81. The eight step synthesis is outlined in analogy to the synthesis of the corresponding oligoPPE diesters in [82]. The eight step route is to be preferred over the seven step route because of the instability of oligoPPEs with two unprotected terminal ethyne moieties.
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New amphiphilic glycopolymers by click functionalization of random copolymers – application to the colloidal stabilisation of polymer nanoparticles and their interaction with concanavalin A lectin

Otman Otman¹,², Paul Boullanger², Eric Drockenmuller¹ and Thierry Hamaide*¹

Abstract
Glycopolymers with mannose units were readily prepared by click chemistry of an azido mannopyranoside derivative and a poly(propargyl acrylate-co-N-vinyl pyrrolidone). These glycopolymers were used as polymer surfactants, in order to obtain glycosylated polycaprolactone nanoparticles. Optimum stabilization for long time storage was achieved by using a mixture of glycopolymers and the non-ionic triblock copolymer Pluronic® F-68. The mannose moieties are accessible at the surface of nanoparticles and available for molecular recognition by concanavalin A lectin. Interaction of mannose units with the lectin were evaluated by measuring the changes in nanoparticles size by dynamic light scattering in dilute media.

Introduction
Over the last decades, research efforts in pharmaceutical, food and cosmetics technologies have been directed not only towards the syntheses of new bioactive entities or medicines, but also towards new formulations that can enhance the activity of drugs, as well as the elaboration of new drug delivery systems. The main objectives are the transport of active hydrophilic or lipophilic substances, while minimizing drug degradation, increasing drug availability and localization in the required organ. At the same time, the development of “all in one” formulations encourages manufacturers to introduce more and more
active components in the finished products, so that new systems are nowadays widely investigated in order to get synergies in one product, to propose innovative properties and to combine immediate and delayed effects, through the selection of an efficient drug and the design of a suitable dosage form. Encapsulation of hydrophobic substances in aqueous dispersed media can be performed by a number of methods. Notably, synthetic polymer-based nanoparticles have received considerable attention because of their potential since they represent attractive alternatives to conventional pharmaceutical applications. In addition, the size, morphology and composition of the polymer particles can be tuned to optimize the drug release kinetics in order to reduce, e.g., toxicity and improve efficacy. These parameters are closely connected. For instance, the chemical composition of the polymer matrix may affect the particle morphology because of thermodynamic interactions between the hydrophobic drug and the polymer.

Whatever the drug delivery system, surfactants, and in particular polymer non-ionic surfactants, are required to assure the colloidal stabilization of the polymer nanoparticles in aqueous medium. The properties of micelles (cmc, size and dynamics) depend on the chemical structures of amphiphilic copolymers. Macromolecular non-ionic surfactants appear to be the best suited from both the stability and the biological points of view. In such block copolymers, the hydrophobic part is enhanced in comparison to molecular surfactants, which allows a better adsorption (by reducing the exchange dynamics) and increases the long term stability. This stronger adsorption also reduces the residual concentration of free surfactant in the aqueous phase. The hydrophilic part is most often constructed from PEG chains. In addition to the steric stabilization, this PEG coating reduces the detection of particles or liposomes by the immune system and consequently, the reticular endothelial uptake of nanoparticles, thus increasing their circulation in the body. The polyether triblock copolymer PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO Pluronic® F-68 (PF-68) is approved by the US Food and Drug Administration and is thus widely used in pharmaceutical formulations.

Glycopolymers can advantageously replace these block copolymers. In addition to the hydrophilicity conferred by the carbohydrate moiety, specific targeting may be result from coating nanoparticles with oligo- or polysaccharide chains since the carbohydrate moieties play an essential role in molecular recognition processes. Although the carbohydrate ligands occur naturally as glycoconjugates or as high molecular weight polymers, the actual “recognized” fractions are most often small oligosaccharides (3 to 10 carbohydrate units). Efficient binding has also been reported for monosaccharide ligands; for instance, galactose residues are targetable moieties for hepatocytes [1] whilst mannose units can be used for nerve cells targeting [2].

Besides naturally occurring polysaccharides, macromolecular engineering allows quite interesting possibilities for modelling of synthetic glycopolymers [3].

The hydrophobic component can be introduced by any convenient polymer moiety. Some of these are obtained using methodologies based on living polymerizations in order to achieve controlled molecular weights and narrow polydispersity indexes. Depending on the chemistry, carbohydrate moieties can be grafted either at the polymer chain end or as pendant groups on the polymer backbone. Thus, polycaprolactones (PCL) functionalized with galactopyranose end-groups have been synthesized by ring opening polymerization and used for the stabilization of PCL nanoparticles [4]. Glucose or cellobiose moieties have been grafted at both ends of short PDMS chains and used as polymer surfactants for mini-emulsion polymerization [5,6]. Amphiphilic block copolymers with pendant glucosamine units have been obtained by living cationic polymerization and their interaction with wheat germ agglutinin lectin investigated [7]. More recently, the synthesis of neoglycopolymers by living radical polymerization and click chemistry has been reported [8,9].

Besides homopolymers or block copolymers, statistical copolymers obtained from conventional radical polymerization deserve special attention because of their ease of synthesis. Well controlled MW as well as narrow PI are not always prerequisites to achieve interesting colloidal stabilization properties. Carbohydrate residues such as galactosyl moieties have also been incorporated as side groups through the ring opening of maleic anhydride based copolymers [10,11]. We recently reported the synthesis and characterization of amphiphilic copolymers bearing carbohydrate and oligocaprolactone side chains, obtained via copolymerization of a PCL macromonomer and maleic anhydride, and further functionalization by ring opening of the anhydride moiety with amino mannopyranoiside. These copolymers were then used as polymer surfactants for the stabilization of PCL nanoparticles coated with carbohydrate on their surface [12].

This paper reports the first results on another class of glyco-polymers obtained from the functionalization of poly(propargyl acrylate-co-N-vinyl pyrrolidone) by click chemistry with ω-mannopyranoside. These copolymers were used as polymer surfactants for the colloidal stabilization of polycaprolactone (PCL) nanoparticles. Preliminary studies towards the recognition of these glyco-nanoparticles by specific concanavalin A (con A) lectin have been carried out, which provided clear evidence for the presence of carbohydrate units on the surface of the nanoparticles.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis and characterization of the polymer surfactants

Besides well-known functionalization of anhydride-based copolymers, the grafting of carbohydrate moieties on a polymer backbone by Huisgen [2 + 3] cycloaddition (Cul-catalyzed 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azide and alkynes, CuAAC) constitutes another interesting approach. The versatile nature of this reaction has led to a tremendous amount of work, mainly due to the quantitative yields and the possibility of carrying out the synthesis in either organic solvents or water. Moreover, since various other functional groups can be tolerated, one-pot tandem approaches can be considered [13]. Similarly, in the carbohydrate field, this unique feature makes it possible to conduct syntheses by simplified pathways without protection-deprotection steps. We chose to use poly(propargyl acrylate-co-N-vinyl pyrrolidone) as the starting copolymer. Poly(NVP) is known to be biocompatible and to promote adhesion. NVP-based maleic copolymers have been reported for BSA immobilization [14] as well as for the preparation of polymer nanoparticles [10,15].

The choice of the carbohydrate moieties to be grafted onto the copolymer and their related syntheses were based on the following criteria: 1 - the monosaccharide must be anchored onto the polymer backbone by the use of a hydrophilic spacer in order to allow more freedom inside the aqueous phase after adsorption onto the polymer particles; 2 - syntheses must be simple enough to allow scale-up.

Thus, we elected to use the simplest carbohydrates, i.e., those which are easy to prepare and easy to handle, e.g., the peracetylated monosaccharide 1 [16]. Although other derivatives, such as the 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-1-O-trichloroacetimidoyl mannose might give rise to better glycosylation yields, the scale-up of these reactions was shown to be difficult. As a spacer, we chose triethylene glycol. The reaction of 1 with 8-azido-3,6-dioxaoctyloctan-1-ol (prepared in several steps from triethylene glycol) [17] was found to be unsatisfactory since the by-products formed in the reaction were difficult to separate from the desired compounds. The addition of triethylene glycol derivatives was also attempted by coupling triethylene glycol, or an activated triethylene glycol derivative bearing a tosylate or a chlorine atom at the α-position. This latter approach proved to be better. The best result was obtained with commercially available triethylene glycol monochloride. Thus, peracetylated mannose 1 was reacted with triethylene glycol monochloride, in the presence of boron trifluoride etherate to afford glycoside 2 [12] in 50–55% yield. After purification, the latter was converted to the azido derivative 3 in almost quantitative yield, by nucleophilic displacement of the chlorine atom by azide ion. Deprotection of the latter under Zemplén conditions [17] afforded the expected derivative 4 in quantitative yield (Figure 1).

The copolymer backbones, namely the poly(propargyl acrylate-co-N-vinyl pyrrolidone), were prepared by conventional radical copolymerization using propargyl acrylate and N-vinyl pyrrolidone as comonomers. The reactions were carried out in dry THF at 65 °C under an argon atmosphere with lauryl peroxide as the initiator. The copolymers were obtained as white powders by precipitation in diethyl ether which were dried under vacuum and characterized by IR, 1H and 13C NMR and SEC. Kinetics were also monitored by 1H NMR from the disappearance of the monomer signals. Yields were in the range of 60 to 90%. Although some radical transfer reactions leading to addition to the acetylene groups has been reported on reaching high yields [18], no gel formation was observed in our case during polymerization, so that protection of the propargyl monomer was not required. Molecular weights were around 10000 g/mol with $M_w/M_n \approx 1.6–2.0$. The molar fraction of PA units in the copolymer was in the range of 0.25 to 0.75.

As previously outlined, coupling reactions with sugar moieties generally require protection and deprotection steps of the hydroxyl functions. Click chemistry can of course be performed with peracetylated mannose followed by deprotection, but this involves all the drawbacks inherent to polymer structures. Due to the high versatility of click chemistry in the presence of functional groups, it was then of interest to attempt the reaction with unprotected sugars. Moreover, this chemistry can be carried out not only in various organic solvents, but also in aqueous alcoholic media and water. In our case, the click reaction was performed with CuSO4 and sodium ascorbate in a THF/water mixture (Figure 2). This approach was preferred to the use of other catalysts because of the applications listed in the specific area of colloidal stabilization and the ease of removal of copper salts with ethyl xanthogenate or cation exchange resin. Moreover, sodium ascorbate is far easier to remove in contrast to DIPEA or bipyridine and additionally, it would not be of any great consequence if some residual sodium ascorbate remained in the medium. The resulting grafted copolymers were fully
be characterized by IR (disappearance of $\nu(\text{N}_3)$ at 2121 cm$^{-1}$ and $\nu(\text{C}≡\text{C})$ at 2129 cm$^{-1}$) and NMR: $^1$H ($\delta\text{H}_{12}$ at 8.06 ppm) and $^{13}$C ($\delta\text{C}_{11}$ and $\delta\text{C}_{12}$ respectively, at 143.32 and 125.82 ppm). DEPT experiments were used to ascertain the chemical shifts and to ensure the complete conversion of the azide functions. These copolymers are water soluble.

**Recognition of PCL nanoparticles by concanavalin A**

Lectins are proteins of non-immunological origin, able to bind carbohydrate ligands, without any enzymatic or immunological function. They are multivalent and can bind several ligands simultaneously and participate in biological phenomena such as cell adhesion or cell–cell recognition. The specific binding of a lectin receptor with a carbohydrate ligand (usually called recognition) is obtained, provided that the ligands are orientated in a specific manner that can fit several lectin receptors and is usually referred to as the cluster effect [19,20]. The lectin–carbohydrate specificity strongly depends on the lectin. Several of these are very sensitive to the nature of the carbohydrate (e.g. Man vs Gal), whereas others are more sensitive to the orientation of the anomic substituent (i.e. $\alpha$ vs $\beta$). Concanavalin A, used in the present work, belongs to the latter group and displays strong specificity towards $\alpha$-D-mannopyranoside. This lectin is dimeric and divalent at pH < 5.6 and tetrameric and tetravalent at pH > 5.6. Its specificity is directed to $\alpha$-D-mannopyranosides and to a lesser extent to $\alpha$-D-glucopyranosides and $\alpha$-D-galactopyranosides, and shows no affinity at all towards $\beta$-D-monoosaccharides [21].

Consequently, the addition of a tetravalent lectin to a suspension of nanoparticles covered with large amounts of its specific ligands should lead to agglutination of the particles, thus giving rise to flocculation or precipitation, whereas the suspension should remain unchanged on the addition of “naked” nanoparticles (without any carbohydrate on their surface) or nanoparticles covered with non-specific carbohydrates. This increase in size can be observed either by the naked eye, turbidity or fluorescence measurements as previously reported in the literature [7,22]. Measurements by light scattering have only occasionally been reported in the literature [23].

Polycaprolactone nanoparticles were prepared according to the emulsification–diffusion procedure as proposed by Quintanar and Fessi [24,25] by using a mixture of PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO triblock copolymer (Pluronic® F-68) and our functionalized copolymers as polymer surfactants. This technique is based on the rapid diffusion of the organic solvent from the internal into the external phase, which causes the precipitation of the polymer as colloidal nanoparticles. We previously used this procedure to obtain polycaprolactone nanoparticles with end-capped oligocaprolactones with galactopyranoside moieties as polymer surfactants [4].

We used here Pluronics instead of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), as proposed by Quintanar and Fessi, to get a higher solid content for the nanoparticles suspensions (the evaporation step rapidly leads to highly viscous suspensions because of the high molecular weight of PVA). Some other advantages of Pluronics for biomedical applications have already been detailed in the introduction. Nanoparticles stabilized by Pluronic® F-68 and 20% (w/w) of the glycopolymers previously prepared were used in our investigations.
In a first set of experiments, increasing amounts (10 to 1000 µL) of a con A solution (8.7 mg/10 mL of PBS, pH 6.8) were added to nanoparticles stabilized by only Pluronic® F-68. No changes in size were observed over a 2 h period irrespective of the con A concentration. Similarly, no significant change in size was recorded over 2 h on the addition of increasing amounts of con A to PCL particles stabilized by a mixture of Pluronic® F-68 and the precursor poly(PA-co-NVP) (20% w/w).

The same results were observed when either crude suspensions of nanoparticles or their supernatants after centrifugation (2000 g; 1 h) were used. The same tendencies were also observed with the re-suspended pellets, but the results were not so relevant since more important variations in size were observed from one sample to another. Thus, the recognition experiments then conducted only with the supernatant fractions of the particle suspensions. All the observations that will be described were also true for crude suspensions as well as re-suspended pellets however, the supernatants are more homogenous and the more abundant fractions, and contain about 65% (of the dry weight) of nanoparticles.

This time increasing amounts of con A were added to the supernatant fraction of colloidal suspensions of nanoparticles stabilized by the mixture of PF-68 and NVP-PA-Man. A very important increase in size was observed, even with low amounts of lectin (50 µL). The kinetics of size increase was proportional to the amount of lectin added (Figure 3). Furthermore, flocculation occurred with the highest concentrations and the suspensions changed from clear colorless to milky. As can be seen from Figure 3, changes in size were drastic, giving rise to aggregates of almost 2 µm in diameter, i.e. ten times the size of isolated nanoparticles.

Particles covered with β-D-galactose were used as control experiments since concanavalin A has no affinity for this monosaccharide. Some of the experiments were repeated under the same conditions with nanoparticles covered with D-galactose, i.e. stabilized by a mixture of PF-68 and NVP-PA-Gal. No change in size was observed over 2 h (<30 nm) irrespective of the amount of added lectin. This result corroborates the previous assumption regarding the observations made with the first group of nanoparticles, i.e. the apparent non specific binding of the lectin can be attributed the formation of a covalent bond between the protein and the residual anhydride functions of the glycopolymer.

Conclusion

Water soluble glycopolymers can easily be prepared by the Cu-catalyzed cycloaddition of an azido mannopyranoside derivative and a poly(propargyl acrylate-co-N-vinyl pyrrolidone). These glycopolymers can be used as polymer surfactants, in conjunction with another non-ionic triblock copolymer in order to obtain glycosylated polycaprolactone nanoparticles stable over a long period of storage.

The carbohydrates covalently bound to the copolymers are accessible at the surface of the nanoparticles and are available for molecular recognition. The recognition of α-D-mannose at the surface of the nanoparticles by con A is specific, provided that no further reactive groups which could covalently bind the lectin are present on the polymer. In addition, light scattering appears to be the method of choice to detect carbohydrate recognition by a lectin at the surface of nanoparticles in dilute media. This approach can be easily extended to multifunctional polymer nanoparticles containing encapsulated drugs inside their core.

Experimental

The syntheses of 8-chloro-3,6-dioxaoctyl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-mannopyranoside (2) and 8-azido-3,6-dioxaoctyl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-mannopyranoside (3) were reported in a previous paper [12].

Materials

Polycaprolactone (MW 80000 g/mol), Pluronic® F-68 and propargyl acrylate were purchased from Aldrich. N-Vinyl pyrrolidone and lauroyl peroxide were purchased from Fluka. Thin layer chromatography was performed on aluminium sheets coated with Silica gel 60 F254 (Merck). Compounds were visualized by spraying the TLC plates with dilute 15%aq. H2SO4, followed by charring at 150 °C for a few minutes. Column chromatography was performed on Silica-gel Geduran Si 60.
propargyl acrylate) were dissolved in a 1:1 mixture of propargyl acrylate) and compound 4 (229 mg, 0.15 mmol). After 8 h, the copolymer was recovered as a white powder by precipitation in diethyl ether (three times), dried under vacuum (85% yield) and characterized by IR (ν(C=C) at 1630 cm<sup>-1</sup>).

The protected derivative 3 (500 mg, 0.99 mmol) was dissolved in dry methanol (10 mL) and stirred for 1 h at room temperature in the presence of a catalytic amount of sodium. The mixture was then neutralized with Amberlist IR 120 H<sup>+</sup> resin, filtered and evaporated to afford compound 4 in quantitative yield as a clear oily material. [α]<sub>D</sub> +38.7 (c 1.0, 25 °C, MeOH). Rf 0.49 (5:1, ethyl acetate/methanol).

1<sup>H</sup> NMR (D<sub>2</sub>O): δ (ppm) 4.79 (d, 1H, J<sub>1,2</sub> 1.5 Hz, H-1), 3.86 (dd, 1H, J<sub>2,3</sub> 3.6 Hz, J<sub>3,4</sub> 9.2 Hz, H-3), 3.81 (t, 1H, H-4), 3.77 (dd, 1H, H-2), 3.63 (m, 12H, H-6, H-6', (OCH<sub>2</sub>CH<sub>2</sub>)<sub>2</sub>CH<sub>2</sub>), 3.56 (m, 1H, H-5), 3.42 (t, 2H, CH<sub>2</sub>N<sub>3</sub>). 13<sup>C</sup> NMR (CD<sub>3</sub>OD): δ (ppm) 100.30 (C-1), 73.09 (C-2), 70.87 (C-2), 70.00, 69.92, 69.87 (OCH<sub>2</sub>CH<sub>2</sub>)<sub>2</sub>CH<sub>2</sub>), 70.87 (C-2), 70.32 (C-3), 67.09 (C-4), 61.28 (C-6), 50.51 (C-7), 47.91 (C-1), 39.03 (C-78), 35.42 (C-2), 31.67 (C-4), 26.00–26.07 (C-6, C-8), 18.57 (C-3).

Hydrogen and carbon numbering for NMR assignment.

**8-Azido-3,6-dioxoaoyl α-D-mannopyranoside (4)**

The protected derivative 3 (500 mg, 0.99 mmol) was dissolved in dry methanol (10 mL) and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. After the addition of CuSO<sub>4</sub> (6 mg, 0.02 mmol) and sodium ascorbate (18 mg, 0.09 mmol), the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 12 h, the solution evaporated to dryness and dried under vacuum. The light green product thus obtained was dissolved in de-ionized water (5 mL) containing 50 mg of potassium ethyl xanthogenate to remove the copper salts. After filtration through celite and evaporation to dryness, the desired mannose-functionalized copolymer was obtained as a pale yellow solid in 73% yield.

**Poly(propargyl acrylate-co-N-vinyl pyrrolidone)**

Copolymerizations were carried out in dry THF at 65 °C under an argon atmosphere with 3–5% of lauroyl peroxide as the initiator. For example, propargyl acrylate (0.309 g, 2.93 mmole) and N-vinyl pyrrolidone (0.095 g, 0.85 mmol) were dissolved in dry THF (20 mL) at 65 °C. The solution was degassed for 15 min with argon, before the addition of lauroyl peroxide (0.060 g, 0.15 mmol). After 8 h, the copolymer was recovered as a white powder by precipitation in diethyl ether (three times), dried under vacuum (85% yield) and characterized by IR (ν(C=C) at 2129 cm<sup>-1</sup>), 1<sup>H</sup> and 13<sup>C</sup> NMR (Figure 4).

1<sup>H</sup> NMR (CDCl<sub>3</sub>, 300 MHz): δ (ppm) 5.75 (H-1); 4.5–4.95 (H-10); 3.6–4.2 (H-2); 3.25 (H-7); 2.55 (H-12); 2.35 (H-4); 1.3–2.1 (H-3, H-6, H-8). 13<sup>C</sup> NMR (CDCl<sub>3</sub>, 125 MHz): δ (ppm) 174.19–175.79 (C-5, C-9), 75.77 (C-11), 79.36 (C-12), 52.68 (C-10), 47.91 (C-1), 39.03 (C-78), 35.42 (C-2), 31.67 (C-4), 26.00–26.07 (C-6, C-8), 18.57 (C-3).

**Coupling of azido functionalized carbohydrates by CuAAC**

The dry copolymer (100 mg, containing approximately 75 mg, 0.68 mmol of propargyl acrylate) and compound 4 (229 mg, 1.0 equiv vs propargyl acrylate) were dissolved in a 1:1 mixture of THF and water (4 mL) at room temperature. After the addition of CuSO<sub>4</sub> (6 mg, 0.02 mmol) and sodium ascorbate (18 mg, 0.09 mmol), the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 12 h, the solution evaporated to dryness and dried under vacuum. The light green product thus obtained was dissolved in de-ionized water (5 mL) containing 50 mg of potassium ethyl xanthogenate to remove the copper salts. After filtration through celite and evaporation to dryness, the desired mannose-functionalized copolymer was obtained as a pale yellow solid in 73% yield.

**Polymer precipitation and purification**

Nanoparticle formation

Ethyl acetate and water were contacted for 2 h in order to obtain mutually saturated solutions. Polycaprolactone (80000 g/mol) (1.0 g) was dissolved in ethyl acetate (25 mL) under gentle stirring and heating for 2 h (ethyl acetate was added in order to adjust the volume to 25 mL). Pluronic<sup>®</sup> F-68 and the glyco-polymer, dissolved in water (50 mL), were then added to the preceding solution, the mixture stirred for 10 min and then emulsified by sonication (ultrasonic processor Vibra Cell VCX-750) for 2 min at 525 W. De-ionized water (175 mL) was then added while stirring the solution at 700–800 rpm. The nanoparticle suspension was then concentrated at atmospheric pressure to 30–35 mL by stirring and heating to 70–80 °C.

The sizes of nanoparticles were measured by dynamic light scattering (each measurement was repeated five times) at 25 °C.
with a Malvern Zetasizer 1000HSa series (wavelength 633.0 nm, RI (dispersant) 1.330, angle 90°); data treatments were made in intensity, with water viscosity 0.89 cP.

**Interaction of the nanoparticles containing D-mannose with con A**

In a 20 mL flask, 8.7 mg of concanavalin A was dissolved without stirring in 10 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH = 6.8, 0.1 M) over 16 hours. The flask was then stored at 4 °C. The nanoparticle stock solution (200 mg of dry matter in 2.35 mL H2O) was diluted in PBS and various volumes of con A solution in the same buffer solution (10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 μL) were added; the final volume was adjusted to 5 mL by addition of PBS.
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Abstract

We report on the block copolymerization of two structurally different norbornene monomers (±)-endo,exo-bicyclo[2.2.1]-hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid dimethylester (7), and (±)-endo,exo-bicyclo[2.2.1]-hept-5-ene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid bis(1-oxyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidin-4-yl) ester (9) using ruthenium based Grubbs’ type initiators [(PCy$_3$)$_2$Cl$_2$Ru(benzylidene)] G1 (PCy$_3$ = tricyclohexylphosphine), [(H$_2$IMes)(PCy$_3$)Cl$_2$Ru(benzylidene)] G2 (H$_2$IMes = 1,3-bis(mesityl)-2-imidazolidinylidene), [(H$_2$IMes)pyCl$_2$Ru(benzylidene)] G3 (py = pyridine or 3-bromopyridine) and Umicore type initiators [(PCy$_3$)$_2$Cl$_2$Ru(3-phenylinden-1-ylidene)] U1 (PCy$_3$ = tricyclohexylphosphine), [(H$_2$IMes)(PCy$_3$)Cl$_2$Ru(3-phenylinden-1-ylidene)] U2 (H$_2$IMes = 1,3-bis(mesityl)-2-imidazolidinylidene), [(H$_2$IMes)pyCl$_2$Ru(3-phenylinden-1-ylidene)] U3 (py = pyridine or 3-bromopyridine) via ring opening polymerization (ROMP). The crossover reaction and the polymerization kinetics were investigated using matrix assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectroscopy (MALDI-TOF) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), respectively. MALDI showed that there was a complete crossover reaction after the addition of 25 equivalents of the second monomer. NMR investigation showed that U3 gave a faster rate of polymerization in comparison to U1. The synthesis of block copolymers with molecular weights up to $M_n = 31$ 000 g/mol with low polydispersities ($M_w/M_n = 1.2$) is reported.

Introduction

Block copolymers are macromolecules composed of linear or non-linear arrangements of chemically different polymeric chains. If the different blocks are incompatible, a rich variety of well defined self-assembled structures both in bulk and selective solvents arises [1]. The synthetic approach to block copolymers has been widely discussed [1] and achieved extensively via living polymerization methods. Thus, besides acyclic diene metathesis polymerization (ADMET) [2], ring opening
Scheme 1: Grubbs G1–G3 and Umicore U1–U3 catalyst.

metathesis polymerization (ROMP) [3-5] is another type of olefin metathesis polymerization that can be used for the synthesis of block copolymers.

Early examples of catalysts for ROMP were based on molybdenum alkylidene catalysts, however, the true breakthrough of the method was hampered by the restricted functional group tolerance of Schrock initiators due to their sensitivity towards protic solvents and air [6]. With the advent of the Grubbs’ catalyst G1 (see Scheme 1) and related complexes as initiators, polymerization reactions can now not only be performed in protic media but also without rigorous exclusion of molecular oxygen. However, these advantages are hampered by the considerable lower activity of catalysts such as G1 when compared with Schrock’s molybdenum catalysts [7-9]. Often, the polydispersity indices of the resulting polymers obtained with initiator G1 are large with values ranging between 1.3 and 1.5 arising from an unfavorable rate of initiation ($k_i$) relative to propagation ($k_p$) as well as considerable secondary metathesis (backbiting). Grubbs’ second generation catalyst G2 displays an activity comparable to the Schrock type initiators. It exhibits a higher functional group tolerance than G1, but initiation by catalyst G2 is often slow as a result of the slow dissociation of the phosphine group, sometimes limiting its application in polymer synthesis. Alternatively, Grubbs’ third generation catalyst G3 introduced by Grubbs et al. [10] has an ultrafast initiating ruthenium benzylidene. The rate of reaction of G3 with ethyl vinyl ether thus is six orders of magnitude higher than for G2 [10], leading to a faster initiation and often lower polydispersities of the resulting polymers.

Recently, structural variations of G1–G3 catalysts generated a new series of catalysts U1–U3 bearing indenyl-carbenes instead of benzylidene-carbenes. These new catalysts are now commercially available and are well known as the Umicore catalysts (NEOLYST™). However, their synthetic profile with respect to the synthesis of block copolymers is largely unexplored. As we recently have reported extensively on the use of ROMP methods in blockcopolymer synthesis [11-13], either via direct copolymerization or coupled to postmodification methods via azide/alkyne-“click”-chemistry [14-17], the crossover reaction of more complex monomers remains the crucial factor in achieving defined BCP’s with low polydispersities. In a recent example, the crossover reaction of various monomers with the Grubs’ type catalysts G1–G3 was studied in detail via MALDI mass spectrometry [11], revealing a more detailed picture of the crossover reaction (Scheme 2). Thus mass spectrometry could often demonstrate insufficient crossover reactions between monomers of different reactivity such as monomer A 7 and monomer T 9, despite a low polydispersity when the crossover reaction was monitored by conventional GPC methods [11]. A semi-quantification method of the respective spectra allowed a good correlation between the rate-constants of initiation and propagation of the different monomers.
The current publication describes the synthesis of block copolymers \( A_n T_m \) composed of monomers 7 and 9, initiated via the catalysts U1–U3, as well as mass spectrometric investigations of the crossover reactions via MALDI methods. The incorporation of the free radical 9 into block copolymer is an important contribution in the generation of polymers for reversible charge storage materials, as monomer 9 can accept or donate electrons reversibly.

**Results and Discussion**

The polymerization of monomer 7 was investigated using catalysts U1–U3 (see Table 1). Basically, the catalyst U3 showed good polymerization behavior, furnishing the homopolymers (entries 2, 3) with excellent control of chain length and low polydispersities \((M_w/M_n = 1.2)\). The catalysts U1 and U2 gave poor results (see entries 4 and 5) presumably due to slow initiation and fast polymerization, which is in accord with the struc-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>polymer</th>
<th>1st monomer</th>
<th>2nd monomer</th>
<th>catalyst</th>
<th>molecular weight (g/mol)</th>
<th>GPC</th>
<th>calculated</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Homo-A(_{15})(^a)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Homo-A(_{15})(^a)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>3150</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Homo-A(_{25})(^a)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>4410</td>
<td>5250</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Homo-A(_{25})(^a)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>U1</td>
<td>8500</td>
<td>10500</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Homo-A(_{25})(^a)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>418000</td>
<td>10500</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Homo-T(_{20})</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>12900</td>
<td>9800</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Homo-T(<em>{10})(</em>{15})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>488000</td>
<td>49000</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Homo-T(<em>{5})(</em>{25})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>24100</td>
<td>24500</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{15})T(</em>{1})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>3640</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{15})T(</em>{2})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>4020</td>
<td>4130</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{15})T(</em>{4})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>5110</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{25})T(</em>{1})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>5740</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{25})T(</em>{2})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>6230</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{25})T(</em>{4})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>6100</td>
<td>7770</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{15})T(</em>{5})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>3640</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{15})T(</em>{5})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>4900</td>
<td>4140</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{15})T(</em>{5})(^b)</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>5680</td>
<td>7700</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{25})T(</em>{25})</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>17000</td>
<td>17500</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{25})T(</em>{50})</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>31300</td>
<td>35000</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{25})T(</em>{10})</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>7300</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>BCP-A(<em>{25})T(</em>{20})</td>
<td>Mon-A</td>
<td>Mon-T</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>13400</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)The polymer was synthesized for MALDI analysis.

\(^b\)The experiment was performed for kinetic measurements by taking samples every 5 minutes.
turally similar catalysts G1 and G2 (see Scheme 1). Similarly, the polymerization of monomer T 9 was investigated, which gave good results with the catalysts G2, G3, and U3 (entries 6, 7, and 8). The other catalysts G1, U1, and U2 did not yield good polymerization results (data not shown) and were therefore not considered further for the synthesis of the respective block copolymers.

The $^1$H NMR spectrum (Figure 1) of the respective homopolymer (A$_{50}$) clearly shows the expected resonances together with the resonances of the indenyl-moieties of the initiator-structure. The spectrum further revealed that the unsaturated polymer exhibited no stereoregularity (cis/trans ~ 50/50 see the peaks at 5.2 and 5.4 ppm in Figure 1) which is in accordance with results reported in the literature [18]. Figure 2 shows the relevant region of the $^{13}$C NMR spectrum, with the approximately equal peak intensities indicating an equal $m$:$r$ ratio. Thus the polymerization yields the respective polymer, although in poor yields which is underlined when monitoring the kinetics of the polymerization of monomer A 7 using catalysts U1 and U3 (see Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5). As expected in accordance with the known polymerization reactions of the respective Grubbs’ type catalysts, catalyst U3 polymerizes significantly faster (the polymerization reaction is complete after ~20 seconds) whereas the polymerization initiated with catalyst U1 takes significantly longer and never yields significant amounts of the homopolymer (yield < 10 %).

As the polymerization kinetics of 7 using catalyst U3 could not be monitored effectively with GPC because it was too fast (50 units were polymerized in less than 1 minute), the kinetics were monitored by NMR. NMR measurements were conducted every 8 seconds and the result showed that the polymerization was complete within ~20 seconds as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The rate of polymerization ($k_p$) was calculated by integrating the peaks (6.25 and 6.07 ppm) corresponding to the alkene protons of monomer A 7 as they disappeared. Plotting ln([M]$_0$/[M]) vs. time ($t$) gave a straight line as shown in Figure 5 and indicated linear chain growth. The slope of the straight line was divided by the initial initiator concentration ([I]$_0$) assuming a first order kinetics which gave $k_p$ as 18.5 1·mol$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$.
Figure 2: $^{13}$C NMR spectrum of the homopolymer $A_{50}$ synthesized with catalyst U3.

Figure 3: Kinetic progress monitored via $^1$H NMR spectroscopy of the polymerization of monomer A 7 with catalyst U1; [7]/[U1] = 20/1.
Figure 4: Kinetic progress monitored via $^1$H NMR spectroscopy of the polymerization of 7 with catalyst U3; [7]/[U3] = 20/1.

Figure 5: ln([M]₀/[M]ₜ) vs. time (t) plot obtained from $^1$H NMR spectra for homopolymer-A₅₀ using catalyst U3; [7]/[U3] = 20/1.

As monomer T⁹ is a free stable radical, the progress of its polymerization with catalyst U3 could not be monitored by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy. Therefore, the conventional method of following the $M_n$ vs. time (t) profile was carried out as shown in Figure 6. Chain growth with a maximum polydispersity of $M_w/M_n$ ~1.3 was observed, clearly proving the high precision of this type of polymerization reaction.

As the polymerization of both, monomer A⁷ and monomer T⁹ proceeded well with catalyst U3, the synthesis of the BCP was achieved by use of this initiating system to yield the respective BCP-A₁₀T₁₀, A₂₀T₂₀, A₂₅T₂₅ and A₅₀T₅₀ with the expected molecular weight and with low polydispersity (see Table 1, entries 18–21). The GPC traces of A₂₅ block and the A₂₅T₂₅ block copolymer are shown in Figure 7, indicating the expected shift in the retention time after addition of monomer T⁹ after all of the monomer A⁷ had been consumed.
In order to achieve a deeper insight into the exact nature of the crossover reaction when changing from monomer A\textsubscript{7} to monomer T\textsubscript{9} with catalyst U\textsubscript{3}, the respective reaction was monitored according to our previous methods using MALDI mass spectrometry \cite{11}. Thus homopolymer A\textsubscript{25} was initiated with catalyst U\textsubscript{3} and subsequently reacted with 1, 2, 5 and 25 equivalents of monomer T after all of the monomer A\textsubscript{7} had been consumed. The respective samples were then quenched with ethyl vinyl ether, and subsequently analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and GPC. The GPC results are shown in Table 1, entries 9–14 and 18–21, indicating that with increasing amount of added monomer T an equal increase of $M_n$ can be observed. However, in order to check for the detailed composition of the reaction mixture, MALDI spectra were measured. As shown in Figure 8, homopolymer A\textsubscript{25} can be desorbed well in MALDI, featuring the respective A\textsubscript{n}Na\textsuperscript{+}-ions as a pure series. Thus the homopolymer A\textsubscript{n} can serve as molecular probe for the subsequent desorption of the individual A\textsubscript{n}T\textsubscript{1, 2, 5}-species.

The MALDI spectrum of the crossover reaction of A\textsubscript{25} with exactly one equivalent of monomer T\textsubscript{9} using U\textsubscript{3} as initiator is shown in Figure 9. Thus, together with the still present A\textsubscript{n}-series (visible as A\textsubscript{n}Na\textsuperscript{+}-series), the respective crossover species A\textsubscript{n}T\textsubscript{1, 2} can be seen as the respective Na\textsuperscript{+}-ions. These results demonstrate that a large amount of A\textsubscript{n}-species did not participate in the crossover reaction, since due to the fast polymerization of monomer T\textsubscript{9}, it was rapidly consumed, leading to A\textsubscript{n}T\textsubscript{2}-species and its respective higher homologues.

The respective MALDI spectrum of the crossover reaction of the homopolymer A\textsubscript{25} with exactly two equivalents of monomer T\textsubscript{9} is shown in Figure 10. Again, a significant amount of

---

**Figure 6:** $M_n$ vs. time ($t$) kinetic plot and $M_w$/$M_n$ (PDI) of the polymerization of monomer T\textsubscript{9} with catalyst U\textsubscript{3}; \([\text{T}_9]/[\text{U}_3] = 50/1\).

**Figure 7:** GPC trace of the block copolymer A\textsubscript{25}T\textsubscript{25} synthesized with catalyst U\textsubscript{3}.

---

\cite{11}
homopolymer $A_n$ (visible as $A_nNa^+\text{-series}$) is present in the reaction mixture, the respective crossover-species $A_nT_1$, and $A_nT_2$ can be seen as the respective Na$^+$-ions. Additionally, the respective series $A_nT_3$ is visible, indicative of the further chain growth process after the crossover reaction. Again, despite the excess of $T_n$-species a large amount of $A_n$-species did not participate in the crossover reaction due to the fast polymerization of monomer $T$. MALDI spectra of a further series of block copolymers $A_{25}T_5$ and $A_{25}T_{25}$ was carried out in order to check for the presence of residual homopolymer $A_{25}$ in the polymer mixture (see Figure 11). We could not detect any residual homopolymer in either of these final samples. As it is known from our previous investigations, that the homopolymer $A_n$ in MALDI is desorbed preferentially by a factor of 13 with respect to the $A_{25}T_n$-species, this now indicates a complete cross-over reaction and thus the successful preparation of block copolymers $A_nT_m$ via this methodology. Basically, this synthetic approach now allows the synthesis of AT type BCP’s with high precision and chain length control up to molecular weights of ~31000 g/mol.
Figure 10: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of BCP-A25T25 synthesized with catalyst U3.

Figure 11: MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of BCP-A25T25 synthesized with catalyst U3.
Conclusion
The synthesis of new block copolymers containing free radical centers within one block via ROMP has been described. MALDI analyses especially provide a detailed picture of the crossover reaction. Basically, the NEOLYST™ catalysts are comparable to the well known Grubbs’ catalysts, indicating a similar profile of initiation and propagation. However, the catalyst U3 is especially a highly potent catalyst for ROMP and displays a broad profile of tolerance against functional groups within the monomer, enabling the successful synthesis of block copolymers containing free-radical species in high densities.

Experimental General Remarks
Solvents/Reagents/Materials: Catalysts G1, G2 and G3 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Catalysts U1, U2 and U3 were obtained as gifts from the Umicore chemical company. All reagents used for the synthesis of norbornene monomers 7 and 9 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. (Germany) and used as received without further purification unless otherwise indicated. Bicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene (100%), fumaric acid (99+%), thionyl chloride (99+%, Fluka), pyridine (99.8%), methanol and 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidin-1-oxyl (TEMPO) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) was freshly distilled over CaH2 and degassed with argon prior to use. Other solvents such as hexane and ethyl acetate were used after distillation.

Instrumentation: 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Gemini 400 MHz FT-NMR spectrometer, and MestRec (4.9.9.9) was used for data interpretation. The polymerization kinetics of the polymerization reactions with both catalysts U1 and U3 were measured at 25 °C on a 200 MHz FT-NMR spectrometer using CDCl3 as a solvent. GPC analysis was performed on a Viscotek VE2001 system with THF as the eluent at a flow rate of 1 ml/min and an injection volume of 100 μL. Polystyrene standards were used for conventional external calibration using a Viscotek VE3580 refractive index detector. Positive ion MALDI-TOF (matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight) measurements were performed on a Bruker Autoflex-III instrument equipped with a smart ion beam laser. Measurements were carried out in linear and reflector mode. Samples were prepared from THF solution by mixing matrix (20 mg/ml), polymer (20 mg/ml), and salt (20 mg/ml solution) in a ratio of 100:10:1. Dithranol (1,8-dihydroxy-9(10H)-anthracetone, Aldrich 97%) was used as the matrix. Sodium trifluoroacetate (Aldrich, 98%), silver trifluoroacetate (Aldrich, 99.99%) or lithium trifluoroacetate (Aldrich, 99.8%) were added for ion formation, with sodium trifluoroacetate as the optimal salt for obtaining the highest S/N ratio.

Monomer synthesis
5-Norbornene-endo,exo-2,3-dicarboxylic acid dimethylester, monomer A 7 was synthesised according to reference [11], 5-norbornene-endo, exo-2,3-dicarboxylic acid bis(1-oxyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidin-4-yl) ester, monomer T 9, was prepared according to references [19,20].

Synthesis of homopolymers A15 and T20
Monomer A 7 (50.0 mg, 0.23 mmol) dissolved in 1 ml of CH2Cl2 was introduced into a heated and argon flushed glass tube equipped with a magnetic stirring bar. A solution of catalyst U3 (11.8 mg, 0.015 mmol) dissolved in 1 ml of CH2Cl2 was then added. After 5 min of stirring at room temperature, the total consumption of monomer A 7 was confirmed by thin layer chromatography (TLC). The reaction was then quenched with 5 drops of cold ethyl vinyl ether, and the resulting polymer purified by column chromatography (SiO2). The homo-polymerization of monomer T 9 was carried out in the same manner with catalyst G2. Homopolymers (A1n) with different chain lengths (n = 15, 20, 25) with the catalysts G3, U1, U2 and U3 as initiators were also synthesized using the same procedure by adopting the required polymerization times.

Block copolymer syntheses
The synthesis of block copolymers (A1...-b-Tn) was carried out analogously to methods developed previously in our laboratory [14,16]. For example the synthesis of BCP-A50T50 was performed by sequential addition of monomers. Monomer A 7 (15 mg, 0.071 mmol) dissolved in 1 ml of CH2Cl2 was introduced into a heated and argon flushed glass tube equipped with a magnetic stirring bar. To this solution, catalyst G3 (1.26 mg, 0.0014 mmol) dissolved in 1 ml of CH2Cl2 was then added. The mixture was allowed to stir at room temperature for 1 h until all of the monomer A 7 was consumed as confirmed by GPC and TLC. Subsequently, monomer T 9 (35 mg, 0.071 mmol) dissolved in 1 ml of CH2Cl2 was then added to the above reaction mixture and stirred for 2 h at room temperature until all of monomer T 9 was consumed, as confirmed by GPC and TLC. The polymerization was quenched by the addition of cold ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer was isolated by column chromatography (SiO2) (eluent: DCM).

Kinetic experiments
A pyrene stock solution was prepared from 70 mg of pyrene dissolved in 2 ml of CDCl3. Monomer A 7 (20.83 mg, 0.099 mmol) dissolved in CDCl3 (0.2 ml) was first introduced into the NMR tube and then the pyrene stock solution (0.2 ml) was added. Before adding the initiator solution, the ratio of the monomer to the internal standard was determined by NMR. On the basis of this value, the monomer concentration at t = 0 was determined. A solution of the catalyst U3 (1.48 mg,
0.0019 mmol), dissolved in CDCl$_3$ (0.2 ml) (in case of catalyst U1 (1.83 mg, 0.0019 mmol)) dissolved in CDCl$_3$ (0.2 ml) was added via a syringe to yield the desired monomer to initiator ratio. After shaking, the tube was inserted into the NMR spectrometer, and the decrease in the monomer with respect to time was monitored by integrating the resonance peaks at 6.27 and 6.07 ppm. For determination of the monomer concentration at $t = 0$ and the monomer consumption, the corresponding signals at 6.27 and 6.07 ppm from monomer A compared with the one at 8.20 ppm from the internal standard pyrene were integrated. The time between the addition of the initiator solution and the first measurement was added to the first measuring point.
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Free radical homopolymerization of a vinylferrocene/cyclodextrin complex in water

Helmut Ritter\(^*\), Beate E. Mondrzik\(^1\), Matthias Rehahn\(^2\) and Markus Gallei\(^2\)

Abstract

We report the radical initiated homopolymerization of a soluble vinylferrocene cyclodextrin-complex in water. Uncomplexed vinylferrocene \(1\) and the corresponding homopolymer are hydrophobic and completely insoluble in water. Complexation of \(1\) with methyl-\(\beta\)-cyclodextrin \(2\) results in clearly water-soluble structures due to incorporation of the ferrocene moiety into the cyclodextrin cavity. After free radical polymerization of the water-soluble complexed monomer, corresponding to polyvinylferrocene (PVFc), the water-soluble polymer is obtained due to the host guest interactions. Those polymeric complexes are stable in water up to about 90 °C. Above this temperature the polymer precipitates due to decomplexation. The complex was investigated by \(^1\)H NMR spectrometry, dynamic light scattering (DLS), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and lower critical solution temperature (LCST) measurements.

Introduction

Since its discovery in 1951, ferrocene [1] and its derivatives and their applications have been the subject of numerous papers [2-7]. One derivative, vinylferrocene \(1\), is of particular interest because of its anionic and radical polymerization behavior [8-12]. Due to its electrical semiconductivity properties the polymer of \(1\) has several practical applications. It is mainly used in biochemical sensors [13,14], batteries [15] and in the fuel industry [16]. However, the polymerization of the hydrophobic vinylferrocene in water has not been investigated.

Recently, we studied the radical polymerization of various vinyl monomers in water using cyclodextrin as the hydrophilic host component [17-25]. The hydrophobic part of the monomer molecule is included in the more hydrophobic cyclodextrin
cavity yielding completely water-soluble complexes capable of polymerization. In this publication we wish to present our results of the aqueous free radical homopolymerization of vinylferrocene 1 as a guest in the host methyl-β-cyclodextrin (methyl-β-CD) 2. The stability of the resulting complexed polymers in water is also reported.

**Results and Discussion**

Vinylferrocene 1 was added to an aqueous solution of methyl-β-CD 2 and the complex obtained was subjected to radical polymerization in water at 50 °C. During the reaction an increase in viscosity was observed, due to the formation of complexed polyvinylferrocene 3, which did not precipitate during the chain growth as a consequence of a strong host-guest interaction (Scheme 1). The complex remains in solution.

The ratio of insertion of vinylferrocene 1 and methyl-β-CD 2 in the complexed polymer 3 was analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy by comparing the integrated signals of vinylferrocene 1 (singlets at 1.83 and 4.11 ppm, triplets at 4.25 and 4.44 ppm, doublet of doublets at 6.47 ppm) with the integrated signals of methyl-β-CD 2 (3.10–3.31, 3.45–3.65 and 4.75–5.30 ppm). From this data 1:1 complexation was indicated.

The DLS results showed the hydrodynamic radii in water for molecular dispersed cyclodextrin 2 to be 1.3 nm. By comparison, the radius of the complex of monomer 1 with methyl-β-CD 2 is slightly increased at 1.5 nm. However, the complexed polymer 3 shows a significantly larger hydrodynamic radius of 164 nm (Figure 1).

The complexed polyvinylferrocene 3 was thermally stable up to about 90 °C in water, as demonstrated by turbidity measurements. The complex between methyl-β-CD 2 and polyvinylferrocene 4 remains stable almost up to boiling point of water. Heating above 90 °C, results in destabilization of the complex and causes the polymer to precipitate.

Furthermore, the reversible redox behavior of complexed polyvinylferrocene 3 was evaluated by cyclic voltammetry. Oxidation of complexed polyvinylferrocene 3 to the polyvinylferricinium cation 6 takes place at 0.5 V and its reduction at −0.45 V (Figure 2).

By contrast, irreversible oxidation occurred on heating the solution of complexed polyvinylferrocene 3 in aqueous hydrogen peroxide, which was accompanied with a change in color from yellow (Figure 3a) to green (Figure 3b). In a second step, the reduction of PVFc⁺ 6 to PVFc 4 was exothermic, hence the complexed polyvinylferrocene 3 was destabilized and the
orange colored reduced form of polyvinylferrocene precipitated, indicating that the individual ferrocene units along the chain no longer fit into the cavity of the cyclodextrin (Figure 3c).

Figure 2: The cyclic voltammetry for the complexed PVFc/PVFc+ system 3/6: 1.0 × 10⁻³ M substance in Na₂SO₄ | Ag/AgCl.

Figure 3: Redox behaviour of PVFc 3: (a) the complexed PVFc 3 mixed with aqueous hydrogen peroxide solution was heated to 50 °C. The orange 3 oxidized to green PVFc+ 6 cation (b), which is reduced to the PVFc 4 and precipitated (c).

In addition, when potassium 1-adamantane carboxylate was added as a guest molecule, which competes with the complexed homopolymer solution, the polymer precipitated due to the hydrophobic character of the uncomplexed ferrocene. This uncomplexed polyvinylferrocene was investigated by MALDI-TOF which indicated a mass of 6172.7 [M+Na]⁺.

Very recently a paper was published, reporting the expected LCST properties of the copolymer consisting of N-allylferrocencarboxamide and N-isopropylacrylamide (poly(NiPAAM/FCN)) [26]. However, in this instance the copolymer was prepared by a classical synthesis in an organic solvent. Thus, we were encouraged to prepare a similar copolymer by free radical polymerization in water starting from cyclodextrin complexed vinylferrocene and the water-soluble co-monomer N-isopropylacrylamide, the latter in a 20 fold molar excess. The copolymer obtained (PVFc-co-P(NiPAAM)) was water-soluble, since the cyclodextrin is not covalently attached to the ferrocene moiety (Scheme 2).

The strong complexation was shown by correlations between methyl-β-CD 2 and polyvinylferrocene-co-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 7 at 4.16 ppm (cp) + 3.54 ppm (2) and at 4.17 (cp) + 3.52 ppm (2) in ¹H ROESY-NMR spectrum. The LCST of the copolymer in water was slightly increased from 17 °C to 19 °C (Figure 4) after the addition of cyclodextrin.
Scheme 2: Copolymerization of vinylferrocene 1 with N-isopropylacrylamide (N$_i$PAAM) 5 (1:20).

Figure 4: Lower critical solution temperature of PVFc-co-P(N$_i$PAAM) 7 (1:20) (solid line): 17 °C and complexed N$_i$PAAM with additional methyl-$eta$-CD (dashed line): 19 °C.

Conclusion
It can be concluded from the experiments described above that vinylferrocene can be easily polymerized in water after complexation with cyclodextrin. The strong polymer-CD complex obtained remained unchanged up to about 90 °C. The removal of cyclodextrin by the addition of a competing guest, potassium 1-adamantane carboxylate, was demonstrated. Additionally, the polymer shows redox behavior even in the presence of the cyclodextrin ring.

Experimental Part
Materials and Instrumentation
Methyl-$eta$-cyclodextrin was obtained from Wacker-Chemie GmbH, Burghausen, Germany, and used after drying overnight with a vacuum oil pump over $P_2O_{5}$. Dimethyl-$d_6$ sulfoxide (99.9 atom % D) was obtained from Euriso-Top SA, France. 2,2-Azobis[2-(2-imidazolin-2-yl)-propane] dihydrochloride (VA-044) was obtained from Cayman Europe, Estonia. N-isopropylacrylamide (N$_i$PAAM) was obtained from Aldrich, Germany. Vinylferrocene (VFc) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany.

IR spectra were recorded with a Nicolet 5 SXB FTIR (Fourier transform infrared) spectrometer equipped with an ATR unit. The measurements were performed in the range of 4000–3000 cm$^{-1}$ at room temperature. $^1$H NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker AC 500 at 20 °C. Chemical shifts were referenced to the solvent value δ 2.51 for dimethyl-$d_6$ sulfoxide. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDITOF-MS) was performed on a Bruker Ultraflex TOF mass spectrometer. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed on a simple potentiostat with a resolution of <100 pA. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments were carried out with a Malvern HPPS-ET at 25 °C. The particle size distribution was derived from a deconvolution of the measured intensity autocorrelation function of the sample by the general purpose mode algorithm included in the DTS software. DLS measurements were performed in water; the concentrations of the substances were 10 mg × mL$^{-1}$. Each experiment was performed at least five times to obtain statistical information. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on a Mettler DSC-30 instrument in a temperature range of −25 to 200 °C at a heating rate of 15 °C × min$^{-1}$ as the average of five measurements using the midpoint method.

Homopolymerization of vinylferrocene 1
An aqueous solution of methyl-$eta$-CD 2 in water (617.72 mg, 0.47 mmol) was prepared and purged with argon for 5 min. Vinylferrocene 1 (100 mg, 0.47 mmol) was added under an argon atmosphere and the mixture heated to 50 °C. VA-044 (1.53 mg, 4.7 × 10$^{-3}$ mmol) was added to the mixture followed by the addition of a similar amount of the initiator after 8 h. After a reaction time of 48 h, the reaction mixture was freeze-dried. No residual monomer was evident by thin layer chromatography. According to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), the obtained polyvinylferrocene 3 had a glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of 145 °C.

FT-IR (film) 3: 2902 cm$^{-1}$ (–C–H), 1643 cm$^{-1}$ (–C=C), 1452 cm$^{-1}$ (CH$_2$), 1153, 1033 cm$^{-1}$ (–C–O), 1082 cm$^{-1}$ (C–O–C), 964, 758, 702 cm$^{-1}$ (–C–H); $^1$H NMR: (500 MHz, DMSO-$d_6$, 298 K) 3: δ (ppm) = 1.83 (CH$_2$), 3.10–3.31 (14H, 5-H) 3.45–3.65 (28H, 6-H) 4.11 (s, 5H, 1-H), 4.25 (t, 2H, 2-H, $^3$J = 1.73 Hz), 4.44 (t, 2H, 3-H, $^3$J = 1.73 Hz), 4.75–5.30 (7H, 7-H) 6.47 (dd, 1H, 4-H, $^3$J = 10.72 Hz (cis), $^3$J = 17.34 Hz (trans)).

Copolymerization of vinylferrocene 1 and N-isopropylacrylamide 5
An aqueous solution of methyl-$eta$-CD 2 (617.72 mg, 0.47 mmol) was prepared and purged with argon for 5 min. Vinylferrocene 1 (100 mg, 0.47 mmol) was added under an argon atmosphere. After vinylferrocene 1 had completely dissolved, N-isopropylacrylamide (N$_i$PAAM) 5 (1067.10 mg, 9.43 mmol) was added.
The mixture was heated to 50 °C and VA-044 (32.02 mg, 0.10 mmol) added. After 3 h an orange solid precipitated.

FT-IR (film): 7: 2970 cm⁻¹ (–C–H), 1637 cm⁻¹ (–C=C), 1533 cm⁻¹ (–N–H), 1458 cm⁻¹ (–CH₂), 1385 cm⁻¹ (–CH₃), 1365 cm⁻¹ (–C–N); 1H NMR: (500 MHz, DMSO-δ, 298 K) 7: δ (ppm) = 1.05 (120H, 1-H), 1.46 (40H, 2-H), 1.98 (20 H, 3-H), 3.10–3.30 (42H, 11-H), 3.45–3.65 (84H, 12-H), 3.86 (20 H, 4-H), 4.25–5.96 (9 H, 7-H), 4.71–5.20 (21H, 10-H), 6.18 (1H, 6-H), 7.20 (20 H, 5-H); MALDI-TOF 7: m/z 1.6 × 10⁴.
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Poly(glycolide) multi-arm star polymers: Improved solubility via limited arm length

Florian K. Wolf, Anna M. Fischer and Holger Frey*

Abstract

Due to the low solubility of poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), its use is generally limited to the synthesis of random copolyesters with other hydroxy acids, such as lactic acid, or to applications that permit direct processing from the polymer melt. Insolubility is generally observed for PGA when the degree of polymerization exceeds 20. Here we present a strategy that allows the preparation of PGA-based multi-arm structures which significantly exceed the molecular weight of processable oligomeric linear PGA (<1000 g/mol). This was achieved by the use of a multifunctional hyperbranched polyglycerol (PG) macroinitiator and the tin(II)-2-ethylhexanoate catalyzed ring-opening polymerization of glycolide in the melt. With this strategy it is possible to combine high molecular weight with good molecular weight control (up to 16,000 g/mol, PDI = 1.4–1.7), resulting in PGA multi-arm star block copolymers containing more than 90 wt % GA. The successful linkage of PGA arms and PG core via this core first/grafting strategy was confirmed by detailed NMR and SEC characterization. Various PG/glycolide ratios were employed to vary the length of the PGA arms. Besides fluorinated solvents, the materials were soluble in DMF and DMSO up to an average arm length of 12 glycolic acid units. Reduction in the \( T_g \) and the melting temperature compared to the homopolymer PGA should lead to simplified processing conditions. The findings contribute to broadening the range of biomedical applications of PGA.

Introduction

Linear aliphatic polyesters such as polylactic acid (PLA) and poly(e-caprolactone) [1] are of great interest due to their biodegradability, biocompatibility and permeability for many drugs. In contrast, poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) is scarcely used because of its high degree of crystallinity and its insolubility in all common solvents. However, glycolic acid is widely employed in copolymers of varying composition with the above-mentioned lactone comonomers [2]. For the PGA homopolymers, special processing techniques for the polymer melt are required and characterization is limited to solid-state techniques [3].

In recent works, PLA and poly(e-caprolactone) [4] have been successfully used for the synthesis of numerous star [5] and
Figure 1: Synthetic route to \( h_b \)-PG-b-(P)GA multi-arm star copolymers in a two-step sequence. The well-established anionic ring-opening multi-branching polymerization of glycidol is followed by the \( \text{Sn(Oct)}_2 \)-mediated copolymerization of glycolide.

---

A suitable multifunctional core molecule is required to prepare multi-arm star polymers with core–shell characteristics. Apart from dendrimers [17,18], well-defined hyperbranched polymers [19] fulfill this requirement and benefit from their accessibility via a facile one-step synthesis, which makes a tedious, generation-wise build-up ubiquitous. Besides poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) [20], hyperbranched polyglycerol [21-26] has proven to be a versatile and highly potent multifunctional core molecule [27-29]. Derivatization and functionalization of the peripheral hydroxy groups of this polyether-polyol have afforded a number of carrier systems [30-34], matching the concept outlined above. In contrast to dendrimers, where functional groups are exclusively located at the surface, poly(glycerol) scaffolds also contain hydroxy groups throughout the structure. At first glance this might be considered a disadvantage, however, this is in fact beneficial for the significantly hydrophilized core environment when core–shell topologies for encapsulation are desired.

Here we present a solvent-free synthetic strategy for multi-arm star block copolymers with a hyperbranched polyether core and PGA arms, systematically varying arm length. The combination of glycolide with a multifunctional initiator studied in this paper is of a rather fundamental nature. Our primary objective is to improve the solubility of PGA in standard organic solvents and thus facilitate characterization as well as processing, while keeping the overall glycolide weight fraction high. Multi-arm star copolymers [35] should permit the combination of short average chain length with high molecular weight. Since the high number of functionalities of the core molecules is ideally translated into a matching number of arms with a respective chain end, end-group effects are expected to exert a significant influence on solubility and crystallization tendencies of the polymer.

Results and Discussion

The hyperbranched poly(glycerol)\(\times\) (PGs) with multiple poly(glycolide) arms were prepared by a straightforward two-step approach as shown in Figure 1. In the first step, we polymerized glycidol anionically by the method described previously [19], using trimethylolpropane as a trifunctional initiator. The hydroxy groups of PG were deprotonated to an extent of
10% before the slow addition of glycidol monomer was started. The subsequent polymerization proceeds via a ring-opening branching reaction where branching occurs due to a fast proton exchange equilibrium which is a well-known phenomenon in oxyanionic polymerizations.

In the second step, the polyether-polyols were used as macroinitiators for the ring-opening polymerization of glycolide via Sn(Oct)$_2$ catalysis. All polymerization experiments were carried out in bulk (with a minimum of toluene present for transfer of the catalyst) at 120 °C for 24 h with systematic variation of the glycolide monomer/hb-PG-OH ratios. Since each glycidol unit leads to the formation of an additional end-group after ring opening and attachment to the growing PG, the corresponding total number of primary and secondary hydroxy groups of the polymer $n$(OH) is equal to the sum of the initiator functionality $f$ and the degree of polymerization $\text{DP}_n$.

$$n(\text{OH}) = \text{DP}_n + f$$

By varying of the initiator/monomer ratio, two hyperbranched poly(glycerol) samples with different degrees of polymerization $\text{DP}_n$ were obtained. Their theoretical number of initiating hydroxy groups was calculated from the degree of polymerization which is available from $^1$H NMR according to Equation 1. PG$_{14}$ and PG$_{38}$ thus offer an average of 17 and 41 potential initiating moieties for the grafting-from reaction with glycolide. It should be emphasized that according to Equation 1, the number of hydroxy groups is independent of the degree of branching (DB). Typically, the poly(glycerol) macroinitiators possess primary as well as secondary –OH groups, which likely show different reactivities in the initial reaction with glycolide. Since the accessibility of functional groups of PG is believed to play an important role in the properties of the resulting star block copolymer, the branched topology and the distribution of OH groups therein are key factors that will also be addressed in the following text.

Careful drying of the PG cores under vacuum is a crucial step for the controlled synthesis of the multi-arm star polymers in order to avoid initiation by trace amounts of water, which leads to concurrent glycolide homopolymerization and thus an undesired mixture of linear and star-like PGAs. In order to prevent possible precipitation from solution, the polymerization was conducted in bulk without added solvent under Sn(Oct)$_2$ catalysis with an average catalyst loading of 0.1 mol % of the glycolide feed. The mixed compounds yielded a homogeneous melt at 120 °C, fulfilling a prerequisite for an efficient grafting-from approach. Under the reaction conditions employed and taking the high number of initiating groups into account, the conversion proceeds to high values within short reaction times. The polymers obtained show improved solubility properties compared to linear PGA and thus permit the use of common characterization methods such as NMR in DMSO-$_d_6$ and SEC in DMF. This is largely attributed to the high end-group concentration in combination with a short average PGA chain length in the multi-arm structure.

With increasing glycolide content, a second high-molecular-weight distribution mode appears together with a gradual shift of the main distribution mode to lower elution volume (Figure 2) which is in line with expectations. These apparent impurities could be caused by compounds capable of co-initiation such as water or other hydroxy functionalities. Table 1 illustrates the correlation between theoretical molecular weight and values obtained from SEC measurements via calibration with polyethylene glycol (PEG) standards. The obvious underestimation of the molecular weight by SEC is attributed to the peculiar spherical geometry of the multi-arm star copolymer and has also been observed with other star polymers. The polydispersities of the materials are in the range of 1.3–1.7 for the series of star polymers prepared, which is moderate. These values can be explained by the non-monodisperse multifunctional initiator (PDI: 1.9–2.0), although transesterification/cyclization reactions during the synthesis cannot be completely excluded.

![Figure 2: SEC-elugrams of the obtained multi-arm star block copolymers derived from PG$_{38}$. The grafting of polyglycolide on the poly(glycerol) macroinitiator is accompanied by a significant decrease in elution volume.](image)

A detailed account of the NMR studies aimed at determining the PGA arm length of the polymers is given in the following text. In this context, it should be emphasized that solubility in DMF and DMSO was generally limited to star polymers with...
targeted arm length of up to 12 glycolic acid units. Obviously, samples exceeding these values have not been characterized by SEC or NMR and are thus not listed in Table 1.

The $^1$H NMR spectra of multi-arm polymer samples with varying composition (based on PG$_{38}$) are shown in Figure 3. As expected, an increase in the glycolide feed results in an increase in the glycolide backbone signal at 4.91 ppm (B) and a relative decrease in signal intensity of the PG core. The resonances of the core are mainly distributed between 3.1 and 3.8 ppm (e). Special attention was paid to the terminal glycolic acid unit, since it enables the determination of the average chain length of

Table 1: Characterization data of the multi-arm star block copolymers originating from two different hb-PG macroinitiators from NMR and SEC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>glycolide content (weight ratio)</th>
<th>yield (%)</th>
<th>$M_n$ (theor./NMR*)</th>
<th>$M_n$ (GPC)</th>
<th>PDI (GPC)</th>
<th>average arm length (NMR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PG$_{14}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1,140*</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$_{14}$GA$_4$)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,400</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$_{14}$GA$_8$)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>8,800</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$<em>{14}$GA$</em>{12}$)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG$_{38}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2,900*</td>
<td>2,450</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$_{38}$GA$_2$)</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>6,300</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$_{38}$GA$_4$)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>12,300</td>
<td>9,300</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$_{38}$GA$_6$)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$_{38}$GA$_8$)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>21,700</td>
<td>14,300</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$<em>{38}$GA$</em>{10}$)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>26,400</td>
<td>15,600</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G$<em>{38}$GA$</em>{12}$)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>31,100</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: $^1$H NMR analysis of the star block copolymers with increasing glycolide to poly(glycerol) ratio, using PG$_{38}$ as core molecule.
the oligoglycolide arms. The respective signal can be found at 4.12 ppm and is thus well separated from the other glycolide arm-related signals B, C, H and H'. Furthermore, the signal denoted A at 5.5 ppm can be assigned to the terminal hydroxy group of the arms. This important signal assignment was confirmed by an 1H COSY NMR experiment (Figure 4), relying on the cross correlation of the methylene group D with the hydroxy proton A. Verification of the assignment of methylene and methine protons of the esterified primary and secondary OH groups of the PG core is crucial, since they evidence the successful linkage of arms and core. Unequivocal proof of attachment is obtained from the cross correlation of the methine/methylene proton of the major initiating species, the terminal glycerol units of hb-PG. Clear cross correlations between esterified secondary PG-OH (methine proton) groups (f) and esterified primary PG-OH (methylene proton) units (g) as well as esterified secondary PG-OH methine (f)/primary ether (e') methylene protons can be observed. In the 2D NMR spectra of the star polymers, these protons have undergone a significant downfield shift (5.0–5.4 ppm), compared to the non-functionalized hb-PG-related signals, which are mainly found between 3.82 and 3.1 ppm. Although direct experimental proof could not be provided via 2D NMR, the signal denoted C at 4.84 ppm is assigned to the penultimate glycolic acid repeat unit. The first glycolic acid repeat unit, directly attached to the PG core, is represented by two different signals: H (4.78 ppm) or H' (4.72 ppm). While H corresponds to the first glycolic acid unit of a PGA chain, directly attached to the poly(glycerol) core, H' represents the special case of an α-unit of a glycolic acid dimer directly attached to the PG core (i.e. first and penultimate unit at the same time). Hence H' is predominantly observed for low glycolide fractions. This signal assignment is consistent with literature data for PGA-co-poly(ε-caprolactone) copolymers [36,37], as well as PLLA–PG star block copolymers which have recently been developed by our group [22].

The 1H COSY NMR spectrum further suggests that the linear and terminal glycolic acid units do not suffer from signal superposition and can thus be evaluated for the determination of the average arm length, which was achieved by the comparison of end-group- and backbone-related signals (B and D). Although a precise signal-to-structure correlation is difficult to establish, differentiation between PG and poly(glycolide) signals was achieved, confirming successful grafting of poly(glycolide) onto the PG core. Even more important, it was confirmed that the majority of the hydroxy groups of PG, particularly in the periphery of the core, was esterified.

An interesting correlation between the high-molecular-weight modes observed in SEC and the NMR spectra was found in the
singlet, present at 4.61 ppm (K). According to literature data, this can be related to a carboxylic acid chain end of PGA homopolymer [38]. It can be observed for samples that exhibit an additional mode in SEC. This therefore supports the assumed formation of PGA homopolymer by co-initiation with water. Despite careful drying of the hygroscopic PG macroinitiator in vacuo, contamination with water could obviously not be fully eliminated. Since glycolide has been used as received and not stored in vacuo or under an inert gas atmosphere, this is the most likely cause for the introduction of traces of moisture into the system.

The graph shown in Figure 5 relates the number of glycolic acid repeat units per arm, calculated from $^1$H NMR for the series of PG$_{38}$-derived star polymers. These values are compared with the theoretical number expected from the ratio of glycolide monomer to the sum of possible initiating sites in $hb$-PG. Since the effect discussed in the second postulate counteracts that in the first, we observe the described trend as an overestimation of the chain length rather than an underestimation.

During the polymerization in the melt, continuous polymer melts with high viscosity are only observed for samples with a targeted average of up to 5–6 GA units. For longer arm lengths, the high mobility of the oligo-GA chains contributes to the consolidation of the melt via crystallization when reaching high conversion with a lack of molten glycolide monomer that can act as a plasticizer. This is supported by the results of the DSC measurements (Figure 6) of the star copolymers $hb$-PG$_{38}$-$b$-GA$_4$, $hb$-PG$_{38}$-$b$-GA$_8$ and $hb$-PG$_{38}$-$b$-GA$_{12}$ which confirm the variety of glycolide arm lengths achieved.
Generally, the observed glass transition \( (T_g) \) of the glycolide arms for \( {h}b\)-PG\(_{38}\)-b-GA\(_2\) and \( {h}b\)-PG\(_{38}\)-b-GA\(_4\) is significantly depressed \((10–18 \, ^\circ C)\) in comparison to literature data for PGA homopolymers \([39]\) \(\text{approximately } 40–50 \, ^\circ C\). This reflects the influence of the flexible PG core. The \( T_g \) increased slightly with molecular weight, as it is also observed for most linear polymers. Both findings can be attributed to the low average number of repeating units per arm and are often observed for oligomers. This generally ensures increased chain mobility. As expected, this increased mobility enables efficient crystalline packing for a very short average chain length of 8.6 GA repeating units for \( {h}b\)-PG\(_{38}\)-b-GA\(_3\). Even for \( {h}b\)-PG\(_38\)-b-GA\(_4\) with very low average PGA arm length a slight endothermic melting peak is visible in the DSC heating trace. The high crystallization tendency of the star block copolymers, despite the generally impeded crystallization due to the strongly branched PG core, is obvious from the data. An average chain length of less than 8–9 glycolic acid units is sufficient for a crystallization-induced vitrification of the polymer melt at 120 \, ^\circ C. The observed melting temperatures for star-shaped PGA range between 170 and 190 \, ^\circ C \text{(Table 2)} and are significantly depressed compared to PGA homopolymers of comparable molecular weight. This should allow polymer processing at lower temperatures which is, in particular, advantageous for such a thermolabile material.

### Conclusion

This work presents the first synthesis of star block copolymers based on glycerol and glycolide. \( {h}b\)-PG-b-PGA multi-arm star copolymers have been prepared via a core first approach, using hyperbranched poly(glycerol) with different hydroxy functionalities as core molecules. The melt copolymerization with \( {h}b\)-PG as macrorinitiator via Sn(Oct)_2 catalysis afforded well-defined complex polymer structures with predictable molecular weights. In contrast to their linear analogs of comparable molecular weight, the polymers exhibited superior solubility in organic solvents such as DMF and DMSO. This permitted detailed characterization via 1D and 2D NMR, SEC and DSC. It should be emphasized that the multi-arm star polymers presented possess molecular weights up to 31,000 g/mol and high glycolide weight content up to approximately 91 wt %. The short chain lengths of the oligoglycolic acid chains along with the increased number of end-groups are expected to enhance hydrolytic degradability significantly, rendering the novel materials promising candidates for drug release applications.

### Experimental Instrumentation

\( ^1 \text{H} \) NMR spectra were recorded at 300 MHz on a Bruker AC 300. The spectra were measured in DMSO-\( d_6 \) and the chemical shifts were referenced to residual solvent signals \((^1 \text{H} \text{ proton NMR signal: } 2.50 \, \text{ppm})\). 2D NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance-II-400 (400 MHz) equipped with an inverse multinuclear 5 mm probe head and a z-gradient coil. Standard pulse sequences for gs-COSY and gs-NOESY experiments were used. The refocusing delays for the inverse hetero-correlations were set to 3.45 and 62.5 ms, corresponding to \( ^1 J_{C,H} = 145 \, \text{Hz} \) and \( ^3 J_{C,H} = 8 \, \text{Hz} \), respectively.

For SEC measurements in DMF \((1 \, \text{g/l of lithium bromide as an additive})\), an Agilent 1100 series was used as an integrated instrument, including a PSS Gral column \((10^5/10^3/10^2 \, \text{Å porosity})\) and RI detector. Calibration was achieved with poly(ethylene glycol) standards provided by Polymer Standards Service (PSS)/Germany. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were carried out on a Perkin-Elmer 7 Series Thermal Analysis System with auto sampler in the temperature range from \(-40 \text{ to } 230 \, ^\circ C\) at a heating rate of 20 K/min. The melting points of indium \((T_m = 156.6 \, ^\circ C)\) and Millipore water \((T_m = 0 \, ^\circ C)\) were used for calibration.

### Reagents

Diglyme \((99\%)\) and glycidol \((\text{Sigma Aldrich})\) were purified by vacuum distillation over CaH\(_2\) directly prior to use. Tetrahydrofuran \((\text{THF})\) was refluxed with sodium/benzophenone before distillation. Glycerol was purchased from Purac®/Gorinchem (Netherlands) and used as received. Tin(II)-2-ethylhexanoate \((\text{Sn(Oct)}_2)\), 97% was obtained from Acros and used as received.

The synthesis of \( {h}b\)-PG was conducted as described in previous publications, using the slow monomer addition technique \([21,25,26]\).

### Table 2: Thermal properties of selected multi-arm star copolymers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>samples</th>
<th>GA units/arm (theor.)</th>
<th>GA units/arm (found)</th>
<th>( T_g ) (^{(\circ C)})</th>
<th>( \Delta H_m ) ( \text{(J/g)} )</th>
<th>( T_m ) (^{(\circ C)})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P(G38GA(_4))</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>161.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G38GA(_8))</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>15.44</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>180.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G38GA(_{12}))</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>189.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Grafting from” polymerization of glycolide with hyperbranched polyglycerol-polyol as a macroinitiator. In a typical experiment, exemplified for the synthesis of star block copolymers hh-PG38-b-GA6, 0.530 g hh-PG38 (0.181 mmol/7.33 mmol of primary and secondary hydroxy groups, according to Equation 1) was placed in a flask immersed in an oil bath at 120 °C and evacuated for at least 20 min. Glycolide 2.55 g (22.0 mmol) was charged into the flask, which was then re-immersed in the oil bath. To the homogeneous melt, 75 μL of a 10% solution of Sn(Oct)$_2$ (0.022 mmol) was injected. The mixture was stirred vigorously under N$_2$ atmosphere for 24 h. After cooling, the mixture was dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol and precipitated in excess diethyl ether. The precipitation/purification process was carried out twice to yield pure viscous, non-transparent white oil.
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Synthesis, electronic properties and self-assembly on Au{111} of thiolated (oligo)phenothiazines

Adam W. Franz¹, Svetlana Stoycheva², Michael Himmelhaus² and Thomas J. J. Müller*¹

Abstract

(Oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates, synthesized by a one-pot sequence, are electrochemically oxidizable and highly fluorescent. SAMs can be readily formed from thiols prepared by in situ deprotection of the thioacetates in the presence of a gold-coated silicon wafer. Monolayer formation is confirmed by ellipsometry and the results compared to those obtained by force field and DFT calculations.

Introduction

Functional organic π-systems [1] are of great relevance in the miniaturization of electronic devices particularly since they could serve as molecular switches, wires, and transistors [2-5]. As a consequence, the molecule-based bottom-up approach to nanodimensional structured self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on well-defined metal surfaces has become a groundbreaking strategy in the development of molecular electronics [6]. In recent years, many investigations into SAMs of organic molecules on gold surfaces have been carried out [7]. Thiols, thiol esters, and disulfides can be easily chemisorbed on gold to form SAMs by exposure of well-defined gold substrates to solutions of sulfur functionalized molecules [7-14]. These “alligator-clips” [15-17] are able to bind functional molecules covalently to gold{111}-surfaces. Phenyl derivatives [18,19], conjugated bi- [18,20] and oligophenyls [18,20,21], oligothiophenes [18], porphyrin derivatives [20], phenanthrenes [22,23], fullerenes [24], and optically active naphthalenes [25] adsorbed on gold were studied in break-junction experiments and their properties on conductance, 1-bit random access memory and, especially, with regard to their ability to function as conductive molecular wires investigated. Among many heteroaromatic systems, phenothiazines, their derivatives and oligomers are interesting building blocks for rigid-rod and wire-like molecular modules for single-molecule electronics as a
consequence of their electronic properties. In particular, their reversible redox and fluorescence properties [32-34], and their tendency to self-assemble on surfaces by π–π interactions [35] make them eligible for use as redox-switchable molecular entities. In addition, the inherent folded conformation of phenothiazines [36], with a folding angle of 158.5°, represents an intriguing new aspect for the formation of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of this class of compounds. Furthermore, the transformation of phenothiazines into stable planar radical cations with excellent delocalization [37] qualifies them as excellent models for switchable conductive or semiconductive molecular wires. Encouraged by successful electrode modifications with conjugated thiolated anilines [38] and SAM formation of thiolated phenylethynyl phenothiazines [39], and in continuation of our investigations directed towards the synthesis and study of (oligo)phenothiazine-based functional π-systems [40-46], we have now focused our attention on thiolated phenothiazines and (oligo)phenothiazines as “alligator-clips”. Here, we report the synthesis of phenothiazines and their oligomers bearing “alligator-clips” and their electronic properties as studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV), spectroscopic and spectrometric methods. Furthermore, their chemisorption and SAM formation on Au{111} were studied by ellipsometry.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis
The facile bromine–lithium exchange of bromo phenothiazines [47-49] and the subsequent electrophilic trapping reactions of the resulting lithio phenothiazines [50,51] with different electrophiles set the stage for a straightforward synthesis of thiolated (oligo)phenothiazines. Therefore, the synthesis of thiofunction-

Electronic properties
The electronic properties of the (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates 2 and 4 were investigated by absorption and emission spectra, and cyclic voltammetry (Table 1). Optical spectroscopy (UV–vis and fluorescence spectra) revealed that only the triad 2d and the tetrad 2e displayed considerable fluorescence with emission of greenish-blue light and large Stokes shifts (Figure 1, Δν 6400–6600 cm⁻¹). While the absence of fluorescence of monophenothiazines 2a, 2b, and 4 with heavy atom substitution and consequently, increased spin–orbit coupling is not too surprising, the presence of a diphenothiazine unit (2c) is not sufficient. Hence, at least two covalently bound phenothiazines without an additional sulfur substituent appears to be the prerequisite for intense fluorescence of oligophenothiazinyl thioacetates.
Table 1: Selected electronic properties of (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates 2 and 4 (absorption and emission spectra and cyclic voltammetry).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;max,abs&lt;/sub&gt; (nm)</th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;max,em&lt;/sub&gt; (nm)</th>
<th>Δν (cm&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;00/+1&lt;/sub&gt; (mV)</th>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;0+1/+2&lt;/sub&gt; (mV)</th>
<th>E&lt;sub&gt;0+2/+3&lt;/sub&gt; (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>266, 310</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>264, 316</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>276, 324, 366</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d</td>
<td>280, 326, 364</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>6400</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2e</td>
<td>272, 326</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>6600</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>842&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>272, 326</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Recorded in CH<sub>2</sub>Cl<sub>2</sub>.

<sup>b</sup>Recorded in CH<sub>2</sub>Cl<sub>2</sub>, 20 °C, ν = 100 mV/s, electrolyte: n-Bu<sub>4</sub>N<sup>+</sup>PF<sub>6</sub><sup>−</sup>, Pt working electrode, Pt counter-electrode, Ag/AgCl reference electrode.

<sup>c</sup>The third and fourth oxidation waves coincide.

Electrochemical data for (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates 2 and 4 were obtained by cyclic voltammetry in the anodic region (scan area up to 1.5 V). The reversible first oxidations to the radical cations of monophenothiazines 2a, 2b, and 4 were shifted anodically in comparison to unsubstituted monophenothiazines [54] as a consequence of the electron-withdrawing nature of the thioacetate. Due to unsymmetrical substitution, the dyad 2c showed two distinctly separated, reversible oxidations at E<sub>0</sub><sup>0/1</sup> = 668 mV and E<sub>0</sub><sup>1/2</sup> = 853 mV. The cyclic voltammogram of the triad 2d displayed three distinctly separated, reversible oxidations at E<sub>0</sub><sup>0/1</sup> = 608 mV, E<sub>0</sub><sup>1/2</sup> = 765 mV, and E<sub>0</sub><sup>2/3</sup> = 876 mV (Figure 2). However, the electrochemistry of the tetrad 2e is more complicated. Only three distinctly separated, reversible oxidations were evident. The first oxidations at E<sub>0</sub><sup>0/1</sup> = 597 mV and E<sub>0</sub><sup>1/2</sup> = 690 mV are in accordance with Nernstian behavior, while the third oxidation at E<sub>0</sub> = 842 mV reveals a large difference of ΔE = 132 mV for the current peaks of the oxidation and the reduction wave. Presumably, the expected third and fourth oxidations coincide and give rise to a combined quasi-reversible peak.

Self-assembly and ellipsometry

SAMs on a Au{111}-coated silicon wafer substrate were prepared from (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates 2 or 4 by in situ saponification with degassed aqueous ammonia in THF at room temperature for 24 h (Scheme 2).

Based upon thorough surface analysis of the previously studied thiolated phenylethynyl phenothiazines chemisorbed on Au{111} by ellipsometry, contact angle measurements, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) [39], we applied ellipsometry in combination with molecular modeling at the force field and DFT levels of theory for the characterization of SAMs of in situ liberated (oligo)phenothiazinyl thiols on Au{111}. The ability of the molecules to form SAMs was investigated by solution adsorption of different systems onto gold films of 100 nm thickness.
thermally evaporated onto Si wafers using 10 nm of Ti as adhesion promoter. This procedure is known to yield polycrystalline gold films with preferential \{111\} orientation [55].

The thickness of the layer was determined by ellipsometry as described above. As an estimate for the molecular dimensions of the monolayers, the structures of the (oligo)phenothiazines 2 and 4 were computed at the MM2 and DFT levels of theory (Table 2) [56].

To minimize computational time in the latter calculations, the hexyl substituents were truncated to methyl groups. From these calculations, the theoretical layer thickness was calculated according to $d_{th} = l_{mol} \cos \varphi + l_{Au-S}$, where $l_{mol}$ is the calculated length of the respective molecule, $\varphi$ is the molecules’ tilt angle with the surface normal, and $l_{Au-S} = 2.1$ Å is the Au–S bond length [57]. For $\varphi$, we refer to a recent electron spectroscopic analysis on similar aromatic systems, which determined $\varphi = 23^\circ$ for anthracene-2-thiol [58]. Using this value, we made the reasonable assumption that the Au–S–C bond is mainly influenced by the adjacent phenyl system. Table 2 shows $d_{th}$ for the different molecules along with the experimental thickness $d_{exp}$ as determined by ellipsometry. The theoretical thicknesses are given for MM2 as well as DFT calculations. As a simple

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Measured layer thickness $d_{exp}$ (Å)</th>
<th>Calculated molecule length $l_{mol}$</th>
<th>Calculated layer thickness $d_{th}$ (Å)</th>
<th>Coverage $\theta$ (%)</th>
<th>Monolayer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>9.0 ± 1.00</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>86.6 ± 9.56</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>11.4 ± 0.99</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>70.4 ± 6.09</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d</td>
<td>18.0 ± 1.44</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>81.9 ± 6.56</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2e</td>
<td>10.9 ± 1.61</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>48.0 ± 7.07</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.9 ± 1.06</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>110.5 ± 9.07</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aThioacetate precursor.

bMeasured by ellipsometry. Errors given are the figures of merit of the least squares fitting routine as determined by the ellipsometer built-in software.

cDFT calculations (B3LYP/3-21G), the hexyl group was replaced by a methyl group [28]. $d_{exp} = l_{mol} \cos \varphi + l_{Au-S}$; $l_{Au-S} = 2.1$ Å; $\varphi$ anthracene-2-thiol $= 23^\circ$. $\theta = d_{exp}/d_{th}$. 

---

**Scheme 2**: Preparation of SAMs from (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates 2 or 4 on a Au\{111\}-coated silicon wafer substrate.

---

**Table 2**: Measured (ellipsometry) and calculated (MM2, DFT) layer thickness of (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates 2a, 2c–e, and 4 on Au\{111\}-coated silicon wafers.
measure of monolayer formation of the different systems, the relative coverage \( \theta \) obtained experimentally is calculated from \( \theta = \frac{d_{\text{exp}}}{d_{\text{th}}} \) as given in Table 2. From these values it is clear that of 2, only 2a and 2d show good SAM formation, suggesting an odd–even effect on film growth, which might be related to steric hindrance during adsorption when an even number of phenothiazine units are present, e.g., because of a back binding of the thiol-bound molecule to the gold surface in these cases, supported by additional gold–π-interactions with the terminal phenothiazine, which thus would hamper the formation of a SAM with an almost parallel intermolecular orientation. In corroboration of such disorder effects, coverage seems to decrease with increasing molecule length for even-numbered molecules (cf. Table 2). The highest coverage was obtained with 4, which is not surprising, because the thiol bifunctionality allows chemisorption of the molecule at either side, which reduces the impact of steric effects on the adsorption kinetics and thus may lead to a more densely packed film. As a consequence, thiolated mono- and terphenothiazines 2 (\( n = 1, 3 \)) and the dithiolated derivative 4 can be easily self-assembled to give stable monolayers on gold surfaces. This feature makes this class of redox-active molecular entities highly interesting for the fabrication of functionalized electroactive surfaces and nanostructured devices.

**Conclusion**

In summary we have shown a concise, general synthetic access to (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates that are suitable precursors for the formation of thiol-bound (oligo)phenothiazines on gold surfaces. Whereas the first oligomers are non-fluorescent, the triad and the tetrad display intense greenish-blue fluorescence in addition to distinct multiple reversible oxidation. The in situ deprotection of the thioacetates to thiols in the presence of a gold-coated silicon wafer was used to prepare self-assembled monolayers, which were unambiguously characterized by ellipsometry and accompanying field and DFT calculations. The chemical trigger of gradual thiol liberation enables better control of film formation and adsorption kinetics, which can be very useful, for example, for co-adsorption of the moieties with a second, nonconductive molecule, which serves as an insulating matrix. Further studies directed toward such more-complex (oligo)phenothiazine SAMs on gold and functionalized redox manipulable surfaces, the nanoscopic characterization of the monolayers as well as their manipulation with external stimuli are currently underway.

**Experimental**

**General considerations**

Reagents, catalysts, ligands, and solvents were purchased reagent grade materials and used without further purification. THF and acetyl chloride were dried and distilled according to standard procedures [59]. The bromo phenothiazines 1a [50,51], 1b [50,51], 1c and 1d [32,52] and 3 [50,51], and acetylsulfur chloride [53] were prepared according to literature procedures. Column chromatography: silica gel 60, mesh 70–230. TLC: silica gel coated plates. \( ^1\)H and \( ^{13}\)C NMR spectra: CD\(_2\)Cl\(_2\), CDCl\(_3\), and [D\(_6\)]-acetone (locked to Me\(_2\)Si) [60]. The assignments of quaternary C, CH, CH\(_2\), and CH\(_3\) were made by using DEPT spectra. Elemental analyses were carried out in the Microanalytical Laboratories of the Organisch-Chemisches Institut, Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Germany.

**Electrochemistry**

Cyclic voltammetry experiments (EG & G potentiostatic instrumentation) were performed under an argon atmosphere in dry and degassed CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) at room temperature and at scan rates of 100, 250, 500, and 1000 mV/s. The electrolyte was Bu\(_4\)NPF\(_6\) (0.025 M). The working electrode was a 1 mm platinum disk, the counter-electrode was a platinum wire, and the reference electrode was an Ag/AgCl electrode. The potentials were corrected to the internal standard of Fc/Fc\(^+\) in CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) (\(E_{0}^{0+/1} = 450\) mV) [61].

**7-Bromo-10,10′,10″-tetrahexyl-10H,10″H-H3,3″′-teratriphenyl-3,3″′-quaterphenothiazine (1e)**

1.90 g (2.95 mmol) 7-Bromo-10,10′-dihexyl-10H,10″H-3,3″′-biphenothiazine (1e) [32,52], 2.37 g (4.43 mmol) 10-hexyl-3,7-bis-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-[1,3,2]-dioxaborolan-2-yl)-10H-phenothiazine [50,51], and 2.45 g (17.7 mmol) potassium bicarbonate were dissolved in 100 mL of DME and 20 mL of water. The mixture was degassed by purging with argon gas for 20 min. After the addition of 136 mg of tetrakis(triphenylphosphino) palladium (118 \(\mu\)mol, 4 mol %), the reaction mixture was stirred for 12 h at 85 °C. After cooling to room temperature, 50 mg of Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) was added and the reaction mixture stirred for 14 h at room temperature. Then, 3.17 g (6.49 mmol) of 3-bromo-10-hexyl-7-iodo-10H-phenothiazine [51] was added and the mixture stirred for 4 d at 85 °C. After the addition of 100 mL of water, the crude product was extracted several times with dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were dried with magnesium sulfate and the solvents removed in vacuo. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel (hexane/acetic acid 50:1) to give 1.53 g (36%) of 1e as a yellow resin.
To a cooled solution of 500 mg (0.78 mmol) of 7-bromo-10,10′-dihexyl-10H-biphenothiazin-7-yl) ethanethioate (2a) in 25 mL of dry THF, 0.95 mg (0.78 mmol, 1.0 equiv) of acetylsulfur chloride [25] was added dropwise over 5 min. The solution was allowed to come to room temperature and stirred overnight. Then, 50 mL of water was added and the aqueous phase was extracted several times with small portions of dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were dried with magnesium sulfate and the solvents removed in vacuo. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel (hexane/acetone 50:1) to give 141 mg (49%) of 2b as a yellow oil. Rf (hexane/acetone 5:1) = 0.29. 1H NMR (CD2Cl2, 300 MHz): δ = 2.38 (s, 3H), 3.36 (s, 3H), 6.84 (m, 2H), 6.96 (dt, J = 1.2 Hz, J = 4.5 Hz, 1H), 7.13 (m, 2H), 7.20 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (CD2Cl2, 75 MHz): δ = 30.2 (CH3), 35.7 (CH3), 114.7 (CH), 114.8 (CH), 121.2 (C quat), 122.9 (C quat), 123.1 (CH), 124.5 (Cquat), 127.4 (CH), 127.9 (CH), 133.1 (CH), 134.4 (CH), 145.6 (Cquat), 147.4 (Cquat), 194.8 (Cquat). MS (EI) m/z (%): 287.0 (M+, 100), 245.0 (M−COCH3−H, 62), 230.3 (M−COCH3−CH3, 68), 212.0 (M−SCOCH3, 16). HR-MS (EI) m/z Calcd for C13H13NOS2: 287.0438. Found: 287.0458. IR (KBr): ν = 3057, 2965, 2883, 2819, 1598 cm−1. UV–vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (ε) = 264 (71200), 316 nm (12800). Anal. Calcd for C13H13NOS2: 287.08 (C, 62.69; H, 4.56; N, 4.87. Found: C, 62.68; H, 4.78; N, 4.81.

**Thioacetic acid S-(10-hexyl-10H-phenothiazin-3-yl) ester (2b)**

To a cooled solution of 292 mg (1.00 mmol) of 3-bromo-10H-phenothiazin-3-yl) ester (1b) in 10 mL of dry THF, 0.7 mL (0.78 mmol, 1.1 equiv) of acetyl chloride was added dropwise over 5 min at −78 °C (dry ice/acetone). After stirring for 5 min at −78 °C, 35 mg (1.1 mmol, 1.1 equiv) of sulfur was added to the reaction mixture. After stirring for a further 5 min at −78 °C, 0.07 mL (1.1 mmol, 1.1 equiv) of acetyl chloride was added dropwise over 5 min. The solution was allowed to come to room temperature and stirred overnight. Then, 50 mL of water was added and the aqueous phase extracted several times with small portions of dichloromethane.

The combined organic phases were dried with magnesium sulfate and the solvents removed in vacuo. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel (hexane/acetone 50:1) to give 76 mg (15%) of 2c as a yellow oil. Rf (hexane/acetone 5:1) = 0.92. 1H NMR (CD2Cl2, 300 MHz): δ = 3.97 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 6.94 (m, 1H), 7.08 (m, 2H), 7.13 (m, 2H), 7.24 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (CD2Cl2, 75 MHz): δ = 14.2 (CH3), 23.2 (CH2), 27.1 (CH2), 29.9 (CH2), 32.1 (CH2), 47.9 (CH2), 116.9 (CH), 116.9 (CH), 121.9 (C quat), 123.8 (CH), 126.2 (Cquat), 126.7 (Cquat), 128.1 (CH), 128.5 (CH), 133.7 (CH), 143.7 (CH), 145.6 (Cquat), 147.5 (Cquat), 194.2 (Cquat). MS (FAB+) m/z (%): 357.3 (M+, 100), 314.3 (M−COCH3, 18). IR (film): ν = 3061, 2954, 2928, 2855, 1708, 1593, 1486, 1462, 1393, 1377, 1126, 878, 812, 749, 615 cm−1. UV–vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (ε) = 240 (11600), 266 (24800), 310 nm (6200). Anal. Calcd for C20H25N2O2S (357.1): C, 67.19; H, 6.48; N, 3.92. Found: C, 67.16; H, 6.52; N, 3.86.

**Thioacetic acid S-(10-methyl-10H-phenothiazin-3-yl) ester (2b)**

To a cooled solution of 292 mg (1.00 mmol) of 3-bromo-10H-phenothiazin-3-yl) ester (1b) in 10 mL of dry THF, 0.7 mL (1.1 mmol, 1.1 equiv) of acetyl chloride was added dropwise over 5 min at −78 °C (dry ice/acetone). After stirring for 5 min at −78 °C, 35 mg (1.1 mmol, 1.1 equiv) of acetyl chloride was added dropwise over 5 min. The solution was allowed to come to room temperature and stirred overnight. Then, 50 mL of water was added and the aqueous phase extracted several times with small portions of dichloromethane.

The combined organic phases were dried with magnesium sulfate and the solvents removed in vacuo. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel (hexane/acetone 50:1) to give 76 mg (15%) of 2c as a yellow resin. Rf (hexane/acetone 5:1) = 0.42. 1H NMR (CD2Cl2, 300 MHz): δ = 0.87 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 6H), 1.31 (m, 8H), 1.43 (m, 4H), 1.79 (m, 4H), 2.36 (s, 3H), 3.85 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 4H), 6.86 (m, 1H), 6.90 (m, 4H), 7.14 (m, 3H), 7.29 (m, 4H), 7.31 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (CD2Cl2, 75 MHz): δ = 14.2 (CH3), 23.0 (CH2), 27.1 (CH2), 27.1 (CH2), 30.1 (CH2), 48.1 (CH2), 115.8 (CH), 116.0 (CH), 116.2 (CH), 121.2 (Cquat), 122.7 (CH), 124.7 (Cquat), 124.9 (Cquat), 125.3 (Cquat), 125.3 (Cquat), 125.4 (Cquat), 125.6 (CH), 127.7 (CH), 133.4 (CH), 134.2 (CH), 134.4 (Cquat), 135.1 (Cquat), 143.9 (Cquat), 144.7 (Cquat), 146.9 (Cquat), 194.9 (Cquat). MS (FAB+) m/z (%): 638.6 (M+, 100), 595.5 (M−COCH3, 12), 553.4 (M−COCH3, 14). HR-MS
S-[10,10'-Dihexyl-7'-{(10-hexyl-10H-phenothiazin-3-yl)-10H,10'H-3,3'-biphenothiazin-7-yl}ethanethioate (2d)

To a cooled solution of 800 mg (0.87 mmol) of 7-bromo-10,10'-dihexyl-7'-{(10-hexyl-10H-phenothiazin-3-yl)-10H,10'H-3,3'-biphenothiazin (1d) in 25 mL of dry THF, 1.07 mL (1.82 mmol, 2.1 equiv) of 1.7 M t-butyllithium in pentane was added dropwise over 5 min at °C (dry ice/acetone). After stirring for 10 min at –78 °C, 0.27 mL (3.72 mmol, 2.1 equiv) of sulfur was added to the reaction mixture. After stirring for a further 10 min at –78 °C, 0.07 mL (0.95 mmol, 1.1 equiv) of sulfur was added to the reaction mixture. After stirring for another 10 min at –78 °C, 29 mg (0.91 mmol, 1.1 equiv) of acetyl chloride was added dropwise over 5 min. The solution was allowed to come to room temperature and stirred overnight. Then, 50 mL of water was added and the aqueous phase extracted several times with small portions of dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were dried with magnesium sulfate and the solvents removed in vacuo. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel (hexane to hexane/aceton 1:10) to give 356 mg (67%) of 2d as a yellow resin. \( R_f \) (hexane/aceton 5:1) = 0.35. \( ^1H \) NMR (CDCl\(_3\), 300 MHz): \( \delta = 0.88 \) (t, \( J = 6 \) Hz, 3H), 1.15 (m, 12H), 1.44 (m, 6H), 1.80 (m, 6H), 2.36 (s, 3H), 3.85 (t, \( J = 6 \) Hz, 6H), 6.90 (m, 7H), 7.14 (m, 5H), 7.29 (m, 7H). \( ^13C \) NMR (CDCl\(_3\), 75 MHz): \( \delta = 12.4 \) (CH\(_3\)), 23.0 (CH\(_2\)), 27.0 (CH\(_2\)), 27.1 (CH\(_2\)), 30.2 (CH\(_3\)), 31.9 (CH\(_3\)), 36.3 (CH\(_3\)), 48.0 (CH\(_2\)), 115.8 (C\(_{quat}\)), 116.0 (CH), 116.2 (CH), 121.1 (C\(_{quat}\)), 122.7 (CH), 124.8 (C\(_{quat}\)), 125.2 (CH), 125.6 (CH), 127.7 (CH), 133.4 (CH), 134.2 (CH), 143.9 (C\(_{quat}\)), 144.7 (C\(_{quat}\)), 146.8 (C\(_{quat}\)), 194.9 (C\(_{quat}\)). MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z (\%): 919.4 (M\(^+\)), 877.4 (M\(^+\)– COCH\(_3\)), 116.4 (M\(^+\)– C\(_{quat}\)H\(_3\)). In KBr: \( \nu = \) 2955, 2928, 2855, 1706, 1634, 1604, 1575, 1459, 1415, 1379, 1333, 1241, 1192, 1066, 874, 807, 746, 616 cm\(^{-1}\). UV/vis (CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\)): \( \lambda_{max} \) (\( \varepsilon \)) = 282 (92900), 326 (33800), 362 nm (31000).

S,S’-{(10-Hexyl-10H-phenothiazin-3,7-diyl)bis(ethanethioate)} (4)

To a cooled solution of 800 mg (1.82 mmol) of 3,7-dibromo-10H-phenothiazine (3) in 25 mL of dry THF, 4.38 mL (7.44 mmol, 4.1 equiv) of 1.7 M t-butyllithium in pentane was added dropwise over 5 min at –78 °C (dry ice/acetone). After stirring for 5 min at –78 °C, 122 mg (3.81 mmol, 2.1 equiv) of sulfur was added to the reaction mixture. After stirring for a further 10 min at –78 °C, 0.27 mL (3.72 mmol, 2.1 equiv) of acetyl chloride was added dropwise over 5 min. The solution was allowed to come to room temperature and stirred overnight. Then, 50 mL of water was added and the aqueous phase extracted several times with small portions of dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were dried with magnesium sulfate and the solvents removed in vacuo. The residue was chromatographed on silica gel (hexane to hexane/aceton 1:10) to give 317 mg (41%) of \( 4 \) as a yellow oil. \( R_f \) (hexane/aceton 5:1) = 0.18. \( ^1H \) NMR (CDCl\(_3\), 300 MHz): \( \delta = 0.91 \) (t, \( J = 6.9 \) Hz, 3H), 1.33 (m, 4H), 1.42 (m, 2H), 1.80 (m, 2H), 2.38 (s, 6H), 3.85 (t, \( J = 7.2 \) Hz, 2H), 6.88 (m, 1H), 6.90 (m, 1H), 7.12 (m, 2H), 7.17 (m, 1H), 7.20 (m, 1H). \( ^13C \) NMR (CDCl\(_3\), 75 MHz): \( \delta = 14.2 \) (CH\(_2\)), 23.0 (CH\(_2\)), 26.9 (CH\(_2\)), 27.0 (CH\(_2\)), 30.2 (CH\(_3\)), 31.8 (CH\(_2\)), 48.2 (CH\(_2\)), 116.3 (CH), 121.8 (C\(_{quat}\)), 125.2 (C\(_{quat}\)), 133.5 (CH), 134.3 (CH), 146.3 (C\(_{quat}\)), 194.7 (C\(_{quat}\)). MS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: 431.0 (M\(^+\)), 388 (M\(^+\)– COCH\(_3\)), 356 (M\(^+\)– S–COCH\(_3\)). IR (film): \( \nu = \) 2955, 2927, 2858, 1707, 1590, 1564, 1463, 1393, 1352, 1332, 1265, 1250, 1193, 1162, 1106, 1062, 874, 807, 746, 616 cm\(^{-1}\). UV/vis (CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\)): \( \lambda_{max} \) (\( \varepsilon \)) = 282 (92900), 326 (33800), 362 nm (31000).
1124, 949, 813, 615 cm⁻¹. UV–vis (CH₂Cl₂): ʎmax (ε) = 272 (36000), 326 nm (7100). Anal. Calcd for C20H25NO2S3 (431.1): C, 61.22; H, 5.84; N, 3.24; S, 22.79. Found: C, 61.27; H, 5.95; N, 3.25; S, 20.70.

SAM preparation and ellipsometry
The (oligo)phenothiazinyl thioacetates 2a, 2c–e, and 4 were dissolved under an argon atmosphere in dry THF to give a 10⁻⁴ M solutions. Au-coated silicon wafers (surface area: 1 cm²) were placed in these solutions. Upon the addition of a few drops of a concentrated solution of aqueous ammonia the thioacetates were saponified to liberate the thiol functionality necessary for chemisorption and SAM formation on gold. After 24 h the wafers were removed from the solution and rinsed several times with dry THF.

The thickness of the formed organic layers was determined by means of spectral ellipsimetry (M-44, J.A. Woollam, USA) applying a 3-layer model consisting of gold substrate, organic layer, and ambient [62]. The organic layer was described by means of a Cauchy model, with the first two Cauchy parameters chosen such to yield a refractive index of 1.490 at 500 nm, which resulted from a study on biphenylisoitates on gold in excellent agreement with theory [63].

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Molecular modeling coordinates of 2a, 2c, 2d, 2e, and 4, cyclic voltammograms of 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 2e, and 4, and absorption and emission spectra of 2d and 2e. [http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/supporting/1860-5397-6-72-S1.pdf]
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Chromo- and fluorophoric water-soluble polymers and silica particles by nucleophilic substitution reaction of poly(vinyl amine)

Katja Hofmann¹, Ingolf Kahle¹, Frank Simon² and Stefan Spange*¹

Abstract

Novel chromophoric and fluorescent carbonitrile-functionalized poly(vinyl amine) (PVAm) and PVAm/silica particles were synthesized by means of nucleophilic aromatic substitution of 8-oxo-8H-acenaphtho[1,2-b]pyrrol-9-carbonitrile (1) with PVAm in water. The water solubility of 1 has been mediated by 2,6-O-β-dimethylcyclodextrin or by pre-adsorption onto silica particles. Furthermore, 1 was converted with isopropylamine into the model compound 1-M. All new compounds were characterized by NMR, FTIR, UV–vis and fluorescence spectroscopy. The solvent-dependent UV–vis absorption and fluorescence emission band positions of the model compound and the carbonitrile-functionalized PVAm were studied and interpreted using the empirical Kamlet–Taft solvent parameters $\pi^*$ (dipolarity/polarizability), $\alpha$ (hydrogen-bond donating capacity) and $\beta$ (hydrogen-accepting ability) in terms of the linear solvation energy relationship (LSER). The solvent-independent regression coefficients $a$, $b$ and $s$ were determined using multiple linear correlation analysis. It is shown, that the chains of the polymer have a significant influence on the solvatochromic behavior of 1-P. The structure of the carbonitrile 1-Si bound to polymer-modified silica particles was studied by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) measurements. Fluorescent silica particles were obtained as shown by fluorescence spectroscopy with a diffuse reflectance technique.

Introduction

Fluorescent polymers are an important tool for the study of molecular dynamics and also find use as sensor probes for biologically active compounds [1]. In recent years, there has been great interest in the synthesis, characterization and applications of fluorescent polymers [2-4]. In general, there are two approaches for the synthesis of fluorescent polymers: First, the
polymerization of a monomer that contains a fluorescent chromophore is possible. However, in some cases the new fluorophore-carrying polymer [1,5] is accompanied by a non-adequate effort concerning its synthesis and purification. An alternative pathway is the chemical modification of commercially available polymers containing reactive groups which can react with fluorescent dyes [6]. Poly(vinyl amine)s (PVAm) are copolymers made by the hydrolysis of poly(vinyl formamide) (PVFA). Fully hydrolyzed PVFA contains ca. 5% of formamido groups and 95% of primary amino groups. The water-soluble PVAm copolymer has been widely applied for a number of purposes, e.g., in catalysis [7], chelation [8], treatment of waste water [9], paper making [10], recovery of oil [11] and as superabsorber [12]. Modified PVAm is expected to be useful in the preparation of polymeric water-soluble dyes [13], in mimicking natural enzymes [14] and as a polymeric surfactant [15]. Depending on the pH of the aqueous solution, the primary amino groups of PVAm can be partly protonated (−NH₃⁺) or they can be present as charge-neutral amines (−NH₂). In this context, PVAm can be considered as a weak cationic polyelectrolyte.

The pH-variation is an excellent tool to control and adjust the net-charge density along the polymer chain or in a layer made from PVAm [16,17]. Full conversion of the amino groups into their cationic form leads to a polymer with the highest known charge density along the polymer backbone. Such highly protonated polymers appear to be very interesting compounds for the prevention of bacteria adhesion on surfaces [18]. Non-protonated primary amino groups in the PVAm polymer have a high synthetic potential which can be used for versatile subsequent derivatization reactions [17,19-21].

In previous articles we reported the nucleophilic aromatic substitution of activated fluorooromatic compounds with PVAm [22-24]. Reactions of PVAm with derivatization agents seem at first glance to be simple to carry out, but in fact they require a considerable synthetic effort because the reactants must share a solvent or a homogeneous mixture of solvents. For many reactions it is profitable to remove or to buffer low-molecular mass products formed during the reaction between PVAm and the derivatization agent.

High molecular mass products of PVAm copolymers (Mₚ > 1500 g mol⁻¹) are soluble in water only, while fluorooromatic compounds are sparingly soluble or even insoluble in water. The lack of solvents capable of dissolving all the reactants complicates subsequent derivatization reactions or requires a high synthetic effort. Micelle techniques commonly used to carry out reactions between water-soluble and insoluble compounds cannot be cleanly applied to modify polyelectrolytes [25]. Alternatively, water-soluble polymers can be modified by the introduction of alkyl or aryl groups, thus mediating solubility in organic solvents [26].

The use of cyclodextrins (CD) provides a further opportunity to solve these problems. Due to the formation of host–guest complexes with CD both reactants become completely soluble in water. According to Ritter et al., the 2,6-O-β-dimethylcyclodextrin (β-DMCD) derivative has been found to be suitable because of its higher solubility in water compared to β-cyclodextrin (800.5 g L⁻¹ vs. 18.5 g L⁻¹) [27-29].

Chemical reactions between two incompatible reactants can also be achieved under heterogeneous reaction conditions (the reaction is localized at the interphase of the two contacting phases). This approach was developed to carry out functionalization reactions between the water-soluble PVAm and suitable chromophores [30] or fluorophores. In these reactions, silica can be considered as ‘solubilizer’ because PVAm, as well as the reactants, are consecutively adsorbed on the silica particles. The functionalization reactions take place on the silica surface simultaneously. The large specific surface area of the silica particles employed (ca. 400 m² g⁻¹) guarantees the presence of a high amount of the adsorbed polymer and modifiers [31].

The electron-deficient heterocycle 8-oxo-8H-acenaphtho[1,2-b]pyrrol-9-carbonitrile (I) is a type of novel fluorescent chromophore with long-wavelength absorption and fluorescence, the excitation and emission wavelengths of which can reach 530 nm and 590 nm, respectively [36]. It is well known, that carbonitrile 1 is able to react with nitrogen-, oxygen-, or sulfur-containing nucleophiles by nucleophilic aromatic substitution reactions (S_NAr) [32-36]. The reaction of 1 with 3-thiopropionic acid has used to produce a fluorescent sensor for cys/Hcy with a 75-fold fluorescence enhancement [34]. The S_NAr reaction of 1 with the thiolated RGD peptide cyclo(Arg-Gly-Asp-Phe-Lys(mpa))(c(RGDFK)-SH) leads to a fluorescent sensor for imaging tumor cells [37].

In this paper we report our current studies on the functionalization of PVAm with carbonitrile I to introduce a chromophore as well as a fluorophore into the polymer chain. The synthesis was achieved by two different approaches. The first method included the use of β-DMCD to render I compatible to PVAm dissolved in water. The S_NAr reaction between the two reactants was carried out in homogeneous phase. The second approach was to synthesize a hybrid material by the consecutive adsorption of PVAm and 1 onto silica particles. The adsorbed substances were reacted directly on the silica particle surface. The reaction products (yield on the surface of silica particles) were analyzed using high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The XPS method is very surface-sen-
Results and Discussion

Synthesis and characterization of the fluorescent polymer

Carbonitrile 1 was synthesized by a very efficient two-step literature procedure [32,34]. As shown in Scheme 1, the starting material acenaphthylene-1,2-dione undergoes a Knoevenagel condensation with malononitrile to give mono-adduct 2. Compound 2 was originally synthesized by Junek et al. [38]. However, no detailed NMR data were reported. In a second step, cyclization with anhydrous K$_2$CO$_3$ converted 2 to 1 in a good yield. In contrast to the procedure described in [34], a tenfold excess of K$_2$CO$_3$ did not give rise to the target compound 1. Only the use of a 10 % mol. equivalent of the base led to 1.

The success of the S$_\text{N}$Ar$^\text{H}$ reaction of 1 with PVAm (Scheme 2) mediated by β-DMCD in water could be established using $^{13}$C-{$^1$H}-CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy.

Figure 1 compares the solid state $^{13}$C NMR spectra of pure PVAm, fluorophore-functionalized PVAm 1-P and the model compound 1-M. It can be seen that the signals observed for 1-M and pure PVAm are also visible in the $^{13}$C-{$^1$H}-CP-MAS NMR spectrum of 1-P. This is an excellent evidence for the functionalization of the PVAm fluorophore 1. The signal at δ = 169 ppm in the solid state $^{13}$C NMR spectra [(a) and (b), Figure 1] are due to the residual formamido groups while the signal at δ = 67 ppm is caused by the methine carbon of poly(vinyl alcohol) [39,40].

Further confirmation of the success of the S$_\text{N}$Ar$^\text{H}$ reaction was obtained from the FTIR spectra. Pure PVAm copolymers show characteristic IR absorption of N–H groups in the range of
Scheme 3: Synthesis of 1-Si by nucleophilic aromatic substitution of 1 adsorbed onto silica particles.

The glass transition temperature $T_g$ is an important parameter for polymers, which indicates the transition of the amorphous phase of the polymer from its rubbery to its glassy state (and vice versa). Pure PVAm shows a $T_g$ of 103 °C. The glass transition temperature is a function of chain flexibility. Because of the presence of hydrogen-bond donor and -acceptor centers along the polymer backbone, PVAm is able to form hydrogen bonds between the amino groups (and residual formamido groups). The carbonitrile-functionalized PVAm 1-P shows a lower $T_g$ of 87 °C. Obviously, the introduction of the rigid fluorophore leads to a separation of the individual polymer chains, resulting in a decreased glass transition temperature.

Synthesis and characterization of the hybrid material

As can be seen from Scheme 3, carbonitrile 1 was adsorbed from its dichloromethane solution onto carefully dried silica particles (Kieselgel 60, Merck). The 1-loaded silica particles were transferred into an aqueous solution of PVAm. In order to initiate the S$_N$AR$_H$ reaction between 1 and PVAm the solution was heated and kept for 16 h at its boiling point. The silica particles were extracted twice, first with water to remove non-adsorbed functionalized PVAm and then with acetone to remove unreacted 1. 1-Si was obtained as intensively colored purple solid.

The $^{13}$C-{$^1$H}-CP-MAS NMR spectrum of 1-Si shows the characteristic signals of the fluorophore as well as those of the aliphatic carbons of the polymer backbone. The FTIR spectrum of 1-Si confirms the adsorption of the functionalized PVAm onto the silica particle surface. As expected, a strong IR absorption band was present in the range of $\tilde{\nu} = 1200$–1000 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to Si–O–Si stretching vibrations. Furthermore, a broad N–H stretching vibration at $\tilde{\nu} = 3150$–3500 cm$^{-1}$ was observed.

\[ \tilde{\nu} = 3450–3150 \text{ cm}^{-1} \]
\[ \tilde{\nu} = 1600 \text{ cm}^{-1} \]

units occurs at ca. $\tilde{\nu} = 1665 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ which appear to be overlapped by N–H deformation vibration bands. The presence of the C≡N stretching band at $\tilde{\nu} = 2221 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ confirms the existence of the organo-substituted fluorophore.

The glass transition temperature $T_g$ is an important parameter for polymers, which indicates the transition of the amorphous phase of the polymer from its rubbery to its glassy state (and vice versa). Pure PVAm shows a $T_g$ of 103 °C. The glass transition temperature is a function of chain flexibility. Because of the presence of hydrogen-bond donor and -acceptor centers along the polymer backbone, PVAm is able to form hydrogen bonds between the amino groups (and residual formamido groups). The carbonitrile-functionalized PVAm 1-P shows a lower $T_g$ of 87 °C. Obviously, the introduction of the rigid fluorophore leads to a separation of the individual polymer chains, resulting in a decreased glass transition temperature.

Synthesis and characterization of the hybrid material

As can be seen from Scheme 3, carbonitrile 1 was adsorbed from its dichloromethane solution onto carefully dried silica particles (Kieselgel 60, Merck). The 1-loaded silica particles were transferred into an aqueous solution of PVAm. In order to initiate the S$_N$AR$_H$ reaction between 1 and PVAm the solution was heated and kept for 16 h at its boiling point. The silica particles were extracted twice, first with water to remove non-adsorbed functionalized PVAm and then with acetone to remove unreacted 1. 1-Si was obtained as intensively colored purple solid.

The $^{13}$C-{$^1$H}-CP-MAS NMR spectrum of 1-Si shows the characteristic signals of the fluorophore as well as those of the aliphatic carbons of the polymer backbone. The FTIR spectrum of 1-Si confirms the adsorption of the functionalized PVAm onto the silica particle surface. As expected, a strong IR absorption band was present in the range of $\tilde{\nu} = 1200$–1000 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to Si–O–Si stretching vibrations. Furthermore, a broad N–H stretching vibration at $\tilde{\nu} = 3150$–3500 cm$^{-1}$ was observed.

\[ \tilde{\nu} = 3450–3150 \text{ cm}^{-1} \]
\[ \tilde{\nu} = 1600 \text{ cm}^{-1} \]
observed. Additionally, the IR spectrum shows stretching vibrations at 2207 cm\(^{-1}\), 1651 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1372 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(\nu_{C\equiv N}, \nu_{C=C}\) and \(\delta_{CH}\)) which are evidence for the adsorption of carbonitrile-functionalized PVAm.

XPS spectra were taken from the unmodified silica, PVAm adsorbed onto silica and the fluorophore PVAm-modified silica particles 1-Si (Figure 2).

Figure 2a shows a typical XPS wide-scan spectrum of the bare silica support which was unloaded. The spectrum contains the expected peaks from silicon (Si 2s and Si 2p) and oxygen (O 1s, O 2s and the O KLL Auger series). The small C 1s peak shows the presence of typical hydrocarbon surface contaminations. PVAm, adsorbed onto the silica particle surface, strongly increases the amount of carbon on the silica surface. Nitrogen atoms of the amino (and residual formamido) groups lead to the N 1s peak (Figure 2b). The corresponding C 1s high-resolution spectrum of the PVAm-loaded silica shows saturated hydrocarbons from the methylene units of the polymer backbone and surface contaminations (component peak A). Component peak B shows C–N bonds of primary amino groups of the polymer and the amine-side carbon atoms (O=CH–NH–C) of residual amido groups. Formamido groups (O=CH–NH–C) contribute to the component peak C. The area of component peak C is ca. 4.9% of the C 1s area. As noted above, the amino groups of the PVAm polymer can be protonated by hydronium ions. In Figure 2b the N 1s high-resolution spectrum of the PVAm/silica hybrid material shows such protonated amino groups (component peak G), clearly separated from the non-protonated amino groups (component peak F). Nitrogen involved in amide groups contributes to component peak F. The ratio of the two

![Figure 2: Wide-scan X-ray photoelectron spectra (left), C 1s and N 1s high-resolution spectra (right) of bare silica particles (a), PVAm adsorbed onto silica particles (b) and PVAm reacted with 1 on the surface of silica particles (c).](image-url)
component peak areas \([G]:[F]\) can be considered as the protonation–deprotonation equilibrium of the amine-functionalized hybrid surface.

The reaction of adsorbed PVAm with adsorbed \(I\) changes the corresponding XPS spectra slightly (Figure 2c). In the wide-scan spectrum the amounts of carbon and nitrogen increase: The elemental ratio \([N]:[O]\) of the PVAm loaded silica sample was found to be \([N]:[O] = 0.094\), while the ratio after reaction of PVAm with \(I\) was \([N]:[O] = 0.152\) (nitrogen can be considered as label for the organic adsorption layer and oxygen the label for the silicon support). The coupling of PVAm with the fluorophore group \(I\) introduces an additional amount of carbonyl groups (carbon atoms of the cyclic amide in structure \(I\)-P) into the organic adsorption layer. Hence, in the corresponding C 1s spectrum (Figure 2c) the area of component peak \(C\) is increased to 8.11%. Carbon atoms of the \(C=\text{N}\) group, \(C–\text{N}\) bonds in structure \(I\) and \(C–\text{NH–C}\) links between \(I\) and the PVAm polymer contribute to component \(B\). The attachment of the fluorophore to the PVAm also changes the ability of the nitrogen atoms to be protonated. Nitrogen atoms in structure \(I\) cannot be involved in the protonation–deprotonation equilibrium of the amino groups of the PVAm polymer. The N 1s spectrum in Figure 2c shows a significantly decreased area of component peak \(G\) which is due to the \(C–\text{N}^+\) species (its binding energy is \(\text{BE} \approx 401.4\) eV while the binding energy of the non-protonated species is \(\text{BE} \approx 399.5\) eV).

Table 1 summarizes the results of the BET analysis. In addition, Figure 3 shows the pore-size distribution histograms of bare silica, a typical PVAm/silica hybrid material and \(1\)-Si.

The bare silica support used for the functionalization reaction showed a BET surface of 411 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\). The main average pore radius ranges between 2 and 4 nm. The adsorption of PVAm as well as \(1\)-Si significantly reduces the specific surface area. Small molecules such as the fluorophore \(I\) preferentially fill the narrow pores. Hence, the fraction of the narrow pore radii 2–4 nm is considerably decreased. PVAm also reduces this. But the macromolecules are also able to cover the porous silica surface and prevent the access of the BET probe molecules (nitrogen) to the inner silica surface. The corresponding BET measurements show a smaller value of specific surface area (Table 1). After the adsorption of \(I\) or PVAm the fraction of the pore sizes between 4 and 10 nm is apparently higher. However, the values given in Figure 3 are expressed in percent terms. The increased values profit from the decreased value of the accessible narrow-size pores.

### Solvatochromic and fluorescence properties

Interactions of solvatochromic dyes with pure solvents or solvent mixtures are a combination of many effects [41-44]. We wanted to investigate the influence of the PVAm on the chromophoric and fluorophoric \(\pi\)-electron system of \(1\) resulting from intermolecular interactions with the surroundings of the molecules, and which of these are dipole–dipole and/or hydrogen-bond interactions. To separate the effects of non-specific van der Waals interactions including electrostatic effects (dipolarity/polarizability) from specific interactions (hydrogen bonding), we used the simplified Kamlet–Taft equation (Equation 1) [45,46].

\[
\tilde{\nu}_{\text{max}} = \tilde{\nu}_{\text{max,0}} + a\alpha + b\beta + s\tau \quad \text{(1)}
\]

### Table 1: Specific surface areas (according to BET, \(A_{\text{BET}}\)) and fractions of the average pore-size radii range of the bare silica support, a PVAm/silica hybrid material and \(1\)-Si, compared with the relative carbon-content \((C_{\text{found}}/C_{\text{calc}}\times 100\%)\) determined from data of the elemental analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>(A_{\text{BET}}) (m(^2) g(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Fraction of the average pore radii (%)</th>
<th>(C_{\text{found}}/C_{\text{calc}}\times 100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bare silica</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVAm/silica</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| \(1\)-Si       | 197                                  | 0.3                                    | 33                                           | 75.50
|                |                                       |                                        | 89.05                                         |
According to Equation 1, the influence of the hydrogen-bond donor capacity (HBD) [47], the hydrogen-bond acceptor capacity (HBA) [48] and the dipolarity/polarizability [45,49] of a solvent can be expressed by $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\pi^*$, respectively. $\bar{\lambda}_{\text{max}}$, corresponds to a standard process, referenced to a nonpolar medium. $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\pi^*$ represent solvent-independent regression coefficients which reflect the relative influence of each of the three parameters.

**UV–vis spectroscopy**

The solvatochromism of $1$-$M$ and $1$-$P$ was investigated in a set of only ten solvents due to the low solubility of $1$-$P$ in organic solvents. Table 2 shows the UV–vis absorption maxima of $1$-$M$ and $1$-$P$ measured in solvents of different polarity and hydrogen-bonding ability, and the Kamlet–Taft parameters used for the multiple linear correlation analysis.

For both compounds, the shortest UV–vis absorption maxima were observed at $\lambda_{\text{max}}(1$-$M$) = 568 nm and $\lambda_{\text{max}}(1$-$P$) = 513 nm in HFIP. $1$-$M$ shows the longest wavelength UV–vis absorption band at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 580$ nm in DMSO, whereas $1$-$P$ has the strongest bathochromic shift in ethanol at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 538$ nm. These band shifts correspond to a small solvatochromic range of $\Delta\bar{\lambda}$ ($1$-$M$) = 333 cm$^{-1}$ and $\Delta\bar{\lambda}$ ($1$-$P$) = 905 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. In general, the cyano group-functionalized PVAm $1$-$P$ absorbs at shorter wavelengths as compared to the model compound $1$-$M$, which at first indicates an influence of the polymer chains on the solvatochromic behavior of the chromophoric unit.

In order to determine the relative contributions of the solvent properties on $\bar{\lambda}_{\text{max}}$, the simplified form of the Kamlet–Taft linear solvation energy relationship was used (Equation 1). The qualitatively best regressions of $1$-$M$ and $1$-$P$ are shown in Table 3.

The correlation coefficients $r$ are greater than 0.92 for LSERs, which indicates a high quality of the two multi-parameter equations and allows significant conclusions to be drawn. When increasing the HBA strength of the solvent, a bathochromic shift of the UV–vis absorption maxima of $1$-$M$ is observed, which is readily explained by interaction of the solvents with the NH function of the chromophore. The negative sign of the correlation coefficient $s$ of $1$-$M$ indicates that the electronically excited state of these molecules becomes more strongly solvated and is consequently stabilized with increasing the solvent’s dipolarity/polarizability. This correlates with a higher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Kamlet–Taft parameters</th>
<th>$1$-$M$</th>
<th>$1$-$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\pi^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMF*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMAA*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM*</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetonitrile</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-propanol</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethanol</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methanol</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE*</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFIP*</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: UV–vis absorption maxima, $\bar{\lambda}_{\text{max}}$, of $1$-$M$ and $1$-$P$ investigated in ten solvents of different polarity and hydrogen-bonding ability and the empirical Kamlet–Taft parameter $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\pi^*$ [41,43].

$^a$N,N-dimethylformamide, $^b$N,N-dimethylacetamide, $^c$dimethyl sulfoxide, $^d$dichloromethane, $^e$2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, $^f$1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol, $^g$probe is insoluble in this solvent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>comp.</th>
<th>$\bar{\lambda}_{\text{max,vis}}$ (10$^3$ cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$s$</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1$-$M$</td>
<td>17.857</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.311</td>
<td>-0.386</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1$-$P$</td>
<td>18.260</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.813</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Solvent-independent correlation coefficients $a$, $b$ and $s$ of the Kamlet–Taft parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\pi^*$; solute property of the reference system $\bar{\lambda}_{\text{max,0}}$; Correlation coefficient ($r$), standard deviation (sd), number of solvents (n) and significance (f) for the solvatochromism of $1$-$M$ and $1$-$P$. 

(page number not for citation purposes)
dipole moment of the electronically excited state. In contrast to 1-M, 1-P shows no significant influence of the π* term of the solvent on \( \tilde{v}_{\text{max}} \), whereas the influence of the β term is greater compared to that of 1-M. This effect reflects the impact of the NH₂ groups of the PVAm on the UV–vis absorption maxima of the chromophore. Probably, the chains of the polymer are able to insulate the chromophores from the solvent molecules. Hence, the chromophores interact more strongly with the polymer chains than they do with the solvents. The HBD ability of the solvents shows no influence on the solvatochromic behavior of 1-M and 1-P.

In addition, all compounds were measured as powders by means of the diffuse reflectance technique. The UV–vis absorption bands of the solids are non-symmetric and show several UV–vis absorption maxima. The longest-wavelength UV–vis absorption maxima were observed at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) (1-P, 1-Si) = 545 nm and \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) (1-M) = 546 nm. Figure 4 shows the UV–vis absorption and the emission diffuse reflectance spectra of 1-Si.

### Fluorescence

Both the carbonitrile-functionalized PVAm 1-P and the model compound 1-M show strong fluorescence. This can be explained by two factors: Firstly, the fluorophore is a very rigid and planar molecule and secondly, the fluorophore contains both strongly electron-withdrawing and electron-donating groups along the axis of the π-conjugated system. Therefore, an efficient intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) system is possible [32]. The fluorescence emission maxima of 1-M and 1-P are shown in Table 4.

![Figure 4: UV–vis absorption and emission diffuse reflectance spectra of sample 1-Si.](image)

**Figure 4** shows an UV–vis absorption spectrum and a fluorescence emission spectrum of 1-M and 1-P measured in methanol as well as a photograph of solutions of these compounds.

Similar to the UV–vis measurements, 1-M shows the longest-wavelength emission maximum in DMSO at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 595 \) nm and 1-P in ethanol at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 586 \) nm. The longest hypsochromic shifts of the fluorescence emission maximum were observed at \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(1-M) = 577 \) nm in HFIP and \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(1-P) = 561 \) nm in DMMA. These band shifts correspond to a small solvatochromic range of \( \Delta \tilde{v}(1-M) = 524 \) cm\(^{-1}\) and \( \Delta \tilde{v}(1-P) = 760 \) cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. Furthermore, for 1-M only a small Stokes

### Table 4: Fluorescence emission maxima \( \tilde{v}_{\text{max}} \) of 1-M and 1-P, measured in ten solvents of different polarity and hydrogen-bond ability and the corresponding Stokes shifts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>1-M ( \lambda_{\text{max,em}} ) (nm)</th>
<th>( \tilde{v}_{\text{max,em}} ) (10³ cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Stokes shift (nm)</th>
<th>1-P ( \lambda_{\text{max,em}} ) (nm)</th>
<th>( \tilde{v}_{\text{max,em}} ) (10³ cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Stokes shift (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMFA</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>16.86</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>17.79</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMAA</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>16.89</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>16.81</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>17.73</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetonitrile</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>17.76</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-propanol</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>17.09</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethanol</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>17.04</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methanol</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>17.01</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFE</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFIP</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}N,N\text{-dimethylformamide,}^{b}N,N\text{-dimethylacetamide,}^{c}\text{dimethyl sulfoxide,}^{d}\text{dichloromethane,}^{e}2,2,2\text{-trifluoroethanol,}^{f}1,1,1,3,3,3\text{-hexafluoro-2-propanol,}^{g}\text{probe is insoluble in this solvent.}\)
shift (9–15 nm) is observed, whereas 1-P shows a larger one (26–63 nm), which reaches a maximum in strong HBD solvents (HFIP).

Again, the solvent-dependent fluorescence emission maxima can be interpreted with regard to the dipolarity/polarizability and the hydrogen-bond capacity of the solvents using the simplified Kamlet–Taft equation (Equation 1). The qualitatively best regressions are shown in Table 5.

In both, absorption and fluorescence of 1-M, the polarity as well as the hydrogen-bond accepting ability of the solvents leads to a bathochromic band shift and both contribute to the stabilization of the excited state as well as to the interaction with the NH group. However, this effect is slightly more pronounced on the fluorescence side, as shown by the slightly higher b and s coefficients. In contrast to the results of the regression analysis obtained from the UV–vis absorption spectra, the HBD ability of the solvents shows a significant influence on the emission maxima of 1-P. With increasing HBD strength of the solvent a bathochromic shift of the emission maximum was observed. Additionally, solvents which can act as hydrogen-bond acceptors also interact with the NH function of 1-P, which leads to an enhancement of the push character of this group resulting in a band shift to longer wavelengths (b < 0).

To confirm these conclusions drawn from the regression analysis with regard to the α term of the solvents, the emission spectra of 1-P were measured in aqueous solutions at four different pH values (Figure 6).

In comparison to the UV–vis absorption measurements of the solids of 1-M, 1-P and the hybrid material 1-Si, the fluorescence spectra recorded by diffuse reflection seem to be smaller (Figure 4). The model compound 1-M exhibits an emission maximum at λ_{em} = 753 nm. For the compounds 1-Si and 1-P a hypsochromic band shift to λ_{em}(1-Si) = 745 nm and λ_{em}(1-P) = 741 nm was observed. This behavior also shows the strong influence of the chains of the PVAm on the solvatochromic behavior of the polymer.

As depicted in Figure 6, in aqueous solution at pH = 11, 1-P shows two emission bands at λ_{em,1} = 515 nm and λ_{em,2} = 579 nm. With decreasing pH value, the intensity of the first emission band decreases, whereas for the emission band at the longer wavelength a slightly bathochromic shift is observed. This result confirms the conclusions drawn by the LSER of 1-P with regard to the HBD strength of the solvents. A possible explanation is that at higher pH values the polymer chains are

![Figure 5: Normalized absorption and emission spectra of 1-M (a) and 1-P (b).](image-url)

### Table 5: Solvent-independent correlation coefficients a, b and s of the Kamlet–Taft parameters α, β and π*; solute property of the reference system \( \tilde{\nu}_{\text{max,0}} \); correlation coefficient (r), standard deviation (sd), number of solvents (n) and significance (f) for the fluoro-solvatochromism of 1-M and 1-P.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>comp.</th>
<th>( \tilde{\nu}_{\text{max,0}} ) (10^3 cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-M</td>
<td>17.638</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-P</td>
<td>17.465</td>
<td>−0.576</td>
<td>−0.772</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: Normalized emission spectra of 1-P in water at four different pH values and a sketch of the assumed chain conformations of PVAm.

coiled and the fluorophore is not accessible for interactions with the surrounding molecules. At lower pH values the polymer has a more straight conformation and interactions of the solvent with the fluorophore are possible. The explanation is in good agreement with the known behavior of weak cationic polyelectrolyte molecules. With lowering the pH of the surrounding aqueous solution the degree of protonation increases. The increased net charge along the polymer stretches and strengthens the chain.

Conclusion
In this paper we present the functionalization of PVAm with the known fluorophore 1 in water, mediated by 2,6-O-β-dimethylcyclodextrin. The characterization of the new fluorescent PVAm 1-P has been carried out by means of $^{13}$C-{$^{1}$H}-CP-MAS NMR, FTIR spectroscopy and DSC.

The influence of the solvents on the solvatochromic behavior of 1-M and 1-P can be quantitatively described by means of a LSE relationship using the well-established empirical Kamlet–Taft equation. The most dominant effect on the UV–vis absorption and fluorescence is caused by the HBA strength as well as by the dipolarity/polarizability of the solvents. In particular it has been shown that the polymer chains have a significant influence on the solvatochromic behavior of 1-P. With decreasing pH value in aqueous solutions a bathochromic band shift was observed.

Pre-adsorption of carbonitrile 1 on silica and subsequent nucleophilic substitution of PVAm in water at 100 °C results in fluorophore-functionalized PVAm/silica particles. The PVAm-carbonitrile layer remains irreversibly bound to the silica, as shown by extraction experiments. Hence, the synthesis of a fluorescent hybrid material was possible.

Experimental

General details: The aqueous solution of poly(vinyl amine) copolymer ($M_n$ = 15,000 g mol$^{-1}$, pH = 11) was kindly provided by BASF SE (Ludwigshafen, Germany). 2,6-O-β-dimethylcyclodextrin (β-DMCD) was supplied by Wacker Chemie (Burghausen, Germany).

2-(2-Oxo-2H-acenaphthene-1-ylidene-1-malononitrile (2)

Compound 2 was synthesized as described earlier [34]. Acenaphthene-1,2-dione (2.00 g, 11 mmol) and malononitrile (2.00 g, 11 mmol) were dissolved in 40 mL of CH$_3$CN and refluxed for 3 h. After cooling, the orange precipitate was filtered off and washed several times with CH$_3$CN to yield 2 as an orange crystalline solid (2.00 g, 8.3 mmol). Yield 80%, mp 241–244 °C (lit. 243–245 °C); $^1$H NMR (250 MHz, CD$_2$Cl$_2$): $\delta$ (ppm) 8.61 (dd, $J = 7.5$ Hz, $J = 0.6$ Hz, 1H), 8.33–8.29 (m, 2H), 8.21 (dd, $J = 7.2$ Hz, $J = 0.8$ Hz, 1H), 7.96–7.88 (m, 2H); $^{13}$C NMR (69 MHz, CD$_2$Cl$_2$): $\delta$ (ppm); 142.9, 132.6 (ArH), 132.3 (ArH), 130.5, 128.3, 112.7, 129.2 (ArH), 129.0 (ArH),
124.5 (ArH), 123.6 (ArH); FTIR (KBr): \( \tilde{\nu} \) (cm\(^{-1}\)) 3093, 2225, 1717, 1597, 1574; C\(_{13}\)H\(_{12}\)N\(_2\)O\(_2\) (230.23) Anal. calcld. C, 78.26; H, 2.63; N, 12.17; found C, 78.03; H, 2.66; N, 12.18.

8-Oxo-8\(H\)-acenaphtho[1,2-b]pyrrol-9-carbonitrile (1)

2-(Oxo-2\(H\)-acenaphthylene-1-yldiene)-malononitrile (2) (0.80 g, 3.5 mmol) and K\(_2\)CO\(_3\) (48 mg, 0.35 mmol) in 5 mL of CH\(_3\)CN were refluxed for 1 h. After cooling, the yellow-orange precipitate was filtered off and washed several times with CH\(_3\)CN to yield 1 as a yellow–orange solid (0.70 g, 3.1 mmol).

Yield 88%, mp 278–280 °C (lit. 275–277 °C [32]); \(^1\)H NMR (250 MHz, CD\(_2\)Cl\(_2\)): \( \tilde{\delta} \) (ppm) 8.41 (1H, \( J = 7.7 \) Hz), 8.15 (t, \( J = 7.6 \) Hz, \( J = 9.4 \) Hz, 2H), 7.69 (t, \( J = 7.6 \) Hz, \( J = 7.7 \) Hz, 1H), 7.36 (d, \( J = 9.4 \) Hz, 1H), 4.22–4.31 (1H, NHCH\(_2\)) 149.1–150.1 (m, 6H, CH(CH\(_3\))\(_2\)); \(^{13}\)C-\(^1\)H-CP-MAS NMR (100 MHz, 12.5 kHz): \( \tilde{\delta} \) (ppm) 185.3, 174.7, 171.8, 154.3, 137.9, 130.0, 127.8, 124.8, 123.5, 118.7, 117.3, 115.5, 111.6, 107.3, 104.8, 48.2, 23.2, 22.2; FTIR (KBr): \( \tilde{\nu} \) (cm\(^{-1}\)) 3334, 3093, 2982, 2213, 1617, 1576, 1539; C\(_{18}\)H\(_{12}\)N\(_2\)O\(_2\) (287.32) Anal. calcld. C, 75.25; H, 4.56; N, 14.63; found C, 74.85; H, 4.37; N, 14.49.

Fluorophoric, carbonitrile-functionalized PVAm/silica particles (1-Si)

For functionalization of silica with fluorophores and PVAm in aqueous media, I (0.1 g, 0.4 mmol) was dissolved in 50 mL of CH\(_3\)Cl\(_2\), then suspended with silica (2.5 g, 41 mmol) and kept overnight. The solvent was removed in a rotary evaporator at 40 °C. Distilled water (60 mL) and 2.2 g of the aqueous solution of PVAm (0.18 g of polymer, 4.1 mmol) were added to the freshly prepared I-loaded silica particles. The mixture was refluxed for 16 h. After cooling to room temperature, the PVAm-functionalized silica was filtered off and washed carefully with water. In order to remove non-adsorbed functionalized PVAm and unreacted I from the silica particles surface, two Soxhlet extraction cycles were carried out, the first one with water and the second with acetone. 1-Si was obtained as purple solid.
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Novel multi-responsive P2VP-block-PNIPAAm block copolymers via nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization

Cathrin Corten¹, Katja Kretschmer¹ and Dirk Kuckling*¹,²

Abstract

Linear soluble multi-responsive block copolymers are able to form so called schizophrenic micelles in aqueous solution. Here, such polymers are prepared via nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (NMRP). In a first step nitroxide-terminated poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) was prepared with different molecular weights and narrow molecular weight distributions. The best reaction conditions, optimized by kinetic studies, were bulk polymerization at 110 °C. Using P2VP as a macroinitiator, the synthesis of new soluble linear block copolymers of P2VP and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) (P2VP-block-PNIPAAm) was possible. The nitroxide terminated polymers were characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS). Thermal properties were investigated by the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Block copolymers showed pH- and temperature-responsive solubility in aqueous media. By increasing the P2VP content, the phase transition temperature shifted to lower temperatures (e.g. 26 °C for P2VP114-block-PNIPAAm180). Depending on the resulting block length, temperature and pH value of aqueous solution, the block copolymers form so called schizophrenic micelles. The hydrodynamic radius $R_h$ of these micelles associated with pH values and temperature was analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS). Such kind of block copolymers has potential for many applications, such as controlled drug delivery systems.

Introduction

Functional polymers have attracted much attention because of their technological and scientific importance. Polymers, which respond with large property changes to small external chemical or physical stimuli, are so called “smart”, “responsive” or “intelligent” polymers [1,2], constitute a very interesting group of functional polymers. Such polymers have found applications...
as reactive surfaces [3], in drug delivery and separation systems [4], as well as chemo-mechanical actuators [5], e.g., in valves where their characteristics have been studied extensively by a large range of methods [6,7].

One of the most intensively studied polymers in this field is poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), which exhibits a sharp phase transition in water at 32 °C [8]. PNIPAAm undergoes a temperature-induced collapse from an extended coil to a globular structure, a transition revealed on the macroscopic scale by sudden decrease in the solubility of PNIPAAm. This behavior is derived from changes in the balance of interactions between hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups in the polymer chains at the critical temperature.

In order to prepare multi-responsive polymers, it is necessary to combine different kinds of monomers. For this purpose the preparation of defined block copolymers with different architectures is demanded. Amphiphilic or smart block and graft copolymers are already known in the literature [9]. Block copolymers in a wide range of variety are synthesized by using living anionic polymerization [10], living cationic polymerization [11] or controlled radical polymerizations techniques [12]. The development of the controlled radical polymerization (CRP), based on the idea of reversible chain termination, decreases the disadvantage of the free radical polymerization and permits the synthesis of defined block copolymer structures [13]. The growing demand for well-defined and functional soft materials in nanoscale applications has led to a dramatic increase in the development of procedures that combine architectural control with flexibility in the incorporation of functional groups. Thus, there has been a considerable increase in the understanding of a variety of controlled polymerization strategies [14-17] over the last few years. This includes nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (NMRP) [18], atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [19,20] and radical addition-fragmentation chain transfer procedures (RAFT) [21,22]. The controlled polymerization of styrene, and analogous monomers such as 2-vinylpyridine (2VP), is one point of interest because at pH values lower than 5 it is possible to protonate the 2VP units and hence P2VP can be used as a pH-responsive component. Several techniques such as NMRP, ATRP and RAFT led to well-defined homo and block copolymers of different architectures whose behavior was investigated in solution and on surfaces [23,24].

The synthesis of PNIPAAm homopolymers through different controlled polymerization techniques is described in the literature. Using RAFT it was possible to obtain amphiphilic block copolymers of PNIPAAm (hydrophilic) and poly(styrene) (PS) or poly(tert-butylmethacrylate) (PtBMA) as the hydrophobic compounds [25]. The design of bi-responsive narrowly distributed block copolymers consisting of PNIPAAm and acrylic acid (AAc) was also feasible [26]. By the use of the ATRP catalyst system of tris(2-dimethylaminoethyl)amine (Me6TREN) and Cu(I) chloride, well-defined PNIPAAm could be synthesized at room temperature [27]. Several graft copolymers are described in previous reports such as Chitosan-graft-PNIPAAm [28] and PNIPAAm-graft-P2VP polymers [29]. Both polymers show a temperature- and pH-responsive phase behavior in aqueous solutions.

While there are advantages and disadvantages to each procedure, our recent work concentrated on nitroxide mediated processes because of the ease of the reaction and the absence of transition metal impurities (binding easily to 2VP moieties) in the product. A major recent advance in nitroxide mediated polymerization has been the development of a hydrido nitroxide, in which the presence of a hydrogen atom on the α-carbon leads to a significant increase in the range of vinyl monomers that undergo controlled polymerization [30]. From that point of view, alkoxyamine 1 as an initiator for the polymerization of the 2VP has been selected and the resulting polymer was used as a macroinitiator 2 (Scheme 1).

Amphiphilic diblock copolymers undergo a self-assembly micellar process in solvents that are selective for one of the blocks [31]. By choosing selective conditions for each block, conventional micelles and so-called inverse micelles can be formed. In recent papers some examples of so called schizophenric micelles are described [31,32]. In this case hydrophilic AB diblock copolymers can form micelles in aqueous solution, in which the A block forms the inner core and inverted micelles (with the B block forming the inner core) [33]. Armes et al. described the synthesis of a diblock copolymer with two weak polybases (poly(2-(N-morpholino)ethyl methacrylate-block-2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) PMEMA-block-PDEA) via group transfer polymerization. By adjusting the pH value of the solution, it was possible to from stable micelles with PDEA cores. The formation of inverted micelles (PMEMA core) was achieved by a “salting out” effect by adding electrolytes to the aqueous solution.
The synthesis of polyampholytes from P2VP as a basic block was reported in several papers, e.g., poly(2-vinylpyridine-block-sodium-4-styrenesulfonate) [34], poly(2-vinylpyridine-block-acrylic acid) [35], and poly(2-vinylpyridine-block-ethylene oxide) [31]. In this case according to the corresponding pH value of the solution, it was possible to obtain precipitation, aggregation or micellation.

An example of double-responsive diblock copolymers is reported by Müller et al. [26]. Diblock copolymers of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-block-acrylic acid) were synthesized via RAFT. The resulting behavior in aqueous solution is influenced by hydrogen bonding interactions between the N-isopropylacrylamide and acrylic acid units.

Herein, we describe the synthesis of new multi-responsive diblock copolymers poly(2-vinylpyridine-block-N-isopropylacrylamide), which form schizophrenic micelles. Such micellation behavior is interesting for drug delivery systems in the gastro-intestinal tract [36,37].

**Results and Discussion**

**Polymerization of 2-vinylpyridine**

By using the unimolecular initiator 2,2,5-trimethyl-3-(1-phenylethoxy)-4-phenyl-3-azahexane (St-TIPNO) (1), it was possible to synthesize macroinitiators based on 2VP. In order to analyze the controlled character of the 2VP homopolymerization (Scheme 1), a kinetic study of this reaction with varying synthesis parameters (temperature, time and different molar ratios of [initiator]/[monomer]) was performed. A constant value of 2 equiv Ac₂O according to the amount of the alkoxyamine to each reaction mixture was added. The necessary addition of acetic anhydride or other organic acids is described in the literature [38].

After starting the reaction of 2VP in bulk at different temperatures (90 °C, 110 °C, 130 °C), a sample of 0.2 mL of the reaction mixture was taken after certain periods of time. 0.1 mL of this portion was analyzed by ¹H NMR spectroscopy in perdeuterated chloroform. The conversion was calculated by using the typical signal for CH=CH₂ of the monomer at 5.45 ppm and the peak at 8.44 ppm for the CHₐrom-N of the 2VP polymer. The molecular weight and molecular weight distribution were determined by SEC measurements using THF as the mobile phase.

Figure 1 shows the plots of ln(M₀/Mₜ) and molecular weight distribution versus time at different temperatures. Here, characteristics known for controlled polymerizations are found, i.e., conversion increases within prolonged reaction time, molecular weight increases linearly with conversion, and products possess narrow molecular weight distribution. Increased temperature caused an enhancement of the reaction speed, which was also influenced by the molar ratio of [initiator]/[monomer]. This corresponds to various reports on the existence of the persistent radical effect (PRE) as a kinetic phenomenon [39].

At 90 °C a very long induction period was found. After 4 h a conversion of 21% and after 8 h of 36% was determined. Despite this low polymer conversion, the molecular weight distribution was very narrow. However, for a practical process this reaction temperature is not useful because at extended reaction times, side reactions, e.g., elimination of the end capping nitroxide group by β-elimination, can occur terminating chain growth. Hence, an increased molecular weight distribution was observed. At 130 °C the reaction was very fast leading to a strong increase in conversion. After 30 min 40% of polymer was obtained. Apart from a high conversion, a broad molecular weight distribution of the products was obtained. The best reaction temperature was found to be 110 °C. At this temperature a linear relationship between conversion and reaction time was observed. For example, after 6 h a conversion of 50% corresponding to a molecular weight of 7550 g/mol (Figure 2).

During the progress of the reaction, a decrease of the molecular weight distribution could be found corresponding to the living character of this reaction [14]. In Figure 3 the molecular weight of P2VP prepared with different molar ratios of [initiator]/[monomer] at a constant temperature of 110 °C, compared with the theoretical molecular weights as function of conversion, are presented. The ratios [initiator]/[monomer] of 1:70 and 1:140 showed a linear increase of the molecular weight with increasing conversion, and are in good agreement with the calculated data. For a [initiator]/[monomer] ratio of 1:210, the obtained molecular weights are higher than the calculated ones.
This is an indication that the amount of initiator was too small to control the polymerization. An increasing number of non-living processes occurred, yielding polymer chains having higher molecular weights.

By performing NMRP on 2VP, the resulting polymer should possess defined end groups (Scheme 1). In order to analyze the polymer structure MALDI-TOF MS was employed. The spectra of samples obtained from the polymerization at 110 °C with a [initiator/monomer] ratio of 1:140 stopped after 2, 4, 6 and 8 h are depicted in Figure 4. All distributions of the polymers exhibited differences between the \( m/z \)-peaks in the MALDI-TOF spectra that can be attributed to the weight of the 2VP monomer unit. In contrast to the molecular weight data obtained by SEC analysis, the molecular weight determined by MALDI-TOF MS only increased from \( M_n = 1530 \text{ g/mol} \) to \( M_n = 2800 \text{ g/mol} \). One reason might be the laser energy used to desorb the polymer led to 2VP chain degradation or fragmentation. Since SEC calibration has been done with 2VP standards, one can assume that the different results can be ascribed to significant ionization biases during MALDI-TOF analysis leading to incorrect molecular weights.

In addition, Dempwolf et al. [40] tested different alkoxyamines in different MALDI experiments. Supported by a comparison with other methods, they postulate a fragmentation mechanism inside the nitroxide-group, which takes place during the MALDI measurement. Disregarding the mechanism, Scheme 2 describes the possible reactions.
Since this process is accompanied by other degradation processes such as β-abstraction [41] and by the instability of the C–O bond, it was not possible to detect the complete end groups. Figure 5 shows a section of typical spectra. Three different distributions could be observed, each of them has a repeating unit of \( m/z = 105.13 \), which corresponds to the monomer unit of 2VP. In Table 1 possible polymer structures according to suitable sum formula are summarized. For peak B different compositions could be assigned. At this point it is not possible to decide, if the measured distribution belongs to a thermal or nitroxide started polymer chain.

In summary, the analysis of such nitroxide capped polymers by MALDI-TOF MS is complex. However, by using St-TIPNO as an alkoxyamine initiator, it was possible to obtain 2VP-macromonomers of different molecular weights with narrow molecular weight distributions.

**Synthesis of linear multi-responsive soluble polymers**

Based on the results of homo polymerization for NIPAAm known from literature [9], it was possible to create suitable block copolymers with nitroxide-terminated P2VP macroinitiators and NIPAAm (Scheme 3). Chain extension of nitroxide capped polymers is only possible in intact polymers. Figure 6 illustrates typical SEC traces for the NIPAAm containing block copolymers. The shift of the peak to a smaller elution volume relative to the macroinitiator indicated successful block

---

**Table 1:** End group determination of the macroinitiators via MALDI-TOF MS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>( m/z ) [exp.]</th>
<th>( m/z ) [th.]</th>
<th>Chain</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>Cation</th>
<th>( \Delta m/z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1591.12</td>
<td>1597.97</td>
<td>([\text{CH}_3\text{(C}_7\text{H}<em>6\text{)}-\text{[2VP]}</em>{13}\text{C}<em>4\text{H}</em>{10}\text{NO}])</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>K⁺</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1577.12</td>
<td>1578.08</td>
<td>([\text{CH}_3\text{(C}_7\text{H}<em>6\text{)}-\text{[2VP]}</em>{14}\text{H}])</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>H⁺</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1579.07</td>
<td></td>
<td>([\text{CH}_3\text{(C}_5\text{H}<em>6\text{N)}-\text{[2VP]}</em>{14}\text{H}])</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>H⁺</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1513.13</td>
<td>1510.90</td>
<td>([\text{CH}_3\text{(C}_7\text{H}<em>6\text{)}-\text{[2VP]}</em>{13}\text{H}])</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>K⁺</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
copolymer formation. No shoulder or second peak at elution volumes for macroinitiator was found, indicating that most of the polymers possessed intact structure. Additionally, the SEC traces show an overlap between the two traces, which might be taken as hint for the existence of unreacted macroinitiator.

After 48 h at 135 °C block copolymers with an average yield of 65% could be obtained. As described in previous papers, the process of the NIPAAm polymerization with nitroxide-mediated compounds is neither a well-controlled process nor does it result in a real living character [41]. However, PNIPAAm homo polymer of \( M_n = 7500 \) g/mol could be obtained with a molecular weight distribution of 1.21. After block copolymerization, the molecular weight distribution increased. Nevertheless, for most of the block copolymers the molecular weight distribution remained moderate. The results of copolymer characterization are summarized in Table 2. DSC measurements revealed two separated \( T_g \)s, indicating a microphase separation of the block copolymers in the dry state.

Aqueous solutions of these block copolymers showed an LCST behavior. Due to the hydrophobic character of P2VP, the resulting polymers possessed lower phase transition temperatures compared to pure PNIPAAm [42]. With increase of the 2VP/NIPAAm ratio within the block copolymers, the critical temperature dropped to 26.3 °C. Although all polymers showed a temperature-dependent solution behavior, only block copolymers with a high P2VP content showed pH sensitivity. Solubilization of such polymers was possible below pH 5 only due to the protonation of pyridine moieties. In Figure 7 the solution behavior of such polymers is demonstrated.

Figure 7a shows that the P2VP macroinitiator and P2VP\(_{114}\)-block-PNIPAAm\(_{244}\) were not soluble in aqueous solution of pH 7 at lower temperatures, while PNIPAAm and P2VP\(_{85}\)-block-PNIPAAm\(_{351}\) were completely dissolved under these conditions. By increasing the temperature above 35 °C, none of polymers were soluble. A decrease of the pH value to pH 4, resulted in protonation of the P2VP fraction, which also led to completely soluble polymers at lower temperatures. The phase separation behavior was also observable at higher temperatures. Above the critical temperatures, all polymer solutions with a PNIPAAm fraction became opaque.

A typical titration curve for the multi-responsive block copolymers is presented in Figure 8. By adding 0.1 N NaOH to a stirred solution of P2VP\(_{105}\)-block-PNIPAAm\(_{332}\) in 0.02 N HCl, scattering polymer particles were produced at a pH range of 4–5 around the added NaOH droplets (high local concentration). When the solution is homogenized by stirring, the scattering disappeared. This indicates that the micelle formation is a dynamic and reversible process. When the pH value reaches 4.8 (point 1), aggregates were visible over the entire volume, and above 5.3 (point 2) the micelles formation was complete.

The \( pK_a \) for 2-ethylpyridine is 5.9. As described in the literature [31], due to the concentrated pyridine groups along the polymer backbone, the effective \( pK_a \) is lower than for this model substance as a result of charge repulsion along the chain, decreasing the \( pK_a \) value to 4.4. It has been shown [43] that the effective \( pK_a \) varies with the fraction of protonation of PNIPAAm. Hence, by titration it is not possible to measure the real \( pK_a \).

In order to investigate the size of the micelles, dynamic light scattering experiments were performed on diluted block copolymer solutions under various conditions. The resulting hydrodynamic radii of the diblock copolymers are summarized in Table 3. Polymers with short P2VP blocks, P2VP\(_{85}\)-block-PNIPAAm\(_{351}\) and P2VP\(_{22}\)-block-PNIPAAm\(_{85}\), behave similar to homo PNIPAAm at 20 °C. No association, due to the incorporation of the 2VP block, could be observed. The two aqueous solutions were completely clear and showed no scattering indicating that the polymers were molecularly dissolved. Above the critical temperature, micelles, with \( R_h \) of 55 nm and 79 nm, respectively, were formed stabilized by partly ionized P2VP blocks. Interestingly, the decrease of the pH value to pH 2 led to formation of large aggregates instead of micellation at higher temperatures. This instability of the polymeric material

| Table 2: Characterization of soluble linear P2VP-block-PNIPAAm copolymers created by NMRP. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Polymer         | \( M_n \) [g/mol]| \( M_w / M_n \)| \( T_g \) [°C] | \( T_g \) [°C] |
| PNIPAAm         | 7500            | 1.21            | 32.3            | —              |
| P(2VP)\(_{122}\)-block-P(NIPAAm)\(_{181}\) | 16600          | 1.35            | 30.5            | 131.7          |
| P(2VP)\(_{185}\)-block-P(NIPAAm)\(_{351}\) | 22600          | 1.74            | 29.3            | 107.4 / 132.7  |
| P(2VP)\(_{105}\)-block-P(NIPAAm)\(_{332}\) | 28900          | 1.62            | 28.0            | 97.8 / 130.4   |
| P(2VP)\(_{114}\)-block-P(NIPAAm)\(_{180}\) | 21700          | 1.43            | 26.3            | 103.9 / 131.2  |
| P(2VP)\(_{114}\)-block-P(NIPAAm)\(_{244}\) | 24700          | 1.57            | 27.6            | 97.4 / 131.6   |
| P(2VP)\(_{114}\)-block-P(NIPAAm)\(_{648}\) | 45500          | 2.19            | 28.6            | 104.9 / 128.9  |
in the presence of an HCl solution above the critical temperature can be explained by increased ionic strength at pH 2. Chloride ions can bind to polar amide groups of the PNIPAAm units, and might interact with the water molecules associated with polar or hydrophobic polymer segments [44]. Hence, driving forces for inter- and intramolecular hydrophobic interactions are increased leading to a decrease in the stability of the NIPAAm polymers, which then tend to form larger aggregates. The protonated P2VP units are too small to inhibit this process. The results of the P2VP-block-PNIPAAm copolymers with longer P2VP segments showed the expected results. In neutral aqueous solutions, micelles with a hydrophobic P2VP core and an outer shell of PNIPAAm were formed. By increasing the temperature to 45 °C, the PNIPAAm units became more hydrophobic, and were not able to stabilize the micelles anymore. Finally, the micelles were forming large aggregates and precipitated. By dissolving the polymers in 0.02 N HCl at 20 °C, the P2VP segments were completely protonated forming soluble unimers. Polymers with larger P2VP/PNIPAAm ratios were forming inverted micelles above the critical temperature. The protonation of the 2VP units led to electrostatic repulsion and the longer P2VP blocks were able to stabilize the micelles preventing PNIPAAm forming larger aggregates even in diluted HCl. Due to the longer PNIPAAm block with respect to the P2VP block, micelles formed by a PNIPAAm core and by a P2VP outer shell showed larger hydrodynamic radius. The schizophrenic behavior of P2VP\textsubscript{105}-block-PNIPAAm\textsubscript{332} is summarized in Figure 9.
Conclusion

Well-defined P2VP macroinitiators were prepared using NMRP. The kinetic study showed the controlled behavior of the polymerization for this vinyl monomer. Best polymerizations were carried out in bulk at 110 °C with a molar ratio of [initiator]/[monomer] of 1:140. Under these conditions, nitroxide-terminated P2VP with different molecular weights and a narrow molecular weight distribution could be synthesized. It is well known that the MALDI process causes severe degradation of nitroxide end capped polymers. This fragmentation could be observed as well for P2VP. Despite this fact, chain extension of such polymers is only possible by intact polymers. No shoulder or second peak at elution volumes for macroinitiator was found indicating that most of the polymers possessed intact structure. Using P2VP as a macroinitiator, new soluble linear block copolymers of P2VP and PNIPAAm were synthesized, which showed a pH- and temperature-responsive solubility. With increased P2VP content, the phase transition temperature shifted to lower temperatures (e.g., 26 °C for P2VP\textsubscript{114}-block-PNIPAAm\textsubscript{180}). DLS measurements of the block copolymers underlined the multi-responsive and schizophrenic behavior in aqueous solutions. DSC measurement of the glass transition temperature revealed a microphase separation behavior for these block copolymers in the dry state.

Experimental Section

Materials

N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm, Acros) was purified by recrystallization from hexane and dried in vacuum. 2-Vinylpyridine (2VP, 98 %, Merck) was stirred over calcium hydride for 24 h and freshly distilled before use. Dimethylformamide (DMF) was distilled over calcium hydride. All other chemicals were used as received.

Characterization

NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker NMR spectrometer DRX500. Elemental analysis was done with a Hekatech EA 3000 Euro Vector CHNSO Elementaranalysator. DSC measurements were carried out with a Mettler-Toledo DSC 30 to determine the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) of the block copolymers (heating rate 10 °C/min) and with a TA Instruments DSC 2290 to measure the phase transition temperature ($T_c$) (heating rate of 5 °C/min) as an average of 4 cycles. The polymer concentration was 50 mg/mL in a pH 4 buffer solution (CertiPUR® Merck). Molecular weight and the molecular weight distribution of P2VP were determined by size exclusion chromatography with a JASCO instrument set up with UV and RI detector using a P2VP-calibration. The samples were measured at 30 °C in THF as the mobile phase with a flow rate 1 mL/min. BHT was used as an internal standard on Polymer Laboratories linear columns (PLgel MIXED-BLS 10 mm). The parameters of the copolymers were determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) with a PL120 instrument equipped with RI detector using PSS ‘GRAM’ columns using a P2VP-calibration. The samples were measured at 50 °C in dimethylacetamide (DMAc) containing 0.42 g/L lithium bromide as mobile phase with a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) was performed on a BiFlex IV (Bruker Daltonics). 1,8,9-Anthracenetriol (DT) (Bruker Daltonics) was used as the matrix and potassium trifluoromethanesulfonate (98% ACROS) was added to improve the ionization process.

Table 3: Dynamic light scattering characterization of bi-responsive P2VP-block-PNIPAAm copolymers in aqueous solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Ratio P2VP/PNIPAAm</th>
<th>$R_h$ pH 7 20 °C [nm]</th>
<th>$R_h$ pH 7 45 °C [nm]</th>
<th>$R_h$ pH 2 20 °C [nm]</th>
<th>$R_h$ pH 2 45 °C [nm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P(2VP)\textsubscript{22}-block-P(NIPAAm)\textsubscript{181}</td>
<td>1:8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Agg\textsuperscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(2VP)\textsubscript{351}-block-P(NIPAAm)\textsubscript{351}</td>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Agg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(2VP)\textsubscript{332}-block-P(NIPAAm)\textsubscript{332}</td>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>Agg</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>116.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(2VP)\textsubscript{244}-block-P(NIPAAm)\textsubscript{244}</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>Agg</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>112.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Agg: aggregates larger than $R_h = 1100$ nm.
The samples were prepared by mixing THF solutions of the polymer, matrix and salt (10 mg/mL) in a typical ratio of 1:10:1 (v/v/v, polymer/matrix/salt), and a droplet (1 µL) of the mixture was dried on the target. As calibration standard polyethylene oxide \([M_n = 2000 \text{ g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich}]\) was used.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was measured on a Zetasizer Nanoseries Nano-ZS (Malvern instruments) with a laser at 633 nm, a constant angle of 173° and a temperature of 25 °C. The hydrodynamic radius \((R_h)\) was calculated using the Stokes–Einstein relation. The polymeric solutions were prepared from double-distilled water or 0.02 M HCl solution with polymer concentration of 0.5 g/L. All solutions were prepared 60 min before measurements. The solutions were treated with ultrasound for 5 min and filtered through PES filters (pore size 0.45 µm).

**Synthesis**

2,2,5-Trimethyl-3-(1-phenylethoxy)-4-phenyl-3-azahexane (St-TIPNO) \((I)\) and the corresponding nitroxide 2,2,5-trimethyl-4-phenyl-3-azahexane 3-nitroxide (TIPNO) were prepared according to the literature \([45,46]\).

**General procedure of 2VP polymerization**

A mixture of 2VP, 0.1 mL acetic anhydride and the alkoxyamine \(I\) was degassed from three freeze/thaw cycles, sealed under argon, and heated at 110 °C for different periods of time. Afterwards the polymerization was stopped by cooling with liquid nitrogen. The reaction mixture was then diluted with THF and precipitated in \(n\)-pentane (ratio 1:5). The obtained powder was dried in vacuum to give the desired alkoxyamine-terminated P2VP.

**Preparation of multi-responsive block copolymers**

A mixture of the alkoxyamine-terminated P2VP macrorinitiator, NIPAAm, and TIPNO dissolved in DMF was degassed by three freeze/thaw cycles, sealed under argon and heated at 135 °C for 48 h. Afterwards the reaction was stopped by cooling with liquid nitrogen. The solvent was almost removed by evaporation under reduced pressure. The residue was redissolved in chloroform and precipitated in cold diethyl ether. The resulting brownish powder was dried in vacuum. Block copolymer was obtained with up to a yield of 65%.
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Novel 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylate monomers for self-etching self-priming one part adhesive

Joachim E. Klee* and Uwe Lehmann

Abstract
Novel hydrolysis stable 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylate monomers 3 with phosphoric acid moieties were synthesized by a three step synthesis via Baylis–Hillman reaction of ethyl acrylate and formaldehyde, and subsequent etherification of the obtained product with diols and phosphorylation using POCl₃. The polymerization enthalpy of 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylates 3 as measured by DSC ranges from −29 to −53 kJ·mol⁻¹. The shear bond strength of adhesive compositions 4, comprising of polymerizable acids, ranges from 5.8 to 19.3 MPa on enamel and from 8.7 to 16.9 MPa on dentin.

Introduction
Dental adhesives have been employed for fixation of direct and indirect restorations since the 80s of the last century. The first of these adhesives were composed of three-part systems, consisting of an etch gel, a primer and a bonding. Each of these adhesive parts was applied step-by-step in a relatively time consuming procedure that is prone to failure during the procedure. Therefore, a reduction of the complexity of the adhesives during application was desirable. Furthermore, the adhesion procedure should be more safe, easy and robust. In order to fulfill these demands some generations of adhesives were developed which combined the etch and prime function or the prime and bond function together in one part.

The first self-etching, self-priming dental adhesives were composed of two-part systems for stability reasons, i.e., low hydrolysis stability of conventional polymerizable acidic ester monomers and adhesive monomers in water or water/solvent mixtures. Newer one-part systems are based on conventional polymerizable acidic ester monomers and adhesive monomers, and these must be stored in a refrigerator to guarantee stability.

Today the demand is to have a one-part self-etching adhesive, which can be stored under ambient conditions and which combines all three steps of the adhesive procedure in one. Besides polymerizable monomers and acidic monomers, water
The aim of the present investigation is the synthesis of novel polymerizable phosphoric acid ester monomers and their comparison concerning their adhesive performance in dental formulations. Furthermore, the aim is to clarify whether, under strong acidic conditions, hydrolysis of phosphoric acid ester moieties takes place in a similar manner to carboxylic acid esters, and to establish whether acidic molecules with 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylates exhibit the same adhesive performance as their ester analogues.

is required in such a system for the acidic etch function. Therefore, such adhesives require novel hydrolysis stable monomers and novel hydrolysis stable acidic monomers.

Recently, some interesting approaches to acidic monomers were developed based on derivatives of α-hydroxymethylacrylate esters [1], with one [2-4] or two phosphonic acid moieties [5], or with phosphoric [4,6] or sulfonic acid groups [7] as well as with carboxylic acid groups [7]. These acidic monomers are constructed in such a way that no hydrolysis sensitive moiety is present between the polymerizable moiety and the acidic group. The latter etches enamel and dentin surface, and is an anchor group, especially on dentin, due to the formation of calcium phosphate linkages.

The aim of the present investigation is the synthesis of novel polymerizable phosphoric acid ester monomers and their comparison concerning their adhesive performance in dental formulations. Furthermore, the aim is to clarify whether, under strong acidic conditions, hydrolysis of phosphoric acid ester moieties takes place in a similar manner to carboxylic acid esters, and to establish whether acidic molecules with 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylate moieties exhibit the same adhesive performance as their ester analogues.

Results and Discussion

A series of novel 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylates 3, comprising of phosphoric acid ester moiety, were synthesized via a three step synthesis via Baylis–Hillman reaction of ethyl acrylate and formaldehyde, and subsequent etherification of the obtained product with diols and phosphorylation using POCl₃ (Scheme 1, Table 1).

The double bonds in 3 are evident in the IR spectrum at 1637 (3a) and 1639 cm⁻¹ (3e, 3h, 3i) and in the ¹H NMR spectrum at 5.87/6.27 ppm (3a). In the ¹³C NMR spectra signals of the sp² hybridized C-atoms of the double bonds appear at 127.11/136.281 ppm (3a). Signals of the P–OH moiety were found in the ¹H NMR spectrum at 10.71 ppm (3a) and in the ³¹P NMR spectra at 0.11/0.07 ppm (3e, 3h, 3i).

DSC Investigation of 3

The polymerization behavior of 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylates 3 was investigated by photo-polymerization using a DSC 7/DPA 7 unit. The polymerization enthalpy of 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylates (Table 2) ranged from −29 to −53 kJ·mol⁻¹ per double bond, which is rather comparable to the polymerization enthalpy of methacrylic esters (−52.8 to −59.9 kJ·mol⁻¹) [8-10] and lower compared to the

---

**Table 1: Yields, viscosities and refraction indexes of molecules 2a–2i and 3a–3i.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>M_n g/mol</th>
<th>Yield 2 g (%)</th>
<th>Yield 3 g (%)</th>
<th>η Pa·s</th>
<th>n²D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂)₂</td>
<td>254.18</td>
<td>10.12 (50.0)</td>
<td>14.2 (55.0)</td>
<td>40.13 ± 0.62</td>
<td>1.4760 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂)₃</td>
<td>268.20</td>
<td>37.28 (21.4)</td>
<td>31.0 (58.8)</td>
<td>4.01 ± 0.10</td>
<td>1.4662 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂)₆</td>
<td>310.28</td>
<td>16.01 (36.2)</td>
<td>8.8 (44.5)</td>
<td>2.04 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.4652 ± 0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂)₁₀</td>
<td>366.39</td>
<td>40.49 (40.9)</td>
<td>11.5 (20.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂)₁₂</td>
<td>338.34</td>
<td>8.6 (60.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂)₁₂</td>
<td>394.45</td>
<td>7.07 (8.8)</td>
<td>7.8 (91.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₂CH₂OCH₂CH₂</td>
<td>298.23</td>
<td>19.45 (46.0)</td>
<td>17.0 (65.0)</td>
<td>6.26 ± 0.16</td>
<td>1.4691 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂CH₂O)₂CH₂</td>
<td>342.28</td>
<td>28.34 (46.9)</td>
<td>31.1 (88.6)</td>
<td>4.16 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.4692 ± 0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH₂CH₂O)₃CH₂</td>
<td>386.34</td>
<td>51.91 (73.5)</td>
<td>32.9 (50.2)</td>
<td>2.35 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.4702 ± 0.0003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³e with free carboxylic acid moiety.
polymerization enthalpy of acrylic esters (−77.5 to −80.5 kJ·mol⁻¹) [9,10]. This may be due to the substitution of the double bond in 3, which is comparable with a methacrylic moiety rather than with an acrylic group.

| Table 2: Polymerization enthalpy $\Delta R H$ of 3a–3l. |
|---|---|---|
| 3 | R | $\Delta R H$ kJ/mol |
| a | (CH₂)₂ | −30.7 |
| b | (CH₂)₃ | −45.7 |
| c | (CH₂)₄ | −44.8 |
| d | (CH₂)₅ | −45.1 |
| e | (CH₂)₆ | −53.2 |
| f | (CH₂)₇ | −52.0 |
| g | CH₂CH₂OCH₂CH₂ | −29.3 |
| h | (CH₂CH₂O)₂CH₂CH₂ | −41.8 |
| i | (CH₂CH₂O)₃CH₂CH₂ | −50.8 |

a3e with free carboxylic acid moiety.

Obviously, molecules 3 with relatively short alkyl or oxyalkyl spacers exhibit the lowest polymerization enthalpy of −30.7 (3a) and −29.3 kJ·mol⁻¹ (3g). The longer the spacers are, the higher is the polymerization enthalpy, up to −50.8 (3i) and −52.0 kJ·mol⁻¹ (3f), which is only slightly lower than those of methacrylates. Probably, the steric proximity of the phosphoric acid moiety has an influence on the polymerization behavior due to the competitive reactions of protonation and radical formation of the amine co-initiator.

Assuming that there was complete polymerization at 80 °C, the polymerization enthalpy of 3b was measured under these conditions. It was found that the polymerization enthalpy increases from −45.7 at 37 °C to −52.3 kJ·mol at 80 °C, which corresponds to a degree of double bond conversion of 87.3% at 37 °C.

**Adhesion of phosphoric acids 3**

The shear bond strength of adhesive compositions 4 [11], comprising of polymerizable acids 3, ranges from 5.8 to 19.3 MPa on enamel and from 8.7 to 16.9 MPa on dentin (Table 3, Figure 1). With increasing length of the aliphatic spacers of 3a–3f between the phosphoric acid ester and the ether linkage, adhesion both on enamel and dentin reach a maximum at 3e ($n = 10$ CH₂ moieties). Obviously, a balance of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature is achieved with 3e, which is essential for adhesion on the very different substrates such as enamel and dentin.

Whilst the inclusion of larger oxymethylene moieties in 3 has no influence on the adhesion on dentin (3a, 3g–3h), it has a pronounced effect on the adhesion on enamel which drops significantly with larger numbers of oxymethylene moieties.

| Table 3: Adhesion of an adhesive composition 4, comprising of polymerizable acids 3, on enamel and dentin. |
|---|---|---|
| 4 | Adhesion on enamel/MPa | dentin/MPa |
| a | 10.9 ± 3.0 | 13.4 ± 2.0 |
| b | 10.8 ± 1.4 | 16.9 ± 1.4 |
| c | 19.3 ± 1.8 | 15.1 ± 2.2 |
| d | 10.5 ± 2.4 | 23.7 ± 3.4 |
| e | 17.5 ± 1.5 | 8.7 ± 1.0 |
| f | 12.6 ± 2.2 | 14.3 ± 1.4 |
| g | 5.4 ± 0.9 | 13.3 ± 3.4 |
| h | 6.8 ± 2.4 | 13.4 ± 1.3 |

**Figure 1:** Adhesion of an adhesive composition 4, comprising of polymerizable acids 3, on enamel and dentin.

**Conclusion**

Novel hydrolysis stable 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalky)acrylate monomers 3 with phosphoric acid moieties and alkyl as well as oxyalkyl spacers were synthesized in three steps via Baylis–Hillman reaction of ethyl acrylate and formaldehyde, and subsequent etherification of the obtained product with diols and phosphorylation using POCl₃. The polymerization enthalpy of 2-(ω-phosphonooxy-2-oxaalkyl)acrylates 3 measured by DSC ranges from −29 to −53 kJ·mol⁻¹. The shear bond strength of adhesive compositions 4, comprising of polymerizable acids 3, ranges from 5.8 to 19.3 MPa on enamel and from 8.7 to 16.9 MPa on dentin.

**Experimental**

The following commercial products were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: formalin, ethyl acrylate, diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, dioxane, trifluoromethane sulphonic anhydride, dichloromethane, conc. HCl, triethylamine, 1,2-ethanediol, 1,6-
aqueous layer was washed with 2 × 100 mL diethyl ether. The oxychloride in 280 mL diethyl ether, a solution of 17.56 g to a stirred solution of 15.46 g (0.1008 mol) phosphorus 3(4)8(9)-bis(acryl-amidomethyl)tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]decane were obtained from DENTSPLOY. Spectrum TPH (DENTSPLOY) is a dental composite comprising of methacrylate based resins and a glass filler.

Ethyl 2-hydroxymethylacrylate (1)

1 was prepared according to [1].

Ethyl 2-(4-hydroxy-2-oxabutyl)acrylate (2a)

To a solution of 32.52 g trifluoromethane sulphonic anhydride in 100 mL dichloromethane, a solution of 15 g (0.115 mol) 1 and 11.66 g (0.115 mol) triethylamine in 200 mL dichloromethane was added slowly at such a rate that the temperature of the reaction mixture remained below 5 °C. The solution was then added dropwise at room temperature to 210 g (3.387 mol) 1,2-ethanediol. After stirring for 12 h at room temperature, the solution was washed successively with 1 × 200 mL water, 2 × 250 mL of an aqueous sodium carbonate solution (25 wt %) and 1 × 200 mL water. The organic layer was dried over magnesium sulfate and filtered. After the evaporation of the solvent, the oily crude product was stabilized with 15 mg 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol and purified by vacuum distillation (63 °C/0.032 mbar) to give 10.12 g (yield: 50%) of 2a as a clear, colorless oil.

IR (film, cm⁻¹) 3436 (OH), 2979, 2931, 2871 (C=H(CH₃)), 1710 (C=O), 1638 (C=C), 1453, 1373, 1304 (O=C(CH₃)), 1270, 1173, 1109, 1052, 953. ²H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl₃, ppm): δ = 1.18 (t, 3H, CH₃), 1.72–1.87 (m, 2H, CH₂), 3.43–3.51 (m, 2H, CH₂), 3.81–3.94 (m, 2H, CH₂), 4.00–4.19 (m, 4H, CH₂), 5.79 (s, 1H, CH=), 6.12 (s, 1H, CH=C). ¹³C NMR (63 MHz, CDCl₃, ppm) 12.77 (CH₂(OH)), 68.76 (O=C(=C)), 61.56 (CH₂(OH)), 69.31 (CH₂CH₂OH), 71.80 (O=C(OH)), 126.21 (CH₂=O), 137.03 (C=CH₂), 165.82 (CO).

Ethyl 2-(4-phosphonooxy-2-oxabutyl)acrylate (3a)

To a stirred solution of 15.46 g (0.1008 mol) phosphorus oxychloride in 280 mL diethyl ether, a solution of 17.56 g (0.1008 mol) 2a and 10.2 g (0.1008 mol) triethylamine in 250 mL diethyl ether was added dropwise at such a rate that the temperature of the reaction mixture remained below 5 °C. After stirring for 14 h at room temperature, the mixture was filtered and then added slowly at 0 °C to 200 mL of water. The emulsion was stirred for 40 min. The layers were separated and the aqueous layer was washed with 2 × 100 mL diethyl ether. The aqueous layer was reduced in volume to 100 mL and extracted with 4 × 100 mL dichloromethane. The combined organic extracts were dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered and evaporated to yield 19 g of a yellow oil. The oil was dissolved in 400 mL of water and washed with 3 × 200 mL of diethyl ether. Concentration of the aqueous phase at reduced pressure and drying under vacuum (10⁻³mbar) afforded 14.18 g (yield: 55%) of a clear colorless oil, which was stabilized with 6.11 mg 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol.

IR (film, cm⁻¹) 3500–2500 broad absorption (OH), 2912 (CH₃/CH₂), 1709 (C=O), 1637 (C=C), 1456, 1374 (CH₃/CH₂), 1261, 1178, 1105, 1014, 949. ¹H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl₃, ppm): δ = 1.24 (t, 3H, CH₃), 3.70 (broad s, 2H, CH₂), 4.30–4.13 (m, 6H, CH₂), 5.87 (s, 1H, CH=C), 6.27 (s, 1H, CH=C), 10.71 (broad s, 2H, PO₂H). ¹³C NMR (63 MHz, CDCl₃, ppm) 13.94 (CH₃), 60.94 (OCH₂CH₂), 66.01 (OCH₂CH₂), 69.25 (OCH₂CH₂), 69.40 (OCH₂O), 127.11 (CH₂=C), 136.28 (C=CH₂), 166.00 (CO).

3P NMR (CD₂OD, ppm): −0.21/0.01 (d, PO₂H).

2b–2i and 3b–3i were synthesized as described for 2a and 3a.

Ethyl 2-(5-hydroxy-2-oxapentyl)acrylate (2b)

bp 100–120 °C/0.093 mbar. IR (film, cm⁻¹): 3500–2500 broad absorption (OH), 2877 (CH₃/CH₂), 1705 (CO), 1637 (C=C), 1469, 1381, 1177, 1101, 1002, 953, 819, 746. ¹H NMR (250 MHz, de-DMSO, ppm): δ = 1.18 (t, 3H, CH₃), 1.72–1.87 (m, 2H, CH₂), 3.43–3.51 (m, 2H, CH₂), 3.81–3.94 (m, 2H, CH₂), 4.00–4.19 (m, 4H, CH₂), 5.79 (s, 1H, CH=C), 6.12 (s, 1H, CH=C). ¹³C NMR (63 MHz, de-DMSO, ppm): δ = 14.35 (CH₃), 30.58, 30.65 (CH₂CH₂CH₂), 60.79 (OCH₂CH₂), 63.15, 63.18 (OCH₂CH₂), 66.88 (OCH₂CH₂), 68.76 (OCH₂O), 125.77 (CH₂=C), 137.84 (C=CH₂), 165.61 (CO).

Ethyl 2-(8-hydroxy-2-oxoctyl)acrylate (2c)

The substance was dried in vacuum without distillation. IR (film, cm⁻¹): 3383 (OH), 2935/2866 (CH₃/CH₂), 1710 (CO), 1638 (C=C), 1452, 1383, 1303, 1269, 1158, 1100, 1055, 949, 816.

Ethyl 2-(12-hydroxy-2-oxadodecyl)acrylate (2d)

bp 129–140 °C/0.039 mbar. IR (film, cm⁻¹): 3425 (OH), 2926/2855 (CH₃/CH₂), 1714 (CO), 1638 (C=C), 1459/1375/1303 (CH₃/CH₂), 1270/1172/1102/1031/949. ¹H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl₃, ppm): δ = 1.08–1.24 (m, 15H, CH₂CH₂), 1.24–1.49 (m, 4H, CH₃), 3.17 (broad s, 1H, OH), 3.27 (t, 2H, OCH₂CH₂), 3.37 (t, 2H, OCH₂), 3.96 (s, 2H, CH₂O), 4.01 (t, 2H, OCH₂CH₂), 5.65 (s, 1H, CH=C), 6.07 (s, 1H, CH=C). ¹³C NMR (63 MHz, CDCl₃, ppm): δ = 13.64 (CH₃), 25.36, 25.68, 28.98, 29.07, 29.11, 29.17 and 32.24 (CH₂(8-15)), 60.10 (CH(OH)), 68.31 (OCH₂CH₂), 70.52 (OCH₂O), 124.69 (CH₂=O), 137.12 (C=CH₂), 165.37 (CO).
Ethyl 2-(14-hydroxy-2-oxatetradecyl)acrylate (2f)

Purification was performed by recrystallization from CH$_2$Cl$_2$ followed by column chromatography on silica gel (115 g) with CH$_2$Cl$_2$ as eluent. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 3412 (OH), 2924/2855 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1715 (CO), 1638 (C=C), 1460/1375/1303 (CH$_2$/CH$_2$), 1270/1173/1103/1054/1029/951.

Ethyl 2-(7-hydroxy-2,5-dioxahexyl)acrylate (2g)

bp 94–102 °C/0.026 mbar. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 3426 (OH), 2871 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1712 (CO), 1639 (C=C), 1456, 1374, 1303, 1270, 1174, 1099, 1028, 953, 887, 816.

Ethyl 2-(10-hydroxy-2,5,8-trioxadecyl)acrylate (2h)

bp 138–141 °C/0.041 mbar. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 3343 (OH), 2964/2929/2874 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1711 (CO), 1638 (C=C), 1453/1385/1302 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1269/1109/1096/984/882. $^{13}$C NMR (63 MHz, CDCl$_3$, ppm): δ = 13.0 (CH$_3$), 60.3 (CH$_2$O), 68.0–71.5 (CH$_2$), 124.3 (CH$_2$C=O), 136.1 (C=CH$_2$), 164.5 (CO).

Ethyl 2-(13-hydroxy-2,5,8,11-tetraoxatridecyll)acrylate (2i)

bp 147–153 °C/0.037 mbar. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 3370 (OH), 2870 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1713 (CO), 1639 (C=C), 1458/1375 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1266 (CH$_2$O), 1198/1028/947/816.

Ethyl 2-(5-phosphonoxy-2-oxapentyl)acrylate (3b)

The compound was obtained as a clear, colorless oil. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 2926/2855 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1715 (CO), 1639 (C=C), 1461/1375 (CH$_2$/CH$_2$), 1265/1169/1101/1023/951.

Ethyl 2-(8-phosphonoxy-2-oxaocetyl)acrylate (3c)

The compound was obtained as a clear, slightly yellow oil. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 2934/2872 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1714 (CO), 1640 (C=C), 1456/1376 (CH$_2$/CH$_2$), 1269/1170/1098/1027/950. $^1$H NMR (250 MHz, CD$_2$OD, ppm): δ = 1.20–1.36 (m, 3H, CH$_3$), 1.43–1.44 (m, 4H, CH$_2$), 3.30 (s, 2H, CH$_2$), 3.51 (t, 2H, CH$_2$), 3.97–3.98 (m, 2H, CH$_2$), 4.99 (m, 6H, CH$_2$OPO$_2$H$_2$, OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 5.86 (s, 1H, CH=O), 6.32 (s, 1H, CH=C). $^{13}$C NMR (63 MHz, CD$_2$OD, ppm): δ = 13.6 (CH$_2$), 26.5/26.9/30.6 (CH$_2$), 31.4 (CH$_2$CH$_2$OP), 31.5 (OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 60.8 (CH$_2$O), 68.0 (CH$_2$OP), 70.1 (OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 71.8 (C=CH$_2$O), 126.4 (CH$_2$C), 139.8 (C=CH$_2$), 169.5 (CO). $^{31}$P NMR (CD$_2$OD; ppm): −0.36/0.14 (d, PO$_2$H$_2$).

Ethyl 2-(12-phosphonoxy-2-oxadodecyl)acrylate (3d)

The compound was obtained as a yellowish solid. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 2926/2855 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1715 (CO), 1639 (C=C), 1461/1375 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1265/1169/1101/1023/951. $^1$H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl$_3$, ppm): δ = 1.15–1.36 (m, 15H, CH$_3$), 1.45–1.77 (m, 4H, CH$_2$), 3.41 (t, 2H, CH$_2$(3)), 4.03–4.24 (m, 4H, CH$_2$OPO$_2$H$_2$, OCH$_2$CH$_3$), 4.11 (s, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.79 (s, 1H, CH=CH$_2$), 6.22 (s, 1H, CH=CH$_2$). $^{13}$C NMR (63 MHz, CDCl$_3$, ppm): δ = 13.98 (CH$_3$), 25.08, 25.93, 28.92, 29.19, 29.25, 29.30 and 29.45 (CH$_2$ (8–15)), 60.42 (CH$_2$CH$_2$, CH$_2$OP), 68.63 (OCH$_2$CH$_3$), 70.86 (C=CH$_2$O), 125.08 (CH$_2$=CH$_2$), 137.38 (C=CH$_2$O), 165.69 (CO).

Ethyl 2-(14-phosphonoxy-2-oxatetradecan)acrylate (3f)

The compound was obtained as a white wax-like solid. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 2918/2854 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1712 (CO), 1637 (C=C), 1470/1379 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1304/1238/1165/1116/1026/853. $^1$H NMR (250 MHz, CD$_2$OD, ppm): δ = 1.28–1.41 (m, 17H, CH$_3$), 1.58–1.69 (m, 4H, CH$_2$), 3.48–3.51 (t, 2H, CH$_3$), 3.94–3.98 (q, 2H, OCH$_2$CH$_3$), 4.15 (s, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.20 (s, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.85 (s, 1H, CH=CH$_2$), 6.26 (s, 1H, CH=CH$_2$). $^{13}$C NMR (63 MHz, CD$_2$OD, ppm): δ = 15.50 (CH$_3$), 26.69, 27.31, 30.37, 30.61, 30.75, 31.49 and 31.56, 62.52 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 67.81, 67.69 (CH$_2$OP), 70.21 (OCH$_2$CH$_3$), 71.99 (C=CH$_2$O), 126.28 (CH$_2$=CH$_2$), 139.51 (C=CH$_2$), 169.51 (CO). $^{31}$P NMR (CD$_2$OD; ppm): −0.57/0.13 (d, PO$_2$H$_2$).

Ethyl 2-(7-phosphonoxy-2,5-dioxahexyl)acrylate (3g)

The compound was obtained as a clear, colorless oil. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 2926/2878 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1712 (CO), 1640 (C=C), 1453/1379 (CH$_3$/CH$_2$), 1240/1169/1105/818. $^1$H NMR (250 MHz, CD$_2$OD, ppm): δ = 1.30–1.38 (m, 3H, CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1.70–1.85 (m, 2H, CH$_2$), 3.31–3.46 (t, 2H, CH$_2$), 3.61–3.73 (m, 4H, OCH$_2$CH$_3$), 4.07–4.25 (m, 2H, CH$_2$), 4.88 (s, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.92 (s, 1H, CH=CH$_2$), 6.27 (s, 1H, CH=CH$_2$). $^{13}$C NMR (63 MHz,
The following procedure was applied prior to adhesion:

- First the teeth were abraded with 200 and 500 grit abrasive paper.

CD$_2$OD, ppm): δ = 14.47 (CH$_3$), 61.88 (CH$_2$CH$_3$), 66.89/66.73 (CH$_2$OP), 70.4 (CH$_2$CH$_2$O), 70.48 (OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 71.42 (CH$_2$O), 71.49 (OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 126.65 (CH$_2$=C), 139.01 (C=CH$_2$), 164.72 (CO). $^{31}$P NMR (CD$_3$OD; ppm): -0.01/0.79 (d, PO$_3$H$_2$).

**Ethyl 2-(10-phosphonoxy-2,5,8-trioxadecyl)acrylate (3h)**

The compound was obtained as a clear, colorless oil. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 2874 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1711 (CO), 1639 (C=C), 1459/1372 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1246/982/820. $^1$H NMR (250 MHz, CD$_3$OD, ppm): δ = 1.28–1.32 (m, 3, CH$_3$), 3.67/3.72 (m, 10H, CH$_2$), 4.09–4.10 (q, 2H, OCH$_2$CH$_3$), 4.21–4.23 (t, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.34 (s, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.91 (s, 1H, CH=CH), 6.30 (s, 1H, CH=CH). $^{13}$C NMR (63 MHz, CD$_3$OD, ppm): δ = 13.57 (CH$_3$), 61.95 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 66.86/66.91 (CH$_2$OP), 70.4 (CH$_2$CH$_2$O), 70.5 (OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 71.19 (CH$_2$O), 71.60 (OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 126.74 (CH$_2$=C), 139.21 (C=CH$_2$), 165.6 (CO). $^{31}$P NMR (CD$_3$OD; ppm): 0.81/0.01/0.81 (m, PO$_3$H$_2$).

**Ethyl 2-(13-phosphonoxy-2,5,8,11-tetraoxadecyl)acrylate (3i)**

The compound was obtained as a clear, colorless oil. IR (film, cm$^{-1}$): 2879 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1714 (CO), 1639 (C=C), 1465/1398 (CH$_2$CH$_2$), 1258/1150/1026/796. $^1$H NMR (250 MHz, CD$_3$OD, ppm): δ = 1.21–1.28 (m, 3, CH$_3$), 3.59/3.63 (m, 14H, CH$_2$), 4.06–4.14 (q, 2H, OCH$_2$CH$_3$), 4.21–4.23 (t, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.34 (s, 2H, CH$_2$), 5.92/5.94 (s, 1H, CH=CH), 6.24/6.28 (s, 1H, CH=CH), 8.71 (s, 2H, PO$_3$H$_2$). $^{13}$C NMR (63 MHz, CDCl$_3$, ppm): δ = 13.7 (CH$_3$), 60.5 (CH$_2$CH$_3$), 65.5 (CH$_2$OP), 68.8 (CH$_2$CH$_2$O), 69.3 (OCH$_2$CH$_2$), 69.7 (CH$_2$O), 127.9 (CH$_2$=C), 136.4 (C=CH$_2$), 168.5 (CO). $^{31}$P NMR (CD$_3$OD; ppm): -0.11/0.07 (d, PO$_3$H$_2$).

Adhesive composition 4a: 1.526 g N,N’-bisacrylamido-1,3-propane, 2.2150 g 3,4,8,(9)-bis(acrylamidomethyl)tricyclo[5.2.1.0$^{2,6}$]decane, 0.5551 g of 3a, 0.2776 g 2-acylamido-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid, 0.0337 g camphorquinone, 0.0849 g bis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phenyl phosphine oxide and 0.0392 g 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)benzoic acid ethyl ester were dissolved in a solvent mixture of 3.5201 g ethanol and 1.7484 g water.

Adhesive compositions 4c–i were prepared from 3c–i in the same manner as described above.

The following procedure was applied prior to adhesion measurements:

- First the teeth were abraded with 200 and 500 grit abrasive paper.

- Then the teeth were stored at 37 °C in water.

- The teeth were treated with adhesive formulation for 20 s and the solvents evaporated by an air stream for 10 s.

- Light curing of adhesive layer for 20 s.

- A polymerized Spectrum TPH body applied on the adhesive was cured on the teeth 3 times for 20 s.

- Finally, the prepared teeth were stored in water at 37 °C for 2 h before the measurement.

IR spectra were measured with a FT-IR spectrometer (Nicolet 6700 FT-IR spectrometer, Thermo Scientific). The $^1$H NMR, $^{13}$C NMR and $^{31}$P NMR spectra were obtained with a Bruker AC 250 MHz spectrometer. Viscosities were measured with a Bohlin-Rheometer CS-50 at 23 °C.

The melting points were taken with a DSC 7 (Perkin-Elmer). Polymerization enthalpies were measured in the isothermal mode at 37 °C with a photo-calorimeter DSC 7/DPA 7 (Perkin-Elmer). The light intensity in the visible portion of the spectrum was 108 mW/cm$^2$. Each DSC experiment included a short dark period (typically 6 s) and a subsequent illumination period. After the first run, an additional run was made using the polymerized material under the same experimental conditions. The subtraction of these runs from one another removed the effect of different baselines for the dark and the illumination periods. In the monomers were dissolved 0.3 mol % camphorquinone and 0.35 mol % 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)benzoic acid ethyl ester.

**References**

Synthesis and crystal structures of multifunctional tosylates as basis for star-shaped poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)s

Richard Hoogenboom*1,2, Martin W. M. Fijten1, Guido Kickelbick3 and Ulrich S. Schubert*1,4

Abstract
The synthesis of well-defined polymer architectures is of major importance for the development of complex functional materials. In this contribution, we discuss the synthesis of a range of multifunctional star-shaped tosylates as potential initiators for the living cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) of 2-oxazolines resulting in star-shaped polymers. The synthesis of the tosylates was performed by esterification of the corresponding alcohols with tosyl chloride. Recrystallization of these tosylate compounds afforded single crystals, and the X-ray crystal structures of di-, tetra- and hexa-tosylates are reported. The use of tetra- and hexa-tosylates, based on (di)pentaerythritol as initiators for the CROP of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline, resulted in very slow initiation and ill-defined polymers, which is most likely caused by steric hindrance in these initiators. As a consequence, a porphyrin-cored tetra-tosylate initiator was prepared, which yielded a well-defined star-shaped poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) by CROP as demonstrated by SEC with RI, UV and diode-array detectors, as well as by 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Introduction

Nowadays, well-defined polymer structures are of major importance for the development of ever more sophisticated and complex materials, e.g., applications in drug delivery or as adaptive materials. Star-shaped polymers are especially interesting since their properties are distinctly different from their linear analogues with regard to, e.g., number of functional end-groups, hydrodynamic volume and thermal properties [1,2].

Poly(2-oxazoline)s represent a class of versatile polymer structures that can be prepared by the (CROP) of 2-substituted-2-oxazoline monomers (see the bottom right corner of Figure 1 for the structure of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline), as an example of the polymer structure) [3,4]. The versatility of this class of polymers comes from the living nature of the polymerization, allowing control over the length of the polymer with a narrow molar mass distribution and allowing the introduction of specific end-groups by initiation and termination [4]. Moreover, variation of the 2-substituent of the 2-oxazoline results in a variety of the amionic side chains of the poly(2-oxazoline)s [5,6], which strongly influences the properties of the resulting polymers: ranging from hydrophilic to hydrophobic; and from hard materials, with a high glass transition temperature via crystalline and chiral polymers [7], to soft materials, with a very low glass transition temperature [8,9].

![Figure 1: Schematic representation of the investigated strategy for the synthesis of star-shaped poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)s based on multi-tosylate initiators.](image-url)
available alcohols, their easy purification based on their high tendency to crystallize [19,20] and their stability under ambient conditions. In this contribution, we report the synthesis and crystal structures of various multi-tosylate initiators as well as their use for the initiation of the CROP of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline for the formation of star-shaped poly(2-oxazoline)s.

Results and Discussion

Multi-tosylate preparation

The preparation of tosylates from alcohols is a straightforward synthetic procedure using \( p \)-toluenesulfonic acid chloride (tosyl chloride) in the presence of a base. Commonly applied procedures are performed in dichloromethane using triethylamine as base or using pyridine both as solvent and base (Scheme 1, top). The synthesis of diethylene glycol ditosylate (DiTos-A; Scheme 1) was not required since this compound is commercially available. Recrystallization of this compound from ethanol resulted in single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. Butane ditosylate (DiTos-B; Scheme 1) was synthesized from 1,4-butanediol and an excess of tosyl chloride using dichloromethane as solvent and triethylamine as base. After 24 h stirring at ambient temperature, ethanolamine was added to this reaction mixture to react with the excess of tosyl chloride resulting in the water-soluble 1-hydroxy-2-ethyl tosylamide, which could be removed by washing with 3 N hydrochloric acid and brine. Final purification was performed by recrystallization from ethanol.

The synthesis of the tetra-tosylate (TetraTos; Scheme 1) and hexa-tosylate (HexaTos; Scheme 1) compounds was based on tosylation of pentaerythritol and dipentaerythritol, respectively, which are both insoluble in dichloromethane. Therefore, the solvent was changed to pyridine, which also acts as a base. After the reaction, the mixture was poured into acidified water resulting in the precipitation of the product that could be purified by recrystallization from a mixture of ethanol and acetone.

Besides the common characterization techniques to prove the purity of the compounds, i.e. \(^1\)H and \(^{13}\)C NMR spectroscopy and elemental analysis, the chemical structures of the TetraTos and HexaTos were verified by MALDI-TOF MS, revealing only the desired mass peak corresponding to full tosylation (Figure 2). The absence of residual hydroxyl groups is of major importance for the use of these multi-tosylates as initiators for the CROP of 2-oxazolines since they lead to side reactions with the cationic oxazolinium propagating species.

Multi-tosylate crystal structures

Recrystallization of the prepared multi-tosylates from ethanol or ethanol–acetone mixtures directly gave single crystals suitable for X-ray analysis as we previously also observed for a tosylate adduct of 2,2'-6',2''-terpyridine [20]. The obtained molecular structures and the packing diagrams for DiTos-A, DiTos-B, TetraTos and HexaTos are displayed in Figures 3–6, respectively. The crystallographic data, selected bond lengths

---

**Scheme 1:** General reaction scheme for the preparation of multi-tosylates from multifunctional alcohols (top) and schematic representation of the structures of the investigated multi-tosylates (bottom). i: triethylamine in dichloromethane; ii: pyridine.
Figure 2: MALDI-TOF MS spectra of TetraTos a) and HexaTos b) Matrix: dithranol.

Figure 3: Molecular structure a) and packing diagram b) of the structure of diethyleneglycol ditosylate (DiTos-A).

Figure 4: Molecular structure a) and packing diagram b) of the structure of 1,4-butanediol ditosylate (DiTos-B).
and angles for the crystal structures can be found in the supporting information. All structures show the expected bond length and angles. The packing diagrams reveal space filling packing without any π-stacking between the molecules.

**Polymerizations**

Since the goal of this research was the development of multitosylate initiators for the preparation of well-defined star-shaped poly(2-oxazoline)s, TetraTos and HexaTos were utilized for the CROP of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline under microwave irradiation. Using the optimal polymerization conditions that were previously determined for 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline with methyl tosylate as initiator, i.e. 4 M monomer concentration in acetonitrile, at 140 °C and 10 min for a monomer to initiator ratio of 60 [21,22]; no polymerization was observed at all when using TetraTos or HexaTos as initiators. By contrast, when the polymerization with TetraTos was performed at a further elevated temperature of 200 °C, the formation of polymer was observed by SEC (Figure 7a). However, the resulting polymer had a broad molar mass distribution with tailing at the low molar mass side. In addition, residual tosylate initiator was still observed after heating to 200 °C for 10 min. These results clearly demonstrate that initiation with TetraTos is very slow, which has also been observed for the polymerization with, e.g. 1-butyne tosylate, due to the decreased electrophilicity of the initiator when compared to methyl tosylate [18]. However, the
The rate of initiation is further decreased for TetraTos compared to 1-butyne tosylate, which is most likely due to steric hindrance in TetraTos resulting in a decreased accessibility of the initiating groups. Similar disappointing polymerization results were obtained with HexaTos as initiator as depicted in Figure 7b. In fact, even less of the HexaTos was consumed after 10 min heating to 200 °C at 4 M monomer concentration as a result of the further increased steric hindrance. Variation of temperature or concentration did not improve the polymerization results. Therefore, it can be concluded that these pentaerythritol based multi-tosylate initiators are not suitable for the CROP of 2-oxazolines, which is in sharp contrast with the rather similar pluritriflate initiators reported by Jordan [17]. This difference is most likely related to both the smaller size and the higher reactivity of the triflate groups compared to the tosylates.

To circumvent the poor initiation efficiency with the multi-tosylate pentaerythritol derivatives, a tetra-tosylated porphyrin (TetraTos-B) was designed in which the rigid porphyrin keeps the tosylate groups far apart. Scheme 2 depicts the schematic path that was followed to synthesize TetraTos-B, and subsequently, the four-armed star pEtOx. Tetrakis(hydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (porphyrin) was used to synthesize the rigid star-shaped TetraTos-B initiator by reaction with a 20-fold excess of 1,4-butane ditosylate (DiTos-B), followed by chromatographic purification. This is not a straightforward synthesis compared to the previously discussed multi-tosylates, partly counteracting the advantages of multi-tosylate initiators compared to multi-halides and multi-triflates. Figure 8 depicts the MALDI-TOF MS spectrum of the porphyrin initiator TetraTos-B. The formation of TetraTos-B (mass 1582) and a minor fraction, with only three tosylate groups and one methoxybutoxy group (mass 1446), next to the utilized matrix dithranol (mass 226), are clearly evident in the spectrum (Figure 8). This latter methoxylated side chain might have been present in the DiTos-B. Importantly, no hydroxyl groups remained that might cause side reactions during the polymerizations.

Subsequently, this tetrafunctional initiator was applied for the microwave-assisted cationic ring-opening polymerization of EtOx. The polymerization of EtOx with TetraTos-B as initiator was performed with 2 M monomer concentration in CH3CN at 140 °C under microwave irradiation with a [M]/[I] ratio of 200, corresponding to 50 monomer units per tosylate group. After
Scheme 2: Schematic representation of the synthesis of a porphyrin initiated four-armed star-pEtOx starting from tetrakis(hydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (porphyrin).
20 min polymerization time, the formation of the polymer was observed and the initiator was completely consumed, which is in clear contrast with TetraTos-A, indicating that indeed decreasing the steric hindrance significantly improves the initiation efficiency of the polymerization. The resulting porphyrin centered star-shaped poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) star-PEtOx was purified by preparative SEC to remove unreacted monomer since precipitation was unsuccessful due to the small scale of the polymerization. Figure 9a depicts the $^1$H NMR spectra of the tosylate-porphyrin TetraTos-B (bottom) and the star-PEtOx (top). The porphyrin signals are still present in the star-PEtOx spectrum, indicating that indeed a four-armed pEtOx with a porphyrin core was synthesized. Integration of both the polymer backbone signals (l and m) and the porphyrin signals (a and b) revealed that 188 EtOx units were incorporated into the polymer, corresponding to 47 monomers per arm, which is close to the theoretical number of 50.

SEC characterization of the TetraTos-B resulted in a negative signal in the RI-detector, indicating that the porphyrin has a lower RI than the eluent, and a positive signal in the UV-detector at 500 nm, where the porphyrin has a strong UV-absorption (Figure 9b). The $M_n$ was calculated to be 1,580 g/mol with a polydispersity index (PDI) of 1.06 (against polystyrene standards). This PDI value results from diffusion of the organic compound in the column since it is almost monodisperse (see MALDI in Figure 8). The star-PEtOx could not be characterized with the RI-detector due to the combination of a positive signal of the polymer and a negative signal of the porphyrin. However, detection with the UV-detector at 500 nm revealed a relatively narrow molar mass distribution (Figure 9b), proving that the porphyrin is incorporated into the polymer. The SEC analysis with the UV-detector yielded a $M_n$ of 10,700 g/mol and a PDI of 1.18 based on linear poly(ethylene glycol) standards. The $M_n$ is lower than the theoretical molar mass (~21,000 g/mol) due to calibration with linear standards with a different molecular structure. The hydrodynamic volume, that determines the retention time, will be very different for a star-shaped polymer when compared to a linear polymer. Nonetheless, the narrow molar mass distribution indicates that the star-PEtOx was synthesized in a controlled manner. Critical examination of the SEC trace does show a slight shoulder at shorter retention times, indicating the occurrence of minor side reaction leading to star-star coupling. In addition, the specific porphyrin absorption spectrum could be detected in the entire molar mass distribution using SEC with a photodiode-array detector, indicating that the porphyrin is indeed incorporated in all polymer chains (Figure 10).

**Conclusion**

The synthesis of various multi-tosylates was successfully performed by esterification of the corresponding alcohols with tosyl chloride. The tosylation of (di)pentaerythritols was only successful using pyridine as solvent due to the limited solubility of the respective educts in dichloromethane. Recrystallization of these tosylate compounds yielded single crystals, and the X-ray crystal structures of di-, tetra- and hexa-tosylates were centrosymmetric with ideal space filling packing. The use of tetra- and hexa-tosylates, based on (di)pentaerythritol as initiators for the living cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline, resulted in very slow initiation and ill-defined polymers, which is most likely due to the steric...
hindrance of the multiple tosylate groups in these initiators. Therefore, a porphyrin-cored tetra-tosylate initiator with significantly reduced steric hindrance was successfully prepared by reaction of 1,4-butane-ditosylate with 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-hydroxyphenyl)porphyrin. Utilization of this star-shaped initiator yielded a well-defined star-shaped poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) by CROP.

**Experimental**

**Materials**

Solvents were purchased from Biosolve Ltd. Acetonitrile (size 3 Å) was dried over molecular sieves. CH$_2$Cl$_2$ was distilled over barium oxide (BaO) and stored under argon. Methyl tosylate (Aldrich) was distilled over P$_2$O$_5$ and stored under argon. Diethyleneglycol ditosylate (DiTos-A; Aldrich) was recrystallized from ethanol and 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-hydroxyphenyl)porphyrin (porphyrin; Aldrich) was used without further purification.

**Instrumentation**

Polymerizations were carried out in an Emrys Liberator (Biotage, formerly PersonalChemistry) with capped reaction vials. All microwave polymerizations were performed with temperature control (IR sensor).

NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian AM-400 spectrometer or on a Varian Gemini 300 spectrometer. Chemical shifts are given in ppm relative to TMS or residual solvent signals.

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was measured on a Shimadzu system with a SCL-10A system controller, a LC-10AD pump, a RID-6A refractive index detector, a SPD-10A UV detector and a PLgel 5 μm Mixed-D column with chloroform: triethylamine:2-propanol (94:4:2) as eluent and the column oven set to 50 °C (polystyrene calibration). SEC with photodiode-array detector was measured on a Waters system with a 1515 pump, a 2414 refractive index detector and a Waters Styragel HT4 column utilizing DMF containing 5 mM NH$_4$PF$_6$ at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min as eluent and the column oven set to 50 °C (PEG calibration).

MALDI-TOF-MS was performed on a Voyager-DE™ PRO Biospectrometry™ Workstation (Applied Biosystems) time-of-flight mass spectrometer using the linear mode for operation (positive ion mode; ionization with a 337 nm pulsed nitrogen laser). Elemental analyses were performed on a EuroEA3000 Series EuroVector Elemental Analyzer for CHNS-O.

X-ray crystal structures were measured by mounting selected crystals on a Bruker-AXS APEX diffractometer with a CCD area detector. Graphite-monochromated Mo-K$_α$ radiation (71.073 pm) was used for the measurements. The nominal crystal-to-detector distance was 5.00 cm. A hemisphere of data was collected by a combination of three sets of exposures at 292 K. Each set had a different Φ angle for the crystal, and each exposure took 20 s and in steps of 0.3° in ω. The data were corrected for polarization and Lorentz effects, and an empirical absorption correction (SADABS) was applied [23]. The cell dimensions were refined with all unique reflections. The structures were solved by direct methods (SHELXS97). Refinement was carried out with the full-matrix least-squares method based on F$^2$ (SHELXL97) [24] with anisotropic thermal parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms were inserted in calculated positions and refined riding with the corresponding atom.

**Synthesis of 1,4-butanediol ditosylate (DiTos-B)**

To a solution of 1,4-butanediol (4.5 g, 50 mmol) and triethylamine (6.07 g, 60 mmol) in dry CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (100 mL), a solution of tosyl chloride (23.8 g, 125 mmol) in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (100 mL) was added dropwise over 75 min. The resulting solution was stirred for 24 h under argon and subsequently, ethanolamine (6 mL) was added to react with excess tosyl chloride. The resulting mixture was poured into water (200 mL). The aqueous layer was extracted with CH$_2$Cl$_2$, and the combined organic layers were washed successively with 3 N HCl (2 × 100 mL) and brine (150 mL). After drying with MgSO$_4$ and filtration, the solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. Recrystallization of the product from ethanol yielded the desired 1,4-butanediol ditosylate as white platelets in 58% yield (11.5 g, 28.9 mmol).
CHCl₃. This solution was washed successively with water. The residue was redissolved in CHCl₃ and potassium carbonate (190 mg, 1.37 mmol) in dry CH₂Cl₂. The resulting solution was stirred overnight, during which time it was allowed to warm slowly to ambient temperature. The formed white-pinkish slurry was poured into 125 mL of a 6 M HCl solution yielding a white precipitate that was collected by filtration. This solid was washed with water (2 × 100 mL).

Further purification was performed by recrystallization from a mixture of ethanol (100 mL) and acetone (100 mL) yielding 4.7 g (62%) of the desired product as white crystals. Partial evaporation of the acetone (~75 mL) from the filtrate yielded another 1.6 g (22%) of crystals, resulting in a total isolated yield of 84%.

Synthesis of pentacyclotriitol tetra-tosylate (TetraTos)

Pentaerythritol (1.36 g; 10 mmol) and pyridine (20 mL) were weighed into a round-bottom flask and cooled to 0 °C. Subsequently, solid tosyl chloride (9.5 g; 50 mmol) was added portionwise ensuring that the temperature remained below 5 °C. The resulting solution was stirred overnight, during which time it was allowed to warm slowly to ambient temperature. The formed white-pinkish slurry was poured into 125 mL of a 6 M HCl solution yielding a white precipitate that was collected by filtration. This solid was washed with water (2 × 100 mL).

Further purification was performed by recrystallization from a mixture of ethanol (100 mL) and acetone (100 mL) yielding 4.7 g (62%) of the desired product as white crystals. Partial evaporation of the acetone (~75 mL) from the filtrate yielded another 1.6 g (22%) of crystals, resulting in a total isolated yield of 84%.

**General polymerization procedure**

The polymerizations of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline with TetraTos and HexaTos as initiators were performed under microwave irradiation. Before use, the microwave vials were heated to 105 °C, allowed to cool to ambient temperature and filled with argon prior to use. Subsequently, the initiator, monomer and acetonitrile were weighed in so that a 1.0 mL polymerization mixture was obtained in which the ratio of monomer per tosylate group is 25 and the desired monomer concentration is 1, 2 or 4 M. This polymerization mixture was heated by microwaves to the desired temperature for a fixed time (5 min at 140 °C; 2 min at 160 °C; 30 seconds or 10 min at 200 °C). After heating, the polymerization mixtures were investigated by size exclusion chromatography.
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Calix[4]arene-click-cyclodextrin and supramolecular structures with watersoluble NIPAAM-copolymers bearing adamantyl units: “Rings on ring on chain”

Bernd Garska, Monir Tabatabai and Helmut Ritter*

Abstract
We describe the calixarene-cyclodextrin-coupling via click reaction starting from 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-dipropargyl-ether-26,28-hydroxy-calix[4]arene (calix[4]arene-dipropargylether) (2) onto 6I-azido-6I-deoxycyclomaltoheptaose (3) under microwave assisted conditions. The coupling was proven by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, $^1$H NMR and IR-spectroscopy. The pH dependent supramolecular complex formation with poly(NIPAAM) bearing attached adamantyl units was investigated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and turbidity measurements.

Introduction
Supramolecular interactions of macrocycles with different types of guest molecules are of increasing practical and theoretical interest [1-3]. In this context, we recently coupled cyclodextrin (CD) with cucubituril via a click reaction and investigated the special interactions with some suitable copolymers [4]. Because of their capability to form host–guest superstructures, CDs and calixarenes turned out to be very attractive not only as molecular receptors but also as building blocks for the construction of supramolecular architectures [5]. For that reason, we were encouraged to couple these two different types of macrocycles via click type reactions. Recent progress in the field of supramolecular chemistry is based on click chemistry, a versatile and powerful tool that permits the modular assembly of new molecular entities [6,7]. Both CDs as well as calixarenes have already been modified by click chemistry [8-14]. However, the coupling of calixarenes and β-CD via click reaction and their application in the field of supramolecular chemistry has not yet been reported. Herein, we describe the synthesis and complexa-
Results and Discussion

Synthesis and characterization of compound 4

The calixarene-click-CD compound (4) was synthesized as shown in Scheme 1.

The successful microwave assisted cycloaddition of 5,11,17,23-tetra-tert-butyl-25,27-dipropargylether-26,28-hydroxy-calix[4]arene (calix[4]arene-1,3-dipropargylether) (2) onto 6I-azido-β-CD (3) was proven by IR spectroscopy by the disappearance of the bands for the azide group at 2105 cm\(^{-1}\) and for the propargyl group at 2115 cm\(^{-1}\), whilst the formation of the triazole ring was confirmed by the appearance of a new band at 1654 cm\(^{-1}\). The structure of compound 4 was additionally confirmed by \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy with the appearance of an olefinic proton signal at 8.07 ppm (–C=CH–N) and the disappearance of the characteristic propargyl proton signal at 2.50 ppm. Furthermore, the aromatic signals at about 7.0 ppm and the tert-butyl groups at 1.0 to 1.2 ppm indicates the presence of the calix[4]arene component. The CD was confirmed by the presence of the H2–H6 protons at about 3.3 to 3.6 ppm, the primary hydroxy group at 4.5 ppm and the secondary hydroxy groups at 5.7 ppm. The \(^1\)H NMR spectrum of the successful cycloaddition of 2 and 3 indicates that the di-substituted calix[4]arene 4 was the major product along with a little amount of the mono-substituted compound. In addition, the MALDI-TOF-MS clearly confirmed the existence of the covalently combined rings (4) with a molecular mass of [M + Na\(^+\)] = 3066 m/z (1 calix[4]arene-click-2 CD).

DLS measurements were performed to evaluate the hydrodynamic diameter of the prepared compounds. Surprisingly, the number averaged hydrodynamic diameter of 4, which is about 150 nm in aqueous solution, which suggests the formation of aggregates. In comparison, the hydrodynamic diameter of β-CD in water is about 1.5 nm, and that of calix[4]arene-1,3-dipropargylether (2) in CHCl\(_3\) is only 0.64 nm. To reduce the agglomeration, compound 4 was deprotonated by dissolution in...
aqueous NaOH at pH 12. The negative charge was expected to cause intermolecular electrostatic repulsion. Accordingly, the hydrodynamic diameter of 4 decreased in NaOH solution from 150 nm to 9.0 nm, which can actually be attributed to the existence of trimers.

**Host–guest complexion of 4 and 5**

An adamantane containing copolymer 5 was prepared via free radical polymerization of 6-acrylamido-N-adamantyl-hexane amide and NIPAAM. Copolymer 5 was mixed with 4 subsequently (Scheme 2) to form supermolecular structures.

The hydrodynamic diameter of copolymer 5 increased from 8.5 nm to 53 nm after addition of 4. This clearly indicates the inclusion of a polymer attached adamantane moiety into the cavity of CD. The adamantane moiety is known to be one of the best guest molecules for β-CD [15]. A relatively high complex stability constant for a polymer attached adamantane groups with CD is about 5000 M\(^{-1}\) [16]. Therefore, as shown in Scheme 2, compound 4 obviously is expected to act as an intermolecular linker between the copolymer chains. To prove the assumed agglomeration of the CD-moieties in water [17], adamantyl carboxylate was added to the solution as a competitive guest molecule. As expected, a decrease of the hydrodynamic diameter from 53 nm to 13 nm was observed. Adamantyl carboxylate is known to be a more effective guest [15] than the polymer attached adamantane moiety itself. Thus, the inclusion of the low molecular weight adamantyl carboxylate into the cavity of the CD component of 4 leads to a replacement of copolymer 5.

**pH-Depending and LCST measurements of the host–guest complex**

To prevent the agglomeration effects of the CD in compound 4 as discussed above, copolymer 5 and compound 4 were dissolved in an aqueous NaOH solution at pH 12 to deprotonate the free phenolic groups of the calix[4]arene-derivative 4. After that, the hydrodynamic diameter of copolymer 5 increased due to complexation with negatively charged 4 from 8.5 nm to 17.5 nm. This increase of the hydrodynamic diameter again indicates the inclusion of the polymer attached adamantane moiety into the cavity of the CD-component. Comparing the diameters of complex (4 + 5) at pH 7 (53 nm) and at pH 12 (17.5 nm), it can be supposed, that due to deprotonation inter-
molecular electrostatic repulsion takes place which decreases the agglomeration in the system.

The turbidity point of copolymer 5 in water, 29 °C, is significantly lower than that of the unmodified poly(NIPAAM) at 34 °C, which can be ascribed to the existence of the hydrophobic adamantyl units in the copolymer. The host–guest effect of the coupled rings 4 on the cloud point of copolymer 5 was evaluated by turbidity measurements. Only a slight positive shift of the cloud point temperature from 29 °C to 30 °C was found (Table 1). The temperature shift relative to the cloud point of poly(NIPAAM) itself, can be explained by the inclusion of the hydrophobic adamantyl units of 5 by the CD moiety of 4, which, in principal, should increase the cloud point temperature. In contrast to this, the unavoidable presence of the hydrophobic calixarene units of 4 leads to a reduction of the cloud point temperature. Repeating the turbidity experiment at pH of 12, the cloud point temperature of the copolymer 5 decreased from the original 29 °C to 23 °C due to salt and pH effects [18]. However, after adding the calixarene-click-cyclodextrin (4) to copolymer 5 under similar conditions at pH 12, the cloud point increased to 30.5 °C. This increase of the cloud point can be explained by the deprotonation of the calixarene moiety of 4 to the corresponding phenolate structure, which causes an increase in hydrophilicity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound number (pH)</th>
<th>Turbidity point (°C)</th>
<th>Number averaged hydrodynamic diameter (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (12)</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (7)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (12)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 + 4 (7)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 + 4 (12)</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DLS measurements were performed at 10 °C, below the turbidity point of the copolymer.*

**Conclusion**

A calixarene-click-cyclodextrin combi-receptor (4) was synthesized via copper-catalyzed Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition. Investigations of the interactions with an adamantyl moiety containing copolymer have been carried out, showing the existence of a supramolecular structure. Due to deprotonation of the calixarene moieties at higher pH values, a significant change in solubility and hydrodynamic diameter was observed and correlated to the formation of superstructures.

**Experimental**

**Materials.** β-Cyclodextrin (β-CD) was purchased from Wacker Chemie GmbH (Burghausen, Germany) and used after drying overnight over P₂O₅ under an oil pump vacuum. N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAM) 97%, sodium azide (99.5%) and azobisisobutyronitrile (98%) were purchased from Aldrich Chemicals (Germany) and used as received. Copper(II)-sulfate pentahydrate (99%) was obtained from Carl Roth GmbH & CO., and sodium L(+)-ascorbate (99%) obtained from AppliChem (Germany). 1,1,1-Tris(hydroxymethyl)-N,N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were purchased from VWR (USA). Dimethylsulfoxide-d₆ 99.9% atom% D was obtained from Deutero GmbH (Germany). Commercially available reagents and solvents were used without further purification.

**Techniques.** 31P NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance DRX 200 at 20 °C. Chemical shifts were referenced to the solvent value δ 2.51 for DMSO-d₆. Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) was performed on a Bruker Ultraflex TOF mass spectrometer. Ions formed with a pulsed nitrogen laser (25 Hz, 337 nm) were accelerated to 25 kV, the molecular masses being recorded in linear mode. 2-(4-Hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (HABA) in DMF (25 mg/mL) was used as matrix. The samples (1 mg/mL) were mixed with the matrix solution at volumetric ratios of 1:10. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analyses were performed on a GPC system from PPS with PPS-WIN-GPC software 4.01, 6.1 with N,N,N,N-Dimethylformamide as eluent. The flow rate was 1 ml min⁻¹ and the column temperature was maintained at 60 °C. A 0.1% (w/w) polymer solution (100 µL) was applied to a hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) column combination that consisted of a precolumn of 40 Å and main columns of 40, 100 and 3000 Å porosities. The weight-average molecular weight (Mₚ) and the polydispersity (PD) were calculated by a calibration curve generated by polystyrene standards with a molecular weight range from 370 to 1000000 Da. DLS experiments were carried out on a Malvern HPPS-ET apparatus at a temperature value of 10 °C. The particle size distribution was derived from a deconvolution of the measurement number averaged autocorrelation function of the sample by the general purpose mode algorithm included in the DTS software. Each experiment was preformed five times to obtain statistical information. Cloud
points were determined by transmission changes (at 500 nm) of the solution heated at 1 K/min in a magnetically stirred cell; cloud points were defined as the temperature at which the transmission decreases by 50%. Microwave assisted synthesis was performed using a CEM Discover synthesis unit (monomode system). The temperature was measured by infrared detection with control and maintained at constant value by power modulation. Reactions were performed in closed vessels under controlled pressure.

**Synthesis of calix[4]arene-click-cyclodextrin 4.** The microwave assisted click reaction of calix[4]arene-1,3-dipropargylether (2) (100 mg, 0.14 mmol) with 6I-azido-6I-deoxycyclomaltoheptaose (3) (324.8 mg, 0.28 mmol) was carried out in DMF in the presence of Cu(I) generated by the reduction of copper sulfate (0.014 mmol) with sodium ascorbate (0.07 mmol). The tube was sealed, placed in the CEM monomode microwave and irradiated at 150 °C and 100 W for 30 min. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The crude product 4 was washed with water and dried in vacuum to afford a brown solid (yield: 70%).

MALDI-TOF: m/z 3066 [M + Na+]. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, δppm): 1.05 (s, 9H, -C(CH3)3), 1.13 (s, 9H, -C(CH3)3), 1.17 (s, 9H, -C(CH3)3), 1.19 (s, 9H, -C(CH3)3), 3.37 (br, 28H, H-2,4), 3.66 (br, 56H, H-3,5,6), 4.48 (br, 7H, O-CH-O), 4.75 (br, 7H, O-CH-O), 4.85 (br, 12H, OH-6), 5.78 (br, 2H, Ar-OH), 6.97 (s, 2H, Ar-H), 7.01 (s, 2H, Ar-H), 7.06 (s, 2H, Ar-H), 7.10 (s, 2H, Ar-H), 7.78 (s, 1H, N-CH=C), 8.07 (s, 1H, N-CH=C). IR: 3328 (-OH), 2929 (aryl, alkyl), 1654 (triazole), 1482 (-C=N-), 1386 (-C(CH3)3); further intense signals, 1151, 1078, 1022 cm⁻¹.

**Host-guest complexion of polymer 5 and calix[4]arene-click-cyclodextrin 4.** For further investigations, polymer 5 (50 mg, 5.3 × 10⁻³ mmol) was dissolved in 5 ml water or aqueous NaOH at pH 12. Product 4 (10 mg, 3.2 × 10⁻³ mmol) was added and the solution was mechanical stirred for 24 h. This solution was centrifuged to remove undissolved particles.
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Abstract
Functionalized copolyimides continue to attract much attention as membrane materials because they can fulfill the demands for industrial applications. Thus not only good separation characteristics but also high temperature stability and chemical resistance are required. Furthermore, it is very important that membrane materials are resistant to plasticization since it has been shown that this phenomenon leads to a significant increase in permeability with a dramatic loss in selectivity. Plasticization effects occur with most polymer membranes at high CO₂ concentrations and pressures, respectively. Plasticization effects are also observed with higher hydrocarbons such as propylene, propane, aromatics or sulfur containing aromatics. Unfortunately, these components are present in mixtures of high commercial relevance and can be separated economically by single membrane units or hybrid processes where conventional separation units are combined with membrane-based processes. In this paper the advantages of carboxy group containing 6FDA (4,4′-hexafluoroisopropylidene diphthalic anhydride) -copolyimides are discussed based on the experimental results for non cross-linked, ionically and covalently cross-linked membrane materials with respect to the separation of olefins/paraffins, e.g. propylene/propane, aromatic/aliphatic separation e.g. benzene/cyclohexane as well as high pressure gas separations, e.g. CO₂/CH₄ mixtures. In addition, opportunities for implementing the membrane units in conventional separation processes are discussed.

Introduction
Over 50% of energy costs in the chemical industry are used for the separation of gaseous or liquid mixtures [1]. Separations in petrochemical processes, e.g. low temperature distillation of olefin/paraffin mixtures or extractive distillation for the production of benzene as well as the separation of isomeric xylenes by low temperature fractional crystallization are highly energy intensive. If these separation processes could be improved, the costs of basic chemicals as ethylene, propylene and benzene could be drastically reduced.

Membrane devices offer new opportunities for the separation of gaseous or liquid mixtures. Compared to conventional distilla-
tion units, membrane devices are much smaller and processes can be conducted at lower temperatures. In certain cases, the combination of distillation and membrane units, so called hybrid processes, have been established. For the separation of olefin/paraffin mixtures it has been estimated that membrane based hybrid processes could save approximately 40–50% of the production costs [2]. The worldwide membrane market currently has a steady growth of approximately 10–15% each year [3]. Membrane based separations of gaseous mixtures have been well established for natural gas treatments (removal of carbon dioxide), for hydrogen removal (e.g. in cracking processes) for oxygen enrichment from air (medical devices) and for nitrogen enrichment from air (used as an inert atmosphere for oxygen sensitive compounds). Other areas with fast growing market relevance are vapor recovery systems [4], monomer recovery units, e.g. ethylene/nitrogen or propylene/nitrogen [5,6], the dehydration of organic solvents and the removal of polar low molecular weight components in equilibrium reactions [7].

**Background and theory**

In general, membranes are very thin layers, which can have different structures. They are divided into porous membranes and solution-diffusion membranes. Porous membranes are well established in typical filtration processes e.g. micro-, ultra-, and nanofiltration. The particles to be separated have diameters between 10 and 1000 nanometers and will be held back from the membrane due to the fact that the pores of the membrane are smaller than the particle size.

If the size of the components to be separated is less than 1 nanometer – which is the case for many gaseous, vaporous and also liquid components that have to be removed from process streams – then mainly so called solution-diffusion membranes are used. This type of membrane does not have pores but free volume sites which exist due to restricted motion and packing density of the polymer chains.

Figure 1 shows the principle of a membrane-based separation process. The feed mixture is transported along one side of the membrane and the different feed components permeate through the membrane at different rates. The stream leaving the membrane unit on the same side as the feed is depleted in the components which permeate preferentially. Consequently the stream, which is collected on the back side of the membrane, is enriched in the preferentially permeating component. The driving force for the mass transport through a polymeric membrane is the difference in the chemical potential between the feed and permeate side and depends on temperature, pressure and concentration. In pervaporation, a membrane based process for separating liquid mixtures and also employed in gas separation processes, the difference in chemical potential is mainly achieved by keeping the permeate pressure much lower than the feed pressure.

The mass transport through solution-diffusion membranes can be described with the solution-diffusion model [8]. Based on this model the components permeate through a polymeric membrane in a three step process, i.e., the sorption of the component on the membrane surface (feed side), the diffusion of the component through the free volume of the polymer and the desorption of the component on the permeate side of the membrane.

In order to optimize material properties for the solution-diffusion process through the polymer matrix, approaches can be made taking the molecular structure into account [9]. Thus, it is supposed that a certain free volume exists in polymers. This is the volume, which cannot be occupied by polymer chains due to conformational constraints. Within this free volume, transient gaps are formed which can accommodate, e.g., gas molecules. According to the driving force, the components have to be transported by successive movement between transient gaps close to the feed side to those close to the permeate side. The movement necessary for the transport of the components between the micropores is possible due to thermal motion of segments of the polymer chains.

Polymeric membrane materials are generally characterized by the transport properties permeability and selectivity. Permeability is a measure of the productivity of the membrane and selectivity is a measure of the separation efficiency. For polymer films without any support, which are used as membrane materials in this review, the flux \( J \), normalized by the transmembrane partial pressure \( \Delta P \), and thickness \( l \), the permeability \( P \) is defined, as shown in Equation 1.

\[
P_A = \frac{n_A}{\Delta P_A}
\]
In gas separation devices the permeability values are typically reported in Barrer,

\[ 1 \text{ Barrer} = 10^{-10} \frac{cc(\text{STP}) \cdot cm}{cm^2 \cdot cm \text{ Hg} \cdot s} \]  

(2)

whereas in pervaporation processes the mass flux is reported in kg·μm·m⁻²·h⁻¹. The ideal selectivity \( \alpha_{AB}^* \) (i.e., pure feed components) between A and B is defined as the ratio of their permeabilities (Equation 3).

\[ \alpha_{AB}^* = \frac{P_A}{P_B} \]  

(3)

The permeability can be written as the product of the diffusion coefficient \( D \), and the solubility coefficient \( S \) (Equation 4).

\[ P_A = D_A S_A \]  

(4)

From this relationship, the ideal selectivity \( \alpha_{AB}^* \) can be expressed by Equation 5.

\[ \alpha_{AB}^* = \frac{D_A S_A}{D_B S_B} \]  

(5)

Thereby the solubility coefficient \( S \) is determined by the polymer-penetrant interactions and by the amount of free volume in the polymer. The average diffusion coefficient \( D \) is a measure of the mobility of the penetrants between the feed and permeate side of the membrane. The diffusion coefficient \( D \) depends on packing and motion of the polymer segments and on the size and shape of the penetrating molecules.

For binary feed mixtures in gas separation and also in pervaporation processes, the selectivity can be calculated from Equation 6.

\[ \alpha_{AB} = \frac{y_A}{x_A} \frac{y_B}{x_B} \]  

(6)

In which \( x_i \) is the mole fraction of the preferred permeating component \( i \) on the feed side and \( y_j \) is the mole fraction of the preferred permeating component \( i \) on the permeate side, as measured by gas chromatography.

**Results and Discussion**

**Material selection**

For the separation of liquid and gaseous mixtures, in general, porous as well as solution-diffusion membranes can be used. Although porous inorganic membranes, e.g., different zeolite types are characterized by their high thermal and chemical resistance, the application in large scale industrial processes seems to be rather difficult since preparing defect free membranes in huge areas is still difficult and expensive. The manufacturing of polymeric materials as composites or hollow fibers has been well established over the past 10–15 years, which is the reason why most of the commercial membrane units used for gas separation contain, e.g., polymer membranes [10]. Furthermore, strategies for new large-scale applications with polymeric membranes are under investigation [11-13].

Polymeric membrane materials can be divided into rubbery and glassy polymers. Extensive research in the area of gas separation has found correlations between the polymer structure and the separation characteristics. Thus glassy polymers show very attractive separation characteristics – high selectivity combined with medium permeability, whilst rubbery polymers show comparably low selectivity with high permeability for common gas pairs such as \( O_2/N_2 \), \( H_2/CH_4 \), \( CO_2/CH_4 \), etc. [14-16]. This correlation is demonstrated for the \( CO_2/CH_4 \) separation as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>( \alpha^* = P_{(CO_2)}/P_{(CH_4)} )</th>
<th>( P_{(CO_2)} ) [Barrer]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cellulose derivatives</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycarbonates</td>
<td>11–33</td>
<td>75–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyimides</td>
<td>15–25</td>
<td>110–6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymethylsiloxane</td>
<td>55–65</td>
<td>23–0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High selectivity is achieved with glassy polymers as a result of several factors, e.g., the lower free volume, a narrower distribution of the free volume as well as the lower flexibility of the polymer chains, compared to those of rubbery polymers. Within the class of glassy polymers, polyimides have been found to be very attractive as membrane materials because they have better separation characteristics compared to other glassy polymers, e.g., polycarbonates as also shown in Table 1. Additionally, polyimides offer good thermal and chemical resistance and are easy to process. Polyimide membranes are manufactured by several companies, e.g., Evonic, UBE, GKSS, MTR, etc., and are used mainly in gas separation processes but also find application in pervaporation and vapor recovery systems [17]. In order to improve the separation characteristics of this polymer
class, systematic studies have been carried out over the last 10 years in order to find correlations between polyimide structure and separation performance. Thus it was found that with monomers having –CF\textsubscript{3} groups, e.g. the 6FDA dianhydride, as shown in Figure 2, the bulky –CF\textsubscript{3} groups restrict chain mobility and simultaneously chain packing, and consequently lead to significantly improved selectivity as well as permeability [18-22].

**Cross-linked polymers**

6FDA-polyimides show excellent separation characteristics for different gaseous and liquid mixtures. However, in the presence of certain feed components plasticization occurs. Plasticization leads to an increase in the intermolecular distance and to a decrease in inter- and/or intra-molecular forces. As a consequence, the molecular motion of the polymer chains increases and as a result of this the permeabilities for all feed components also increase with an associated decrease in selectivity (Figure 3). It has been found in several studies that plasticization occurs if polyimides are exposed to high partial pressure of CO\textsubscript{2} [23,24], hydrocarbons, e.g., propylene and propane [25,26] or ethylene oxide [27]. Strong plasticization can even lead to a partial dissolution of the membrane as it has been found in aromatic/aliphatic separation [28]. These results indicate that if new markets for membrane systems are found, then it will be definitely necessary to develop new plasticization resistant, robust membrane materials.

Cross-linking of polymer structures has been found to be a suitable method to improve plasticization resistance as well as the separation characteristics for pervaporation [29-33] and gas separation [34-39]. Carboxy group containing 6FDA-based polyimides and copolyimides have been developed resulting in functional polymers which can be cross-linked or further modified. Consequently, plasticization effects can be reduced very efficiently [25,27,40,41]. As shown in Figure 4, such carboxy

**Figure 2:** Chemical structure of the 6FDA (= 4,4′-hexafluoroisopropyldiene diphthalic anhydride).

**Figure 3:** Plasticization phenomenon and resulting effects on separation characteristics.

**Figure 4:** Synthesis of cross-linkable copolyimide structures.
group containing copolyimides can be synthesized by using 3,5-diaminobenzoic acid as one of the monomers. Due to the lower reactivity of the carboxy groups on the dianhydride compared to the dianhydride on the 6FDA, the carboxy groups are still present after the polymerization reaction and can be used in further reactions, e.g., cross-linking. Polymerization takes place in a two step reaction. Firstly, the purified diamino monomers were dissolved in dry N,N-dimethylacetamide and the 6FDA dianhydride is added under a nitrogen atmosphere in order to form the polyamic acid. After stirring for 24 h at room temperature, the viscous polyamic acid solution was chemically converted to the polyimide by treatment with a mixture of acetic anhydride and triethylamine. A detailed description of the synthesis is given in [28].

In Figure 5 the three different types of copolyimides investigated are shown schematically. It is assumed that the polymer chains of copolyimides containing free carboxy groups are associated via hydrogen bonds. This is indicated by comparing the CO$_2$ permeabilities for pure polyimides and copolyimides containing DABA. It was found that the presence of carboxy groups reduces the CO$_2$ plasticization slightly due to the hydrogen bonds between the carboxylic acid groups [23].

In the following sections it will be shown which cross-linking method, ionic or covalent, will be the most effective to reduce undesired plasticization effects occurring in different separations. Furthermore, different ionic cross-linkers are compared, since it was expected that higher cation loadings would lead to more effective cross-linking.

**Experimental set-up**

According to Equation 4 and Equation 5, the separation characteristics, permeability and selectivity are dependent on the solubility and diffusivity of the single components in the membrane material. In order to estimate if the synthesized membrane polymer is suitable for a given separation problem, the solubility properties for the different feed components can be determined by means of gas or vapor sorption experiments. Diffusion coefficients can be determined by time dependent sorption measurements. For gas sorption experiments and for vapor sorption experiments, a microbalance and a quartz spring balance can be used, respectively [42,43]. It has been shown that polymeric membranes having significant differences in solubility for different feed components are particularly suitable for separating a mixture containing these components. However, sorption experiments do not give sufficient information about permeability and selectivity behavior if plasticization occurs. Therefore thorough gas permeation or pervaporation experiments are necessary with varying feed pressures and/or feed compositions. Only then reliable statements on potential applications of membrane systems are possible.

**Investigated separation problems**

Several membrane-based separations are already well established commercially. However, the number of new potential applications is steadily increasing [5,6]. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to develop new, economic and reliable membrane materials. In the following section, three examples of new applications, namely, the separation of gaseous olefin/paraffin mixtures, aromatic/aliphatic separation and the removal of carbon dioxide from natural gas a with high CO$_2$ content, are discussed in detail.
Olefin/paraffin separation

The separation of olefin/paraffin mixtures is rather difficult because of the small differences in physical properties, e.g., boiling points. Currently, such separations are carried out by energy intensive low temperature distillation. Huge splitter columns are necessary to separate the mixtures of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons to obtain, e.g., propylene of sufficient purity for polymerization reactions. As shown in Figure 6, a hybrid process combining a membrane unit and a distillation column could lead, depending on the separation characteristics of the membrane material, to a significant reduction of the stream brought to the energy intensive splitter. Due to the fact that the separation train is more than half of the total cost of an olefin plant, a reduction of the splitter column is of high interest.

Unfortunately, polyimides are sensitive to plasticization due to higher hydrocarbons. It has been previously shown that neither ethane nor ethylene plasticize polyimide membranes but propane, propylene and higher hydrocarbon do [25,45,48,49]. In order to avoid undesirable plasticization effects, cross-linkable copolyimides have been synthesized, and their separation properties characterized. In Figure 7 the experimental data for the separation of a 50:50 propylene/propane mixture are shown.

As reference material, the 6FDA-4MPD was used as non cross-linkable membrane. In order to compare the propylene/propane separation characteristics of a 6FDA-4MPD polyimide membrane with a cross-linked copolyimide membrane, a copolyimide was synthesized substituting 20% of the 4MPD by the DABA diamine. The copolyimide obtained was the 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1. The structure is shown in Figure 4. Cross-linking of this type of polymer is possible due to the free carboxy groups and was performed by ethylene glycol treatment. As shown in Figure 7 for the reference polyimide 6FDA-4MPD, the permeability increases by 25% if the feed pressure is changed from 1.5 to 4 bar. Simultaneously, the selectivity for the propylene/propane separation decreases. This is caused by the increased mobility of the polymer chains during the swelling process as shown schematically in Figure 3. For the ethylene glycol cross-linked 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1 copolyimide, no plasticization effects were observed, since the mobility of the polymer chains is limited due to the cross-linking units. Therefore, the permeability as well as the selectivity remains constant. It should be also noted that a high selec-
Activity of approximately 11 was found for the 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1 cross-linked with ethylene glycol, which means that with a 50:50 propylene/propane feed mixture a permeate concentration of more than 90% propylene can be achieved. This makes the membrane material very attractive for industrial applications.

**Aromatics/aliphatics separation**

The separation of aromatics/aliphatics is receiving more and more attention, as the benzene content in gasoline is, by law in Europe, limited to less than 1%. Discussions on the reduction of toluene and polynuclear aromatic compounds in gasoline are ongoing. Figure 8 shows the conventional separation process for separating a reformate stream containing 40–50% aromatics in which the aromatics are mainly benzene, toluene with small amounts of xylenes. As shown in the process scheme, in the first step the extracting column separates the reformate stream into aliphatic and aromatic streams. The separation factor for the aromatics, using a TETRA (tetraethylene glycol)/water mixture as the extracting solvent, is between 2 and 3. The main disadvantage of the extracting unit is that a huge amount of TETRA/water is necessary, e.g., the ratio of aromatics/extracting solvent is 1:10. In the next process step a stripping unit is necessary, not only to separate the aromatics from TETRA but also to separate the aliphatics, which are still present in the extracting unit due to the low separation factor. The stream on top of the stripper column consists mainly of aliphatics but also contains aromatics as well as TETRA and therefore it has to be returned to the extraction column.

Although the feed concentration for the aromatics in reformate streams is usually between 40% and 50%, it sometimes happens that much higher concentrations occur over a short time period. Therefore it is important to ensure that the membrane material is stable and additionally, that the separation characteristics – especially the selectivity – will not change drastically. It has been demonstrated that polyimides in principle are suitable for the separation of aromatic/aliphatic mixtures but unless they are cross-linked, the stability is poor especially at high aromatic concentrations and elevated feed temperatures. In order to circumvent these problems in practical applications, different copolymides have been synthesized and their stabilities after exposure to high benzene concentrations tested. Figure 10 shows the 6FDA-6FpDA/6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 3:1:1 cross-linked with ethylene glycol in a stability experiment. This experiment was started by running pervaporation experiments, with benzene/cyclohexane mixtures with benzene concentrations of 50 and 80 wt %. After the membrane was exposed to 80% benzene, the feed mixture was exchanged and then the separation characteristics for benzene concentrations of 10 wt % up to 100 wt % in the feed were investigated. In this experiment it can be clearly seen that covalently cross-linked copolyimides are very stable towards high benzene concentrations [28]. No change in selectivity was observed after the cross-linked membrane was exposed to high aromatic concentrations in the feed. It has been found that cross-linked copolyimide membranes can even be exposed to 100% aromatics before starting separation experiments without any loss in selectivity. In certain cases even increased permeability without any loss in selectivity has been observed.

Pre-treatment of the membrane material prior to its use is referred to as conditioning. The effects of varying the composition of the conditioning agent were also investigated in this
work. 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1 was used as the basic membrane material and non cross-linked membranes were prepared and conditioned in pure toluene and in a mixture of 90:10 toluene/cyclohexane, respectively. The results of the pervaporation experiments at 60 °C and at a permeate pressure of 20–25 mbar are shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen clearly that the membrane conditioned in pure toluene shows a much higher flux than the one conditioned in 90:10 toluene/cyclohexane. This effect is even more pronounced at higher toluene concentrations in feed. Remarkably, there is no significant difference in the selectivity for the different conditioned membranes within experimental error. From our experience in pervaporation experiments, the error range for the selectivity is ±10%, whereas for the flux it could be as much as 15%, depending on the homogeneity of the membranes. However, from the experiments performed, it can be concluded, that with appropriate conditioning, fluxes can be increased without any loss in selectivity.

Further experiments have been carried out in order to investigate the separation characteristics for covalently cross-linked copolyimide membranes compared to ionically cross-linked copolyimide membranes and non cross-linked membranes prepared from the same type of polymer. The polymer 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1 copolyimide was used and the covalent cross-linker was 1,4-butanediol. An ionically cross-linked membrane was prepared from the basic polymer material by adding 10% of the stoichiometric amount of cross-linker (based on the free carboxy groups of the polymer). For the ionic cross-linking, zircon(IV) acetylacetonate was used since it was expected to be more efficient than aluminium acetylacetonate because of the higher charge of the cation formed during the cross-linking reaction. The mixture to be separated consisted of toluene and cyclohexane and the experiments were carried out at 60 °C at a permeate pressure of 20–25 mbar.

The results obtained (Figure 12) show that the flux of a non cross-linked 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1 membrane is...
much higher than the fluxes of the covalently and the ionically cross-linked membranes. In addition, it can be seen that the separation properties of the ionically cross-linked 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1 membrane is significantly lower, especially at higher aromatic feed concentrations compared to the covalently cross-linked membrane and the non cross-linked membrane.

From the experiments it can be concluded that conditioning of the membrane material is favourable since the flux can be increased without a loss in selectivity. It can be also seen that cross-linking is not necessary for the aromatic/aliphatic separation at moderate temperatures, e.g. 60 °C, but it presumably will increase the life time of the membrane with respect to the proposed hybrid process shown in Figure 9. It is obvious that if a 50:50 aromatic/aliphatic mixture is treated with a membrane unit (as shown in Figure 9), this could lead according to the results presented in Figure 12 to a 90% aromatics containing stream on the back side of the membrane. As a result the stream to the extraction column can be reduced by half, with a reduction of both extracting solvents and energy.

**Natural gas treatment**

In the area of natural gas treatment a number of different applications are of great interest. In tertiary oil production supercritical CO\textsubscript{2} is introduced into the oil field, especially if the oil is distributed in porous layers. As shown in Figure 13, the stream coming out of the oil field then contains the crude oil as well as gaseous compounds e.g. natural gas, higher hydrocarbons, H\textsubscript{2}S and a small amount of water. However, it is important to hold back the CO\textsubscript{2} present in this stream because it is well known that CO\textsubscript{2} is one of various compounds responsible for the greenhouse effect. Figure 13 shows how a membrane unit can be implemented in such a process, so that the CO\textsubscript{2} is removed through the membrane and can then be re-used after compression. With this process not only could the emission of CO\textsubscript{2} be drastically reduced but also the natural gas can be recovered in this case instead of burning it which is generally carried out if the quantity and quality are too low.

Another very interesting application is the treatment of natural gas in offshore deposits. So far a huge number of gas resources are known worldwide, which cannot be exploited because of the high CO\textsubscript{2} content and the high pressure of the mixture. For economic reasons more and more membrane based processes in natural gas treatments are operated with polyimides as the membrane material instead of cellulose derivatives, since the intrinsic transport properties for the polyimides are much better. However, strong plasticization effects occur with non cross-linked polyimides generally at 10–20 bar partial CO\textsubscript{2} pressure in the feed. Therefore, in this context cross-linkable copolyimides are of interest because they offer plasticization resistance up to much higher CO\textsubscript{2} pressures and, in addition, they have better chemical resistance. In Figure 14 the higher plasticization resistance of cross-linked copolyimides compared to
Table 2: CO₂ Permeability for different copolyimides at 35 °C and 10 bar feed pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>P(CO₂) [Barrer]</th>
<th>α* = P(CO₂)/P(CH₄)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6FDA-4MPD</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1</td>
<td>129.3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1(covalently cross-linked)</td>
<td>221.1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1 (ionically cross-linked)</td>
<td>200.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
approximately 20% higher than the selectivity achieved with the ionically cross-linked structure. From the separation diagram it is also obvious that the selectivity is dependent on the feed pressure. With increasing feed pressure the usual decrease in selectivity was found, which is due to the interactions between the single components in the feed mixture as previously discussed. However, the modified polymer structure shows good selectivity for CO$_2$ over methane between 30 and 40, which indeed is attractive for commercial applications because it is much higher than the separation factors of the cellulose derivatives in current use.

**Conclusion**

It has been shown for the separation of high-pressure mixtures of CO$_2$/CH$_4$ as well as propylene/propane mixtures that the prepared cross-linked copolyimide membranes are much more plasticization resistant than non cross-linkable polyimide membranes used as reference substances. In the separation of aromatic/aliphatic mixtures, it was found that with conditioning, high fluxes combined with high selectivities can be achieved, e.g., with a 50:50 toluene/cyclohexane mixture a toluene concentration in permeate of approximately 85% can be reached. In the propylene/propane separation a 50:50 feed mixture could be concentrated to more than 90% propylene in permeate with a covalently cross-linked copolyimide structure of 6FDA-4MPD/6FDA-DABA 4:1. It was found that in the pressure range investigated (up to 4.2 bar) no plasticization was found with the cross-linked structures, whereas for the non cross-linked structure plasticization starts at a very low feed pressure of around 2 bar.

For the removal of CO$_2$ from natural gas, experiments with different cross-linked membranes showed that the covalently cross-linked copolyimide structure shows a much higher plasticization resistance and better selectivity in mixed gas experiments compared to the ionically cross-linked structures.
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Conjugated polymers containing diketopyrrolopyrrole units in the main chain

Bernd Tieke*, A. Raman Rabindranath, Kai Zhang and Yu Zhu

Abstract
Research activities in the field of diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based polymers are reviewed. Synthetic pathways to monomers and polymers, and the characteristic properties of the polymers are described. Potential applications in the field of organic electronic materials such as light emitting diodes, organic solar cells and organic field effect transistors are discussed.

Introduction
A useful strategy in the design of new polymers for electronic applications is to incorporate chromophores which are highly absorbing and emitting in the visible and near infrared region into π-conjugated polymers chains. Potentially useful chromophores for electronic applications can be found among the various organic colourants, especially in the field of so-called “high-performance pigments” developed in the last two or three decades [1]. Among these pigments are 2,5-diketopyrrolo-[3,4-c]pyrrole (DPP) derivatives, which were commercialized in the 1980s [2,3]. DPPs are the subject of many patents, despite the fact that for a considerable time there were only a few publications that dealt with these compounds.

In recent years, a growing number of polymer chemists and physicists have become interested in DPPs since it was shown that DPP-containing polymers exhibit light-emitting and photovoltaic properties. The purpose of the present article is to review recent activities regarding the deeply coloured, and in many cases, fluorescing polymers. Synthetic pathways, characteristic properties, and possible applications are described.

Review
DPP-based monomers
After the 3,6-diphenyl-substituted DPP (diphenylDPP) (Figure 1) was first synthesized in low yield by Farnum et al. in 1974 [4], Iqbal, Cassar, and Rochat reported an elegant synthetic pathway for DPP derivatives in 1983 [5,6]. It was discovered that DPP derivatives could be prepared in a single reaction step in high yield by the reaction of benzonitrile (or other aromatic nitriles) with succinic acid diesters. Numerous DPP derivatives have since been synthesized, their colours ranging from orange yellow via red to purple. Many DPP derivatives
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dialkyl-DPP monomer

While the N-alkylation of DPP is necessary to start from bromobenzonitrile and a succinic acid ester and to prepare first the dibromophenyl-DPP pigment, which is subsequently N-alkylated to yield the soluble dibromodialkyl-DPP monomer M-1. While the N-alkylation of DPP proceeds directly in good yield, the introduction of aryl units in most cases requires a specific synthetic pathway. First, the corresponding diketofuran (lactone) compound has to be synthesized [11]. The lactone is subsequently converted into the N-aryl-lactam M-2 by reaction with an arylamine. The bromination of aryl units is important for the subsequent palladium-catalyzed coupling reaction. If the aryl unit is thiophene, direct bromination with N-bromosuccinimide is possible to yield monomer M-3 [16].

For the preparation of conjugated DPP-based polymers, palladium-catalyzed polycondensation reactions such as Suzuki [17], Stille [18] and Heck [19] coupling are especially useful. Other suitable reactions are Ni-mediated Yamamoto coupling [20], Sonogashira coupling [21], or electrochemical polymerization [22]. In the following, a brief review of recently prepared DPP based polymers is presented.

**DPP-based polymers**

The first DPP-based polymer was described by Yu et al. in 1993 [13]. Conjugated block copolymers containing phenylene, thiylene and N-alkyl substituted diphenyl DPP units in the main chain were synthesized by Stille coupling. Photorefractive polymers were prepared containing a conjugated main chain and nonlinear optically active (nlo) chromophores in the side chain. DPP was incorporated in the polymers as a sensitizer for charge carrier generation. Some years later, Eldin and coworkers described DPP-containing polymers obtained by radical polymerization of bis-acyrloyl-substituted DPP derivatives [14,15]. Polymer networks containing non-conjugated, copolymerized DPP units were prepared, whilst linear DPP-containing polyesters and polyurethanes were first described by Lange and Tieke in 1999 [23]. The polymers were soluble and could be cast into orange films that exhibited a strong fluorescence with maxima at 520 nm and a large Stokes-shift of 50 nm. However, due to the aliphatic structure of the main chain, the thermal stability was rather poor. Photoluminescent polyelectrolyte-surfactant complexes were obtained from an amphiphilic, unsymmetrically substituted DPP-derivative upon complex formation with polyallylamine hydrochloride or polyethyleneimine [24]. The complexes exhibit a mesomorphic structure with the glass transition temperatures dependent on the structure of the polyelectrolyte.

The first synthesis of conjugated DPP-polymers and copolymers via Pd-catalyzed Suzuki coupling was reported by Tieke and Beyerlein in 2000 [25]. The polymers contained N-hexyl-substituted diphenylDPP units and hexyl-substituted 1,4-phenylene units in the main chain and molecular weights of up to 21 kDa were determined. Compared with the monomer, the optical absorption of the polymer in solution was bathochromically shifted by 12 nm with the maximum at 488 nm. The polymer also showed a bright red fluorescence with the maximum at 544 nm. In addition to the alternating copolymer, copolymers with lower DPP content were also prepared. All copolymers showed the DPP absorption at 488 nm, the ε-value being a linear function of the DPP content. Upon UV irradiation the copolymers gradually decomposed. The rate of

**Figure 1:** Structure of 3,6-diphenyl-substituted 2,5-diketopyrrolo-[3,4-c]pyrrole (DPP).
photodecomposition was found to increase with decreasing DPP phenylene comonomer ratio. Two different photoprocesses were recognized: a slow process originating from the absorption of visible light by the DPP chromophore, and a rapid one arising from additional absorption of UV-light by the phenylene comonomer unit followed by energy transfer to the DPP chromophore. The actual mechanism of photodecomposition remains unclear. Comparative studies indicated that conjugated DPP-containing polymers are considerably more stable than the DPP monomers or non-conjugated DPP-polymers.

Dehaen et al. used a stepwise sequence of Suzuki couplings to prepare rod-like DPP-phenylene oligomers with well-defined lengths [26]. The resulting oligomers contained three, five and seven DPP units, respectively. Unfortunately, the effect of the chain length on absorption and emission behaviour was not reported. A study on thermomesogenic polysiloxanes containing DPP units in the main chain was published in 2002 [27]: Investigations on the thermotropic phase behaviour using polarizing microscopy revealed nematic and smectic enantiotropic phases. In the same year, the first study on electroluminescent (EL) properties of a DPP-containing conjugated polymer was reported by Beyerlein et al. [28] who studied a DPP-dialkoxynaphthylene copolymer in a multilayer device of ITO/DPP-polymer/OXD7/Ca/-Mg:Al:Zn and observed a red emission with maximum at about 640 nm. A relevant plot of current density and light intensity vs. voltage is reproduced in Figure 2. DeSchryver et al. synthesized dendrimer macromolecules...
Figure 2: Plot of current density and light intensity versus voltage of polymer light-emitting diode containing P-5: ITO/P-5/OXD7/Ca/Mg:Al:Zn (from [28]).
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Scheme 2: Pd-catalyzed coupling reactions for preparation of DPP-containing polymers.

In recent years a number of studies were reported on synthesis, optical, electrochemical, and electroluminescent properties of conjugated DPP polymers. The polymers were prepared by Suzuki, Heck, and Stille coupling and other catalytic polycondensation reactions. Typical examples are shown in Scheme 2. Rabindranath et al. [30] synthesized a new DPP polymer consisting entirely of aryl-aryl coupled diphenyl-DPP units with a DPP core [29]. Embedded in a spin-coated polystyrene film, single dendrimer molecules could be imaged via a confocal microscope by utilizing the strong fluorescence of the DPP core. It could be shown that the orientation of the absorption transition dipole of single dendrimer molecules in the film changed in a time window of seconds.
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Table 1: List of diphenylDPP-based polymers prepared upon Suzuki coupling and their characteristic properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-1</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>−5.39</td>
<td>−3.46</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>479</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>−5.60</td>
<td>−3.30</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>488</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>−5.40</td>
<td>−3.40</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-4</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>−5.30</td>
<td>−3.60</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-5</td>
<td></td>
<td>503</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>−5.30</td>
<td>−3.50</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-6</td>
<td></td>
<td>506</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>−5.33</td>
<td>−3.43</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-7</td>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>−5.37</td>
<td>−3.55</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-8</td>
<td></td>
<td>515</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>−5.57</td>
<td>−3.57</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(poly-DPP, P-1, see Table 1). The polymer was prepared by three different reactions. Pd-catalyzed and Ni-mediated one-pot coupling reactions were carried out starting from dibrominated DPP M-1 as the sole monomer as well as conventional Pd-catalyzed coupling of M-1 and the 3,6-diphenyl(4,4’-bis(pinacolato)boron ester) derivative of DPP. The polymer exhibits a bordeaux-red colour in solution with absorption maxima of about 525 nm, and a purple luminescence with a maximum around 630 nm with a Stokes-shift of about 105 nm. Cyclovoltammetric studies indicated quasi-reversible oxidation and reduction behaviour, the band gap being about 2 eV. Characteristic properties of P-1 are listed in Table 1. In a compre-
hensive study, Zhu et al. prepared a number of highly luminescent DPP-based conjugated polymers [31]. The polymers consisted of dialkylated DPP units and carbazole, triphenylamine, benzo[2,1,3]thiadiazole, anthracene, or fluorene units in alternating fashion. They were prepared via Suzuki coupling, from the DPP monomers M-1 or DPP-3,6-diphenyl(4,4´-bis(pinacolato)boron ester. A number of readily soluble polymers P-2 to P-8 exhibiting yellow to red absorption and emission colours, and fluorescence quantum yields of up to 86% were obtained. Characteristic properties are compiled in Table 1. Compared with the DPP monomers, the absorption of most of the polymers was bathochromically shifted by 24 to 39 nm. The small shift of P-2 was ascribed to a large tilt angle between the π-planes of DPP and the adjacent comonomer units, in this case the anthracene unit, which strongly reduces the conjugation length [32]. EL devices prepared with P-4 exhibited an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 0.5% and a brightness at 20 V of 50 cd m² without much optimization. The maximum emission was at 600 nm, the turn-on voltage was 3.5 V. Cao et al. [33] prepared DPP-fluorene copolymers with a DPP content of between 0.1 and 50%. It was found that absorption and emission spectra, both in solution and thin film, varied regularly with the DPP content in the copolymers. On increasing the DPP content, the absorption only shifted by a few

Table 2: List of DPP-polymers prepared upon Stille, Heck and Sonogashira coupling and their characteristic properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-9</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/structure.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>545/558</td>
<td>635/704</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>−5.26</td>
<td>−3.69</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-10</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/structure.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>558/570</td>
<td>616/699</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>−5.15</td>
<td>−3.68</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-11</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/structure.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>560/581</td>
<td>624/723</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>−5.411</td>
<td>−3.65</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-12</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/structure.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>539/563</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>−5.47</td>
<td>−3.74</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-13</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/structure.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>529/539</td>
<td>598/685</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>−5.75</td>
<td>−3.51</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-14</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/structure.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>540/553</td>
<td>617/726</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>−5.61</td>
<td>−3.45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-15</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/structure.png" alt="Structure" /></td>
<td>510/525</td>
<td>585/649</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>−5.80</td>
<td>−3.68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nanometers to longer wavelengths, whereas the emission was bathochromically shifted by more than 40 nanometers. EL properties of the copolymers were also studied: With increasing DPP content the EL colours varied from orange to red corresponding to CIE coordinates from (0.52, 0.46) to (0.62, 0.37). The best performance was achieved for an orange emitting device with a copolymer containing only 1% DPP units. The EQE was 0.45%, the maximum brightness 520 cd m$^{-2}$. At high DPP content, the EQE was lowered to 0.14%, and the brightness to 127 cd m$^{-2}$, similar to the results reported by Zhu et al. [31]. Cao et al. [34] also studied DPP-fluorene alternating copolymers with the fluorene unit being attached to the $m$-position of the phenyl groups in DPP (in contrast to the usual $p$-position). While the optical properties were quite similar, the EL properties were inferior. This was ascribed to a reduced conjugation length in these polymers.

Novel vinyl ether-functionalized polyfluorenes for active incorporation in common photoresist materials were described by Kühe et al. [35] Among the polymers investigated was a diphenylDPP-fluorene copolymer, the fluorene units carrying ethyl vinyl ether groups in the 9,9’-position. The vinyl ether functionality allowed for active incorporation of the light emitting polymers into standard vinyl ether or glycidyl ether photoresist materials, the polymers retaining their solution fluorescence characteristics. This enabled photopatterning of light-emitting structures for application in UV-down-conversion, waveguiding, and laser media.

Using Stille coupling, Zhu et al. [36] first succeeded in the synthesis of copolymers P-9 to P-11 containing diphenylDPP and thiophene, bisthiophene, or 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) units in alternating fashion (Table 2). Because of the strong donor-acceptor interaction between the thiophene and the DPP units, the absorption and emission maxima were shifted to longer wavelength: A solution of EDOT-DPP copolymer P-11 exhibited a maximum absorption at 560 nm, and a solution-cast film of the same polymer had a $\lambda_{\text{max}}$-value of 581 nm. The band gaps were between 1.5 and 1.7 eV, i.e., considerably smaller than for the previously reported DPP-based polymers. The fluorescence quantum yields $\Phi$ of the copolymers were rather weak ($\Phi \sim 15$–35%), the maximum appeared at about 700–720 nm in the solid state. By Heck coupling it was possible to synthesize a polyarylenevinylene-type polymer P-13, the arylene units alternatingly being phenylenevinylene and diphenylDPP (Table 2) [36]. The polymer was obtained upon Pd-catalyzed reaction of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: List of DPP-based polyiminoarylenes and their characteristic properties [37].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dibromoDPP derivatives such as M-1 and divinylbenzene. The resulting polymer had a molecular weight of about 30 kDa, was readily soluble in common organic solvents and its solutions exhibited a bright red colour with red light emission.

A further study [37] focused on the incorporation of arylamine units in the main chain. Due to presence of electron-rich nitrogen atoms it was hoped that donor-acceptor interactions along the main chain would be enhanced and lead to a red-shift of the absorption and emission. Furthermore, the presence of easily oxidizable nitrogen in the main chain should give rise to a lower oxidation potential of the polymer. Relevant polymers P-16 - P-20 (Table 3) were synthesized using Pd-catalyzed aryl amination reactions as reported by Hartwig [38,39], Buchwald [40-42], and Kanbara [43-47]. As shown in Scheme 2, DPP monomers such as M-1 were copolymerized with primary or
secondary arylamines to yield DPP-containing polyiminoarylenes. The solutions of the polymers in chloroform exhibited a purple red colour with absorption maxima between 530 and 550 nm, and emission maxima from 610 to 630 nm. Fluorescence quantum yields were moderate (20 to 60%) (see also Table 3). The nitrogen atoms in the backbone lower the band gap of the polymers to approximately 1.9 eV. The band gaps are lower than for the conjugated DPP-arene copolymers prepared.

![Figure 4: Optical properties of copolymers P-21 and P-22 based on two isomeric diphenyldPP monomer units (from [48]).](image)
upon Suzuki coupling [31] but higher than for the DPP-thiophene copolymers made by Stille coupling [36]. Except for P-16 and P-18, the polymers exhibit quasi reversible oxidation behaviour. A spectroelectrochemical study revealed that some of the polymers exhibited a reversible colour change between purple in the neutral state and a transparent greenish grey in the oxidized state. The electrochromism was very pronounced for P-19 and P-20. Typical absorption and emission colours of several DPP-containing conjugated polymers are shown in Figure 3.

The synthesis of N-arylated diphenylDPP derivatives (also denoted as 2,3,5,6-tetraarylated DPP derivatives) such as M-2 requires a different synthetic pathway outlined in Scheme 1. Direct N-arylation of the lactam group of DPP is only possible for activated arene units containing trifluoromethyl or nitro substituent groups. The common synthetic pathway first requires the synthesis of a diphenyldiketofurofuran derivative, which subsequently is reacted with an arylamine to yield the desired tetraarylated DPP derivative [11]. Using this approach, Zhang and Tieke [48] were able to prepare the two isomeric monomers M-2 and M-4 and their corresponding alternating copolymers P-21 and P-22 containing fluorene as the comonomer unit. While the properties of the two monomers are very similar, the optical and electrochemical properties of the two isomeric polymers are quite different. Suzuki coupling of M-2 and a fluorene diboron ester derivative resulted in polymer P-21 with fully conjugated main chain, the absorption being shifted by 15–25 nm compared with the monomer (Figure 4). The same coupling reaction of M-4 resulted in polymer P-22, its π-conjugation being interrupted at the N-lactam units. Consequently, the absorption and emission behaviour were not much different from the corresponding monomer, the band gaps of the two isomers being 2 and 2.3 eV, respectively. The absorption and emission colours are shown in Figure 4.

Stille coupling of M-1 and 2-(tributylstannyl)-3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene gave the corresponding bis(phenyl)-substituted monomer [49]. Due to presence of the EDOT units, the monomer exhibited a rather low oxidation potential and could be easily electropolymerized by anodic oxidation. An insoluble, non-luminescent polymer film formed at the electrode that exhibited reversible electrochromic properties (Table 4). The film could be switched from blue in the neutral state via transparent grey to purple red in the oxidized state. The stability of the film was good, the switching could be repeated many times retaining 96% of the original absorption intensity after 100 cycles, without any protection against air or moisture. K. Zhang et al. [52] continued the studies and converted isomeric monomers M-2 and M-4 into corresponding bis-EDOT-substituted monomers. Both monomers could be electropolymerized, but the optical and electronic properties differed greatly between the two polymers. The polymers with EDOT-phenyl groups in the 3- and 6-positions (structure I in Table 4) represent conjugated polymers with low oxidation potentials and reversible electrochromic properties whereas the polymer with EDOT-phenyl groups in the 2- and 5- positions (structure II in Table 4) is non-conjugated, possesses a high oxidation potential and is not electrochromic (Figure 5).

Our activities have stimulated several other groups to synthesize diphenylDPP-containing conjugated polymers and to investigate their potential use in optoelectronic devices. Kanimozhi et al. [51] prepared alternating copolymers of diphenylDPP and 4,8-dihexylbenzo[1,2-b;3,4-b]dithiophene (P-12, Table 2) by Stille coupling and studied their optical and

*Table 4: List of DPP-polymers prepared upon electrochemical polymerization.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{max}}) of film [nm]</th>
<th>(E_1)</th>
<th>(E_2)</th>
<th>(E_3)</th>
<th>(E_4)</th>
<th>HOMO [eV]</th>
<th>LUMO [eV]</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-23</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>n-hexyl</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
<td>-4.85</td>
<td>-3.39</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-24</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>(2-hexyl)decyl</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
<td>-4.88</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-25</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>4-t-butylphenyl</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.52</td>
<td>-4.85</td>
<td>-3.48</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-26</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>4-t-butylphenyl</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-6.21</td>
<td>-2.89</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
photovoltaic properties. Polymer-sensitized solar cells were fabricated with P-12 as active layer. A power conversion efficiency of 1.43% was reached. G. Zhang et al. [52] synthesized diphenylDPP-containing polyphenylene-vinylene (PPV)- and polyphenylene-ethynylene (PPE)-type conjugated polymers via Heck- and Sonogashira coupling, respectively. PPV-type polymers such as P-14 (Table 2) exhibit good solubility in common organic solvents, high thermal stability and a broad UV/visible absorption between 300 and 600 nm in films. Bulk heterojunction solar cells were fabricated and showed a power conversion efficiency of 0.01%. A PPE-type polymer such as P-15 (Table 2) exhibited absorption and fluorescence maxima of 510 and 585 nm, respectively, the fluorescence quantum yield being 66%. Polymer/PCBM bulk heterojunction solar cells exhibited a power conversion efficiency of 0.16%. Cao et al. [53] prepared new fluorene-DPP-phenothiazine terpolymers by Suzuki coupling, and studied the EL properties. The best EL performance was achieved by a fluorene:DPP-phenothiazine 50:30 polymer with a maximum EQE of 0.25% and a maximum brightness of 259 cd m$^{-2}$ in the device configuration of ITO/PEDOT/PVK/terpolymer/Ba/Al. DPP units effectively improved the electron affinity, and phenothiazine significantly enhanced the hole injection ability.

**ThiophenylDPP-based copolymers**

The replacement of the phenyl groups in 3,6-diphenyl-substituted DPP derivatives by thiophenyl groups resulted in 3,6-(2-thiophenyl)-substituted DPP derivatives (thiophenylDPPs) with absorption maxima at about 530 nm, i.e., more than 50 nm bathochromically shifted compared to diphenylDPP. Corresponding comonomer and polymer structures are listed in Scheme 3. Conjugated polymers containing thiophenylDPP in...
Scheme 3: Thiophenyl-DPP-based polymers.

Table 5: Structure of thienyl-substituted DPP polymers used in photovoltaic devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Ar&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>MW [kDa]</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-27</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>n-C&lt;sub&gt;12&lt;/sub&gt;H&lt;sub&gt;25&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-28</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-hexyldecyl</td>
<td>n-C&lt;sub&gt;12&lt;/sub&gt;H&lt;sub&gt;25&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-29</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>EH, SiEH</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-30</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>octyl, octyl</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Structure of thienyl-substituted DPP polymers used in photovoltaic devices. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-31</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>2-hexyldecyl</th>
<th>62</th>
<th>63</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-32</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-butyloctyl</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-33</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-34</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-35</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-36</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>hexyl</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51,64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-37</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-38</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>n-octyl</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>58,59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-39</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-40</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2-ethylhexyl</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-41</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>n-butyl</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the main chain exhibited absorption maxima between 600 and 900 nm. Because of their small band gaps and high charge carrier mobilities, the polymers are interesting for applications in field effect transistors (FETs) and organic photovoltaic cells. Winnewisser et al. [54] succeeded in preparing the thio-phenylDPP-based polymer, poly[3,6-bis(4'-dodecyl[2,2']bithiophenyl)DPP] by Yamamoto coupling of a dibrominated thio-phenylDPP derivative such as M-3. An ambipolar near-infrared

| Table 5: Structure of thienyl-substituted DPP polymers used in photovoltaic devices. (continued) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| P-42            | I               | 2-butyloctyl    |
|                 |                 | ![Structure](image) |
|                 |                 | 68              | 63              |
| P-43            | I               | 2-ethylhexyl    |
|                 |                 | ![Structure](image) |
|                 |                 | 12              | 63              |
| P-44            | I               | 2-hexyldecyl    |
|                 |                 | ![Structure](image) |
|                 |                 | none            | 322             | 63              |
| P-45            | II              | octyl           |
|                 |                 | ![Structure](image) |
|                 |                 | 8               | 58              |
| P-46            | II              | octyl           |
|                 |                 | ![Structure](image) |
|                 |                 | 5               | 58              |

*aEH = 2-ethylhexyl.

| Table 6: Thienyl-substituted DPP polymers and their use in photovoltaic devices (properties that are of interest with regard to photovoltaic devices). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Polymer         | \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) (abs.) film [nm] | \( E_g \) [eV] | HOMO(LUMO) [eV] | donor/PCBM ratio (w/w) | PCE [%] |
| P-27            | - (810)         | 1.4            | -              | 1:2              | 3.2             |
| P-28            | -               | 1.5            | -5.17(-3.61)   | 1:2              | 4.9             |
| P-29            | 798(796)        | 1.57           | -5.04(-3.47)   | 1:2              | 2.1             |
| P-30            | 649(652)        | 1.63           | -5.23(-3.60)   | 1:2              | 0.78            |
| P-31            | 663(664)        | 1.79           | -              | 1:3              | 0.6             |
| P-32            | 657(652)        | 1.79           | -              | 1:4              | 0.8             |
| P-33            | 658(656)        | 1.79           | -              | 1:4              | 0.9             |
| P-34            | 653(654)        | 1.78           | -5.42(-3.64)   | 1:2              | 0.88            |
| P-35            | 750(750)        | 1.65           | -5.16(-3.51)   | 1:2              | 2.53            |
| P-36            | 638(656)        | 1.46           | -5.15(-3.69)   | 1:1              | 2.93            |
| P-37            | 727(722)        | 1.58           | -5.21(-3.63)   | 1:2              | 4.31            |
| P-38            | 642(680)        | 1.52           | -5.44(-3.92)   | 1:2              | 1.6             |
| P-39            | 658(676)        | 1.69           | -5.35(-3.62)   | 1:2              | 2.26            |
| P-40            | 852(852)        | 1.17           | -5.02(-3.64)   | 1:3              | 1.12            |
| P-41            | (770)           | 1.27           | -4.90(-3.63)   | 1:2              | 2.71            |
| P-42            | 788(920)        | 1.45           | -              | 1:4              | 0.9             |
| P-43            | 773(916)        | 1.49           | -              | 1:3              | 1.7             |
| P-44            | 926(993)        | 1.30           | -              | 1:4              | 0.3             |
| P-45            | 631(660)        | 1.46           | -5.26(-3.80)   | -                | -               |
| P-46            | 629(639, 678)   | 1.60           | -5.40(-3.80)   | -                | -               |

*aPC_{70}BM; b(solution in o-dichlorobenzene, film cast from o-dichlorobenzene solution.)
light-emitting transistor (LET) could be prepared from this material
which exhibited hole and electron mobilities of
0.1 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and up to 0.09 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively.
These values were higher than any other ones previously
reported for solution-processed ambipolar transistors. Janssen et
al. [55] demonstrated the utility of thiophenylDPP-containing
conjugated polymers for application in photovoltaic devices.
From a mixture of C$_{70}$PCBM and thiophenylDPP-based
copolymer P-27 (Table 5) as active layer, solar cells with a power
conversion efficiency up to 4.0% could be fabricated. The
polymer exhibited a band gap of 1.4 eV, the maximum is
shifted to 810 nm indicating chain aggregation and ordering,
which is an important prerequisite for the formation of films
with good photovoltaic performance. In subsequent studies the
efficiency could be further increased, e.g., by using P-28 [56],
or by the preparation of so-called ‘polymer tandem solar cells’
consisting of two subcells converting different parts of the solar
spectrum [57]. For such a cell, an efficiency of 4.9% could be
achieved (Table 6). Encouraged by the good performance of
thiophenylDPP-based solar cells, further polymers P-29 - P-46
were recently synthesized and their photovoltaic properties
investigated. Among these were alternating copolymers containing
the thiophenylDPP, or bi thiophenylDPP unit [58], and
carbazole [58,59,61], fluorene [58,60,61,63], dibenzosilole,
dithienosilole [58], benzo[1,2-b;3,4-b]dithiophene [63],
benzo[2,1-b;3,4-b’]dithiophene [60], dithieno[3,2-b;2’,3’-
dipyrrrole [61,62] and cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b’]-dithiophene [63]
as comonomer units (see Scheme 3). Some of the polymers
were suited for the preparation of highly efficient polymer solar
cells [60], some also exhibited ambipolar charge transport [62]
with hole and electron transport mobilities up to
0.04 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ and 0.01 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively [56].
Characteristic properties of photovoltaic devices are compiled
in Table 6.

Conclusion
Diaryldiketopyrrolopyrroles are insoluble red pigments, which
on N-alkylation of the lactam groups and bromine substitution of
the aryl groups can be converted into readily soluble monomers suitable for Pd-catalyzed reactions. Using Suzuki, Stille, Heck and other aryl-aryl coupling reactions, new conjugated polymers with good solubility in common organic solvents, high molecular weight, high thermal stability and application potential for optoelectronic devices became accessible. Polymers containing diphenyldPP units in the main chain exhibit brilliant orange, red or purple colours, intense luminescence, high luminescence quantum yields, and Stokes-shifts up to 110 nm. Some of the polymers were studied as active layers in electro luminescent devices and showed a brightness up to 500 cd m$^{-2}$. Polymers with diphenyldPP moieties in the main chain show broad absorption in the visible

exhibiting blue or dark green colours, small band gaps and high charge carrier mobilities. They are suitable as electron donor in bulk heterojunction solar cells with PC$_{70}$BM or PC$_{60}$BM as electron acceptors to give maximum power conversion efficiencies of about 5%. In field-effect transistors they exhibit ambipolar charge transport with large hole and electron mobilities. Variation of comonomer units or aryl groups in DPP monomers might further improve the device properties.
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Abstract
A novel active biocatalytic reaction system is proposed by covalently immobilizing porcine pancreas trypsin within the thermoresponsive polymer shell of superparamagnetic Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles.

Active ester-functional nanocarriers suitable for the immobilization of amino functional targets are obtained in a single polymerization step by grafting-from copolymerization of an active ester monomer from superparamagnetic cores. The comonomer, oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate, has excellent water solubility at room temperature, biocompatibility, and a tunable lower critical solution temperature (LCST) in water. The phase separation can alternatively be initiated by magnetic heating caused by magnetic losses in ac magnetic fields.

The immobilization of porcine pancreas trypsin to the core–shell nanoparticles results in highly active, nanoparticulate biocatalysts that can easily be separated magnetically. The enzymatic activity of the obtained biocatalyst system can be influenced by outer stimuli, such as temperature and external magnetic fields, by utilizing the LCST of the copolymer shell.

Introduction
The use of an external stimulus for the activation of (bio)chemical reaction processes can be a valuable tool in fundamental research and in applications such as reaction kits or lab-on-chip systems, as it allows for on-demand triggering of an active catalyst, and ideally can be limited, if necessary, to a geometrical confinement. By controlling the catalytic activity of a
particulate carrier by a switchable stimulus, the reaction rate of the catalysed process can be significantly accelerated or slowed down. One promising stimulus in this respect is the change of temperature. Polymeric materials show a wide range of thermo-responsive effects that can be explored for a discontinuous change of diffusion or reaction rate [1-3]. The temperature increase can for example be restricted locally by using near infrared (NIR) irradiation [4]. Other systems use a photodynamic process to force a medical effect by the photochemical drug release during light irradiation [5].

By combining thermoresponsive polymers with magnetic nanoparticles, hybrid materials become accessible that can be manipulated by two different stimuli, temperature and magnetic fields. Such dual responsive materials are of interest for a variety of applications ranging from magnetic separation or drug release systems to sensors and actuation [6-13]. We, and other groups, have demonstrated that magnetite nanoparticles decorated with a stabilizing shell composed of LCST or upper critical solution temperature (UCST) polymers lead to nanocomposites that show thermally inducible flocculation behavior in the carrier medium [14-21]. The particles agglomerate at a critical temperature resulting in an enhanced magnetic response. Thus the agglomerated particles can be separated easily by low magnetic field gradients, and facilitate, for instance, the separation process in purification applications of biomolecules.

Reversible thermoflocculation of magnetic colloids by encapsulation with thermo-responsive polymers has been proposed based on thermo-responsive polymers such as poly(N-isopropylamidine) (PNiPAAm) [15,21-24] and (oligoethylene glycol) methacrylate copolymers (POEGMA) [25], which both show an LCST type behavior, and on glycinamide copolymers with an UCST behavior at around 10 °C [20,26]. The formation of a polymer brush on the surface of single nanoparticles has proved to be a valuable tool for the design of single-cored hybrid structures with tailored dispersion behavior [17-19,21,27-30]. Magnetic polymer brushes with thermoflocculation behavior have been reported for organic solvents by our group [17-19]. Lately, hydrophilic brush shells have been described [31-34], prepared either by surface-initiated polymerization or by a "grafting to" approach of tailored copolymers from oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylates with adjustable and narrow flocculation temperature and low unspecific adsorption [25,35]. The ability of magnetic nanoparticles to show considerable heat dissipation due to relaxation processes is recently employed in the combination with thermoresponsive polymers [34,36-39]. In ac magnetic fields in the kHz range, the nanoparticles transform magnetic energy to heat energy due to relaxation processes and hysteresis losses [40-42].

Here, we report the investigation of a biocatalytically active carrier system that can be tuned by temperature or external magnetic fields. The hybrid nanostructures are obtained by the combination of magnetic nanoparticle cores with a thermo-responsive poly[oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate] copolymer shell [17,18,33,34] and covalently attached protease trypsin as the biocatalytically active species. A reversible shell collapse at elevated temperatures is made responsible for significantly enhanced protease activity.

Results and Discussion

The target of the present study is the development of magnetic nanocarriers with tunable enzymatic activity. For the realization of such a system, we use several components, each performing a specific function. The iron oxide magnetic core allows positioning and heat generation, owing to its behavior in static and dynamic magnetic fields. The polymer shell is the anchor for covalent attachment of the enzyme, and allows the introduction of thermoresponse behavior. At the same time, it improves biocompatibility and stabilization against agglomeration. Finally, the immobilization of trypsin as a serine protease introduces biocatalytic activity. These components result in hybrid nanostructures, which serve as a recoverable reaction system that can be activated reversely by external ac magnetic fields, by using the thermal energy developed by magnetic heating of the superparamagnetic cores in combination with the thermoresponse of the shell.

These multifunctional hybrid particles are formed by surface initiated copolymerization of oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylates (labeled as MEMA (M), MEEMA (M') and OEGMA (O)) with N-succinimidyl methacrylate (SIMA (S), Figure 1) as an active ester-functional monomer in DMSO by using surface-modified Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles as macroinitiators (Scheme 1). Subsequently, subunits carrying primary amine groups, such as proteins or enzymes, can be immobilized via the active ester pendant groups of the brush-type shell.

Synthesis of functional core–shell nanostructures

In the first step, Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles are prepared by alkaline precipitation based on a method of Cabuil and Massart [43] and surface-functionalized with (p-chloromethyl)phenyltrimethoxysilane (CTS) [44] in order to introduce benzyl chloride groups for subsequent initiation of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). Oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylates with different length of the hydrophilic side chain are used as the main monomer to generate a hydrophilic polymer shell with tunable critical solution behavior in water. By proper choice of the copolymer composition, the thermoflocculation temperature of the core–shell particles can be adjusted [34,35].
The biocompatibility of poly(ethylene glycol) derivates is helpful to obtain nanoparticles acceptable for use in in vitro biological systems.

The direct introduction of carboxy functions to the polymer shell by surface-initiated ATRP involving (meth)acrylic acid is hindered by catalyst poisoning, resulting in a loss of reaction control. To overcome this, the protection of the carboxy group is useful [45], and in our approach, we employed succinimidy methacrylate (SIMA) as a methacrylic acid derivative suitable for ATRP [46-48]. We have initially investigated the copolymerization behavior of the two monomers in model copolymerization experiments in solution, to ensure proper incorporation of the functional groups and stability of the active ester functionality under the polymerization conditions [33].

The catalytic system employed in the synthesis is based on copper(I) bromide and 2,2´-bipyridine in a DMSO solution. After 24 h of stirring at ambient temperature, viscous, deep brown magnetic dispersions are obtained. The success of the surface-initiated ATRP is qualitatively analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and ATR-IR spectroscopy [33] on carefully washed and dried particles. TEM images (Figure 2) of the obtained nanoparticles demonstrate strongly contrasting Fe₃O₄ cores surrounded by less contrasting polymer shells. The nearly spherical nanoparticles are separately covered with a polymer layer of an average thickness of 3 nm, independent of the core size.

ATR-IR spectra (Figure 3b) of the dry Fe₃O₄@P(OₓMₓSₓ) nanoparticles feature signals relating to the vibrational absorption of polymeric methyl and methylene groups (ν = 2800 cm⁻¹–3050 cm⁻¹), carbonyl double bond (ν = 1722 cm⁻¹), C–O deformation (ν = 1099 cm⁻¹) and N–O deformation (ν = 1025 cm⁻¹), which clearly reveals the presence of P(OEGMA-co-SIMA). The three distinct peaks at ν = 1807 cm⁻¹, 1778 cm⁻¹ and 1722 cm⁻¹ are characteristic of the vibrational absorption of the three carbonyl double bonds of the SIMA function, indicating that the succinimidyl ester is still existent and is neither hydrolysed nor deactivated [33]. The composition of the obtained hybrid materials is determined from mass loss between 150 °C and 480 °C in thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Table 1).

The hydrodynamic diameter of the core–shell nano-objects in aqueous dispersion can be detected by dynamic light scattering (DLS). A significant increase of the hydrodynamic diameter can be observed (Table 1), compared to electrostatic stabilized particles, and to CTS functionalized particles with a number average hydrodynamic diameter $d_{h,n}$ of 14 nm and 21 nm, respectively.

**Scheme 1: Synthesis of magnetic biocatalyst particles.**

- **Fe₃O₄** (s) by electrostatic stabilization
- **Fe₃O₄@P(OₓMₓSₓ)** by ATRP
- **Fe₃O₄@P(OₓMₓSₓ)Try** by Trypsin

**Figure 1: Structures of comonomers employed in the synthesis of functional core–shell particles.**

**MEMA (M)**

**MEEMA (M')**

**OEGMA (O)**

**SIMA (S)**

Hybrid particle characteristics

The magnetic properties of the nanoparticles at different points within the synthesis were investigated via vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). In Figure 4a the magnetization curves of electrostatically stabilized nanoparticles Fe₃O₄@CA, initiator
functionalized nanoparticles Fe₃O₄@CPS and magnetic polymer brushes Fe₃O₄@P(O₁₀₀) are shown. Obviously, the graphs are almost perfectly matched after normalization by the saturation magnetization $M_s$, demonstrating that the magnetization behavior of the magnetic cores does not change during the synthesis of the polymer brushes. Furthermore, it can be observed from the graphs that the particles’ cores are superparamagnetic and show no hysteresis in all investigated samples. By employing Chantrell’s method [49], we extract values for the core diameter between 10.2 nm and 10.7 nm from the initial slope (Table 1) [36].

As a consequence of the surface-initiated polymerization process, the polymer shells are end tethered to the particle surface in high density, as it has been previously shown by us and others [15,17]. When exposed to a suitable solvent, the polymer chains are highly solvated and protrude out from the surface in form of a polymer brush. In this state, the shell readily serves as a steric stabilizer for the particle dispersion, as the solvated brush surfaces result in a short-range repelling potential between individual particles. In contrast, when exposed to a bad solvent, the shell collapses, and particle agglomeration is observed.

In the present case, the polymer shell displays a reversible LCST behavior in water with a thermoflocculation temperature $T_c$ that can be adjusted by the copolymer composition, as we have shown in a recent paper [34]. Thus, in aqueous media, the hybrid particles show thermoresponsive behavior [25]: while readily dispersible at low temperature, they reversibly flocculate when the dispersion temperature reaches the $T_c$ of the shell, and therefore form a separate phase.

In the agglomerated state above the LCST, simple permanent magnets with magnetic field gradients below 50 mT·cm⁻¹ are sufficient to separate the magnetic polymer brush particles from the carrier medium. We have shown that this behavior is of use for the easy magnetic separation of amino-functional probes and magnetically labeled biomolecules [33]. In this respect it is of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samplea</th>
<th>μP [wt %]</th>
<th>$d_{h,n}$ [nm]</th>
<th>$d_c$ [nm]</th>
<th>μMF [wt %]</th>
<th>$T_c$ [°C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₁₀₀)</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>61.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₈₂M₁₈)</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₆₄M₃₆)</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₄₇M₅₃)</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₇₅S₂₅)</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₆₀S₆₀)</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₅₀S₁₅)</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₅₀S₁₀)</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₅₀S₅)</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄@P(O₅₀M₈₄S₈)</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aSample annotation: Fe₃O₄@P(Oₘ,Mₓ,M'ₙSₚ) with molar fraction of w: DEGMA, x: MEMA, y: MEEMA, and z: SIMA in the polymer shell; μP: mass fraction of copolymer in dry particle powder (TGA), $d_{h,n}$: number average hydrodynamic diameter (DLS), $d_c$: volume average core diameter (VSM), μMF: mass content of Fe₃O₄ in saturated DMSO dispersion (VSM), $T_c$: cloud point temperature (CPP).
interest to note, that the cloud point temperature can be adjusted by copolymerization in a wide range, including temperatures acceptable for biomolecules and biological species (Figure 3a) [34]. Furthermore, it has been shown that thermoflocculation of core–shell particles can be induced by magnetic heating of the particle cores in suitable ac magnetic fields [34,38].

The ability of superparamagnetic nanoparticles to locally develop heat when exposed to external ac magnetic fields in the kHz range is of considerable interest to activate physical or chemical processes in the vicinity of the particles, e.g., in hyperthermia [50,51], and for the remote operation of thermoresponsive soft actuators [39,52]. The heat development occurs due to relaxational processes (Néel and Brown) as well as hysteresis effects that results in considerable losses during the dynamic magnetic response of the materials [40,53-55].

We investigated the behavior of Fe₃O₄@P(O100) dispersions in an oscillating magnetic field (250 kHz, H = 31.5 kA·m⁻¹) by recording the sample temperature with time (Figure 4b). The temperature of all samples increases within minutes to temperatures up to 80 °C depending on the FeO₃ content. A higher Fe₃O₄ content leads to faster heating, and a specific heat power (SHP) = 86.5 W·g⁻¹ of the particle cores can be extracted from the data. The generated heat flux is strong enough to reach the cloud point temperature T_c of 61 °C in the dispersions at magnetic fractions of μ(Fe₃O₄) = 0.5 mass % and higher. In this temperature range, we observe a slight deviation from the

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**Figure 3:** a) Cloud point temperature T_c of Fe₃O₄@P(OₓMₙ) in water in relation to molar fraction of MEMA χₐp in the polymer shell. b) ATR-IR spectra of trypsin, Fe₃O₄@P(O₈M₂₀S₂₀); and Fe₃O₄@P(O₈M₂₀S₂₀)-Try (dry powders).

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**Figure 4:** a) Normalized magnetization loops of dispersions based on Fe₃O₄@CA in water (solid line), Fe₃O₄@CPS in DMSO (dashed line), and Fe₃O₄@P(M₉₀C₅₀) in DMSO (dotted line); b) sample temperature T vs irradiation time t for Fe₃O₄@P(O₁₀₀) nanoparticle dispersions in ac magnetic fields (250 kHz, H = 31.5 kA·m⁻¹).
expected logarithmic deceleration of the heating rate (Figure 4b). We attribute the deviation to the heat consumption caused by the phase transition process.

**Enzyme immobilization and activity**

The immobilization of biomacromolecules on magnetic carriers is of interest for separable biocatalytic systems. We successfully immobilized trypsin as a model enzyme on the shell of Fe₃O₄@P(O₈M₈₄S₈) nanoparticles. Particles with low SIMA functionality have been chosen to avoid particle cross-linking or agglomeration due to multiple attachment of a single protein molecule by several nano-objects. Figure 3b compares the ATR-IR spectra of trypsin-functional nanoparticles (Fe₃O₄@P(M₈O₈₄S₈)-Try) to free trypsin. In both samples, we observe similar amide signals (ν = 1620, 1578 cm⁻¹), and also the NH-signal (ν = 3284 cm⁻¹) of the trypsin peptide sequence is visible in both spectra. From the nitrogen content obtained by elemental analyses (EA), the amount of trypsin bound to the polymer surface of the nanoparticles is calculated to 111 mg trypsin per g particle (4.76 µmol·g⁻¹), compared to commercially available magnetic particles for the protein binding with reported capacities between 1.5 mg·g⁻¹ and 20 mg·g⁻¹ [33,56].

The catalytic activity of trypsin, a protease for hydrolysis of specific peptide bonds (chain scission after the amino acids arginine and lysine), is investigated by the classical BAPNA method [57] and is compared to the native protein. Trypsin-catalyzed hydrolysis of benzoyl-Arg p-nitroanilide (BAPNA) results in the formation of p-nitroaniline that can be quantified by UV–vis spectroscopy at 410 nm (Scheme 2) [58].

The increase of relative absorption A₄₁₀ is observed over time for different substrate concentrations c_{BAPNA}. A₄₁₀ is directly correlated to the p-nitroaniline concentration, thus the reaction rate v = d[PN]/dt can be obtained from the initial slopes [2]. As a control experiment the primarily FeO₈@P(O₈M₈₄S₈)-Try dispersion without trypsin bound to the polymer shell is also used; no increase in UV absorption over time was detected in the control experiment. In every run employing either trypsin or immobilized trypsin, a linear increase of absorption with time can be detected in UV experiments for initial stages. To exclude possible trypsin leaching from the carriers, we continued the data collection for a couple of minutes after magnetic separation of the magnetic nanoparticles from the BAPNA solution. No further increase in adsorption was detected.

By linearly plotting the reaction rates vs the BAPNA concentration c_{BAPNA} (Cornish-Bowden plot, Figure 5a), a hyperbolic behavior is observed that can nicely be fitted by the Michaelis Menten equation. The graph trends towards the saturation rate v_{max}, and the Michaelis constant K_m, respectively; where

\[ v = \frac{v_{max} \cdot c_{BAPNA}}{K_m + c_{BAPNA}} \]  

(1)

Data linearization can be achieved by the Eadie–Hofstee method [59] (Figure 5b) by plotting v against v·c_{BAPNA}⁻¹, and using the Michaelis–Menten equation in the form:

\[ v = -\frac{K_m}{c_{BAPNA}} \cdot \frac{v}{c_{BAPNA}} + v_{max} \]  

(2)

K_m and v_{max} can be determined from the negative slope and the intercept of the linear plots, respectively. A discontinuous behavior can be observed in the range of the LCST temperature (32.3 °C, see above) for aqueous Fe₃O₄@P(O₈M₈₄S₈)-Try dispersions.

While the Michaelis constant K_m of free trypsin decreases slowly with temperature, for particle-immobilized trypsin a strong increase is observed for temperatures above the T_c of the
polymer, indicating a decrease in complex stability, probably due to shell collapse or particle precipitation, or both (Figure 6b). Nevertheless, the turnover number $k_{\text{cat}} = \frac{v_{\text{max}}}{c_{\text{trypsin}}}$ that is comparably low for particle-bound trypsin below $T_c$, indicates a considerable acceleration of the particle-catalyzed reaction at temperatures above the $T_c$ of the particle dispersion (Figure 6a). Probably, the shell collapse eases access to the enzyme for the substrate, considering that with a molar mass of 23,300 g·mol$^{-1}$ the molecule size of trypsin is of the same order as $M_n$ of the surface immobilized polymer chains (Scheme 3). In an upcoming study, the influence of diffusion and the extraction of thermodynamic parameters will give more insight to this process.

**Conclusion**

In summary the presented results show that the combination of magnetic cores with a biocatalytically active, thermoresponsive polymer shell is a promising approach for nanoscopic carrier systems that allow an external reaction control and magnetic recovery of the catalyst. Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles with a brush shell composed of poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methacrylates) and functionalized with porcine pancreas trypsin show temperature-tunable activity. Kinetic experiments on the catalytic activity by
the BAPNA method support the reaction acceleration in particle-immobilized trypsin when the particles are heated across the transition temperature of the polymer shell, an effect that is attributed to the shell collapse. The particles can be heated by ac magnetic fields, resulting in remotely controlled biocatalytic systems. The principle described here is applicable to the modification of other biologically or catalytically relevant groups, and will therefore open new ways for the design of multifunctional hybrid nanostructures with different property portfolios.

Experimental

Materials: Ammonium hydroxide aqueous solution (Fluka, 25%), N\textsubscript{3}-benzoyl-D,L-arginin-4-nitroanilide hydrochloride (BAPNA) (Sigma, 98%), benzylamine (BzA) (Janssen Chimica), 2,2’-bipyridine (bpy) (Aldrich, 99%), citric acid monohydrate (Grüssing GmbH, 99.5%), (4-(chloromethyl)phenyl)trimethoxysilane (CPS) (ABCR, 95%), copper(I) bromide (CuBr) (Aldrich, 98%), 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (ABCR, 98%), N-hydroxysuccinimide (Fluka, iron(III) chloride hexahydrate, iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (Fluka, 98%), ninhydrin (Riedel-de-Haen), oligo(ethylene glycol) methylether methacrylate (OEGMA, Aldrich, M\textsubscript{n} = 290 g mol\textsuperscript{-1}), 2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate (MEEMA), porcine pancreas trypsin type IX-S (Aldrich), tetramethylammonium hydroxide aqueous solution (25%) were used as received without further purification. Ethanol, diethyl ether and acetone were purified by distillation before use. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; min. 99.5%, Riedel-de-Haen), 2,2´-bipyridine (bpy) (Aldrich, 99%) was distilled under reduced pressure from calcium hydride and stored under argon. Nitric acid (conc., p.a., Merck) was diluted with distilled water resulting in a 2 N solution. Succinimide (NHS, Fluka), iron(III) chloride, iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (Fluka, 98%), ninhydrin (Riedel-de-Haen), oligo(ethylene glycol) methylether methacrylate (OEGMA, Aldrich, M\textsubscript{n} = 290 g mol\textsuperscript{-1}), 2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate (MEEMA), porcine pancreas trypsin type IX-S (Aldrich), tetramethylammonium hydroxide aqueous solution (25%) were used as received without further purification. Ethanol, diethyl ether and acetone were purified by distillation before use. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; min. 99.5%, Riedel-de-Haen) was distilled under reduced pressure from calcium hydride and stored under argon and molecular sieve (3A). HEPES buffer was prepared from 11 mM HEPES (Sigma), 140 mM NaCl (Merck), 4 mM KCl (Merck), 10 mM D(+)-glucose, and dissolved in deionized water. 2-Methoxyethyl methacrylate (MEMA, Aldrich, 99%) was distilled under reduced pressure and stored under argon. Nitric acid (conc., p.a., Merck) was distilled with diluted water resulting in a 2 N solution. Succinimidyl methacrylate (SIMA) was synthesized by a method by Gatz et al [26,60].

Synthesis and stabilization of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanoparticles: The synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles on the gram scale was carried out by alkaline precipitation of iron(III) and iron(II) chloride following a method of Cabuil and Massart and is described in detail elsewhere [43]. For stabilization, the freshly synthesized nanoparticles were stirred with 420 mL 2 N nitric acid for 5 min. After washing with distilled water, 90 mL 0.01 N citric acid (CA) was added to the nanoparticles and stirred for 5 min. The particles were magnetically separated from the supernatant and 15 mL of tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide aqueous solution was added to obtain 3.32 g magnetic nanoparticles Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@CA in 92 mL of a stable dispersion at pH 8–9 (yield: 42.5%).

The Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} content $\mu$(Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}) in dispersion and the magnetic core diameter $d_c$ were determined via VSM ($\mu$(Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}) = 2.55 mass%, $d_c$ = 11.7 nm). DLS: $d_{h,n}$ = 1.43 nm (25 °C in H\textsubscript{2}O). FT-IR (Diamond): $\nu$ (cm\textsuperscript{-1}) = 2357, 2335 (C-N), 1247 (OH).

Surface modification of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanoparticles: For the immobilization of initiator sites on the particle surface of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@CA, the dispersion was diluted with ethanol to a mass content of 1.0 g l\textsuperscript{-1}, and 1.80 mmol CPS per gram of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} was added. After stirring for 24 h at ambient temperature, ethanol was removed under reduced pressure at 40 °C and the particles were washed with ethanol/acetone (1:1) five times. The particles were then redispersed in DMSO, resulting in a Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} content $\mu$(Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}) of 6.44 mass % (VSM) in dispersion (yield: 46.4%). The magnetic core diameter $d_c$ was measured to be 11.1 nm (VSM). The functionalization degree of CPS was determined by EA to be 0.87 mmol CTS on 1.94 g Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@CPS. FT-IR (Diamond): $\nu$ (cm\textsuperscript{-1}) = 2357, 2335 (C-N), 1241 (OH), 1115 (Si-O), 1011, 948 (Si-C).

Surface-initiated ATRP of functional polymer shells: The obtained CPS coated particles served as a macroinitiator for the following ATRP. The synthesis of Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@P(\textit{O}100) is described, representatively. Therefore 6 mL of the DMSO-based particle dispersion (0.65 g Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@CPS) was mixed with 5 mL of a DMSO solution of 37.3 mg (0.26 mmol) CuBr and 101 mg (0.65 mmol) bpy. The polymerization was started by adding 5.83 mmol of the monomer (here: OEGMA). The mixture was stirred for 24 h at ambient temperature. The obtained viscous magnetic fluid was diluted with 10 mL DMSO to the final ferrofluid. The Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} content $\mu$(Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}) in dispersion and the magnetic core diameter $d_c$ were determined via VSM. The polymer content $\chi_{Poly}$ in the dried particles was obtained from EA and TGA.

Particle transfer to water/buffer: The DMSO-based particle dispersion was added dropwise to diethyl ether (Et\textsubscript{2}O). The precipitate was washed five times with Et\textsubscript{2}O/Acetone (1:1) and was redispersed in distilled water or buffer to obtain an aqueous magnetic fluid.

Immobilization of trypsin: 30 mg trypsin was dissolved in 6 mL HEPES buffer and mixed with 6 mL of a HEPES buffer-based Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@P(\textit{O}85S15) particle dispersion ($\mu$(Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}) = 0.15 mass %). In order to allow reactivation of active ester functions that may have hydrolyzed during storage, 6 mL of 2.21 µM EDC/NHS solution was added. The binding reaction
was carried out for 6 h at ambient temperature on a shaker. The obtained trypsin functionalized particles were separated and washed carefully with water to remove any residues of free trypsin, and dispersed in HEPES buffer.

**Determination of immobilized enzyme kinetics and activity:** BAPNA was used as the model substrate. Four HEPES buffered BAPNA solutions with concentrations between 2.0 mM and 0.5 mM, and a 6.0 μM trypsin solution were prepared and tempered to the desired temperature. The respective BAPNA solution was added to a cuvette and mixed with 100 μL of FeO₃@POEGMA-trypsin nanoparticle dispersion or with 50 μL trypsin solution. The cuvette was placed into the spectrophotometer and tempered. Starting with the addition of the enzyme, the change in absorption at 410 nm was detected over a period of up to 20 min by UV–vis spectroscopy.

**Analytic methods and instrumentation:** ATR-IR spectra were measured on a Nicolet 6700 spectrometer. Elemental analyses were performed on a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN analyzer. The organic content was calculated through C content. For TGA, a Netzsch STA 449c in a He atmosphere was used with a heating rate of 10 K–min⁻¹ between 30 and 600 °C. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) elugrams were collected on THF (300 × 8 mm² MZ Gel Sdplus columns, Waters 410 RI-detector) relative to polyethylene standards. NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker DRX500 at 500 MHz and ambient temperature. DLS experiments and zeta potential measurements were performed on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS at 25 °C. The particle size distribution was derived from a deconvolution of the measured intensity autocorrelation function of the sample by the general purpose mode (non-negative least-squares) algorithm included in the DTS software. Each experiment was performed at least three times. Cloud point photometry of aqueous particle dispersions was performed on a Tepper TP1 cloud point photometer at 1 K–min⁻¹ in HEPES buffer. From the turning point of the turbidity curves, the cloud point temperature Tc was obtained. Vibrating sample magnetization (VSM) measurements were implemented on an ADE Magnetics vibrating sample magnetometer EV7. Induction heating experiments were performed on a Hüttinger HF generator Axio 5/450T equipped with a copper inductor (l = 50 mm, dl = 35 mm, n = 5), and operating at 250 kHz and at a magnetic field of 31.5 kA–m⁻¹. The experiments were performed in a vacuum-isolated glass sample container. Different samples with varying magnetite concentrations μ(Fe₂O₃) of Fe₂O₃@P(O₁₀₀)–based magnetic fluid in water were exposed to the oscillating magnetic field. Via a fiber-optical sensor the fluid temperature T was measured against time t. For UV–vis spectroscopy, a Nicolet UV 540 spectroscopy, a Unicam UV 500 or a Perkin Elmer Lambda19 with a thermostat Colora NBDS was used.

Differential scanning calorimetry thermograms were collected on a Mettler-Toledo DSC 825 at 5 K–min⁻¹. TEM pictures were taken on a Hitachi H 600.
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Abstract
Epoxide-amine oligo-adducts were synthesized via a one-pot microwave assisted heterogeneous catalytic transfer hydrogenation. Accordingly, 4-nitroanisole was reduced under microwave conditions to give 4-aminoanisole which reacted immediately with the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A in an addition polymerization reaction to yield oligo(amine alcohol). The hydroxy groups of the new formed oligomers were used as the initiator for the ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone to produce a graft copolymer.

Introduction
In the last decade the use of microwave (MW) irradiation in organic, pharmaceutical and polymer chemistry has become a well-established technique to promote chemical reactions. In many cases, the main advantages of this physical heating method over traditional heating in an oil bath are increases in reaction speed, product yields and purity [1-10].

Some previous works discussed the effective experimental procedure of metal-catalyzed reactions inside a MW oven [11,12]. Among the several types of these catalytic reactions, hydrogenation is probably one of the most useful in synthetic chemistry. Since many laboratory MW reactors are constructed to work under pressure, the MW tube can be regarded as a small autoclave. Therefore, this reaction can be performed either by using gaseous hydrogen [13,14] or by addition of a hydrogen source such as ammonium formate [15-19] or methylcyclohexenes [20].

Furthermore, the addition polymerization of primary amines with diepoxides forming linear adducts has been intensively studied [21]. Linear epoxide-amine addition polymers can be obtained for instance by the addition reaction of diglycidyl
ethers and aromatic primary amines in equimolar amounts. With regard to our former work on the formation of hyperbranched epoxide-amine adducts via microwave-assisted heterogeneous catalytic transfer hydrogenation [22], we report herein the synthesis of an linear oligo(amo alcohol). The hydroxy groups of the latter were then used as an initiator for the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of ε-caprolactone to construct a new class of graft copolymers.

**Results and Discussion**

**Formation of epoxide-amine adducts**

Epoxide-amine adducts based on diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (1) and 4-aminooanisole (3) were synthesized in a MW-assisted one-pot reaction. Thus, 4-nitroanisole (2) was reduced to the corresponding amine 3 via catalytic transfer hydrogenation. In presence of 1, a simultaneous addition reaction of the freshly formed amine groups took place (Scheme 1). The reaction was carried out using 4-methyl-1-cyclohexene as a source of hydrogen in bulk. To prevent overheating, the reaction was carried out under simultaneous cooling with 5 psi of compressed air.

The obtained epoxide-amine addition product 4 was characterized by $^{13}$C NMR, Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. The successful reduction of the nitroaromatic compound 2 was proven by IR spectroscopy by the disappearance of the asymmetric and symmetric NO$_2$ stretching vibration absorption bands at 1589 and 1329 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The addition reaction of the new formed primary aromatic amine 3 with diepoxide 1 was proven by the complete disappearance of the absorption band at 911 cm$^{-1}$ associated with the C–H stretching vibration of the epoxide group. Furthermore, the formation of amino alcohol units was confirmed by the appearance of a broad band in the range of 3600–3150 cm$^{-1}$ with a maximum at 3370 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to the O–H stretching vibration. The absence of both epoxide and N–H-amine absorption bands indicates the formation of some cyclic compounds [23].

The $^{13}$C NMR spectra of 4 (Figure 1) was compared with the data given in Ref. [24]. All characteristic signals of the formed addition product 4 were observed. Two signals for C-atom 6 appear due to the diastereomeric erythro and threo amino-diol units. Additionally, two signals for C-atom 7 were observed. The signals of the epoxide groups which should appear at about 44 and 50 ppm were faintly visible. In addition, new signals at about 18, 65 and 72 ppm appeared.

It is known, that epoxide-compounds can be reduced under palladium catalysis to form alcohols [25,26]. The new signals at 18, 65 and 72 ppm suggest the formation of a secondary alcohol formed by the reduction of the epoxide end groups under the reaction conditions.

The presence of some epoxide groups was also established by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy. Because of overlap in the region between 3 and 4.5 ppm and the highly complex splitting of signals, $^1$H NMR spectra were of little use for an analysis of this kind of polymer. However, the existence of intact epoxide groups was proven by means of two very weak signals, which were difficult to discern, at 2.81 and 2.66 ppm, corresponding to the CH$_2$ of the epoxide group.

MALDI-TOF MS measurements (Figure 2) definitely indicated the formation of an oligomer homologous series of epoxide-amine addition products of 1 and 3. The amino alcohol repetitive unit (green) has a molecular mass of 463.56 g/mol and the molecule with the highest assignable molecular mass is the $n = 13$ oligomer with [M + Na$^+$] = 6049 m/z. Furthermore, the mass to charge ratios (m/z) of the repetitive unit containing epoxide (blue) and amine (red) end groups were observed.

![Scheme 1](image-url)
Figure 1: $^{13}$C NMR spectra of 4, measured in CDCl$_3$.

Figure 2: MALDI-TOF MS spectra (linear mode) of epoxide-amine product 4.
The presence of oligomeric compounds was also confirmed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements in dimethylformamide which indicated a number-average hydrodynamic diameter of 1.45 nm. Moreover, the gel permeation chromatography (GPC) diagram (Figure 3) clearly illustrates the formation of oligomers with repetitive units.

Figure 3: GPC curve of epoxide-amine product 4 detected by UV absorption.

Molecular weights calculated from the GPC curve are about 1700 g mol\(^{-1}\) for \(M_n\) and 2600 g mol\(^{-1}\) for \(M_w\). The molecular weight distribution of the addition polymer 4 is relatively narrow (\(M_w/M_n = 1.6\)) which is typical for low molecular weight polymers.

The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curve of compound 4 shows a glass transition temperature \(T_g\) at 63 °C. The low molecular weight epoxide-amine adduct 4 is soluble, e.g., in tetrahydrofuran (THF), methanol, chloroform but insoluble in \(n\)-hexane and water.

We also carried out the above described one-pot reaction in THF as solvent. Surprisingly, in this process only reduction of the nitro groups took place, but no formation of oligomers was observed. Performing the solvent-free one-pot synthesis with reaction times up to 1 h did not lead to higher molecular weights. The formation of low molecular weight adducts 4 here is probably a result of the hydrogenation of some of the epoxide groups. Due to this side reaction, epoxide and amine compounds are not present in equimolar amounts so that the formation of higher sequences is prevented. To investigate this point, the addition polymerization was also carried out as a two-pot synthesis in bulk. Thus in the first step nitro compound 2 was reduced to the amine 3 according to Ref. [20]. Then, the crude product 3 was allowed to react with an equimolar amount of 1 for 10 min at 120 °C in the MW oven. As expected, the \(M_n\) and \(M_w\) values of the resulting product are about 4300 and 9300 g mol\(^{-1}\), respectively which are clearly higher than the values achieved in the one-pot synthesis as described above. The DSC curve of the addition product 4 synthesized via two-pot reaction shows a \(T_g\) at 76 °C which is an increase of 7 °C compared with the product obtained via the one-pot synthesis \(T_g\) 63 °C). Figure 4 shows the number-average hydrodynamic diameters of addition product 4 prepared via the one-pot synthesis (continuous line) and via the two-pot synthesis (dashed line). Consistent with the GPC findings noted above, the number-average hydrodynamic diameter increases from 1.45 nm (one-pot) to 2.00 nm (two-pot).

Both FT-IR and \(^{13}\)C NMR spectra clearly show signals of epoxide end groups so that probably linear epoxide-amine adducts were formed under the two-step reaction conditions. In addition, the \(^{13}\)C NMR signals at about 18, 65 and 72 ppm which suggest the formation of a secondary alcohol formed by reduction of the epoxide end groups were absent in the \(^{13}\)C NMR spectra of 4 synthesized in the two-pot reaction. These findings indicate that in case of the one-pot synthesis the epoxide reduction to alcohols may take place as a significant side reaction which prevents the formation of higher molecular weight products.

Ring-opening polymerization of \(\varepsilon\)-caprolactone

The epoxide-amine adduct 4 was used for preparation of graft copolymer 6 via ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of \(\varepsilon\)-caprolactone (\(\varepsilon\)-CL, 5), where the secondary hydroxy groups of 4 act as the initiator. This ROP was catalyzed by bismuth(III) trifluoromethanesulfonate, which is known as effective catalyst for ROP [27] (Scheme 2).
Scheme 2: Ring-opening polymerization of ε-CL using alcohol units as initiator.

The dilution of the hydroxy groups in the obtained product 6 was proven by IR spectroscopy by the nearly complete disappearance of the OH-related absorption band at 3370 cm\(^{-1}\). Furthermore, the formation of ester units was confirmed by the appearance of two strong bands at 1721 and 1176 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with C=O and C-O stretching vibrations, respectively.

To prove the existence of grafted polymer 6, GPC-measurements were carried out. Figure 5 shows the GPC curves of copolymer 6 detected by UV absorption (continuous line) and by RI (dashed line).

The UV absorption of 6 in the GPC diagram (continuous line) clearly indicates the appearance of the aromatic compounds in a higher molecular weight area in comparison with the original polymer 4. The molecular weights of polymer 6 are about 18000 g mol\(^{-1}\) for \(M_n\) and 27000 g mol\(^{-1}\) for \(M_w\) with a molecular weight distribution of \(M_w/M_n = 1.5\). Additionally, the RI curve (dashed line) shows the existence of some non grafted poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) fractions. PCL is probably formed as a side product since one water molecule in the reaction mixture suffices to start this side reaction.

The significant increase of molecular weight in comparison with compound 4 was also confirmed by DLS measurements. As shown in Figure 6, the number-average hydrodynamic diameter increases after grafting from 1.45 nm (4) to 3.33 nm (6).

The DSC curve of grafted compound 6 shows a melting point (\(T_m\)) at 50 °C while PCL homopolymer crystallizes at about 55 °C. Obviously the backbone of copolymer 6 reduces the crystalline order.

Conclusion

A graft copolymer (6) was synthesized via ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone using an epoxide-amine addition product 4 as an oligomeric initiator. This oligomer can be obtained in a one-pot microwave assisted heterogeneous catalytic transfer hydrogenation, starting from 4-nitroanisole (2) in the presence of the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (1). Pro-
duct 4 consists of oligomers because of some side reactions. The hydroxy groups of the obtained epoxide-amine adduct 4 were suitable for initiating the ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone.

**Experimental**

The following commercial products were used: 4-Nitroanisole (97%, Aldrich), 4-methyl-1-cyclohexene (TCI), palladium on activated carbon (Pd/C; 10% Pd, Alfa Aesar) and bismuth(III) trifluoromethanesulfonate (Aldrich) were used without further purification. Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (Sigma) was recrystallized from an acetone-methanol mixture (20:80, v/v); mp 44 °C [28]. ε-CL was purchased from Aldrich, dried over calcium hydride, distilled under reduced pressure and stored over 0.4 nm molecular sieves under an argon atmosphere. Chloroform-δ (99.8 δ, water <0.01%) was purchased from Eurisophar (France). The solvents obtained were of analytical grade and used as received.

The hydrogenation was performed in a monomodal microwave reactor (CEM Discover S-Class), equipped with an infrared pyrometer for temperature-control and a 300 W power source. Reactions were performed in closed vessels under controlled pressure. Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 6700 FT-IR (Fourier transform infrared) spectrometer, equipped with an ATR unit. The measurements were performed in the range of 400–3000 cm⁻¹ at room temperature. ¹H and ¹³C NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker Avance DRX 500 spectrometer at 20 °C operating at 500.13 MHz for proton and 125.77 MHz for carbon, using deuterated chloroform as solvent. The chemical shift (δ-scale) was calibrated to TMS. Elemental analysis (EA) was carried out with a Perkin-Elmer Analyzer 2400 with an accuracy of measurement of ±0.3%. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed using a Mettler Toledo DSC 822 controller apparatus equipped with a sample robot TSO801RO. The apparatus was controlled over a Mettler Toledo DSC 822 controller apparatus equipped with a sample robot TSO801RO. The apparatus was controlled over a temperature range between −40 and 120 °C at a heating rate of 10 K min⁻¹. For calibration, standard tin, indium and zinc samples were used. Three heating cycles were conducted. The glass-transition temperature (Tg) values are reported as the average of the second and the third heating cycle using the midpoint method. The melting point (Tm) values are reported as the average peak maxima of the second and the third heating cycle. Matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) was performed on a Bruker Ultraflex TOF mass spectrometer. Ions formed with a pulsed nitrogen laser (25 Hz, 337 nm) were accelerated to 25 kV, the molecular masses being recorded in linear mode. Dithranol was used as a matrix and sodium trifluoroacetate (NaTFA) as ionization reagent. The samples were dissolved in THF. Molecular weights and molecular weight distributions were measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using a hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA)-5 μm column set consisting of a precolumn of 4 nm and main columns of 10^3, 10^2 and 10 nm. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was used as the eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL min⁻¹. For online detection, a Waters 486 tunable absorbance detector (λ = 256 nm) and a Waters 410 differential refractometer were used. The number average molecular weight (Mn), the weight average molecular weight (Mw) and the polydispersity (PD) were calculated by a calibration curve generated by polystyrene standards with a molar mass range from 580 to 1 186 000 Da. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments were implemented on a Malvern HPPS-ET apparatus at a temperature of 25 °C using dimethylformamide (DMF) as solvent. Hellma Suprasil precision cells (110-QS) were used. The particle size distribution was derived from a deconvolution of the measurement number-average autocorrelation function of the sample by the general purpose mode algorithm included in the DTS software. Each experiment was performed five times to obtain statistical information.

**Synthesis of epoxide-amine addition product 4**

A 35 mL pressure-resistant microwave test tube provided with a magnetic stirring bar was loaded with diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (1) (1.702 g, 5.00 mmol) and 4-nitroanisole (2) (0.766 g, 5.00 mmol). The solids were dissolved in 4-methyl-1-cyclohexene (2.404 g, 25.0 mmol). After the addition of 10% Pd/C (125 mg) the tube was sealed with a silicon septum and the mixture irradiated for 5 min at a temperature of 120 °C using a maximum power of 100 W in the monomode microwave reactor. To prevent overheating, the reaction was performed under simultaneous cooling with compressed air (5 psi). After cooling to room temperature, the reaction mixture was dissolved in about 10 mL THF to remove the catalyst by filtration. The solution was concentrated under reduced pressure to give product 4. The crude product was dissolved in 40 mL THF and precipitated into 400 mL of cold n-hexane. The polymer was isolated by filtration and dried under vacuum. A yield of 1.73 g (75%) was obtained.

EA (C₂₈H₃₃NO₅)a (463.57h₂): Calc. C 72.55, H 7.18, N 3.02; Found C 72.40, H 7.26, N 2.92. FT-IR (diamond): 3370 ν(OH), 2963, 2930, 2870 ν(CH)CH₃, 2832 ν(CH)CH₂, 1607 ν(C=C)aromatic, 1582, 1509 ν(C=C)nitrile, 1462 δ(CH), 1362 δ(CH), 1296 δ(OH), 1237 ν(CO)ArOH cm⁻¹, no absorptions at 1589 ν(N-O), 1329 ν(N=O) and 911 ν(CH)epoxide cm⁻¹. ¹³C NMR (CDCl₃, 125 MHz): δ (ppm): 155.29 (9), 151.55 (4), 142.58 (1), 141.32 (12), 126.76 (11), 116.13 (3), 113.76 (2), 112.94 (10), 72.21 (C), 69.14 (8'), 68.69 (8), 67.55 (7), 66.99 (7), 65.26 (B), 57.18 (5), 55.50 (6), 54.75 (6), 49.20 (7'), 46.78 (6''), 43.75 (6'), 40.69 (13), 30.00 (14), 17.75 (A).
Synthesis of graft copolymer 6
57.9 mg (0.125 mmol) of the epoxide-amine addition product 4 and 1.142 g (10 mmol) of ε-CL (5) were mixed with 0.05 mol % of the catalyst bismuth(III) trifluoromethanesulfonate in a 10 mL vial sealed with a septum. The stirred reaction mixture was kept at 100 °C for 4 days. After cooling to room temperature, the reaction mixture was dissolved in 5 mL chloroform and precipitated into 150 mL of cold methanol. The polymer was isolated by filtration and dried under vacuum. A yield of 0.83 g was obtained.

IR (diamond): 2944, 2895, 2865 ν(CH)$_2$, 1721 ν(C=O), 1635 δ(CH)$_2$, 1293 δ(OC), 1176 ν(CO) cm$^{-1}$.
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Abstract
The miniemulsion technique is a particular case in the family of heterophase polymerizations, which allows the formation of functionalized polymers by polymerization or modification of polymers in stable nanodroplets. We present here an overview of the different polymer syntheses within the miniemulsion droplets as reported in the literature, and of the current trends in the field.

Review
Introduction
Miniemulsions are a special class of emulsions that are stabilized against coalescence (by a surfactant) and Ostwald ripening (by an osmotic pressure agent). The miniemulsions are produced by high-energy homogenization and usually yield stable and narrowly distributed droplets with a size ranging from 50 to 500 nm. Apolar droplets can be dispersed in a polar liquid to give direct miniemulsions (most classically oil-in-water), whereas the contrary (polar droplets in a non-polar liquid) leads to inverse miniemulsions (e.g., water-in-oil, w/o). Water-free miniemulsions can be formed in direct or inverse systems. Polymers can be synthesized in a miniemulsion system in the dispersed phase, at the interface of the droplets, or in the continuous phase, although only the two first possibilities are usually found in the literature. In principle, the synthesis of functionalized polymers in miniemulsion can occur either by (co)polymerizing one or several functional monomers, or by the modification of polymers present in the dispersed phase of a miniemulsion. In the latter case, the functionalization can occur by the reaction or the assembly of small molecules on the polymer, by the grafting of macromolecules or by degradation of the polymer. The functionalized polymer originates therefore from one or several reactive monomers or is the product of the transformation of a non-functional polymer to a functional polymer. The IUPAC recommendation for the term “functional polymer” is very broad since it includes polymers bearing “specified chemical groups” and polymers having “specified...
physical, chemical, biological, pharmacological, or other uses which depend on specific chemical groups” [1]. Reviews on miniemulsion have recently been published, focusing on the kinetics of polymerization [2,3], the structure of the obtained nanoparticles [4], and their applications in medicine [5] as well as for catalysis [6]. As a consequence of the mechanism of the formation of miniemulsions, and due to their colloidal properties and stability, a large range of different polymers colloids can be generated using a miniemulsion. Table 1 shows some important references for the synthesis of commercially important polymers.

Table 1: Important polymer classes produced by miniemulsion polymerization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer class</th>
<th>Polymerization</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>polystyrene</td>
<td>radical</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polyvinyl chloride</td>
<td>radical</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silicone</td>
<td>anionic</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polyethylene</td>
<td>catalytic</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polyurethane</td>
<td>polyaddition</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saturated polyester</td>
<td>polycondensation</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polyamide</td>
<td>anionic</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polyimide</td>
<td>polycondensation</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this review, we will focus on the description of the possibilities offered by the miniemulsion process to carry out chain polymerization, polyaddition, polycondensation, and modifications of polymers, and the trends followed in this research field. The so-called “artificial miniemulsions”, i.e., the miniemulsion of preformed polymer, are not described in this review.

Free-radical polymerization

Most of the reported polymer syntheses in miniemulsion are performed via free-radical polymerization. In fact, the polymerization is very simple to perform and yields are usually high. Moreover, the polydispersity in size of the miniemulsion particles and the dispersity of the polymer are not directly correlated, and for applications the focus is in many cases on the nanoparticles themselves, i.e., size and size distribution or morphology, and not on the characteristics of the polymer chains (for a given polymer). Functionalized polymers can be obtained by the homopolymerization of a functional monomer or its copolymerization with another (non-functional) monomer. The generation of functional (and therefore often hydrophilic) (homo)polymer particles in inverse miniemulsion is more straightforward than direct miniemulsions, since the presence of functional groups such as amino, hydroxy, or carboxylic acid groups tends to increase the hydrophilicity of the monomer. The polymerization of hydrophilic monomers in inverse miniemulsions was recently reviewed by Capek [16]. The functional groups that can be introduced in latexes by free-radical polymerization in inverse miniemulsion are overviewed in Table 2.

Table 2: Functional monomers or comonomers polymerized in inverse miniemulsion (crosslinkers are not mentioned here).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional group</th>
<th>(co)Monomer</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>carboxylic acid</td>
<td>methacrylic acid</td>
<td>[17,24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acrylic acid</td>
<td>[18-20,23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydroxy</td>
<td>2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate</td>
<td>[18,21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vinyl glucosamide</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sulfonate</td>
<td>2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid</td>
<td>[25,26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Homopolymers of crosslinked polymethacrylic acid [17], polyacrylic acid, i.e., poly(acrylic acid) and poly(acrylic acid sodium salt) [18-20], and poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) [18,21] were synthesized in inverse w/o miniemulsions. The polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate could be performed in inverse miniemulsion with a surface active initiator or an oil-soluble initiator. The initiator potassium peroxodisulfate (KPS) could not be used due to its low solubility in the 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate monomer. Similarly, sodium acrylate was polymerized in inverse miniemulsion and was crosslinked with diethylene glycol diacrylate to yield, after the transfer to water, stable microgels. Monodisperse latexes could be obtained with the poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) when water, methanol, ethanol, ethylene glycol, or water/ethanol mixtures were used as the dispersed phase in the presence of cobalt tetrafluoroborate [21]. This approach is particularly interesting to encapsulate large amounts of metal salts. Indeed, up to 22.6 wt % of the cobalt salt compared to the monomer content could be encapsulated. Monodisperse latexes of silver–polymer particles were also obtained upon reduction of silver nitrate in the monomer droplets followed by polymerization of the dispersed phase [22]. The reduction reaction was performed at high temperature and miniemulsions were kept stable. This novel system opens up the area of high temperature reactions in miniemulsion. Acrylic acid was also copolymerized with trivinylacrylic acid in inverse miniemulsion [23]. The non-reacted vinyl groups, detected by NMR spectroscopy, could be subsequently further crosslinked. The syntheses of temperature-responsive microgels in inverse miniemulsion have also been reported [24]. N-isopropylacrylamide and methacrylic acid were polymerized in the presence of Fe₃O₄ ferrofluid to yield superparamagnetic particles. Wiechers et al. investigated
the copolymerization of 1-vinylimidazole and 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid in inverse miniemulsion with an oil-soluble initiator at different pH values [25]. The polymerization was found to be faster at neutral pH values and higher molecular weight polymers were produced in miniemulsion compared to solution polymerization as a result of the confinement effect. The same group carried out a similar study with the copolymerization of 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid and 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate [26].

In the copolymerization approaches discussed previously, the comonomers were present in the dispersed phase. Willert et al. studied the copolymerization of monomers with opposite polarity, i.e., one comonomer in each phase, in direct and inverse miniemulsion [27]. Water-soluble, surface active, and oil-soluble initiators were employed to initiate the polymerizations as shown in Figure 1. Oil-soluble initiators were found to give a higher yield of copolymers of acrylamide and methyl methacrylate with a low extent of blockiness than with a water-soluble initiator or surface active initiator. By contrast, the surface active polyethylene glycol azo-initiator yielded polymers almost free of homopolymers with a low blockiness when acrylamide and styrene were copolymerized. Wu et al. used the same principle but with monomers having the ability to copolymerize alternately [28]. Thus water-soluble poly(hydroxy vinyl ethers) were copolymerized with oil-soluble maleate esters to yield polymer particles with capsular morphology as shown in Figure 2.

While the formation of (hydrophilic) functionalized particles is straightforward in inverse miniemulsions, it most often required the presence of a second hydrophobic monomer when the polymerization was performed in direct miniemulsions. The hydrophilic acrylic acid or methacrylic acid was successfully polymerized in direct miniemulsion with the hydrophobic octadecyl methacrylate to yield functionalized comb-like polymers [29]. Acrylic acid was copolymerized with styrene to improve the hydrophilicity of the resultant polymer with phase separation of the polymer in oil nanodroplets, to form nanocapsules (and not hemispheres or separate nanoparticles of each phase) [30]. Particles with capsular morphologies suitable for the encapsulation of hydrophobic substances could be obtained. Capsules could be also obtained when methacrylic acid was used instead of acrylic acid [31]. Wu and Schork investigated the copolymerization between the functional n-methylol acrylamide and vinyl acetate in batch and semi-batch processes [32]. For a batch process with an initiator in the aqueous phase, it was found that the copolymerization followed the Mayo–Lewis equation despite the huge difference of solubility of the monomers in the aqueous continuous phase. Fluorinated monomers (fluoroalkyl acrylates) could be easily polymerized when dispersed in water in a miniemulsion system [33]. These monomers are typically difficult to polymerize in traditional
emulsion polymerizations because of the very low water solubility of the monomers and the oligomers. Functionality was introduced via copolymerization with protonated monomers such as acrylic acid and methacryloxyethyltrimethyl ammonium chloride (MADQUAT).

Styrene was copolymerized with various functional comonomers to be used as model systems for nanoparticles–cell interaction. In fact, a fluorescent marker suitable for FACS and LSM measurements could be encapsulated in the monodisperse nanoparticles with a controlled density of functionalization of the surface. Thus, the influence of the surface functionality nature and density of the nanoparticles on their uptake by different cell lines could be investigated. 2-Aminoethyl methacrylate (0–20 wt %) or acrylic acid were copolymerized with styrene to yield functionalized particles [34,35] and their uptake by cells was studied [34]. In general, with increased functional groups, an increase in the uptake into cells could be observed. Copolymer particles of styrene and acrylic acid were used to encapsulate a platinum(II) complex for photolithographic applications [36], magnetite [37], and as templates for the mineralization on the surface of particles [38]. Ethirajan et al. showed, for instance, that it was possible to use the surface of nanoparticles with carboxylate groups and calcium counterions to mineralize hydroxyapatite on the surface of the particles. Methyl methacrylate, butyl acrylate, and acrylic acid were copolymerized in the presence of alkyl resins to yield hybrid latexes [39]. Similar copolymerizations were carried out with styrene, tetraethylene glycol diacrylate as crosslinker, and up to 20 mol % of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, 2-aminoethyl methacrylate or styrene sulfonic acid [40]. 2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate and 2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate were copolymerized with styrene and the influence of the functional comonomers on the nucleation mechanism was investigated [41]. A mixture of styrene, butyl acrylate, and butyl methacrylate was also copolymerized with 2-aminoethyl methacrylate by the same authors [42]. Cell–particle investigations were performed with polysoprene and copolymers of styrene and isoprene fluorescent particles. Their uptake was found to be faster in comparison to poly styrene particles [43]. Such particles can be considered as reactive latexes since they can be easily crosslinked in a subsequent step due to the presence of the double bond. In the case of vinylphosphonic acid, the monomer was added to styrene or MMA with an oil-soluble initiator to form the dispersed phase [44]. In contrast to latexes with styrene as monomer, the use of MMA led to an increase of coagulum by increasing the amount of vinylphosphonic acid. This is explained by the higher solubility of MMA in water as compared to styrene which leads to polymerization of MMA in the continuous phase via homogeneous nucleation. On the other hand, latexes with MMA and 10 wt % vinylphosphonic acid showed the highest density of phosphonate functionality (0.66 group/nm²) at pH = 10. Lu et al. introduced the term “emulsifier-free miniemulsion polymerization” for the copolymerization of styrene and sodium p-styrene sulfonate in the presence of magnetite stabilized by oleic acid [45]. The term “emulsifier-free” is debatable since oleic acid possesses surface activity. The concept of copolymerizing with a functional comonomer that is soluble in the continuous phase can be obviously extended to virtually any vinyl functional monomers provided that the copolymerization parameters under such conditions allow copolymerization. The functionalities available using hydrophobic monomers with functional monomers in direct miniemulsions are summarized in Table 3.

We have already mentioned above that latexes can be prepared from polyisoprene and that these can be further crosslinked. Latexes with double functionality were also prepared by the free-radical polymerization of divinylbenzene in miniemulsion [46,47]. The remaining vinyl group after polymerization could be, for instance, reacted with thiol-functionalized PEG via the thiol–ene chemistry [47].

Controlled radical polymerizations

Controlled radical polymerization techniques are suitable for synthesizing polymers with a high level of architectural control. They not only allow the copolymerization with functional monomers as discussed previously for free-radical polymerization, but also simple functionalization of the chain end by the initiator. Miniemulsion systems were found to be suitable to conduct controlled radical polymerizations [48-51] including atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), reversible addition fragmentation transfer (RAFT), degenerative iodine transfer [48], and nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP). ATRP in miniemulsions was recently described in several reviews [52,53]. The kinetics of RAFT polymerization in miniemulsion has been discussed by Tobita [54] and thus no detailed description is required here.

Surfactant monomer (surfer) in radical miniemulsion polymerization

The presence of the surfactant used to stabilize the latexes can have an unfavorable effect on surface properties of films prepared from these latexes. Therefore the use of copolymerizable surfactants was investigated for a number of different polymerization systems. For some step-growth polymerizations in inverse miniemulsions, the surfactant is incorporated into the particle as a result of the end functional groups. Because there is usually only one reactive group in the surfactant, reaction with the surfactant is detrimental for the molecular weight of the polymer. We will focus here only on radical polymerization processes, for which the copolymerization is directed by the co-
Table 3: Functional comonomers employed in polymerizations with styrene, (meth)acrylates, and vinyl acetate in direct miniemulsion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main monomer</th>
<th>Functional comonomer</th>
<th>Functional group</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>styrene</td>
<td>acrylic acid</td>
<td>carboxylic acid</td>
<td>[30,34-38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>methacrylic acid</td>
<td>carboxylic acid</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-aminoethyl methacrylate</td>
<td>amino</td>
<td>[34,35,40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>isoprene</td>
<td>double bond</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vinylphosphonic acid</td>
<td>phosphonate</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate</td>
<td>hydroxy</td>
<td>[40,41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-hydroxypropyl methacrylate</td>
<td>hydroxy</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>styrene sulfonic acid</td>
<td>sulfonate</td>
<td>[40,45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl methacrylate</td>
<td>vinylphosphonic acid</td>
<td>phosphonate</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>styrene, butyl acrylate, butyl methacrylate</td>
<td>2-aminoethyl methacrylate</td>
<td>amino</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl methacrylate, butyl acrylate</td>
<td>acrylic acid</td>
<td>carboxylic acid</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vinyl acetate</td>
<td>n-methylol acrylamide</td>
<td>hydroxy</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>octadecyl methacrylate</td>
<td>acrylic acid, methacrylic acid</td>
<td></td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluoroalkyl acrylates</td>
<td>acrylic acid</td>
<td>carboxylic acid</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>methacryloxyethyltrimethyl ammonium chloride</td>
<td></td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Styrene and methyl methacrylate were copolymerized with the sodium salt of vinylbenzylsulfosuccinic acid [55]. Stable latexes were obtained with oil-soluble or water-soluble initiators. The authors estimated that 50 to 75% of the surfactant was efficiently grafted onto the surface of the particles. A polymerizable surfactant was formed by the esterification of hydroxypropyl methacrylate or hydroxyethyl methacrylate with succinic anhydride [56]. SDS was added to the surfmers to give sufficient stability to the latexes. A mono-fluoroocetyl maleate surfactant has been used to stabilize the polymerization of styrene in miniemulsion [57]. Although the polymerizable moiety was not fixed at the end of the fluorinated chain (the hydrophobe part), the authors claimed that the surfactant was copolymerized with the styrene monomer. They compared the IR spectra (vibration of –CF₂ and –CF₃) before and after dialysis and estimated that 92% of the surfactant remained grafted after dialysis.

Nanoparticles and nanocapsules from polymerization of styrene and/or divinylbenzene in miniemulsion could be produced in the presence of a polymerizable derivative of polyethylene oxide/polypropylene oxide which was used to stabilize the droplets [46]. XPS measurements on dialyzed samples confirmed the grafting of the polymerizable surfactant onto the surface of the particles. Matabha et al. synthesized one cationic and one anionic polymerizable surfactant and copolymerized these with styrene and methyl methacrylate by RAFT in miniemulsion [58]. The rate of polymerization for the systems stabilized by the non-polymerizable surfactants was similar to systems for which polymerizable surfactants were employed. Cao et al. synthesized and measured the CMC of another cationic polymerizable surfactant and copolymerized it with styrene [59]. Fluorescent particles of polystyrene were created in miniemulsion by copolymerizing styrene, the cationic polymerizable surfactant N,N,N-dimethyl-N-dodecyl-N-2-methacryloyloxyethyl ammonium bromide, and eventually the polymerizable dye 1-pyrenylmethyloxyethyl methacrylate [60]. The pyrene dye encapsulated in the particles displayed an excitation lifetime 17 times longer than pyrene dissolved in THF.

Metal-catalyzed polymerizations

At the end of the last century, many groups focused their research on the production of polyolefins in aqueous media. Ethylene as one of the most industrially relevant monomers was polymerized via various heterophase polymerizations, including...
polymerization in miniemulsion. The first report on polymerization of ethylene in miniemulsion describes the synthesis of polyethylene nanoparticles in the presence of a nickel–ylide complex [10]. The catalyst was dissolved in toluene and hexadecane as hydrophobe and the solution was dispersed in an aqueous solution of surfactant (SDS). The mixture was homogenized and ethylene was subsequently added to the system. In this example, the homogenization was by simple mechanical stirring and the droplet size was not measured prior to polymerization. Therefore it is difficult to know if the experiment represented a “true” miniemulsion polymerization process. A similar process was employed but with homogenization of catalyst/hexadecane/toluene, which was performed with either ultrasonication or high-pressure homogenizer in order to obtain a stable miniemulsion [61]. High molecular weight polyethylene (140,000 g mol⁻¹) could be obtained in stable latexes with particles having a hydrodynamic diameter between 90 and 330 nm. The same principle was used with various catalysts from commercial sources [62]. It was also possible to copolymerize ethylene and up to 3 mol % 1-butene. Small nanoparticles (~200 nm) could be obtained by ethylene polymerization with a nickel(II) keto-ylide complex with 10% solids content in direct miniemulsion [63]. The same group copolymerized ethylene and polar and non-polar α-olefins in miniemulsion with a P,O-chelated Ni(II) catalyst to obtain dispersions with up to 30% solid content [64]. The copolymerization of carbon monoxide with ethylene or 1-olefins with catalysts formed in situ from palladium(II) complexes gave aliphatic polyketones [65]. The catalyst activity was slightly higher as compared to non-aqueous polymerizations in methanol with the same catalysts. The emulsion and miniemulsion processes were compared for the copolymerization of ethylene with vinyl acetate [66]. For batch processes, ethylene incorporation in the copolymer was found to be higher in miniemulsion than in emulsion due to the low solubility of ethylene in water and hence its poor transfer through the continuous phase. The use of semibatch processes reduced the difference between emulsion and miniemulsion polymerization in terms of incorporation of ethylene in the copolymer. Instead of miniemulsified catalyst, functionalized polystyrene nanoparticles were synthesized in emulsion and miniemulsion by non-covalently immobilized metallocene catalysts [67]. The catalytic polymerization of butadiene with a cobalt catalyst was found to give highly crystalline 1,2-polybutadiene with a particle size of 150–200 nm [68]. The copolymerization of isoprene afforded low crystalline polymers. After Grubbs popularized water resistant catalysts for metathesis polymerizations, it became clear that metathesis could be also...
performed in aqueous heterophase systems. Claverie et al. studied the ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) in emulsion and miniemulsion [69]. Water-soluble ruthenium alkylidene was used for emulsion polymerization of norbornene, whilst an oil-soluble catalyst was employed for the miniemulsion polymerization of norbornene, 1,5-cyclooctadiene, cyclooctene. Similar to the polymerization of ethylene, which is described above, an organic solution of the catalyst was first miniemulsified in water and then the monomer was added to the miniemulsion. The monomer conversion was found to be moderate for the two latter monomers, and relatively high (97%) in the case of norbornene with an obtained particle size of 250 nm.

Another group compared the dispersion, miniemulsion, and suspension polymerization for the ROMP of norbornene or cyclooctadiene [70]. For the miniemulsions, two approaches were followed, i.e., the addition of a catalyst solution to a miniemulsion of the monomer and the addition of monomer to miniemulsion of Grubbs catalyst in water. Although the first approach could yield simultaneously high conversion and stable latexes, particles with sizes above 400 nm without coagulum and 100% conversion could be obtained with the second approach. A water-soluble ruthenium carbene complex (PEO-based catalyst) was prepared as shown in Scheme 1 and used in the direct miniemulsion ROMP of norbornene [71]. Particles with sizes of 200–250 nm could be obtained. The catalytic polymerization of norbornene in direct miniemulsion was also carried out in the presence of an oil-soluble catalyst that was generated in situ, or with a water-soluble catalyst [72]. The reaction was faster when the oil-soluble catalyst was used.

Finally, helical substituted polyacetylene could be efficiently polymerized in direct miniemulsion to yield a latex displaying intense circular dichroism [73]. Particles from 60 to 400 nm could be prepared and the optical activity increased with decreasing particle size. Films were prepared from dried miniemulsion latexes which were then mixed with polyvinyl alcohol in order to preserve the optical activity.

**Ionic polymerizations**

Although different ionic polymerizations in heterophase have been reported in the literature, they are scarcely described and can be hence still considered as unconventional systems. Ionic miniemulsion polymerizations were carried out either under mild conditions (e.g., in the presence of water) or in water-free conditions (see Figure 4). Historically, ionic polymerizations in miniemulsion under mild conditions were investigated before miniemulsion polymerization requiring water-free conditions (published in 2005). The monomers polymerized for both types of polymerization are listed in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane</td>
<td>[9,74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3,5-tris(trifluoropropylmethyl)cyclotrisiloxane</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4,6,8-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetramethyltetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phenyl glycidyl ether</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-methoxystyrene</td>
<td>[79-81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-butyl cyanoacrylate</td>
<td>[82-90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε-caprolactam</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cyclosiloxanes, for instance, can also be easily polymerized in direct miniemulsion. Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane, [9,74], 1,3,5-tris(trifluoropropylmethyl)cyclotrisiloxane [75], 2,4,6,8-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane [76], and tetramethyltetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane [77] were polymerized in miniemulsion to yield polydimethylsiloxane, poly(trifluoropropylmethyl)siloxane, poly(methylhydrogenosiloxane), and multiblock vinyl functionalized silicones, respectively. Oligomers of phenyl glycidyl ether were produced in direct miniemulsion initiated by the counter anion of the surfmer didodecyldimethyl ammonium hydroxide [78]. Cationic polymerization can also be performed in direct miniemulsion in the presence of water. p-Methoxystyrene was polymerized using the insurf dodecylbenzenesul-
fonic acid with a monomer content up to 40 wt % [79]. The same group also investigated the same system in the presence of ytterbium triflate and found that inverse systems were formed [80]. The rate of polymerization was found to be slower than for the direct system whereas the molecular weights obtained were larger. The polymerization was initiated by 1-chloro-1-(p-methoxyphenyl)ethane (p-MOS-HCl) and catalyzed by trisdecyl sulfate ytterbium, which is both a surfactant and a Lewis acid [81]. The Lewis acid surfactant did not play the expected role, since the p-MOS-HCl was hydrolyzed. The resulting hydronium ion protonated the SDS surfactant, which acted as an insurf in the interfacial cationic polymerization process.

Alkyl cyanoacrylate monomers are probably the simplest monomers to polymerize anionically since the monomer is very reactive and the polymerization can be conducted in the presence of a large amount of water. Moreover, the polymers were shown to be able to pass the blood brain barrier, making them ideal candidates as vectors for drug delivery. Therefore it is not surprising that several groups have reported the polymerization of cyanoacrylates in miniemulsion. Limouzin et al. obtained low molecular weight oligo(n-butyl cyanoacrylate) (≤1,200 g mol⁻¹) in the presence of a surfactant with a sulfonic acid group that slowed down the polymerization [82]. Altinbas et al. compared the polymerization of n-butyl cyanoacrylate both in macroemulsion and in miniemulsion in the presence of an oil (caprylic/capric triglyceride) with water as continuous phase [83]. The latter method yielded capsules with a higher stability. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy showed that the polymer was in contact with both water and oil, leading the authors to identify their particles as capsules (core–shell with oil as the core). Huang et al. showed that paclitaxel was encapsulated with high efficiency in poly(n-butyl cyanoacrylate) produced in miniemulsion [84]. Amino acids have been employed to initiate the polymerization of n-butyl cyanoacrylate in miniemulsion [85]. The nanoparticles were hence functionalized with carboxyl groups as shown by the pH dependence of the zeta potential. Functionalized nanoparticles of the same polymer were prepared by the polymerization of n-butyl cyanoacrylate in miniemulsion in the presence of methoxypoly(ethylene glycol) with the same oil used by Altinbas et al. [86]. Based on FT-IR and ¹H NMR measurements, the authors claimed that poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains were connected to the poly(n-butyl cyanoacrylate). The same approach has been used by other authors with other surface active initiators based on PEG [87]. The hydrophilic layer thickness and surface coverage of non-dialyzed nanoparticles were estimated for various surfactant concentrations [88]. The investigation was carried out by the same group with a modified dextran as stabilizer [89].

An unconventional approach was reported by Musyanovych and Landfester for the polymerization of n-butyl cyanoacrylate [90]. The monomer was solubilized in the continuous phase and the polymer precipitated during the polymerization at the interface of aqueous droplets. The process could be successfully used for the encapsulation of DNA with an encapsulation efficiency of almost 100%. The method is particularly interesting since it allows the encapsulation of hydrophilic substances in the polymer capsules.

The “classical” miniemulsions described above are, however, limited to particular monomers for anionic polymerization. In fact in many cases, the initiator and active species are sensitive to water and hence cannot be polymerized in water-in-oil or oil-in-water miniemulsions. In 2005 we reported the anionic poly-
merization of ε-caprolactam in non-aqueous miniemulsion polymerization [14]. Since the monomer ε-caprolactam is hydrophilic, the polymerization had to be carried out in inverse miniemulsions. ε-Caprolactam-in-oil miniemulsions could not be stabilized efficiently in contrast to DMSO-in-oil miniemulsions. Thus, ε-caprolactam was dissolved in DMSO to build the dispersed phase and polyamide-6 nanoparticles could be obtained. The synthesis strategy paved the way for various water-free reactions to be performed in the miniemulsion nanodroplets, including the formation of hydrophilic polyurethane capsules and particles as discussed below.

Enzymatic polymerization

Enzymatic polymerization could be successfully performed in direct miniemulsion with significant advantages compared to the traditional bulk process. In fact, the bulk process yields only low molecular weight polymers and conversions are limited to 80% after 5 days (see Figure 5). Polyesters were polymerized by enzymatic polymerization of pentadecanolide in direct miniemulsions with amphiphilic lipases (e.g., lipase-PS\textsuperscript{TM}) [91]. Due to the very large interfacial area available, an apparent molecular weight as large as 200,000 g mol\(^{-1}\) could be obtained with full conversion of the monomer after 2 h.

Another advantage of miniemulsion systems compared to solution polymerization was demonstrated by Qi et al. who were able to polymerize styrene with horseradish peroxidase, hydrogen peroxide, and a β-diketone in aqueous direct miniemulsion [92]. Normally, only hydrophilic monomers can be polymerized with this initiating system in water or a co-solvent, e.g. THF, is required, however, the yields of polymer are low. Although the conversion to polymer was moderate in miniemulsion, polymers with apparent molecular weight of up to 406,000 g mol\(^{-1}\) could be obtained.

Oxidative polymerization

Semiconducting polymers are usually difficult to process due to their low solubilities and therefore several groups have investigated polymerization in miniemulsion to improve their processibilities. Oxidative polymerizations were carried out in miniemulsion either in the droplets or on the surface of nanoparticles to create an additional shell. The monomers polymerized are shown in Figure 6.

Aniline and anilium hydrochloride were polymerized in direct and in inverse miniemulsion, respectively [93]. The polymerization of anilium hydrochloride was initiated by hydrogen peroxide and gave highly crystalline emeraldine polyaniline. In direct miniemulsions, additional stabilizers such as poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) or poly(vinyl alcohol) were employed to preserve colloidal stability. The polymerization of aniline in direct miniemulsion has also been reported by other authors [94]. After polymerization, they treated the polymer with stannous chloride and doped the polymer with p-toluenesulfonic acid. The conductivity was increased dramatically when stannous chloride was employed, which the authors attributed to the reduction of part of pernigraniline in the emeraldine base structure. Such oxidative polymerization of aniline can be used to add an additional conductive shell to preformed latexes. For instance, Li et al. polymerized aniline in the presence of dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid on the surface of polyurethane and polyurethane/poly(methyl methacrylate) nanoparticles prepared in miniemulsion [95]. The same approach was previously reported for the polymerization of pyrrole initiated by iron(III) chloride on polystyrene latexes produced in miniemulsion to yield particles with sizes ranging from 50 to 70 nm [96]. The conductivity of pellets prepared from the particles was found to be 15.4 S cm\(^{-1}\). Core–shell morphologies could be identified by selectively dissolving the polystyrene core in THF. Ham et al. dispersed single-wall carbon nanotubes and pyrrole before oxidative polymerization of the monomer [97].

Polyaddition

Polyaddition and polycondensation reactions always yield functional polymers since the polymers produced are terminated with reactive functional groups. A higher degree of functionality is easily attained using monomers bearing additional reactive groups that do not participate in the step-growth polymerization. Polyaddition and polycondensation are probably the polyreactions for which miniemulsion systems are the most beneficial. An emulsion polymerization scenario where a mixture of micelles and monomer droplets coexist will probably yield polymer particles with a bimodal size distribution. The first polyadditions in miniemulsion carried out were the reactions of polyepoxides and hydrophobic diamines, bisphenols, and dimercaptans [11]. Stable latexes of epoxy resins could be obtained and apparent molecular weights up to 20,000 g mol\(^{-1}\) were measured. Another group reported the reaction between chitosan oligosaccharide with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether to encapsulate paclitaxel in methylene dichloride-water miniemulsions [99]. The encapsulation was determined by HPLC to be between ~84% and ~92% depending on the ratio and amount of the monomers used, and could be re-dispersed in water after removal of the solvent for release studies. Ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether and L-lysine were polymerized via interfacial polyaddition in inverse miniemulsion [100]. The particles were found to be amphoteric and bear positive charges from secondary amine groups below pH = 8.7, whereas nega-
Figure 5: Enzymatic reactions in miniemulsion droplets (reproduced with permission from [91]. Copyright (2003) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co, KGaA). EAM = enzyme-activated monomer.
of monomers, which can be polymerized under radical condi-
tions to yield hybrid latexes [106,107]. Li et al. showed that
homogeneous or core–shell morphologies could be obtained
depending on the diol added and on the location of the initiator
(water-soluble versus oil-soluble) [107]. Another prepolymer
used is poly(dimethylsiloxane) terminated by hydroxy groups;
this was reacted with IPDI to yield silicone/polyurethane hybrid
latexes [108]. An interesting approach is to polymerize a mono-
mer for polyaddition possessing an additional functionality. For
instance, the acyl chloride of the azo-initiator 4,4′-azobis(4-
cyanopentanoic acid) was reacted with 2,4-diethyl-1,5-pentane-
diol to yield a diol functionalized with an azo-bond [109]. The
functionalized diol was subsequently polymerized with a diso-
cyante to yield particles of cleavable polyurethanes. In a
second step it was possible to cleave the azo-bonds and poly-
merize styrene in the nanodroplets. This approach hence
combines free-radical polymerization and polyaddition for the
production of hybrid block-copolymer particles. Polyurethanes
can also be prepared in inverse miniemulsion if the monomers
or prepolymer are sufficiently hydrophilic. Polymerizations in
non-aqueous inverse miniemulsions are even possible as was
previously demonstrated [79]. Polyurethanes free from any urea
could hence produced in non-aqueous inverse miniemul-
sions in a one-pot process [110]. In this case the miniemulsions
of dimethylformamide in hexane were stabilized by a
co-polymer surfactant with isoprene and methyl methacrylate
blocks. A shell of polymethyl methacrylate could be subse-
cuently added after the polyaddition [111]. One of the tech-
niques associated with step-growth polymerizations is the
so-called interfacial polyaddition or polycondensation (Table 6).
Since the surface generated by the miniemulsion
droplets is extremely large, fast reactions are expected to occur
in such systems. The formation of a thin film around the
nanodroplets allow the creation of core–shell or capsular
morphologies.

Polystyrene–polyurea core–shell particles were prepared by
miniemulsifying the styrene and a hydrophobic disiocyanate
monomer followed by the addition of a diamine to the
miniemulsion, and then the radical polymerization of styrene
[112]. The presence of the polyurea shell was shown to prevent
migration of encapsulated dye. Torini et al. carried out the reac-
tion between a diisocyanate dissolved in oil and a diol dissolved
in water and added after miniemulsification of the first mono-
er in the aqueous continuous phase [113]. Owing to the side
reaction with water, only an oligomer with molecular weight
ranging from 500 to 3000 g mol⁻¹ could be obtained. The same
procedure was used by Johnsen et al. with a different polyoil,
i.e., propanetriol instead of 1,6-hexanediol [114]. An interesting
approach is to polymerize a mono-
mer for polyaddition possessing an additional functionality. For
instance, the acyl chloride of the azo-initiator 4,4′-azobis(4-
cyanopentanoic acid) was reacted with 2,4-diethyl-1,5-pentane-
diol to yield a diol functionalized with an azo-bond [109]. The
functionalized diol was subsequently polymerized with a diso-
cyante to yield particles of cleavable polyurethanes. In a
second step it was possible to cleave the azo-bonds and poly-
merize styrene in the nanodroplets. This approach hence
combines free-radical polymerization and polyaddition for the
production of hybrid block-copolymer particles. Polyurethanes
can also be prepared in inverse miniemulsion if the monomers
or prepolymer are sufficiently hydrophilic. Polymerizations in
non-aqueous inverse miniemulsions are even possible as was
previously demonstrated [79]. Polyurethanes free from any urea
could hence produced in non-aqueous inverse miniemul-
sions in a one-pot process [110]. In this case the miniemulsions
of dimethylformamide in hexane were stabilized by a
co-polymer surfactant with isoprene and methyl methacrylate
blocks. A shell of polymethyl methacrylate could be subse-
cuently added after the polyaddition [111]. One of the tech-
niques associated with step-growth polymerizations is the
so-called interfacial polyaddition or polycondensation (Table 6).
Since the surface generated by the miniemulsion
droplets is extremely large, fast reactions are expected to occur
in such systems. The formation of a thin film around the
nanodroplets allow the creation of core–shell or capsular
morphologies.

Polystyrene–polyurea core–shell particles were prepared by
miniemulsifying the styrene and a hydrophobic disiocyanate
monomer followed by the addition of a diamine to the
miniemulsion, and then the radical polymerization of styrene
[112]. The presence of the polyurea shell was shown to prevent
migration of encapsulated dye. Torini et al. carried out the reac-
tion between a diisocyanate dissolved in oil and a diol dissolved
in water and added after miniemulsification of the first mono-
er in the aqueous continuous phase [113]. Owing to the side
reaction with water, only an oligomer with molecular weight
ranging from 500 to 3000 g mol⁻¹ could be obtained. The same
procedure was used by Johnsen et al. with a different polyoil,
i.e., propanetriol instead of 1,6-hexanediol [114]. An interesting
approach is to polymerize a mono-
mer for polyaddition possessing an additional functionality. For
instance, the acyl chloride of the azo-initiator 4,4′-azobis(4-
cyanopentanoic acid) was reacted with 2,4-diethyl-1,5-pentane-
diol to yield a diol functionalized with an azo-bond [109]. The
functionalized diol was subsequently polymerized with a diso-
cyante to yield particles of cleavable polyurethanes. In a
second step it was possible to cleave the azo-bonds and poly-
merize styrene in the nanodroplets. This approach hence
combines free-radical polymerization and polyaddition for the
production of hybrid block-copolymer particles. Polyurethanes
can also be prepared in inverse miniemulsion if the monomers
or prepolymer are sufficiently hydrophilic. Polymerizations in
non-aqueous inverse miniemulsions are even possible as was
previously demonstrated [79]. Polyurethanes free from any urea
could hence produced in non-aqueous inverse miniemul-
sions in a one-pot process [110]. In this case the miniemulsions
of dimethylformamide in hexane were stabilized by a
co-polymer surfactant with isoprene and methyl methacrylate
blocks. A shell of polymethyl methacrylate could be subse-
cuently added after the polyaddition [111]. One of the tech-
niques associated with step-growth polymerizations is the
so-called interfacial polyaddition or polycondensation (Table 6).
Since the surface generated by the miniemulsion
droplets is extremely large, fast reactions are expected to occur
in such systems. The formation of a thin film around the
nanodroplets allow the creation of core–shell or capsular
morphologies.

A popular method to form polyurethane latexes in direct
aqueous miniemulsions is to dissolve a reactive preformed
prepolymer in the dispersed phase and subsequently carry out
the polyaddition. The molecular weights obtained are usually
higher for these two-step methods than for the one-pot method
described above. Poly(propylene glycol) terminated
polyurethane particles with IPDI were polymerized with a diol,
an organotin catalyst, and a triol as crosslinker in miniemulsion
[105]. Such prepolymer were also polymerized in the presence
of monomers, which can be polymerized under radical condi-

The most common miniemulsion polyaddition synthesis is the
formation of polyurethanes. Originally, there was considerable
interest in producing water-borne polyurethane dispersions to
replace the solvent-borne formulations and therefore much
effort was expended in investigating the synthesis of
polyurethane in aqueous miniemulsions. Hydrophobic diols
such as 1,12-dodecanediol, bisphenol A, and/or neopentyl
glycol, and the slow reacting isophorone disiocyanate (IPDI)
were reacted in miniemulsion droplets [12]. Similar reactions
were performed but in the presence of an organotin catalyst
[101]. Relatively high apparent molecular weight polyurethane
could be obtained. The molecular weight could be increased by
the use of an organotin catalyst, a solvent in the dispersed phase
and an excess of disiocyanate compared to diol. Instead of syn-
thetic polyols, it is possible to employ polyols from renewable
resources to synthesize polyurethane in miniemulsion. For
example, castor oil (a triol) has been used as the monomer
[102]. Li et al. showed that short diols can be also replaced effi-
ciently by poly(tetramethylene glycol) [103]. The polyaddition
reaction to form urethane bonds was also carried out with a
cyclodextrin derivative and IPDI as the disiocyanate compo-
ponent [104]. The particles were used to encapsulate nimodipine,
a calcium channel blocker.

A popular method to form polyurethane latexes in direct
aqueous miniemulsions is to dissolve a reactive preformed
prepolymer in the dispersed phase and subsequently carry out
the polyaddition. The molecular weights obtained are usually
higher for these two-step methods than for the one-pot method
described above. Poly(propylene glycol) terminated
polyurethane particles with IPDI were polymerized with a diol,
an organotin catalyst, and a triol as crosslinker in miniemulsion
[105]. Such prepolymer were also polymerized in the presence
of monomers, which can be polymerized under radical condi-

![Figure 6: Chemical structure of a: polyaniline (leucoemeraldine), b: polypyrrole, c: poly(ethylene dioxythiophene).](image)
Table 6: Polymer obtained by interfacial polyaddition in miniemulsion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miniemulsion</th>
<th>Polymer obtained</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>direct</td>
<td>epoxy</td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polyurea</td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>poly(urethane-urea)</td>
<td>[113-115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inverse</td>
<td>epoxy</td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polyurea</td>
<td>[116-118,120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>poly(urethane-urea)</td>
<td>[116-119,122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polyurethane</td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>polythiourea</td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crosslinked dextran</td>
<td>[116-118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crosslinked starch</td>
<td>[116,121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>crosslinked polyethyleneimine</td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interfacial polyaddition in inverse miniemulsions is becoming especially popular since it allows the encapsulation of hydrophilic substances in various polymeric capsules. The method allows the formation of particles with capsular morphology consisting of a liquid core and a polymeric shell in comparison to the traditional monolithic morphology. Such capsular morphologies are suitable for drug delivery applications since the liquid in the core (e.g., water) has usually a higher solvent power than hydrophilic monomers. As for other techniques used to encapsulate drugs such as vesicle or liposome formation or solvent evaporation, the solvent used initially can be removed by dialysis or evaporation and exchanged with water to build the new dispersion medium. The capsules could be obtained with different wall thicknesses depending on the concentration of monomers and with a large variety of polymers, e.g., with epoxy, polyurethane (Figure 7), and polyurea, or based on synthetic polyamines, polythiourea, crosslinked starch, dextran or polyethylene imine [116]. Therefore, the functionality can be directly implemented in the capsules by using an excess of one of the monomers, or by using functionalized monomers or copolymers with additional functionality that do not participate in the polyaddition, in this case, e.g., amino, carboxylic, hydroxy, epoxide, isocyanate, or isothiocyanate.

Such capsules could be used to encapsulate contrast agents (Magnevist®, Gadovist®) for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in polyurethane, polyurea, and crosslinked dextran shells [117,118]. No significant difference in the relaxation time ($T_1$) between the encapsulated agent and the contrast agent in solution could be detected therefore making the capsules good candidates for MRI. Fluorescent dyes as markers are suitable for particle–cell interactions and can be followed by LSM and FACS measurements. Thus, polyurethane/urea capsules produced in inverse miniemulsion were used to encapsulate a fluorescent dye with 90% efficiency [119]. Carboxymethylation was performed on the particle surface followed by physical adsorption of poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate) or polyethylene imine polycations. As expected, the uptake of the capsules modified by the polycation was found to be higher than for non-modified capsules. Rosenbauer et al. used the same route but in the presence of a surfactant which crosslinked the shell [120]. The commercially available surfactant polysobutylene-succinimide pentamine was reacted with the diisocyanate monomer. The capsule shell wall was found to be less permeable than for capsules synthesized with a non-crosslinkable surfactant. Baier et al. used the previously described synthesis to carry out a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in crosslinked starch nanocapsules [121]. The permeability of the shell was also evaluated by fluorescence spectroscopy. The combination of cleavable polyurethane [109] with the interfacial polyaddition described above [116] afforded polymer shells that could be cleaved by UV-irradiation, temperature, or by pH change [122]. In order to study the release of encapsulated sulforhodamine dye from the capsules, polyurethane with and without cleavable functionalities were synthesized. Fluorescence spectroscopy of the supernatant obtained by the centrifugation of both polymer capsules submitted to different stimuli was recorded and the release of the dye was found to occur on different time-scales in the case of the cleavable shells, i.e., minutes for UV-irradiation, hours for a temperature increase, and days for a pH change.
Polycondensation
In aqueous miniemulsion, polycondensations are even more demanding than polyadditions since the water formed in the condensation reaction has to be transported away from the reaction locus. Barrere et al. showed that esterification polyreactions could be efficiently performed in aqueous miniemulsion droplets, even in the presence of a large amount of water (continuous phase), since the reaction locus (the droplets) are hydrophobic and become even more hydrophobic throughout the condensation reaction (Figure 8) [13]. The size of the droplets had no influence on the equilibrium, i.e., similar yields were obtained. Two major parameters were found to play a role in increasing the yield. The yield was higher if a) more hydrophobic monomers and b) diols with electron-donating groups were polymerized. The polycondensation of a diamine and sebacoyl chloride was carried out in direct miniemulsions in the presence of silica nanoparticles prepared in inverse microemulsion [123]. The polyamide was identified by infrared spectroscopy.

Polymide nanoparticles could be synthesized in ionic liquids at temperatures up to 190 °C even although water is produced during the polycondensation as shown in Scheme 2 [15]. Here again, the reaction locus is hydrophobic and spills out the water into the continuous phase. The ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis[(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide] was used both as continuous phase and as stabilizer due to its amphiphilic properties. The approach is interesting for synthesizing polymers, which require very high polymerization temperatures. Star copolymers of polyethylene glycol and polypropylene glycol were crosslinked in inverse miniemulsion via an esterification reaction with a dithiodicarboxylic acid to yield nanogels [124]. The disulfide bonds were subsequently cleaved by reduction to yield thiols, whereas the nanogels were stable in PBS solution.

Radiation-induced polymerization
Miniemulsions initiated by 60Co γ-rays are reported in a separate paragraph because of their peculiarities. The γ-ray initiated miniemulsion polymerization was conducted to synthesize polystyrene particles [125]. The dose rate and the total absorbed dose were found to affect the particle size of the latex particles. Y-like branched surfactant were synthesized and used for γ-ray miniemulsion polymerization at room temperature [126]. Polyurethane (2 wt %) was used as the hydrophobe in the miniemulsion polymerization of styrene and was sufficient to ensure a shelf-life of 1 year for the miniemulsion [127]. In both cases [126,127], the particle size and distribution were preserved throughout the polymerization. The copolymerization of styrene with 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone as polar monomer in the presence of dodecane in the oil droplets also gave nanocapsules [128]. 1H NMR spectroscopy measurements showed that graft copolymers were obtained by radiation-induced polymerization instead of random copolymers. Copolymers of butyl acrylate, acrylic acid, acrylonitrile, N-hydroxymethylacrylamide, and perfluoroalkylmethacrylate were prepared in direct miniemulsions with yields up to 96% within 34 h [129]. Functional polystyrene latexes were obtained by copolymerization of styrene with a polymerizable surfactant containing a
carboxylic acid group [130]. The authors reported a narrowly particle size distribution when the monomers were polymerized by γ-rays compared to initiation with potassium peroxodisulfate. The presence of carboxylic acid groups at the surface of the particles was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron and FT-IR spectroscopy. Finally, graft hybrid copolymers of polyurethane and polymers from vinyl monomers have also been reported [131]. In a first step, the polyaddition reaction was carried out between a polybutadiene terminated with hydroxy groups and the IPDI monomer in aqueous direct miniemulsion. The grafting of vinyl monomers on the PU backbone was then induced by γ-ray irradiation.

**Coupling reactions**

Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions were carried out in direct aqueous miniemulsions with 1,2,4-tribromobenzene as crosslinker [132]. Aqueous latexes of crosslinked poly(p-phenylene ethynylene) were obtained and their opto-electronic properties were found to be similar to the linear polymer dissolved in toluene. The synthesis of fluorescent conjugated particles of poly(arylene diethynylenes) in direct miniemulsions by Glaser coupling has also been reported [133]. 4,4’-Dinonyl-2,2’-bipyridine was found to be a suitable ligand for solubilizing the copper(I) chloride catalyst in the toluene droplets. A solution of the monomers in toluene was mixed with the solution of the catalyst and then the reaction mixture was miniemulsified in an aqueous solution of a cationic surfactant. The miniemulsion was stirred for several days in the presence of air.

**Particles from coordination polymers**

Prussian blue shells were created by adding iron(III) ions to direct miniemulsions of toluene/hexadecane stabilized by the organometallic surfactant [PEG-b-PPG-b-PEG-pentacyano(4-dimethylamino)pyridine) ferrate] [134]. Interparticle coordination was identified by electron microscopy and dynamic light scattering experiments. Nanoboxes could be formed when the concentration of surfactant was 4 wt % at a toluene content of 5 wt % [135]. Forty percent of the organometallic surfactant was replaced by PEG-b-PPG-b-PEG terminated by bromine atoms. When more 40% of the organometallic was replaced, the synthesis yielded only irregular structures due to inadequate crosslinking. PEG-b-PPG-b-PEG was used in combination with the organometallic surfactant to reduce the concentration of the latter surfactant on the droplet surface [136]. When 20 wt % toluene was used with low concentration of the organometallic surfactant, cubic nanoparticles were produced instead of the spherical shells (Figure 9). Only irregular structures were obtained in control experiments performed in water, i.e., without oil nanodroplets. The authors deduced that the initial confinement of the coordination polymerization hence played a significant role. The proposed mechanism for the formation of the cubic structures is shown in Figure 9.

**Conclusion**

Compared to other heterophase polymerizations, miniemulsion polymerization offers an incomparable flexibility to create polymeric nano objects. Liquid or dissolved monomers can be polymerized by an unmatched variety of polymerization processes. The synthesis described above can be virtually extended to any polymerization or any polymer provided that the monomers can be emulsified, i.e., are not water- and oil-soluble. Even then, the monomers could be emulsified in sc-CO₂ or in fluorinated solvents with a suitable surfactant.
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